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Executive Summary

Goal 5 of the DoD M&S Strategic Vision is “To develop people that are well trained and employ existing models, simulation, and data to support departmental objectives.” This project specifically addresses Objective 5 of the Acquisition M&S Master Plan: Shape the Workforce, Action 5-1, and will eliminate gaps G-WFD-1, 2, and 3, identified in the 2006 MSSC C&CC BP.

To satisfy these identified needs, the Defense Modeling and Simulation Coordination Office presented the Naval Postgraduate School with an enormous challenge in 2006: design and deliver an educational program by 2008, for 20,000 or more acquisition professionals, focusing on the effective use of modeling and simulation in acquisition. The acquisition workforce is central to force transformation, and education is the key to transforming that workforce. This report presents the processes, participants, and 2007 deliverables for this project.

We applied a systems engineering approach to the problem of curricular design. The resulting solution consists of four spirals. The first spiral focused on defining the problem. We developed our analysis based on factors such as our market segmentation of the acquisition workforce, the current resources available, the state of the modeling and simulation body of knowledge, the desired educational outcomes for each market segment, and the gaps that existed between those outcomes and the existing resources. At each step in the process, we involved key stakeholders from the acquisition, test and evaluation, and training communities. We describe the results of this process.

In the second spiral, our goal was to construct a learning architecture to cover the gaps identified in the first spiral. We describe the course content, scope, and delivery methods that we determined based on those needs from the first spiral.

The results of the first and second spirals, and subsequent lessons learned, are presented in this report. We will also briefly summarize the third and fourth spirals, which are currently underway, that involve course design and testing in the case of spiral three, and delivery and assessment of the curriculum for spiral four.

We found that there were educational gaps in the academic offerings across the United States. There were no programs or courses specifically to educate managers how to effectively employ M&S. We worked with stakeholders from the communities and services as well as partners from several key universities to develop a set of educational requirements to cover these gaps. We then designed modules and courses to meet these requirements. From the larger set, we focused on 16 courses that we will create in 2008.

Concurrent with our effort, the Air Force Agency for Modeling and Simulation (AFAMS) developed a human capital strategy for the M&S workforce and a consolidated body of knowledge. Their efforts are separately delivered.
These efforts are already bearing fruit. They are affecting the design and offering of M&S curricula at the academic partners, especially NPS, UCF, and JHU/APL. They have provided a roadmap to improve the education and training of the DoD workforce to better employ M&S.

With the completion of spirals three and four, the result of improving these skills through lifelong learning in M&S will be enhanced warfighting capability and decreased life cycle costs.
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1.1 Stakeholder Group

Our panel of stakeholders includes representation across the services. The Navy is represented by staff from the Secretary of the Navy’s office, the Naval Air Systems Command, the Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command, and the Commander Operational Test and Evaluation Force. The Army is represented by staff from Headquarters, Department of the Army, and the Future Combat System Program Office. The Air Force is represented by the Air Force Agency for Modeling and Simulation and the Joint Strike Fighter Program Office. The Marine Corps has been represented by staff from the Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle Program Office. Industry has been represented by Boeing.

This group has been the primary creators and reviewers of the Educational Skill Requirements, which form the basis for the educational program under development.

The NPS project team first met with the stakeholders in January 2007. The initial meetings were focused on narrowing the scope of the effort to target the subset of the workforce with the greatest need for the educational program. Once this “market” was established, the team then focused on developing the high level Educational Skill Requirements (ESRs) for the program. This process was iterative, with an initial brainstorming period and several reviews that resulted in updates. The final ESR list was essentially established by the end of May 2007 and formed the basis of the requirements for the development of the program.

Once the ESRs were established, the stakeholder group became the advisors during the development of the project deliverables and reviewed the intermediate work products and final FY07 deliverables. Recommendations from the stakeholder group were incorporated throughout product development throughout the year. In September, an in-person review of the learning matrix (spiral one deliverable) was conducted, and in December, the learning architecture (spiral two deliverable) was reviewed over a series of teleconferences. Feedback from these meetings and other correspondence from the stakeholders were incorporated into the final products.

We have also thrice briefed the senior members of the Defense Modeling and Simulation Coordination Office on progress to date, and we have incorporated their feedback.

The project team recognizes that stakeholder inputs are critical to the success of the program. Ultimate success will be determined by the ability of the educational program to improve the capability of the workforce in applying M&S. This group of end user representatives is the most relevant source of feedback possible until students are able to sit through the course material. With that understanding, the project team has weighed heavily on their insights and course corrections throughout the development process.
1.2 Academic Partners

The target audience for these curricula is estimated at 20,000 students. This exceeds the capacity of any one educational institution. It also requires expertise from the best programs in the nation. To address this, we recruited partner schools from across the United States to participate in the project. Partners include the Defense Acquisition University, George Mason University, Johns Hopkins University / Applied Physics Lab, Old Dominion University, University of Alabama (Huntsville), University of California (San Diego), and the University of Central Florida. We have met and divided work among ourselves according to our specific competencies and strengths. For example, the University of Alabama (Huntsville) has a national reputation for its simulation based testing work, and that school volunteered to lead the design work for many of the T&E ESRs in Table 3. Together, this talented group is offering a program that will satisfy the needs set forth by the M&S CO and the NMSO.

Beginning in April 2007, the team began meeting to discuss the approach and way forward for providing the desired educational program. The Educational Skill Requirements developed by the stakeholders were as a basis for defining and distributing the work among the partners. Once the contracting process was complete and funding was in place, the partners proceeded to develop the learning architecture through a series of three task assignments.

1. Decompose ESR to next layer of detail - For each ESR, the partners provided a decomposition of the item into a greater level of detail. The decomposition provided a level of granularity sufficient to map the resulting educational requirements to specific workforce members and identify the desired knowledge level for each item.

2. Propose mapping of ESR substrata to workforce needs - For each lower level item in the decomposed ESRs, the partners provided a desired knowledge level (general awareness, understanding, application, and mastery) for each career group, namely Project Managers, Systems Engineers, and T&E workforce members, stratified by the following career levels: basic, intermediate and advanced. The development of these mappings was an iterative process between the developers, NPS, and the stakeholder groups, until a final product was developed. The results of these mappings were combined from each of the sources into one consolidated and cohesive Learning Matrix.

3. Develop Course Syllabi – The partners then developed module and course syllabi outlining the desired content of courses that will satisfy the needs identified in the Learning Matrix. These syllabi were combined from each source into a consolidated and cohesive Learning Architecture.

During product development, the academic partners met biweekly via teleconference to discuss progress and to obtain any necessary clarification throughout the process. Additionally, two in-person reviews of the intermediate work products were conducted. The first review, in September 2007, was a review of the initial learning matrix inputs from each of the partners. The detailed ESR decomposition and assigned competence
levels were discussed in detail, and modifications were made before presenting them to the stakeholders for feedback. The second review, held in November 2007, covered the learning architecture inputs. The module and course syllabi recommended by each school was presented and discussed.

In the end, the academic partners produced a set of module syllabi that cover the materials for all of the ESRs, and a group of recommended course syllabi that cover a significant subset of the ESRs. The full course development of the recommended course syllabi will not feasible in the next year’s efforts due to budget and time constraints. Therefore, a subset of courses deemed most effective has been chosen and socialized with project sponsors and the stakeholder groups. The development of these courses will be the effort of the academic partners group over the next year.
1.3 The Project Roadmap

Figure 1.1 presents the timeline and interdependencies for the completion of this project. The color code listed on the graphic corresponds to the several different spirals of the project.

As of this report, all activities for spirals one and two have been completed and submitted.

This schedule was adjusted in August 2007 to slip a quarter due to the late receipt of funding and to unanticipated contracting issues with our academic partners.
1.4 Educational Skill Requirements

We developed the detailed educational requirements for each of the nine market segments. Following terminology used at NPS, we called them “Educational Skill Requirements,” or ESRs for short. We identified key representatives from the user communities in government and industry. We also identified a set of potential academic partners for delivery and involved them in the requirement setting. The ESRs were broken into four areas, and they are presented below.

The ESRs were developed with the stakeholder team identified for the project. The stakeholders consist of representatives from the acquisition and T&E communities. The final list of ESRs has been presented at various venues for further feedback.

The Educational Skill Requirements are the basis for the instructional content for the program and were used as the key ingredient to the learning matrix and learning architecture products identified for spirals 1 and 2, described more fully below.

After consulting with our stakeholders, we broke the ESRs into five groups: process, program management, operations and logistics, test and evaluation, and engineering. The first group addressed common M&S issues for the acquisition community, and the last four addressed issues that focused on the corresponding domains of application.

The process ESRs contain several noteworthy tasks. They indicate that the integration of modeling and simulation as a source of data into formal decision making processes remains an important challenge for acquisition professionals. P5 requires the appropriate selection of a model and simulation for a given situation. P6 requires the student to establish and write valid modeling and simulation requirements. P7 requires the student to demonstrate project management skills for M&S activities, including cost estimation, scheduling, performance assessment, and risk identification and mitigation.

There was wide consensus that the skills and knowledge identified in the process ESRs were vital, and that it was of great importance to deliver these widely throughout the M&S workforce.

The engineering ESRs in Table 5 also deserve special comment. We observed that many in the acquisition community had a greater familiarity with operational models than with engineering models. Operational models are useful for verifying that the correct set of capabilities is defined in the concept development phase. Engineering models are useful for design, and especially for testing. In fact, if one desires to substitute M&S results for live testing, one is most often contemplating the use of an engineering model.

After long discussion and careful consideration of the audience, we decided that formal survey courses, one for each of the principles listed in Table 5, were not going to be palatable to the members of the acquisition community, who lacked the time and background to complete them successfully.
We decided to first address the engineering ESRs through a set of case studies that provide the engineering context as they presented the case. Accordingly, we commissioned preliminary design of eleven case studies. These range from the dynamics and control theory underlying the Segway machine, to the structural mechanics, fluid mechanics, and environmental science behind ship shock simulation models.

These case studies form the basis for a small set of survey courses that cover the engineering ESRs at the awareness level. These are discussed later in this report.
1.5 Supplemental Material

This section presents our progress to date on supplemental materials developed to support the larger project.

Early in our internal discussions among academic partners and stakeholders, we recognized that not all of the target audience would be amenable to taking academic courses. We developed a strategy to provide supplemental materials to provide other routes to get the knowledge into the hands of the workforce. These materials were also seen as a hedge against the possibility that the business models to move large numbers of students through courses were delayed: some content would still be available.

The first supplemental work is an update of the “System Acquisition Manager’s Guide to the Use of Models and Simulation” (Defense Systems Management College (DSMC), September 1994). This desktop reference had not been updated in 13 years. We revised the table of contents and sent out calls for updated contributions of papers and content. We plan to release the 2008 version by the fall. This should provide a useful desktop and electronic reference material to the acquisition workforce, as well as serving as a source document for our academic partners and their courses. A short summary is provided in section 2.6.

The engineering case studies constituted a second set of supplemental works. These were designed to stand alone in three forms. The first form was a collection of written case studies, which will be compiled into a text for publication. The second form was a collection of PowerPoint slides on each case, which are freely distributed to any academic or training institution to include in any courses they may use. The third form was a collection of web based, animated, and narrated presentations on the cases, using the briefings as a base. A report on the case studies, along with a representative set, is presented in section 2.5.
1.6 Conferences and Workshops

Throughout execution, we recognized the need to socialize the project goals and activities as much as possible. In addition to multiple opportunities to brief stakeholders and sponsor agencies, we participated in several conferences.

At the Defense Modeling and Simulation Conference, 7-10 May 2007, the project was presented during the Joint M&S Workforce Development Meeting. This meeting was conducted as the acquisition track Wednesday of the conference. The entire day was spent discussing and shaping the road ahead for the project.

We also presented the project at the NPS-hosted Acquisition Research Symposium May 16-17 in Monterey, CA.

We presented two presentations and one paper for the 10th Annual NDIA Systems Engineering Conference, 22-25 October 2007. For the M&S track, we presented the results from the requirements development spiral for feedback. During the Education Track, we focused on the process that is being used to develop the educational program. This also was the topic of our paper.

Finally, we provided a paper that presented our approach and preliminary lessons learned for the Interservice/Industry Training, Simulation and Education Conference (I/ITSEC), 26-29 November 2007.

Efforts to continue the proper socialization of the project will continue throughout. The next two scheduled appearances are the 2008 Defense Modeling and Simulation Conference in Orlando, March 11, 2008, and the Modeling and Simulation Leadership Summit in Hampton Roads, VA, in February. We will actively pursue other opportunities to spread awareness and understanding of the project including future IITSEC, Winter Simulation Conference, and Acquisition Research Symposium events.
2.1 Learning Matrix

The primary outcome of the first spiral, which focused on defining the requirements for the program, was a learning matrix. The Educational Skill Requirements (ESRs) developed by the stakeholders were first decomposed into a greater level of detail by academic partners. Then the learning matrix was composed based on three key elements:

1. Detailed ESR’s
2. Workforce segmentation definitions (Follows DoD 5000.52M descriptions)
   - Career Fields - Project Managers, Systems Engineers, and T&E workforce
   - Career Levels - Basic/entry, intermediate/journeyman, and advanced/senior career levels
3. Competence Levels - Four competence levels defined and mapped to Bloom’s taxonomy – General Awareness, Understand, Application, and Mastery

These tools were given to the academic partners to develop the matrix.

The learning matrix maps knowledge elements to desired proficiencies, or levels of competence, for each career field and level. The matrix was developed as a single excel spreadsheet for each high level ESR. The decomposed ESR’s are assigned levels of competence for each workforce segment. Additionally, each assignment is supported by some justification of the level of competence desired for that workforce member. These justifications are captured as comments in the excel spreadsheets as shown in Figure 2.1.1. While these justifications do not translate well to printed documents, they are available by contacting the project team.
### Figure 2.1.1 Learning Matrix Example (with Justifications)

This learning matrix presents a roadmap for the development of courses for each of the workforce segments. It also provides a useful starting point for discussions of certification, as it identifies the knowledge requirements by workforce segment for the use of M&S in these positions.
P1) Describe the role of modeling and simulation prior to the concept decision to identify and quantify capability gaps and to estimate how well new program concepts might address those gaps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P1.1</th>
<th>P1.2</th>
<th>P1.3</th>
<th>P1.4</th>
<th>P1.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P1.1: Describe the JCIDS process prior to the Concept Decision.
P1.2: Identify the three types of Functional Analyses.
P1.3: Describe how M&S is used in each level of Functional Analysis.
P1.4: Identify the components of DOTMLPF.
P1.5: Describe how M&S is used for DOTMLPF determinations.
P2) Assess the costs, benefits, and risks of using physical testing, modeling and simulation, and historical data to provide information for acquisition decisions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P2.1</th>
<th>P2.2</th>
<th>P2.3</th>
<th>P2.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P2.1: Describe the cost of physical testing vis a vis modeling and simulation, and historical data analysis
P2.2: Describe the benefits of physical testing vis a vis modeling and simulation, and historical data analysis
P2.3: Describe the risks of physical testing vis a vis modeling and simulation, and historical data analysis
P2.4: Describe how physical test, M&S and historical data can be combined to provide effective decision support
P4) (Partial) Apply M&S in different testing environments (Live, Virtual, and Constructive). Apply both standalone and interoperable simulations in appropriate situations. Select among different simulation interoperability standards when necessary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P4.1</th>
<th>P4.2</th>
<th>P4.3</th>
<th>P4.4</th>
<th>P4.5</th>
<th>P4.6</th>
<th>P4.7</th>
<th>P4.8</th>
<th>P4.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P4.1 Define the different testing environments (live, virtual, and constructive) and compare the relative advantages and disadvantages of each environment for different product and system testing applications.

P4.2 Identify the attributes of an M&S application that determine whether a live, virtual, constructive, or a combination environment would be most appropriate, and the values for those attributes that indicate each type.

P4.3 List significant and widely used models, standalone simulations, interoperable simulations, data sets, and interoperability protocol standards applied in the different environments.

P4.4 Describe approaches to testing and validating models and simulations suitable for use in each of the environments, and identify degree of accuracy typically required in that environment.

P4.5 Define the differences between standalone and interoperable simulation and give examples of each that have been used.

P4.7 List current simulation interoperability protocol standards and describe the advantages and disadvantages of each in each of the different environments.

P4.8 List existing resources in each of the environments, including model repositories, implemented federations of interoperable simulations, standalone simulations, standard object models, and accredited data sets, and describe the procedures for

P4.9 Describe case studies of successful test and acquisition M&S applications in each of the different environments.
P5) Establish and write valid modeling and simulation requirements using a process that includes modeling and simulation needs analysis, generation of valid modeling and simulation requirements, functional decomposition and conceptual model development, and issuance of "built to" or "buy to" performance specifications. Understand how models and simulations evolve in fidelity, resolution, and scope as the program life cycle progresses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P5.1</th>
<th>P5.2</th>
<th>P5.3</th>
<th>P5.4</th>
<th>P5.5</th>
<th>P5.6</th>
<th>P5.7</th>
<th>P5.8</th>
<th>P5.9</th>
<th>P5.10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **P5.1** Describe the M&S development and VV&A lifecycle (for COTS, GOTS, and new development M&S)
- **P5.2** Identify the three domains of M&S requirements (user domain, problem domain, and simulation domain)
- **P5.3** Describe the types of representational requirements (e.g., entities, actions, tasks, interactions, behaviors) in M&S and standard methods for capturing them (e.g. UML, conceptual model descriptions)
- **P5.4** Describe how M&S requirements, representational requirements, acceptability criteria, and intended use support conceptual model development and validation
- **P5.5** Describe the M&S process differences between legacy (no, minor & major modifications) and new development models
- **P5.6** Describe the work products available in M&S development and their role in VV&A
- **P5.7** Describe how M&S fidelity, resolution, and scope changes across the acquisition lifecycle (e.g., concept refinement to DT to OTA to OT to training)
- **P5.8** Describe the role of acceptability criteria in the VV&A process and its relationship to M&S requirements
- **P5.9** Given a case study, select those requirements which are appropriate for M&S
- **P5.10** Given a case study and sample acquisition documents (TEMP, CDD, ICD, PSPEC), develop or evaluate requirements for M&S
### P6: M&S Plan Assessment and Risk Mitigation Strategy

Estimate the cost, develop a schedule, and assess a modeling and simulation plan. Identify the areas of risk and develop a mitigation strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P6.1</th>
<th>P6.2</th>
<th>P6.3</th>
<th>P6.4</th>
<th>P6.5</th>
<th>P6.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P6.1</th>
<th>P6.2</th>
<th>P6.3</th>
<th>P6.4</th>
<th>P6.5</th>
<th>P6.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### P6.1
Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to relate acquisition cost models to M&S and risk mitigation using M&S tools.

#### P6.2
Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to define measurable performance factors for a given case study.

#### P6.3
Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to define cost requirements and justifications as they relate to an M&S plan.

#### P6.4
Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to develop a schedule for a M&S plan.

#### P6.5
Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to assess effectiveness (cost and schedule) of a M&S plan.

#### P6.6
Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to develop a risk mitigation strategy for implementing a M&S plan.
**P7: Simulation Support Plan (SSP):** Incorporate modeling and simulation, through a Simulation Support Plan (SSP) or similar process, into a Systems Engineering Plan (SEP) and a Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P7.1</th>
<th>P7.2</th>
<th>P7.3</th>
<th>P7.4</th>
<th>P7.5</th>
<th>P7.6</th>
<th>P7.7</th>
<th>P7.8</th>
<th>P7.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**P7.1** Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to define a Simulation Support Plan (SSP) and the relationship to using M&S for acquisition decisions.

**P7.2** Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to show efficient use of SSP across life cycle phases of development.

**P7.3** Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to show how an integrated SSP, SEP and TEMP can be leveraged to reduce risk, cost and schedule issues.

**P7.4** Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to define elements of System of Systems (SOS) and interoperability across SSP.

**P7.5** Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to incorporate the SSP into a System Engineering Plan (SEP).

**P7.6** Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to integrate an SSP into a Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP).

**P7.7** Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to analyze the rationale for trade-off decisions and selections for SSP, SEP and TEMP.

**P7.8** Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to manage M&S resources and documentation of SSP, SEP and TEMP.

**P7.9** Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to create and analyze a case study encompassing SSP, SEP and TEMP.
### P8) Know and require the best practices and standards in modeling and simulation as developed in key case studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P8.1</th>
<th>P8.2</th>
<th>P8.3</th>
<th>P8.4</th>
<th>P8.5</th>
<th>P8.6</th>
<th>P8.7</th>
<th>P8.8</th>
<th>P8.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P8.1</th>
<th>P8.2</th>
<th>P8.3</th>
<th>P8.4</th>
<th>P8.5</th>
<th>P8.6</th>
<th>P8.7</th>
<th>P8.8</th>
<th>P8.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- P8.1 Identify best practices in M&S planning
- P8.2 Identify best practices in M&S tool development (requirements, conceptual modeling)
- P8.3 Identify best practices in M&S federation development (DIS, HLA, IEEE standards)
- P8.4 Identify best practices in software development as it applies to M&S (IEEE standards, configuration management, maturity model standards)
- P8.5 Identify best practices in VV&A (maturity model, IEEE standards)
- P8.6 Apply a sample M&S Support Plan to provide best use of M&S across all stages of the acquisition life-cycle
- P8.7 Analyze a sample V&V report for inclusion of best practices in VV&A
- P8.8 Given a case study, analyze the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the M&S development life-cycle
- P8.9 Given a case study, analyze the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the acquisition life-cycle
P9) Know the models and simulations used in a given phase of the acquisition process, their inputs and outputs, and their capabilities and limitations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>P9.1</th>
<th>P9.2</th>
<th>P9.3</th>
<th>P9.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P9.1: Identify the five phases of the acquisition life cycle.
P9.2: Identify the principal M&S applications used in each of the five phases of the acquisition life cycle.
P9.3: Describe representative examples of M&S used for each type of application in each phase of the acquisition life cycle.
P9.4: List the inputs, outputs, capabilities and limitations of each example M&S.
P10.1: Define the terms "verification," "validation," and "accreditation"
P10.2: Describe the purpose and expectations of VV&A
P10.3: Identify the VV&A key players
P10.4: Describe the VV&A key players roles and responsibilities
P10.5: Identify the documentation required in the VV&A process
P10.6: Identify the four categories of VV&A techniques
P10.7: Describe representative VV&A techniques from each category
P10.8: List pertinent VV&A references for DOD and representative services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P10.1</th>
<th>P10.2</th>
<th>P10.3</th>
<th>P10.4</th>
<th>P10.5</th>
<th>P10.6</th>
<th>P10.7</th>
<th>P10.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P10.1</th>
<th>P10.2</th>
<th>P10.3</th>
<th>P10.4</th>
<th>P10.5</th>
<th>P10.6</th>
<th>P10.7</th>
<th>P10.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P10.1</th>
<th>P10.2</th>
<th>P10.3</th>
<th>P10.4</th>
<th>P10.5</th>
<th>P10.6</th>
<th>P10.7</th>
<th>P10.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P10.1</th>
<th>P10.2</th>
<th>P10.3</th>
<th>P10.4</th>
<th>P10.5</th>
<th>P10.6</th>
<th>P10.7</th>
<th>P10.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P10.1</th>
<th>P10.2</th>
<th>P10.3</th>
<th>P10.4</th>
<th>P10.5</th>
<th>P10.6</th>
<th>P10.7</th>
<th>P10.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P10.1</th>
<th>P10.2</th>
<th>P10.3</th>
<th>P10.4</th>
<th>P10.5</th>
<th>P10.6</th>
<th>P10.7</th>
<th>P10.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
P11) Be able to correctly match the level of detail of a model with that of the information needed to support a decision, and understand the connection between the decision to be made and the estimation of measures from the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P11.1</th>
<th>P11.2</th>
<th>P11.3</th>
<th>P11.4</th>
<th>P11.5</th>
<th>P11.6</th>
<th>P11.7</th>
<th>P11.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P11.1 Define the level of detail, fidelity, aggregation, and disaggregation
P11.2 Understand intended use and specific use within the context of VV&A
P11.3 Describe the relationship between simulation level of detail and decision criteria
P11.4 Group models according to their levels of detail
P11.5 Given a case study and V&V report, identify the decision criteria that can be supported by M&S
P11.6 Understand the basic concepts of input and output analysis with respect to a simulations measures of effectiveness
P11.7 Given a case study, identify if the level of detail in a simulation output matches the decision criteria

Given a case study and sample V&V report assess if modifications of input and output parameters are appropriate for a specific use
P12) Design a sound simulation study for a given set of objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P12.1</th>
<th>P12.2</th>
<th>P12.3</th>
<th>P12.4</th>
<th>P12.5</th>
<th>P12.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P12.1 Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to formulate the problem, set objectives, and conceptualize the simulation model.

P12.2 Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to identify and collect input data, and design sound model construct - considering simulation alternatives and required complexity.

P12.3 Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to include verification and validation in the overall simulation study plan. Verification refers to the process of ensuring that the model is free from logical errors - that it does what it is intended to do. Validation is the determination that the model is accurate and ensures representation of the actual system or problem.

P12.4 Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to estimate measures of performance for the system designs that are being simulated through use of production runs and subsequent analysis.

P12.5 Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to document and report on program operation, progress, decisions made and achievement of objectives.

P12.6 Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to create and analyze a sound simulation case study.
**P13.1** Understand transient and steady-state behavior of stochastic processes

**P13.2** Apply statistical analysis for terminating simulations

**P13.3** Apply statistical analysis for steady state parameters

**P13.4** Apply statistical analysis for steady-state cycle parameters

**P13.5** Apply methods for evaluating multiple measures of performance

**P13.6** Apply plotting methods for analyzing data

**P13.7** Apply hypothesis testing, ANOVA, and confidence intervals

**P13.8** Apply methods for comparing multiple alternatives (e.g. ranking and selection)

**P13.9** Understand the generation of random variates in computers and apply variance reduction techniques

**P13.10** Understand experimental design and optimization and apply sensitivity analysis
P14) Manage and reuse existing models, data, and simulations appropriately and assure that new products developed are designed and prepared for reuse.

1. Define the different methods by which a model or simulation can be reused. (To explain reuse methods, they include: reapplying the model “as is” in a similar application; federating the model as a federate to a simulation federation using a simulation interoperability protocol, such as DIS, HLA, or TENA; composing the model as a component with other models using composability approaches such as common library or product line; and integrating the model as source code with other models using standard software engineering practices.)

2. Given a model and a proposed reuse application for it, identify suitable methods to implement the reuse.

3. Determine the level of effort required to reuse a model, data set, or simulation in various applications under different reuse methods.

4. Determine whether a proposed reuse application of a model, data set, or simulation is appropriate or inappropriate based on modeling paradigm, level of resolution, and bounds of validity. (“Bounds of validity” refers scenarios or input values for which a model, data set, or simulation has been validated.)

5. Identify the assumptions behind a model, data set, or simulation, and determine how those assumptions constrain appropriate reuse applications.

6. List current simulation interoperability protocol standards, interoperability frameworks and middleware libraries, and composability approaches that support reuse, and describe the advantages and disadvantages of each.

7. List existing resources available for reuse, including model repositories, implemented federations, standalone simulations, standard object models, and accredited data sets, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.

8. Calculate the incremental level of effort required to make a model, data set, or simulation reusable, beyond that required to create it for single use.

9. Identify the levels of conceptual interoperability possible between federated simulations, and describe the extent of functionality and reusability associated with each level.

10. Describe case studies of successful reuse applications of commonly used models, data sets, and simulations, and the characteristics of those applications that made the reuse successful.
P14) Manage and reuse existing models, data, and simulations appropriately and assure that new products developed are designed and prepared for reuse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P14.1: Understand key concepts for M&S reuse, component-based, and distributed simulations
P14.2: Identify characteristics of new simulation development that make reuse more achievable
P14.3: Identify sources for models that are available for reuse
P14.4: Analyze cost versus benefit for reuse of legacy simulations
P14.5: Describe V&V necessary for reuse of a simulation considering a new specific use
P14.6: Given a case study and a sample of VV&A report, identify appropriate models for reuse from a set of legacy models
P14.7: Given a case study and a sample of VV&A report, determine the most cost effective option considering reuse of legacy simulations and new simulation development
### P15) Manage the data strategy for an M&S effort including estimating the resources necessary to obtain sufficient data to populate the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P15.1</th>
<th>P15.2</th>
<th>P15.3</th>
<th>P15.4</th>
<th>P15.5</th>
<th>P15.6</th>
<th>P15.7</th>
<th>P15.8</th>
<th>P15.9</th>
<th>P15.10</th>
<th>P15.11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **P15.1** List the categories of data sets required (such as terrain databases, Ph/Pk tables, and sensor performance parameters) for typical model and simulation types.
- **P15.2** List the data requirements for typical test and acquisition M&S applications in terms of data sets, data volume, data availability, data accuracy, data classification, data storage media, and data archival.
- **P15.3** Identify existing data resources available for reuse, including both unauthenticated (for simulation testing) and authenticated (for actual test use) data, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.
- **P15.4** Define commonly used formats for documenting data (i.e., meta-data) and describe how to use each form to assess a data set’s utility for a specific application.
- **P15.5** For each type of data used by models and simulations, define commonly used formats for structuring and encoding the data (e.g., XML for entity performance parameters or CTDB for terrain) and describe how the format supports correct and appropriate use and reuse of data sets so structured.
- **P15.6** Define concepts of data models (e.g., HLA object models), identify commonly used data models (e.g., HLA RPR FOM), and explain how data models relate to data sets.
- **P15.7** Establish proper security procedures for safeguarding classified data sets, both input and output, during and between simulation executions.
- **P15.8** Prepare for distribution of output data sets produced by simulation executions, including documenting data format, assumptions, accuracy, and applicability.
- **P15.9** Describe approaches, identify tools, and calculate resources required for converting data sets from one format to another (e.g., converting terrain data from DTED to CTDB if needed for a particular M&S application).
- **P15.10** Calculate the resources necessary to acquire and create the data needed for a test or acquisition M&S application, based on data required for the simulation, existing data resources available, and data creation experiences.
- **P15.11** Describe case studies of successful data acquisition and creation for data-intensive applications of commonly used models, data sets, and simulations, and the characteristics of those applications that made the reuse successful.
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P15) Manage the data strategy for an M&S effort including estimating the resources necessary to obtain sufficient data to populate the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P15.1</th>
<th>P15.2</th>
<th>P15.3</th>
<th>P15.4</th>
<th>P15.5</th>
<th>P15.6</th>
<th>P15.7</th>
<th>P15.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P15.1 Understand the role of data in M&S application and development
P15.2 Identify common data formats for M&S applications
P15.3 Understand fundamentals of good data management practices
P15.4 Identify common sources of data for M&S and data repositories
P15.5 Given a case study, identify the minimum data requirements for the decision context
P15.6 Given a case study and a sample V&V report, evaluate whether the data validation is sufficient for the specific use
P15.7 Given a case study and a sample V&V report, evaluate the impact and cost of low quality data on simulation output
P15.8 Given a case study and V&V report, assess the impact and cost of data unavailability
A1) Describe the types, role and value of formal Modeling and Simulations, and their various characterizations for application to systems management, particularly with regard to design, testing, training, production, cost estimation, manning, and logistical simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A1.1: List the three types of models
A1.2: Describe the purpose and characteristics of each type of model
A1.3 List the three types of simulations
A1.4: Describe the purpose and characteristics of each type of simulation
A1.5 Describe how M&S is used in systems design
A1.6 Describe how M&S is used in systems testing
A1.7 Describe how M&S is used in systems training
A1.8 Describe how M&S is used in systems production
A1.9 Describe how M&S is used in systems cost estimation
A1.10 Describe how M&S is used in systems manpower integration
A1.11 Describe how M&S is used in systems logistics planning and execution
A2) Define the critical decisions in the acquisition lifecycle and how/what M&S is used to inform those decisions in order to reduce the time, resources, and risks associated with the acquisition process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A2. 1</th>
<th>A2. 2</th>
<th>A2. 3</th>
<th>A2. 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A2.1: Identify the six critical decisions in the acquisition lifecycle.
A2.2: Describe primary and secondary types of M&S functions that support each critical decision.
A2.3: Identify the intended use of each type of M&S supporting the six critical decisions.
A2.4: Identify representative examples of each type of M&S supporting the six critical decisions.
A2b) Understand non-DoD concepts of Simulation-Based Acquisition (SBA) across the entire program life cycle of commercial companies, in order to gain possible new insights into reducing the time, resources, and risks associated with the DoD acquisition process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A2.1</th>
<th>A2.2</th>
<th>A2.3</th>
<th>A2.4</th>
<th>A2.5</th>
<th>A2.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A2.1 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in matrix A2 of acquisition strategy metaphors found in commercial corporations world wide.

A2.2 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in matrix A2 of commercial case history of HOW M&S has been used to advance and sustain quality and distribute production world-wide by global commercial aircraft manufacturers from the foundation of aviation with the Wright brothers to the most current aircraft.

A2.3 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in matrix A2 of commercial case history of recent radical changes in HOW M&S has been used by a Global Automotive Company to radically alter their entire software infrastructure, re-train their work force, rapidly close and then surpass other Global Automotive Commercial Companies through the productivity and time to market gains made possible through M&S.

A2.4 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in matrix A2 of commercial case history of HOW M&S as used by Commercial Pharmaceuticals and others and the Virtual Body research initiatives have contributed to multiple program savings.

A2.5 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in matrix A2 of commercial case history of change management issues and approaches as it relates to M&S adoption and proliferation.

A2.6 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in matrix A2 of commercial case history of the use of Computer Assisted System Engineering tools to describe the relationship within and between systems life cycles within a corporation and close gaps between those systems.
A3) Evaluate M&S proposals, relative to measurable program contributions, and decide on the appropriate program office level of expenditure on M&S tools throughout the program life cycle. Distinguish whether custom or off-the-shelf products will be best suited for the program’s purpose.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A3.1</th>
<th>A3.2</th>
<th>A3.3</th>
<th>A3.4</th>
<th>A3.5</th>
<th>A3.6</th>
<th>A3.7</th>
<th>A3.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| A3.1 | Define the role of M&S throughout the acquisition cycle (e.g., Concept Development, DT&E, OT&E, LFT&E, and operations and sustainment) |
| A3.2 | Describe the use of an M&S Support Plan throughout the acquisition cycle |
| A3.3 | Define and distinguish between legacy, developmental, GOTS and COTS M&S |
| A3.4 | Understand the V&V process and its impact on M&S usage, acceptability, and cost |
| A3.5 | Understand the benefit and application of M&S reuse across programs and across a single program’s lifecycle |
| A3.6 | Apply a sample M&S Support Plan to provide best use of M&S across all stages of the acquisition life-cycle (P9.7) |
| A3.7 | Given a case study and sample M&S Support Plan, develop an M&S budget |
| A3.8 | Given a case study and sample M&S Support Plan, select between available legacy, developmental, GOTS and COTS M&S options |
### A4) Recognize contracting issues for M&S products. Include considerations for intellectual property issues, delivery terms, maintenance responsibility, standards for documentation, open architecture, interoperability, reuse and other considerations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A4.1</th>
<th>A4.2</th>
<th>A4.3</th>
<th>A4.4</th>
<th>A4.5</th>
<th>A4.6</th>
<th>A4.7</th>
<th>A4.8</th>
<th>A4.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic</strong></td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate</strong></td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced</strong></td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### A4.1 Describe M&S as used during the acquisition cycle (e.g., concept development, concept refinement, DT&E, OT&E, LFT&E) milestones and events

### A4.2 Understand the role of M&S in system development (contractor and government)

### A4.3 Understand how the use of developer M&S data can be used to support concept down-select and concept refinement

### A4.4 Understand the role of V&V in determining the appropriate use of M&S

### A4.5 Understand how acquisition documents (TEMP, CDD, ICD, PSPEC) support M&S requirements definition

### A4.6 Describe how M&S fidelity, resolution, and scope changes across the acquisition lifecycle (e.g., concept refinement to DT to OTA to OT to training) (P6.12)

### A4.7 Identify best practices in M&S tool development (requirements, conceptual modeling) (P9.2)

### A4.8 Understand how M&S data can be used to support DT&E, OT&E, and LFT&E through the model-test-model approach

### A4.9 Given a case study, assess contractor deliverables to support M&S best practices and program decision requirements
A5) Know where to find organizational M&S resources to identify the number and types of models currently in use, best practices from case studies, where they originated, how they might be leveraged in support of an acquisition program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A5. 1</th>
<th>A5. 2</th>
<th>A5. 3</th>
<th>A5. 4</th>
<th>A5. 5</th>
<th>A5. 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
<td>Genl Aware</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A5.1: Identify the DoD and service M&S structure and organizations
A5.2: Describe the M&S Communities
A5.3: Describe the role of the M&S Information Analysis Center (MSIAC)
A5.4: Describe the role of the MSIAC helpdesk and how to contact it for information
A5.5: List the M&S Coordination Agents
A5.6: List other M&S resources
A6) Access of the Modeling and Simulation Resource Repository as a primary source for information about and access to DoD models, simulations, data sources, algorithms, and other M&S resources in order to facilitate reuse and avoid duplication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A6. 1</th>
<th>A6. 2</th>
<th>A6. 3</th>
<th>A6. 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A6.1: Describe the purpose of the MSRR
A6.2: Demonstrate proficiency in logging on to the various MSRRs
A6.3: Locate information in the MSRR for a specific model, simulation, data source, algorithm, or resource
A6.4: Describe the DoD philosophy of M&S reuse
M&S in Decision Risk Analysis and Risk Mitigation: Use M&S to make informed engineering tradeoff analyses through the program's Decision Risk Analysis process. Apply experimental design, level of model detail, and M&S application as a pre-test prediction tool. Evaluate M&S outputs/measure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A7.1</th>
<th>A7.2</th>
<th>A7.3</th>
<th>A7.4</th>
<th>P6.6</th>
<th>A7.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td></td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A7.1 Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to develop pre-test criteria and analyze/apply choices of design detail for desired performance factors for a selected application.
A7.2 Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to analyze outputs/measures from M&S tools for a given case study.
A7.3 Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to evaluate performance factors and interdependencies of outputs/measure for a given case study.
A7.4 Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to identify and prioritize risk factors using the Decision Risk Analysis process.
A7.6 Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to develop a risk mitigation strategy for a given case study.
A7.5 Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to perform informed engineering tradeoff analyses through the Decision Risk Analysis process.
T1: Quantify the risk of using M&S in place of live testing. For open systems, quantify the risk of using M&S to evaluate a single system component in place of testing an entire configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T1.1</th>
<th>T1.2</th>
<th>T1.3</th>
<th>T1.4</th>
<th>T1.5</th>
<th>T1.6</th>
<th>T1.7</th>
<th>T1.8</th>
<th>T1.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

T1.1 Describe the roles, uses, limitations and trends of models and simulations of various types.
T1.2 Identify how M&S is used in systems engineering and decision support for T&E.
T1.3 Identify how M&S is used in a system's lifecycle for all phases of test and evaluation.
T1.4 Identify appropriate simulation use and model fidelity for systems validation.
T1.5 Identify the restrictions, applications, limitations, and risk reduction of M&S during T&E.
T1.6 Describe the risks of using M&S to evaluate a single system component in place of testing an entire configuration.
T1.7 Describe the levels of risk in testing and how M&S can be applied in risk reduction.
T1.8 Evaluate acceptable risk involving the use of M&S in testing.
T1.9 Describe the use of M&S for risk analysis and mitigation.
T2: Integrate M&S, live test, prototype data, historical data, component data, and scale model data into a coherent test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T2.1</th>
<th>T2.2</th>
<th>T2.3</th>
<th>T2.4</th>
<th>T2.5</th>
<th>T2.6</th>
<th>T2.7</th>
<th>T2.8</th>
<th>T2.9</th>
<th>T2.10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T2.1</th>
<th>T2.2</th>
<th>T2.3</th>
<th>T2.4</th>
<th>T2.5</th>
<th>T2.6</th>
<th>T2.7</th>
<th>T2.8</th>
<th>T2.9</th>
<th>T2.10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T2.1</th>
<th>T2.2</th>
<th>T2.3</th>
<th>T2.4</th>
<th>T2.5</th>
<th>T2.6</th>
<th>T2.7</th>
<th>T2.8</th>
<th>T2.9</th>
<th>T2.10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T2.1</th>
<th>T2.2</th>
<th>T2.3</th>
<th>T2.4</th>
<th>T2.5</th>
<th>T2.6</th>
<th>T2.7</th>
<th>T2.8</th>
<th>T2.9</th>
<th>T2.10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T2.1</th>
<th>T2.2</th>
<th>T2.3</th>
<th>T2.4</th>
<th>T2.5</th>
<th>T2.6</th>
<th>T2.7</th>
<th>T2.8</th>
<th>T2.9</th>
<th>T2.10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T2.1</th>
<th>T2.2</th>
<th>T2.3</th>
<th>T2.4</th>
<th>T2.5</th>
<th>T2.6</th>
<th>T2.7</th>
<th>T2.8</th>
<th>T2.9</th>
<th>T2.10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

T2.1 Define the types of simulation used in T&E.

T2.2 Describe how to use the Data Source Matrix (DSM) to identify all test and simulation events and allocate MOEs/MOPs to those events.

T2.3 Identify appropriate use of M&S to plan tests, to complement system live tests, and to evaluate joint capabilities.

T2.4 Identify and define various types of data.

T2.5 Describe how M&S can be used to develop and refine test scenarios and data matrices to obtain maximum data from limited test resources.

T2.6 Identify and describe actual examples of M&S integrated with T&E in the evaluation strategy.

T2.7 Describe and give examples of live and M&S integration.

T2.8 Describe the Model-Test-Model methodology and list its benefits.

T2.9 Identify issues and opportunities relevant to the integrated use of simulation and testing.

T2.10 Describe how results from M&S are integrated with results from other sources, such as live-fire, historical data, operational data, etc.
T3) Describe the different types of testing (i.e., unit, integration, developmental, interoperability, operational, and live fire testing) and identify the utility, limitations and risks for use of M&S in each. Understand the critical interrelationships and balance between modeling and simulation and more traditional forms of test and evaluation (T&E).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T3.1</th>
<th>T3.2</th>
<th>T3.3</th>
<th>T3.4</th>
<th>T3.5</th>
<th>T3.6</th>
<th>T3.7</th>
<th>T3.8</th>
<th>T3.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

T3.1 Identify common types of testing and the inclusion of M&S in each.
T3.2 Identify the components and structure of integration testing and the place for M&S in this structure.
T3.3 Describe test procedures for M&S-base testing in each type (DT, OT, IT, etc) and sub-type (LUT, IOT, FOT, etc) of testing.
T3.4 Describe the evolutionary test process within the SE process and how M&S supports it.
T3.5 Describe and provide examples of types of operational testing and M&S appropriate use.
T3.6 Describe and provide examples of unit testing and M&S appropriate use.
T3.7 Identify the phases of interoperability testing and M&S appropriate use.
T3.8 Describe the relationship between testing and evaluation.
T3.9 Describe how M&S can be used in testing and evaluation.
T3) Describe the different types of testing (i.e. unit, integration, developmental, interoperability, operational, and live fire testing) and identify the utility, limitations and risks for use of M&S in each.  *Understand the critical interrelationships and balance between modeling and simulation and more traditional forms of test and evaluation (T&E).*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T3B</th>
<th>A8.1</th>
<th>A8.2</th>
<th>A8.3</th>
<th>A8.4</th>
<th>A8.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A8.1: List the three types of T&E
A8.2: Describe M&S requirements in T&E as listed in DoD 5000.2
A8.3: Describe the philosophy of M&S in testing
A8.4: Describe how M&S supplements live testing
A8.5: List the T&E requirement documents for the student’s Service
44 Identify strategies for M&S use in the test planning and execution process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T4.1</th>
<th>T4.2</th>
<th>T4.3</th>
<th>T4.4</th>
<th>T4.5</th>
<th>T4.6</th>
<th>T4.7</th>
<th>T4.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

T4.1 Describe the elements, including the use of M&S, of a Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP).
T4.2 Describe relationship and purposes of the TEMP, System Evaluation Plan (SEP), and test/simulation execution strategy (T/SE).
T4.3 Describe the personnel, scope, approach, resources, and schedule for M&S of intended testing activities.
T4.4 Describe the forms of use of simulation in support of test planning, test execution, and systems analysis.
T4.5 Identify M&S strategies to optimize the use of scarce resources in executing test and evaluation programs.
T4.6 Describe how M&S to enable better test planning for operational live tests.
T4.7 Describe the life-cycle costs and its relationship to M&S in the context of T&E.
T4.8 Describe how M&S specifically supports pre-test planning, test execution, and performance reporting.
T5) Match existing M&S T&E facilities used within the DoD to a given program need, as appropriate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T5.1</th>
<th>T5.2</th>
<th>T5.3</th>
<th>T5.4</th>
<th>T5.5</th>
<th>T5.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

T5.1 List the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E (including Major Shared Resource Centers).
T5.2 Describe the missions of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
T5.3 List and link the principle DoD customers to the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
T5.4 Update and list current capabilities (strengths and weaknesses) of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
T5.5 Predict improvement and modernization activities of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
T5.6 Describe emerging facilities (currently under development) which will support DoD M&S T&E.
O1) Describe the use of operational and logistical models across the acquisition life cycle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O1.1</th>
<th>O1.2</th>
<th>O1.3</th>
<th>O1.4</th>
<th>O1.5</th>
<th>O1.6</th>
<th>O1.7</th>
<th>O1.8</th>
<th>O1.9</th>
<th>O1.10</th>
<th>O1.11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Identify the acquisition cycle milestones and events supported by logistics and operational modeling applications
- Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of concept refinement by rapid prototyping
- Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of system development & demonstration to support system of systems and family of systems evaluations, to focus test & evaluation, and to support transfer to production
- Understand how the use of logistics and operational models in support technology development reduces technology risk, allows the early evaluation of RM&A, transportability, and provisioning, and supports test & evaluation
- Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of production & deployment to streamline production and to support the development of trainers
- Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of operations and support to refine system design and identify future requirements
- Describe types of operations analyses and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses (e.g., system, engagement, mission, campaign)
- Describe types of logistics analyses (technical effectiveness, system effectiveness, system availability, operational availability, operational reliability, response time, workload allocation, and supply chain management) and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses
- Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing a logistics and an operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MA/AS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objectives])
- Given a case study and a sample M&S Support Plan, assess the effectiveness of the M&S Support Plan in integrating M&S use throughout the lifecycle of the program through M&S reuse and the building of better models through the model-test-model approach
- Given a case study, assess how models developed during the acquisition process can be used to support course-of-action, decision support, and training
(O2) Know the properties of a representative suite of operational models across the services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O2.1</th>
<th>O2.2</th>
<th>O2.3</th>
<th>O2.4</th>
<th>O2.5</th>
<th>O2.6</th>
<th>O2.7</th>
<th>O2.8</th>
<th>O2.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **O2.1** Identify levels of detail typically included operational analyses (e.g., system, engagement, mission, campaign)
- **O2.2** Identify prospective operational models from a list of models
- **O2.3** Identify levels of detail typically included in operational analyses
- **O2.4** Understand the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational levels of detail
- **O2.5** Understand the importance of developing quantifiable metrics of performance to meet mission requirements
- **O2.6** Understand the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction
- **O2.7** Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objectives])
- **O2.8** Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determine solution outputs.
- **O2.9** Given a case study, assess the effectiveness of a sample suite of operational models in evaluating the full range of operational requirements (reliability, effectiveness, logistics footprint, supportability criteria, etc.) to sustain the
(O3) Know the properties of a representative suite of logistics models across the services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>O3.1</th>
<th>O3.2</th>
<th>O3.3</th>
<th>O3.4</th>
<th>O3.5</th>
<th>O3.6</th>
<th>O3.7</th>
<th>O3.8</th>
<th>O3.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

O3.1 Identify levels of detail typically included in logistics analyses
O3.2 Identify prospective logistics models from a list of models
O3.3 Identify levels of detail typically included in logistics analyses
O3.4 Understand the role of aggregation across logistical levels of detail
O3.5 Understand the importance of developing quantifiable metrics of performance to meet mission requirements
O3.6 Understand the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction
O3.7 Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objective).]
O3.8 Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determine solution outputs.
O3.9 Given a case study, assess the effectiveness of a sample suite of logistical models in evaluating the full range of logistical requirements (reliability, effectiveness, logistics footprint, supportability criteria, etc.) to sustain the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O4) Select appropriate level of abstraction and fidelity for an operational and logistical model.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced General Awareness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**O4.1** Describe types of operational and logistics analyses (technical effectiveness, system effectiveness, system availability, operational availability, operational reliability, response time, workload allocation, and supply chain management) and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses.

**O4.2** Understand the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational and logistical levels of detail.

**O4.3** Understand the quantifiable metrics available at varying levels of abstraction and realism.

**O4.4** Understand the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction.

**O4.5** Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing an operational or logistics analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objective]).

**O4.6** Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determine solution outputs.

**O4.7** Given a case study, assess how differences between levels of abstraction support different the different phases of the acquisition cycle.

**O4.8** Given a case study, evaluate the impact of different levels of abstraction on verification and validation.
Identify appropriate M&S applications for each of the components of logistics systems, including Supply Chain, Storage systems, Facilities, Production, Inventory management, Transportation & distribution, Replenishment policies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O5.1</th>
<th>O5.2</th>
<th>O5.3</th>
<th>O5.4</th>
<th>O5.5</th>
<th>O5.6</th>
<th>O5.7</th>
<th>O5.8</th>
<th>O5.9</th>
<th>O5.10</th>
<th>O5.11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **O5.1** Identify the methods and characteristics of different supply chain, et al modeling methods (e.g., discrete event simulation, constraint optimization, spreadsheet, network design, rough cut methods, discrete vs. stochastic)
- **O5.2** Describe the advantages/disadvantages to different methods of different supply chain, et al modeling methods (discrete event simulation, constraint optimization, and spreadsheet)
- **O5.3** Understand the role of constraints and the methods for capturing them in various modeling methodologies
- **O5.4** Understand the role of data in logistics modeling, the challenges in obtaining data, and the importance of sensitivity analysis of input data and of analysis drivers
- **O5.5** Understand how to integrate end-to-end logistics system modeling from production and the start of the supply chain to distribution and the setting of replenishment policies
- **O5.6** Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a Supply Chain
- **O5.7** Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a Storage System
- **O5.8** Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a Production Facility
- **O5.9** Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling Inventory Management
- **O5.10** Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a Distribution Network
- **O5.11** Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling Replenishment Policies
### E1) Structural Mechanics, Shock and Vibrations
Describe basic structural mechanics including stress-strain relations, buckling and fatigue, shock and vibration, and finite element methods in M&S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E11.1</th>
<th>E11.2</th>
<th>E11.3</th>
<th>E11.4</th>
<th>E11.5</th>
<th>E11.6</th>
<th>E11.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **E1.1** Governing equations of mass, momentum, and energy conservation
- **E1.2** Constitutive (stress-strain) theories and ranges of applicability
- **E1.3** Basic applications from strengths of materials (e.g., bar, beam under thermomechanical strain)
- **E1.4** Numerical solution techniques such as finite difference, Rayleigh-Ritz, and finite element
- **E1.5** Finite element method and application to structural mechanics
- **E1.6** Limitations of finite elements
- **E1.7** Other methods
## E2) Fluid Dynamics and Weapon System
Describe the basics of computational fluid dynamics for CFD application and use for M&S. Fluid dynamics of subsonic and supersonic weapons, warheads and their effects.

| E2.1 Philosophy of CFD and its role in the triad of experimental, theoretical, and numerical approaches |
| E2.2 Basic governing equations for fluid dynamics, including inviscid and viscous forms suitable for CFD |
| E2.3 Classes and behavior of partial differential equations; finite difference and finite volume formulations; and stability and convergence |
| E2.4 Grid generation and the primary types (structured, unstructured, overset, etc.) |
| E2.5 Basic CFD techniques for incompressible and compressible flows |
| E2.6 Solutions of the Euler, Boundary Layer, Parabolized Navier-Stokes, and full Navier-Stokes equations in the context of subsonic and supersonic weapon applications |
| E2.7 Modeling of turbulent flows, unsteady flows, and high-temperature flows in the context of subsonic and supersonic weapon applications |
| E2.8 Flow visualization and data analysis techniques |
| E2.9 Validation and verification methodologies using experimental, theoretical, and numerical data |
| E2.10 Future of CFD in research and engineering |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Understand</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>Understand</th>
<th>Understand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Understand</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>Understand</th>
<th>Understand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Understand</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>Understand</th>
<th>Understand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Understand</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>General Awareness</th>
<th>Understand</th>
<th>Understand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**E4) Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer**

Describe the fundamentals of thermodynamics and heat transfer with applications to M&S in engineering power cycles, propulsion and auxiliary system cycle analysis and design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E4.1</th>
<th>E4.2</th>
<th>E4.3</th>
<th>E4.4</th>
<th>E4.5</th>
<th>E4.6</th>
<th>4.7</th>
<th>4.8</th>
<th>E4.9</th>
<th>E4.10</th>
<th>E4.11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic</strong></td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate</strong></td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced</strong></td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Underand</td>
<td>Underand</td>
<td>Underand</td>
<td>Underand</td>
<td>Underand</td>
<td>Underand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**E4.1** Governing equations of mass, momentum, energy conservation (1st Law and 2nd Law) and heat transfer (conduction, convection, and radiation)

**E4.2** Physical properties and constitutive relationships

**E4.3** Thermodynamic cycles

**E4.4** Combustion and chemical reactions

**E4.5** Power cycle applications: steam power cycle, refrigeration, heat pumps, turbines, rockets and jets, and internal combustion engines

**E4.6** Heat transfer applications: Aerodynamic heating, IR signature, satellite heating and cooling, engine cooling, electronics cooling, HVAC, solar heating, phase change

**E4.7** Numerical solution techniques such as finite difference, finite volume, and finite element

**E4.8** Application of finite element method to heat transfer problems

**E4.9** Limitations of finite elements

**E4.10** Chemical reaction and combustion numerical methods

**E4.11** Other simulation methods
E5) Provide a basic introduction and review of materials science, including discussion of stress/strain definitions and relationship and the different classes/types of materials and their uses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E5.1</th>
<th>E5.2</th>
<th>E5.3</th>
<th>E5.4</th>
<th>E5.5</th>
<th>E5.6</th>
<th>E5.7</th>
<th>E5.8</th>
<th>E5.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E5.2 Discuss the fundamental behavior of metals, their methods of manufacture and the effect of fabrication parameters and other factors (e.g., strain rate, temperature) on their final properties. Discussions to include heat treatment, strain hardening and corrosion.

E5.3 Discuss the fundamental behavior of ceramics and glasses, their methods of manufacture and the effect of fabrication parameters and other factors on final properties.

E5.4 Discuss the fundamental behavior of polymeric materials, their methods of manufacture and the effect of fabrication parameters and environmental factors on final properties.

E5.5 Discuss the fundamental behavior of composite materials, their methods of manufacture and the effect of fabrication and other parameters on final properties.

E5.6 Discuss the manufacture and behavior of novel materials such as superconductors, fiber optics, etc.

E5.7 Provide a basic understanding of material joining techniques (i.e., welding, adhesive bonding, bolted joints) and methods of estimating/measuring their impact on interfacial and overall properties.

E5.8 Provide a general overview of testing methods for determining the various material properties used in M&S, including both quasi-static and dynamic/high-rate methods. Discussions will also be presented on detection and quantification of manufacturing and/or environmental properties.

E5.9 Discuss general classes of material coatings and their applications, such as corrosion and wear prevention.
E6: Acoustic and Electromagnetic Systems - Describe the fundamentals of acoustic and electromagnetic wave propagation in M&S applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E6.1</th>
<th>E6.2</th>
<th>E6.3</th>
<th>E6.4</th>
<th>E6.5</th>
<th>E6.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E6.1</th>
<th>E6.2</th>
<th>E6.3</th>
<th>E6.4</th>
<th>E6.5</th>
<th>E6.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E6.1</th>
<th>E6.2</th>
<th>E6.3</th>
<th>E6.4</th>
<th>E6.5</th>
<th>E6.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **E6.1** Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E6 applied to acoustic wave propagation
- **E6.2** Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E6 applied to electromagnetic wave propagation
- **E6.3** Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E6 applied to acoustic communication systems
- **E6.4** Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E6 applied to electromagnetic communication systems
- **E6.5** Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E6 applied to acoustic active and passive detection systems
- **E6.6** Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E6 applied to acoustic active and passive detection systems
E7) Military Platform Systems Engineering - Apply a broad-based design oriented M&S approach for complex platforms that interact with air-land-sea-based hardware systems, command and control systems and combat systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E7.1</th>
<th>E7.2</th>
<th>E7.3</th>
<th>E7.4</th>
<th>E7.5</th>
<th>E7.6</th>
<th>E7.7</th>
<th>E7.8</th>
<th>E7.9</th>
<th>E7.10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E7.1 Identify key fundamental theoretical principles in systems engineering
E7.2 Describe the role and benefits of M&S in systems engineering
E7.3 Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the system and component subsystems of interest
E7.4 Given a case study, identify the key elements of the system and component subsystem to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use
E7.5 Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system and components subsystems
E7.6 Describe the role of component-based and distributed simulation as it applies to the system and component subsystems
E7.7 Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within a larger system
E7.8 Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implication of using a simulation of a system that is sufficiently different from its intended use
E7.9 Given a case study, analyze whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements
E7.10 Given a case study, analyze whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements
E8) Computers- Describe the basic computer system architecture, operating systems, networking and introduction to engineering software and their applications. Classify structured programming languages such as Fortran and C, and the use of such tools for code development. Recognize finite element/difference codes, with application to solve engineering problems including experience with selected software packages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E8.1</th>
<th>E8.2</th>
<th>E8.3</th>
<th>E8.4</th>
<th>E8.5</th>
<th>E8.6</th>
<th>E8.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E8.1 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in matrix on basic computer system architecture, operating systems, networking, introductory engineering software and their application to Modeling and Simulation (M&S) applications, introductory structured programming languages such as Fortran and C, and the use of such languages for software development.

E8.2 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in matrix on the use of selected Runtime software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the system life cycle. [Case Study: Presagis Vega and AIS SVS]

E8.3 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in matrix on the use of selected Intelligent Agent software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the system life cycle. [Case Study: PEO-STRI OneSAF Objective System, Mak VR Forces with B-HAVE module, and SimBionic]

E8.4 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in matrix on using M&S, interoperability, and intelligent agent software tools to build massively online systems so as to support T&E with such software systems.

E8.5 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in matrix on how Live training M&S is used to support training and testing requirements. [Case Study: Live simulation programs such as the PEO STRI OneTESS (One Tactical Engagement Simulation System) program is used to support key functional/technological areas such as geometric pairing, communications modeling, weapon/ballistic simulations]

E8.6 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in matrix on how SMART framework/tools are used specifically in exploiting virtual training M&S to benefit both acquisition and training throughout the system life cycle from the PM/SE/T&E perspectives. [Case Study: PEO-STRI training simulations such as Close Combat Tactical Training System]

E8.7 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in matrix on the use of Computer Assisted System Engineering tools to support project life cycle development/engineering.
E9: Electrical Engineering - Describe basic circuit analysis including DC and AC circuits. Describe the construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E9.1</th>
<th>E9.2</th>
<th>E9.3</th>
<th>E9.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E9.1 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E9 for M&S tools applied to the design and analysis of basic AC and DC circuits.

E9.2 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E9 for M&S tools applied to AC and DC motors and power distribution.

E9.3 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E9 for M&S tools that are used to perform system trade-off's between AC and DC motors and power distribution systems.

E9.4 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E9 for M&S tools used to evaluate military AC and DC motors and power distribution systems.
### E10) C4ISR - Describe the basic components, methods and alternatives for transferring information from one point to another both internal and external to the system being considered. Evaluate available technologies for achieving rapid/effective/jam-resistant information transfer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E10.1</th>
<th>E10.2</th>
<th>E10.3</th>
<th>E10.4</th>
<th>E10.5</th>
<th>E10.6</th>
<th>E10.7</th>
<th>E10.8</th>
<th>E10.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E10.1 Identify key fundamental theoretical principles in C4ISR systems engineering  
E10.2 Describe the role and benefits of M&S in C4ISR systems engineering  
E10.3 Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the C4ISR system of interest  
E10.4 Given a case study, identify the key elements of the C4ISR system to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use  
E10.5 Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the C4ISR system  
E10.6 Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within the C4ISR systems  
E10.7 Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation of a C4ISR system given that is sufficiently different from its intended use  
E10.8 Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements  
E10.9 Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements
# E11) Networks
Describe the principles of networks applied to military applications including physical, command and control, and social networks and their implications for engineering design of systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E11.1</th>
<th>E11.2</th>
<th>E11.3</th>
<th>E11.4</th>
<th>E11.5</th>
<th>E11.6</th>
<th>E11.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## E11.1
Provide a basic introduction of communications networks, including data and voice communications and military applications of networks.

## E11.2
Provide an introduction of the uses of M&S for campaign and mission level analysis for the use of communications networks that facilitate data and voice communications. (Prerequisite: E11.1 or appropriate knowledge)

## E11.3
Analyze force structure and mission requirements to set up models. Establish network parameters, topology requirements and information exchanges.

## E11.4
Provide intermediate-level instruction on network topology and protocols. (Prerequisite: E11.2 or appropriate knowledge)

## E11.5
Provide intermediate-level instruction to design of M&S applications and tools to simulate communications applications and networks. (Prerequisite: E11.4 or appropriate knowledge)

## E11.6
Provide detailed instruction on the uses of M&S for communications networks including hardware in the loop simulations at the link and physical layers. (Prerequisite: E11.5 or appropriate knowledge)

## E11.7
Provide detailed instruction to the uses of M&S to assess application and transport layer communications protocols including broadcast and specific addressed messages. (Prerequisite: E11.5 or appropriate knowledge)
E12) Environment – Describe the fundamentals of terrestrial science (geology, oceanography, meteorology, and near-earth space science) to represent how systems interact with and are influenced by their environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E12.1</th>
<th>E12.2</th>
<th>E12.3</th>
<th>E12.4</th>
<th>E12.5</th>
<th>E12.6</th>
<th>E12.7</th>
<th>E12.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given a case study, understand key fundamental theoretical principles in terrestrial science as they apply to the system of interest.

E12.1 Given a case study, understand key fundamental theoretical principles in terrestrial science as they apply to the system of interest.

E12.2 Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the system of interest.

E12.3 Given a case study, identify the key elements of the environment to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use.

Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system of interest.

E12.4 Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system in the environment.

E12.5 Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of the system of interest with the environment (terrain database compatibility, line-of-sight, weather).

E12.6 Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation in an environment that is sufficiently different from its intended use.

E12.7 Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements.

E12.8 Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements.
### E13) Human Systems Integration

Describe the principles of Human Systems Integration. Describe the applications of M&S to support HSI design and analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic</strong></td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate</strong></td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced</strong></td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic</strong></td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate</strong></td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced</strong></td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic</strong></td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate</strong></td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced</strong></td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**E13.1** Define Human Systems Integration (HSI).
**E13.2** Read HSI requirements outlined in DODI 5000.2.
**E13.3** Describe the role of M&S in meeting HSI requirements.
**E13.4** Describe how the modeling of HSI can improve system performance.
**E13.5** Describe how the modeling of HSI can reduce system life cycle costs.
**E13.6** Describe the potential benefits from HSI M&S on the system user population.
**E13.7** List and describe existing M&S tools that are specifically structured to support HSI M&S.
E13: Human Systems Integration – Describe the principles of Human Systems Integration. Describe the applications of M&S to support HSI design and analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E13.1 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E13 for M&S tools applied to Human System Integration and Human System Engineering HSI/HSE.

E13.2 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E13 for M&S tools applied to Human System Ergonomics.

E13.3 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E13 for M&S tools applied to HSI audio and visual design.

E13.4 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E13 for M&S tools applied to effective system operability.

E13.5 Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E13 for M&S tools applied to HSI related to LCC and the acquisition process.
E14) Aerodynamics
Describe the principles of aerodynamics with applications to M&S. Describe the cost, schedule, and iterative development nature of simulation testbeds used for flight software development through formal qualification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E14.1</th>
<th>E14.2</th>
<th>E14.3</th>
<th>E14.4</th>
<th>E14.5</th>
<th>E14.6</th>
<th>E14.7</th>
<th>E14.8</th>
<th>E14.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E14.1 Describe the use of flight software for the control of aerodynamic surfaces on flight systems.
E14.2 Describe the fundamentals of controls logic and its relationship to aerodynamics.
E14.3 Explain aerodynamic scaling principles and their use in modeling and testing.
E14.4 Explain the fundamentals of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the related strengths, limitations and computational requirements in supporting M&S.
E14.5 Describe the iterative development of flight software and the associated role of M&S.
E14.6 Describe the use of aerodynamic M&S in trade studies early in the system development cycle.
E14.7 Describe the use of aerodynamic M&S in system design optimization.
E14.8 Describe the use of aerodynamic M&S to support flight testing.
E14.9 Describe the iterative validation of aerodynamic simulation testbeds from ground and flight tests and the associated use of validated simulations to reduce testing costs and shorten development cycles for flight software formal qualification.
2.2 Learning Architecture

The second spiral activities were focused on the development of the learning architecture. The learning architecture is a framework for course development based on the requirements provided by the learning matrix from spiral one.

The architecture was developed in two phases – module syllabi development and course syllabi development. For each individual ESR, module syllabi were developed that outline the course material necessary to cover the ESR to the highest levels of competency required by the learning matrix. This resulted in a complete group of syllabi covering the material for the entire ESR set. The standardized outline for the module syllabi is presented in Figure 2.2.1. The complete set of module syllabi is presented in section 2.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Syllabus format for Modules that support the M&amp;S project:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Module name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Module coordinator / point of contact and contact information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Module description (short description)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery. If the prerequisites map to ESRs, please identify them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Module maturity: has it been taught, and if so, a brief history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Proposed Delivery modality (face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Proposed references and texts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) Module learning objectives (and, again, where appropriate their mapping to the project ESRs identified in (4)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Course assessment plan (projects, exams, papers, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference. For example:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i) Hour one: Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii) Hour two: Systems, Models, and Simulation (Law and Kelton, 1.1-1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii) Etc.....</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.2.1 Module Syllabi Outline

Once the module syllabi were completed, logical aggregations of the materials then began to be compiled into course syllabi. The course syllabi follow the same outline as the module syllabi, with additional information indicating which module syllabi were incorporated, if applicable.

The resulting architecture provides a complete modular framework that can be tailored to the development of specific programs for various workforce members. The syllabi are presented in such a way that enables the user to extract the information required to achieve each desired level of competence for any ESR. For this program, a subset of the
course syllabi will be developed into full courses in the second year of the project. These courses are further described in section 2.4.
2.3 Module Syllabi

As described previously, module syllabi were developed for each individual ESR identified in the learning matrix. The intent of the module syllabi is to capture the requirements for providing education on each of the detailed ESRs to the various levels of competency. Each academic partner approached this problem differently, and their resulting syllabi vary in several ways. Our only stipulation was that we should be able to extract any subset of the material so that we could mix and match appropriate selections depending on the needs of the target audience.

One example of the variety is in the number of module syllabi proposed. For example, the UAH submission included separate syllabi for each level of competence required. This resulted in four syllabi for each ESR. However, most of the partners submitted one syllabus for each ESR, with distinctive markings indicating which portions of the syllabus which applied to each level of competence. In both cases, the end goal was achieved, and we were satisfied with the formats.

In some cases, we assigned multiple schools to a single ESR. There were a few reasons for doing this. It was a worthwhile exercise to see how different the resulting syllabi would be, and in many cases resulted in a better combined product. In some cases, the ESRs were especially challenging, and in some situations recognized technical expertise resided and more than one institution. Therefore, it was deemed appropriate to attempt to incorporate as much attention on those particular requirements as we could afford.

These module syllabi cover the complete spectrum of the ESRs identified by the stakeholders. While the final educational program developed through this project’s funding will not provide the course materials for each of these syllabi, they are still valuable for reuse in the future. These syllabi can be used as design tools for programs or courses to be developed to satisfy educational needs of future programs if desired.
P1) Describe the role of modeling and simulation prior to the concept decision to identify and quantify capability gaps and to estimate how well new program concepts might address those gaps.

1) Title: M&S and the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS) Analysis

2) Module coordinator / point of contact and contact information
   Jim Campbell, GMU, jcampbell@alionscience.com, 703-933-3356

3) Module description (short description): At the completion of this module, students will be able to describe the JCIDS process and how modeling and simulation is applied in functional analyses, and apply this information to new concept development. Taught to the Understanding Level; for courses at the general awareness level, time can be reduced and the practical application period deleted.

4) ESR supported: P1—Describe the role of modeling and simulation prior to the concept decision to identify and quantify capability gaps and to estimate how well new program concepts might address those gaps.

5) Prerequisites: ACQ 101, ACQ 201.

6) Module maturity: has it been taught, and if so, a brief history
   An overview of the JCIDS is taught in the Modeling and Simulation Staff Officer’s Course and the GMU CPE course, but the material is at the general awareness level, or understanding level.

7) Number of hours Six.

8) Proposed Delivery modality face-to-face, or VTC; resident, or customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts:
   a) CJCSI 3170.01F, Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System, 1 May 2007
   b) CJCSM 3170.01C, Operation of the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development system, 1 May 2007
   c) Defense Acquisition Guidebook, Version 1.0, 17 October 2004

10) Module learning objectives:
   P1.1: Describe the JCIDS process prior to the Concept Decision.
   P1.2: Identify the three types of Functional Analyses.
P1.3: Describe how M&S is used in each level of Functional Analysis.
P1.4: Identify the components of DOTMLPF.
P1.5: Describe how M&S is used for DOTMLPF determinations.

11) Course assessment plan: Examination and practical exercise.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:
   i) Hour one: Introduction and overview (CJCSI 3170.01F) P1.1
   ii) Hour two: Functional Analyses I (course notes and syllabus) P1.2, P1.3
   iii) Hour three: Functional Analyses II (course notes and syllabus) P1.2, P1.3
   iv) Hour four: DOTMLPF considerations (course notes and syllabus) P1.4, P1.5
   v) Hour five: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) P1 all
   vi) Hour six: Evaluation and Summary (course notes and syllabus) P1 all

13) Additional Requirements: N/A
P2) **Assess the costs, benefits, and risks of using physical testing, modeling and simulation, and historical data to provide information for acquisition decisions.**

1) Title: Impacts of M&S and Physical Testing on Acquisition Decisions

2) Module coordinator / point of contact and contact information: 
   Jim Campbell, GMU, jcampbell@alionscience.com, 703-933-3356

3) Module description (short description) At the completion of this module, students will be able to apply example cases of M&S tools applications in a comparison and contrast of M&S capabilities to support cost, benefit, and risk analysis for test and evaluation with live test and historical data analysis. Taught to the Application Level; for courses at the understanding or general awareness level, time can be reduced and practical application period deleted.

4) ESR supported: P2— Assess the costs, benefits, and risks of using physical testing, modeling and simulation, and historical data to provide information for acquisition decisions.

5) Prerequisites: ACQ 101, ACQ 201, ESR P9.

   Module maturity: N/A

6) Number of hours Six.

7) Proposed Delivery modality face-to-face, or VTC; resident, or customer’s site

8) Proposed references and texts:


   d) Defense Acquisition Guidebook, Version 1.0, 17 October 2004

   e) AR 73-1, Test and Evaluation Policy, 1 August 2006

   f) SECNAVINST 5000.2C, Implementation and Operation of the Defense Acquisition System and the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System, 19 November 2004
9) Module learning objectives:
   P2. 1: Describe the cost of physical testing vis a vis modeling and simulation, and historical data analysis
   P2. 2: Describe the benefits of physical testing vis a vis modeling and simulation, and historical data analysis
   P2. 3: Describe the risks of physical testing vis a vis modeling and simulation, and historical data analysis
   P2. 4: Describe how physical test, M&S and historical data can be combined to provide effective decision support

10) Course assessment plan Examination and practical exercise.

11) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:
    i) Hour one: Overview of M&S (course notes and syllabus) P2.4
    ii) Hour two: Cost considerations (course notes and syllabus) P2.1
    iii) Hour three: Benefits (course notes and syllabus) P2.2
    iv) Hour four: Risk considerations (course notes and syllabus) P2.3
    v) Hour five: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) P2 all
    vi) Hour six: Examination and summary (course notes and syllabus) P2 all

13) Additional Requirements: N/A
P3) **Know the technical aspects of the domain of application.**

We acknowledge the importance of possessing an understanding of a particular field in order to effectively apply M&S within. However, we decided that it is not within the scope of the project to teach this for all domains and therefore did not decompose this ESR to further detail.
P4) **Know the taxonomy and hierarchies of models and simulations and be able to select appropriately for a given situation. Understand the types of architectures and role of architectures in tying together and communicating requirements, analysis, modeling and simulation, design, and development planning to all stakeholders. Apply M&S in different testing environments (Live, Virtual, and Constructive). Apply both standalone and interoperable simulations in appropriate situations. Select among different simulation interoperability standards when necessary.**

1) Module name  P4-G M&S environments and interoperability (General awareness)

2) Coordinator  
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description  
This module comprises topics to provide training to a “General awareness” level of competence for program managers, systems engineers, and test and evaluation workforce members for ESR P4: Apply M&S in different testing environments (Live, Virtual, and Constructive). Apply both standalone and interoperable simulations in appropriate situations. Select among different simulation interoperability standards when necessary.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of competence  
P4 General awareness.

5) Prerequisites assumed and the corresponding level of competence  
Basic familiarity with M&S concepts, equivalent to MSIAC M&S Staff Officers Course.

6) Module maturity  
 Portions of the material have been taught by the module coordinator in both Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation courses.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module  
8

8) Proposed delivery modalities  
Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD).

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)  
10) Module learning objectives Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P4.
   a) P4.1 Define the different testing environments (live, virtual, and constructive) and compare the relative advantages and disadvantages of each environment for different product and system testing applications.
   b) P4.2 Identify the attributes of an M&S application that determine whether a live, virtual, constructive, or combination environment would be most appropriate, and the values for those attributes that indicate each type.
   c) P4.3 List significant and widely used models, standalone simulations, federated simulations, data sets, and interoperability protocol standards applied in the different environments.
   d) P4.4 Describe approaches to testing and validating models and simulations suitable for use in each of the environments, and identify degree of accuracy typically required in that environment.
   e) P4.5 Define the differences between standalone and federated simulation and give examples of each that have been used successfully in test and acquisition applications. Identify the attributes of an M&S application that determine whether a standalone simulation or a federation of interoperable simulations would be more appropriate, and the values for those attributes that indicate each type.
   f) P4.6 List current simulation interoperability protocol standards and describe the advantages and disadvantages of each in each of the different environments.
   g) P4.7 List existing resources in each of the environments, including model repositories, implemented federations of interoperable simulations, standalone simulations, standard object models, and accredited data sets, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.
   h) P4.8 Describe case studies of successful test and acquisition M&S applications in each of the different environments.

11) Course assessment plan  End of module examination

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)
    1. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.1; [1] [2] [3]
    2. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of M&S application attributes; P4.2; [4]
    3. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of categories (models, standalone simulations, interoperable simulations, data sets, and interoperability protocol standards) within live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.3; [1] [2] [3]
    4. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of testing and validation in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.4; [4]
    5. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of standalone and interoperable simulations; P4.5; [1] [2] [3]
    6. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of interoperability protocol standards; P4.6; [1] [2] [3]
    7. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of each type of existing resource in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.7; to be determined
8. Simple case studies of successful test and acquisition M&S applications; P4.8; to be determined

1) Module name  P4-U M&S environments and interoperability (Understanding)

2) Coordinator
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module comprises topics to provide training to a “Understanding” level of competence for program managers, systems engineers, and test and evaluation workforce members for ESR P4: Apply M&S in different testing environments (Live, Virtual, and Constructive). Apply both standalone and interoperable simulations in appropriate situations. Select among different simulation interoperability standards when necessary.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of competence P4 Understanding

5) Prerequisites assumed and the corresponding level of competence Module P4-G

6) Module maturity Portions of the material have been taught by the module coordinator in both Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation courses.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 12

8) Proposed delivery modalities Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD)

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)  

10) Module learning objectives Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P4
a) P4.1 Define the different testing environments (live, virtual, and constructive) and compare the relative advantages and disadvantages of each environment for different product and system testing applications.
b) P4.2 Identify the attributes of an M&S application that determine whether a live, virtual, constructive, or combination environment would be most appropriate, and the values for those attributes that indicate each type.

c) P4.3 List significant and widely used models, standalone simulations, confederated simulations, data sets, and interoperability protocol standards applied in the different environments.

d) P4.4 Describe approaches to testing and validating models and simulations suitable for use in each of the environments, and identify degree of accuracy typically required in that environment.

e) P4.5 Define the differences between standalone and federated simulation and give examples of each that have been used successfully in test and acquisition applications. Identify the attributes of an M&S application that determine whether a standalone simulation or a federation of interoperable simulations would be more appropriate, and the values for those attributes that indicate each type.

f) P4.6 List current simulation interoperability protocol standards and describe the advantages and disadvantages of each in each of the different environments.

g) P4.7 List existing resources in each of the environments, including model repositories, implemented federations of interoperable simulations, standalone simulations, standard object models, and accredited data sets, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.

h) P4.8 Describe case studies of successful test and acquisition M&S applications in each of the different environments.

11) Course assessment plan End of module examination

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)
1. Typical product and system testing applications and advantages and disadvantages of live, virtual, and constructive environments for each; P4.1; [3]
2. Typical live, virtual, and constructive environment architectures; P4.1; [3]
3. Attributes of M&S applications typically found in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.2; [3]
4. Lists of significant and widely used items in each category and explanations for their significance live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.3; to be determined
5. Details of different testing and validation methods used in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.4; [4]
6. Differences and advantages/disadvantages of standalone and interoperable simulations; P4.5; [1] [2] [3] [4]
7. Examples of successful use of standalone and interoperable simulations for test and acquisition applications; P4.5; to be determined
8. Technical details of current interoperability protocol standards; P4.6; [1] [2] [3]
9. Relative capabilities and typical applications of current interoperability protocol standards in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.6; [1] [2] [3]
10. Lists and details of existing resources in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.7; to be determined
11. Resource repositories in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.7; to be determined
12. Advanced case studies of both successful and unsuccessful test and acquisition M&S applications; P4.8; to be determined

1) Module name  P4-A M&S environments and interoperability (Application)

2) Coordinator
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description  This module comprises topics to provide training to a “Application” level of competence for program managers, systems engineers, and test and evaluation workforce members for ESR P4: Apply M&S in different testing environments (Live, Virtual, and Constructive). Apply both standalone and interoperable simulations in appropriate situations. Select among different simulation interoperability standards when necessary.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of competence
P4 Application.

5) Prerequisites assumed and the corresponding level of competence  Module P4-U

6) Module maturity  Portions of the material have been taught by the module coordinator in both Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation courses.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 11

8) Proposed delivery modalities  Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD)

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives  Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P4
a) P4.1 Define the different testing environments (live, virtual, and constructive) and compare the relative advantages and disadvantages of each environment for different product and system testing applications.
b) P4.2 Identify the attributes of an M&S application that determine whether a live, virtual, constructive, or combination environment would be most appropriate, and the values for those attributes that indicate each type.
c) P4.3 List significant and widely used models, standalone simulations, confederated simulations, data sets, and interoperability protocol standards applied in the different environments.
d) P4.4 Describe approaches to testing and validating models and simulations suitable for use in each of the environments, and identify degree of accuracy typically required in that environment.
e) P4.5 Define the differences between standalone and federated simulation and give examples of each that have been used successfully in test and acquisition applications. Identify the attributes of an M&S application that determine whether a standalone simulation or a federation of interoperable simulations would be more appropriate, and the values for those attributes that indicate each type.
f) P4.6 List current simulation interoperability protocol standards and describe the advantages and disadvantages of each in each of the different environments.
g) P4.7 List existing resources in each of the environments, including model repositories, implemented federations of interoperable simulations, standalone simulations, standard object models, and accredited data sets, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.
h) P4.8 Describe case studies of successful test and acquisition M&S applications in each of the different environments.

11) Course assessment plan  End of module examination

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)
1. Customizing live, virtual, and constructive environments for a specific application; P4.1; [1] [2] [3]
2. Determining the attributes of given M&S applications in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.2; to be determined
3. M&S application attributes in unusual applications and special cases; P4.2; to be determined
4. Recognizing significant, or potentially significant, items in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.3; to be determined
5. Performing testing and validation using existing methods in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.4; [4]
6. Applying standalone and interoperable simulations in test and acquisition M&S applications; P4.5; [1] [2] [3]
7. Attributes of M&S applications that determine whether a standalone or interoperable simulation would be more appropriate, and attribute values that indicate each type; P4.5; [1] [2] [3]
8. Applying interoperability protocol standards in test and acquisition M&S applications; P4.6; [1] [2] [3]
9. Procedures for examining, acquiring, customizing, and using existing resources; P4.7; to be determined
10. Adapting methods and lessons from a case study to a new test and acquisition M&S application; P4.8; to be determined
11. Analyzing a test and acquisition M&S application for lessons learned; P4.8; to be determined

1) Module name  P4-M M&S environments and interoperability (Mastery)
2) Coordinator
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description  This module comprises topics to provide training to a “Mastery” level of competence for program managers, systems engineers, and test and evaluation workforce members for ESR P4: Apply M&S in different testing environments (Live, Virtual, and Constructive). Apply both standalone and interoperable simulations in appropriate situations. Select among different simulation interoperability standards when necessary.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of competence
P4 Mastery

5) Prerequisites assumed and the corresponding level of competence  Module P4-A

6) Module maturity  Portions of the material have been taught by the module coordinator in both Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation courses.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module  10

8) Proposed delivery modalities  Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD)

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)
10) Module learning objectives   Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P4

a) P4.1 Define the different testing environments (live, virtual, and constructive) and compare the relative advantages and disadvantages of each environment for different product and system testing applications.

b) P4.2 Identify the attributes of an M&S application that determine whether a live, virtual, constructive, or combination environment would be most appropriate, and the values for those attributes that indicate each type.

c) P4.3 List significant and widely used models, standalone simulations, confederated simulations, data sets, and interoperability protocol standards applied in the different environments.

d) P4.4 Describe approaches to testing and validating models and simulations suitable for use in each of the environments, and identify degree of accuracy typically required in that environment.

e) P4.5 Define the differences between standalone and federated simulation and give examples of each that have been used successfully in test and acquisition applications. Identify the attributes of an M&S application that determine whether a standalone simulation or a federation of interoperable simulations would be more appropriate, and the values for those attributes that indicate each type.

f) P4.6 List current simulation interoperability protocol standards and describe the advantages and disadvantages of each in each of the different environments.

g) P4.7 List existing resources in each of the environments, including model repositories, implemented federations of interoperable simulations, standalone simulations, standard object models, and accredited data sets, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.

h) P4.8 Describe case studies of successful test and acquisition M&S applications in each of the different environments.

11) Course assessment plan   End of module examination.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction   For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

1. Selecting among live, virtual, and constructive environments for a specific application based on environment characteristics; P4.1; [1] [2] [3]

2. Designing and integrating hybrid live, virtual, and constructive environments for specialized applications; P4.1; [1] [2] [3]

3. Selecting among live, virtual, and constructive environments based on M&S application attributes; P4.2; [1] [2] [3]

4. Selecting among available widely used items for an application within live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.3; [1] [2] [3]

5. Selecting appropriate testing and validation methods in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.4; [4]

6. Developing new, enhanced, or hybrid environment-specific testing and validation methods in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.4; to be determined

7. Selecting among standalone and interoperable simulations based on the attributes of an M&S application; P4.5; [1] [2] [3]
8. Selecting among current interoperability protocol standards for a given M&S application in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.6; [1] [2] [3]

9. Selecting among existing resources for use in test and acquisition M&S application in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.7; to be determined

10. Selecting a case study relevant to a planned test and acquisition M&S application and extracting pertinent lessons learned; P4.8; to be determined

Course Name: M&S Taxonomies, Hierarchies, and Architectures

Course coordinator
Robert R. Lutz
MS 25-262
11100 Johns Hopkins Rd.
Laurel, MD 20723u

Course description
Application-based characterization of M&S applications by taxonomy (live, virtual, and constructive) and hierarchy (campaign, missions, engagement, and engineering), including selection criteria. Also includes the role of M&S in systems architecture development and implementation, along with resulting M&S architecture solutions.

Modules incorporated into course
P4(1)-G M&S Taxonomies and Hierarchies (General awareness)
P4(1)-U M&S Taxonomies and Hierarchies (Understanding)
P4(1)-A/M M&S Taxonomies and Hierarchies (Application/Mastery)

ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery
ESR P4(1) General awareness, Understanding, Application, and Mastery

Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery
Basic familiarity with M&S concepts, equivalent to MSIAC M&S Staff Officers Course.

Course maturity
Not previously taught as a course, although some of this material has been taught in other courses (e.g., Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation course) and in M&S tutorials given by external M&S organizations (e.g., I/ITSEC).

Number of contact hours and pace contemplated
Semester course: 8 lecture hours per week for 3 days.

Proposed delivery modality
Face-to-face lecture would be preferred, but asynchronous distance learning (web or CD) is also possible.
Proposed references and texts

Course learning objectives
Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P4(1):
a) P4(1).1 Provides an overview of basic M&S concepts, including benefits and limitations of using M&S.
b) P4(1).2 Provides a general overview of how M&S supports systems engineering, including the different classes of M&S users (e.g., T&E, training, analysis, …)
c) P4(1).3 Provides an introduction to the Live, Virtual, and Constructive taxonomy of models and simulations, and discusses the criteria for selecting when each is most appropriate.
d) P4(1).4 Provides an introduction to the concept of model fidelity and model resolution. Discusses the standard M&S model hierarchy from campaign-level to engineering-level, and the criteria for selecting when each is most appropriate.
e) P4(1).5 Provides an introduction to the concept of "architecture", including how M&S is used to support the evaluation of system architectures.
f) P4(1).6 Describes the concept of "architecture" from the M&S perspective, including modern mechanisms for developing and describing M&S architectures.

Course assessment plan
Results of team projects performed on last day.

Topic list by hour of instruction and reference
Listed for each hour are topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any).
1. Identify and describe basic M&S concepts, including benefits and limitations of using M&S, P4(1).1, [1], [2]
2. Provide examples that illustrate the fundamental concepts underlying M&S and demonstrate M&S benefits and limitations, P4(1).1, [1], [2]
3. Describe how M&S supports systems engineering, including the different classes of M&S users (e.g., T&E, training, analysis, …), P4(1).2, [1], [3], [4]
4. Show how M&S supports the DoD 5000 systems acquisition process, including examples across the various classes of M&S users (e.g., T&E, training, analysis, …), P4(1).2, [1], [3], [4], [5]
5. Show how M&S supports the DoD 5000 systems acquisition process, including examples across the various classes of M&S users (continuation of previous lecture), P4(1).2, [1], [3], [4], [5]
6. Show how M&S supports the IEEE 15288 systems engineering process. Provide examples where appropriate, P4(1.2), [6]

7. Introduce the Live, Virtual, and Constructive (LVC) taxonomy of models and simulations, P4(1.3), [1]

8. Conclude LVC introduction (from previous lecture). Explain the criteria for selecting among Live, Virtual, and Constructive M&S assets for different types of applications, P4(1.3), [1]

9. Conclude selection criteria discussion (from previous lecture). Using case studies, determine an appropriate set of selection criteria for choosing among Live, Virtual, and Constructive M&S assets within each application area, and apply those criteria appropriately, P4(1.3)

10. Using case studies, determine an appropriate set of selection criteria for choosing among Live, Virtual, and Constructive M&S assets within each application area, and apply those criteria appropriately (continuation of previous lecture), P4(1.3)

11. Conclude LVC case studies from previous lecture. Introduce the concept of model fidelity and model resolution. Outline the standard M&S model hierarchy from campaign-level to engineering-level, P4(1.4), [1]

12. Conclude discussion of model fidelity, model resolution, and model hierarchy (continuation of previous lecture), P4(1.4), [1]

13. Explain the criteria for selecting among M&S assets across the various levels of the M&S hierarchy for different types of applications, P4(1.4), [1]

14. Using case studies, determine an appropriate set of selection criteria for choosing among M&S assets across the various levels of the M&S hierarchy for each application area, and apply those criteria appropriately, P4(1.4)

15. Using case studies, determine an appropriate set of selection criteria for choosing among M&S assets across the various levels of the M&S hierarchy for each application area, and apply those criteria appropriately (continuation of previous lecture), P4(1.4)

16. Introduce the concept of "architecture" and how it supports systems engineering, P4(1.5), [4]

17. Describe how M&S is used to support the evaluation of system architectures, P4(1.5), [3], [4]

18. Illustrate how M&S is used to support the evaluation of system architectures through a chosen set of examples, P4(1.5), [3], [4]

19. Illustrate how M&S is used to support the evaluation of system architectures through a chosen set of examples (continuation of previous lecture), P4(1.5), [3], [4]

20. Demonstrate the use of an M&S tool to evaluate a system architecture. Discuss the different types of M&S tools that are available to support this function, P4(1.5)

21. Demonstrate the use of an M&S tool to evaluate a system architecture. Discuss the different types of M&S tools that are available to support this function (continuation of previous lecture), P4(1.5)

22. Describe the concept of "architecture" from the M&S perspective, including modern mechanisms for developing and describing M&S architectures., P4(1.6), [3], [4]

23. Provide examples of existing M&S architectures. For one such example, show how the architecture was developed, P4(1.6), [3], [4]
24. Analyze a selected M&S architecture. Discuss the relevant design issues and how they were resolved, P4(1).6, [7]
**P5)** Establish and write valid modeling and simulation requirements using a process that includes modeling and simulation needs analysis, generation of valid modeling and simulation requirements, functional decomposition and conceptual model development, and issuance of “built to” or “buy to” performance specifications. Understand how models and simulations evolve in fidelity, resolution, and scope as the program life cycle progresses.

1) Module name: M&S Requirements

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   
   6596 Main Street
   
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Module description: Establish and write valid modeling and simulation requirements using a process that includes modeling and simulation needs analysis, generation of valid modeling and simulation requirements, functional decomposition and conceptual model development, and issuance of “built to” or “buy to” performance specifications. Understand how models and simulations evolve in fidelity, resolution, and scope as the program life cycle progresses.

4) ESRs that the module supports: P5 (old P6)

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:

6) Module maturity:

7) Number of hours estimated to teach: 20 (1 hour of introduction and overview)

8) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts:


10) Module learning objectives:
   P5.1 Describe the M&S development and VV&A lifecycle (for COTS, GOTS and new development M&S)
   P5.2 Identify the three domains of M&S requirements (user domain, problem domain, and simulation domain)
   P5.3 Describe the types of representational requirements (e.g., entities, actions, tasks, interactions, behaviors) in M&S and standard methods for capturing them (e.g. UML, conceptual model descriptions)
   P5.4 Describe how M&S requirements, representational requirements, acceptability criteria, and intended use support conceptual model development and validation
   P5.5 Describe the M&S process differences between legacy (no, minor & major modifications) and new development models
   P5.6 Describe the work products available in M&S development and their role in VV&A
   P5.7 Describe how M&S fidelity, resolution, and scope changes across the acquisition lifecycle (e.g., concept refinement to DT to OTA to OT to training)
   P5.8 Describe the role of acceptability criteria in the VV&A process and its relationship to M&S requirements
   P5.9 Given a case study, select those requirements which are appropriate for M&S
   P5.10 Given a case study and sample acquisition documents (TEMP, CDD, ICD, PSPEC), develop or evaluate requirements for M&S

11) Course assessment plan: projects, and exams

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

Competency Level: Understanding
i) Hour 1: Introduction and Overview (course notes and syllabus)

Competency Level: Understanding
ii) Hour 2: M&S development and VV&A lifecycle for COTS and GOTS (P5.1)

Competency Level: Understanding
iii) Hour 3: M&S development and VV&A lifecycle for new development M&S (P5.1)
Competency Level: General Awareness

iv) Hour 4: The three domains of M&S requirements (P5.2)
   - user domain
   - problem domain
   - simulation domain


Competency Level: Understanding

v) Hour 5: Representational requirements in M&S and standard methods for capturing them (P5.3)
   - UML
   - conceptual Model Descriptions
   - entities
   - actions


Competency Level: Understanding

vi) Hour 6: Representational requirements in M&S and standard methods for capturing them (P5.3)
   - tasks
   - interactions
   - behaviors


Competency Level: Understanding

vii) Hour 7: Conceptual model development and validation (P5.4)
   - M&S Requirements
   - representational Requirements


Competency Level: Understanding

viii) Hour 8: Conceptual model development and validation (P5.4)
  o acceptability Criteria
  o intended Use
  • Law, A.M., and W.D. Kelton, Simulation
  Modeling and Analysis, Second Edition,
  • DoD. 2006. VV&A Recommended

Competency Level: General Awareness

ix) Hour 9: M&S process differences between legacy (no, minor & major
modifications) and new development models (P5.5)
  • Law, A.M., and W.D. Kelton, Simulation
  Modeling and Analysis, Second Edition,

Competency Level: Understanding

x) Hour 10: M&S process differences between legacy (no, minor & major
modifications) and new development models (P5.5)
  • Law, A.M., and W.D. Kelton, Simulation
  Modeling and Analysis, Second Edition,

Competency Level: General Awareness

xi) Hour 11: Work products available in M&S development and their role in
VV&A (P5.6)
  • Law, A.M., and W.D. Kelton, Simulation
  Modeling and Analysis, Second Edition,
  John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, NY.
  • DoD. 2006. VV&A Recommended

Competency Level: Understanding

xii) Hour 12: Work products available in M&S development and their role in
VV&A (P5.6)
  • Law, A.M., and W.D. Kelton, Simulation
  Modeling and Analysis, Second Edition,
  John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, NY.

**Competency Level: Understanding**

xiii) Hour 13: Changes in M&S fidelity, resolution, and scope across the acquisition lifecycle (P5.7)

  - changes from Concept Refinement through DT and OTA

xiv) Hour 14: Changes M&S fidelity, resolution, and scope across the acquisition lifecycle (P5.7)

  - changes from OTA through OT and training

**Competency Level: Understanding**

xv) Hour 15: Acceptability criteria in the VV&A process (P5.8)


**Competency Level: Understanding**

xvi) Hour 16: Acceptability criteria in the VV&A process and its relationship to M&S requirements (P5.8)

Competency Level: Application
xvii) Hour 17: M&S Selection Project (P5.9)

Competency Level: Application
xviii) Hour 18: M&S Selection Project (P5.9)

Competency Level: Mastery
xix) Hour 19: M&S Selection Project (P5.9)

Competency Level: Application
xx) Hour 20: M&S Requirements Development and Evaluation Project (P5.10)

Competency Level: Application
xxi) Hour 21: M&S Requirements Development and Evaluation Project (P5.10)

Competency Level: Mastery
xxii) Hour 22: M&S Requirements Development and Evaluation Project (P5.10)
P6) Estimate the cost, develop a schedule, and assess a modeling and simulation plan. Identify the areas of risk and develop a mitigation strategy.

1) Module name: M&S Plan Assessment and Risk Mitigation Strategy

2) Module coordinator: Anthony Genna
   UCSD Extension
   Assistant Director,
   Defense Technology
   agenna@ucsd.edu
   858-603-2170 (cell)

3) Module description: Estimate the cost, develop a schedule, and assess a modeling and simulation plan. Identify the areas of risk and develop a mitigation strategy.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery:

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: training and education (i.e., BS/MS degree or DAU/DoD courses, certifications, etc.) meeting requirements of current position and/or rank/rate.

In addition it is recommended that student have academic training or OJT equivalent to the following levels of competency:

   (1) M&S “GA” module: General Awareness (GA) in current job position
   (2) M&S “UN” module: Understanding (UN) in current job position
   (3) M&S “AP” module: Application (AP) in current job position
   (4) M&S “MA” module: Mastery (MA) in current job position

6) Module maturity: TBD

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module: 25 hours
   a) General Awareness  4 hours
   b) Understanding 6 hours
   c) Application 7 hours
   d) Mastery 8 hours

8) Proposed Delivery modality:
   - Face-to-face, VTC, customer’s site.

9) Proposed references and texts:
   Text will be a current, entry-level M&S text to be identified by the instructor at time of delivery. Additional reference material will include current available literature selected by the instructor for practical application in support of the curriculum. Other supporting
text/reference material will be student contributions of relevant material from their experience.

- Acquisition M&S Master Plan, 17Apr06

10) Module learning objectives: Estimate the cost, develop a schedule, and assess a modeling and simulation plan. Identify the areas of risk and develop a mitigation strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P6.1</th>
<th>Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to relate acquisition cost models to M&amp;S and risk mitigation using M&amp;S tools.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P6.2</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to define measurable performance factors for a given case study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6.3</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to define cost requirements and justifications as they relate to an M&amp;S plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6.4</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to develop a schedule for an M&amp;S plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6.5</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to assess effectiveness (cost and schedule) of an M&amp;S plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6.6</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to develop a risk mitigation strategy for implementing the M&amp;S plan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11) Course assessment plan: Team projects/case studies, discussion, written questions.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

The hours of instruction are categorized based on the level of competency required. As a result of this format hour structure starts at a level of general awareness and progresses through mastery. This will allow the course material to be easily segmented into each one of the 4 levels of competency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hour</th>
<th>Subject Description</th>
<th>Ref:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>Introduction and overview of the M&amp;S plan process (.ppt)</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of cost models and risk mitigation topics (.ppt)</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of performance factor definition (.ppt)</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of cost requirements and justifications (.ppt)</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of M&amp;S plan</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hour</td>
<td>Subject Description</td>
<td>Ref:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of M&amp;S plan scheduling (.ppt)</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of M&amp;S plan risk mitigation (.ppt)</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques that support cost models and risk mitigation topics.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques that support performance factor definition/determination.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques that support cost requirements and justification decision-making.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques that support M&amp;S plan scheduling.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-16</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques that support M&amp;S plan effectiveness assessment.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques that support M&amp;S plan risk mitigation.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-19</td>
<td>Student will perform M&amp;S plan and risk mitigation strategy development and related M&amp;S Case Studies (.ppt)</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-21</td>
<td>Student will perform M&amp;S plan development and related M&amp;S team project recognizing and/or determining cost, schedule and performance requirements.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools to perform analysis and evaluation of M&amp;S plan effectiveness (ppt.)</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-24</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools to perform analysis and evaluation of M&amp;S plan in a team project.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools to perform analysis and evaluation of risk mitigation in a team project.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ref [1] TBD by NPS partners.
P7) Incorporate modeling and simulation, through a Simulation Support Plan or similar process, into a systems engineering plan and a test and evaluation master plan.

1) Module name: Simulation Support Plan (SSP)

2) Module coordinator/POC: Anthony Genna
   UCSD Extension
   Assistant Director, Defense Technology
   agenna@ucsd.edu
   858-603-2170 (cell)

3) Module description: Incorporate modeling and simulation, through a Simulation Support Plan (SSP) or similar process, into a Systems Engineering Plan (SEP) and a Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP).

4) ESR’s that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery:

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: training and education (i.e., BS/MS degree or DAU/DoD courses, certifications, etc.) meeting requirements of current position and/or rank/rank/grade/rate.

In addition it is recommended that student have academic training or OJT equivalent to the following levels of competency:

(1) M&S “GA” module: General Awareness in current job position
(2) M&S “UN” module: Understanding in current job position
(3) M&S “AP” module: Application in current job position
(4) M&S “MA” module: Mastery in current job position

6) Module maturity: has it been taught, and if so, a brief history: TBD

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module: 36 Hours
(1) General Awareness 4 hours
(2) Understanding 7.5 hours
(3) Application 14 hours
(4) Mastery 10.5 hours

8) Proposed Delivery modality:
- Face-to-face, VTC, resident, customer’s site.

10) Proposed references and texts:
Text will be a current, entry-level M&S text to be identified by the instructor at time of delivery. Additional reference material will include current available literature selected by the instructor for practical application in support of the curriculum. Other supporting
text/reference material will be student contributions of relevant material from their experience.

- 21ST Century Surface Combatant Executive Summary Modeling and Simulation Master Plan Version 1.0 SC-21 Program Office, NAVSEA Washington DC, 17Oct97

- Systems Engineering Plan (SEP) Preparation Guide, ver1.0, 15Aug05

- Memorandum, HQ DA, DAMO-ZS, 18 Sep 02, subject: Army Model and Simulation Office (AMSO) Position on the Simulation Support Plan (SSP) Requirement

- Memorandum, HQ TRADOC, ATCD-ZC, 26 Sep 02, subject: Simulation Support Plan (SSP)

10) Module learning objectives: Incorporate modeling and simulation, through a Simulation Support Plan (SSP) or similar process, into a Systems Engineering Plan (SEP) and a Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP).

| P7.1 | Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to define a Simulation Support Plan (SSP) and the relationship to using M&S for acquisition decisions. |
| P7.2 | Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to show efficient use of SSP across life cycle phases of development. |
| P7.3 | Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to show how an integrated SSP, SEP and TEMP can be leveraged to reduce risk, cost and schedule issues. |
| P7.4 | Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to define elements of System of Systems (SOS) and interoperability across SSP. |
| P7.5 | Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to incorporate the SSP into a System Engineering Plan (SEP). |
| P7.6 | Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to integrate an SSP into a Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP). |
| P7.7 | Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to analyze the rationale for trade-off decisions and selections for SSP, SEP and TEMP. |
| P7.8 | Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to manage M&S resources and documentation of SSP, SEP and TEMP. |
| P7.9 | Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to create and analyze a case study encompassing SSP, SEP and TEMP. |

10) Course assessment plan (projects, exams, papers, etc.)
   - Team projects/case studies, discussion, written questions.

10) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:
The hours of instruction are categorized based on the level of competency required. As a result of this format, the hour structure starts at a level of general awareness and progresses through mastery. This will allow the course material to be easily segmented into each one of the 4 levels of competency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hour</th>
<th>Subject Description</th>
<th>Ref:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>Introduction and overview of a Simulation Support Plan (SSP) and its relationship to using M&amp;S for acquisition decisions, and consideration of system of systems interoperability.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of using an SSP across life cycle phases of development.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of how an integrated SSP can reduce cost, schedule and program risk.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of a System Engineering Plan (SEP).</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of a Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP).</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of integration and incorporation of an SSP into an SEP and a TEMP.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of trade-off decisions and their rationale.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of M&amp;S resource management and documentation.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.5-13</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques related to using an SSP across life cycle phases of development.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-16</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques related to cost, schedule and program risk reduction using an integrated SSP.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-20</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques related to integration and incorporation of an SSP into an SEP and a TEMP.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-22</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques related to trade-off decisions and their rationale.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques related to M&amp;S resource management and documentation.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-25.5</td>
<td>Class project: student will create a case study encompassing SSP, SEP and TEMP.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.5-27</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools to support analysis and evaluation of using an SSP across life cycle phases of development.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28-29</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools in support of analysis and evaluation of how an integrated SSP can reduce cost, schedule and program risk. Includes case study.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-32</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools in support of analysis and evaluation of trade-off decisions and their rationale. Includes case study.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33-36</td>
<td>Class project: Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools to perform analysis and evaluation of a case study encompassing SSP, SEP and TEMP.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ref [1] TBD by NPS Partners.
P8) **Know and require the best practices and standards in modeling and simulation as developed in key case studies.**

1) Module name: Standards in Modeling and Simulation

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Module description: Know and require the best practices and standards in modeling and simulation as developed in key case studies.

4) ESR that the Module supports and corresponding level of mastery.  P8

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery.

6) Module maturity: none

7) Number of hours estimated to teach module: 23

8) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts:


http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=author:%22Christie%22+intitle:%22Simulation:+An...

http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=author:%22Davis%22+intitle:%22A+strategy+for+c...

http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=author:%22Davis%22+intitle:%22A+strategy+for+c...

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_Level_Architecture


10) Module learning objectives:

P8.1 Identify best practices in M&S planning
P8.2 Identify best practices in M&S tool development (requirements, conceptual modeling)
P8.3 Identify best practices in M&S federation development (DIS, HLA, IEEE standards)
P8.4 Identify best practices in software development as it applies to M&S (IEEE standards, configuration management, maturity model standards)
P8.5 Identify best practices in VV&A (maturity model, IEEE standards)
P8.6 Apply a sample M&S Support Plan to provide best use of M&S across all stages of the acquisition lifecycle.
P8.7 Analyze a sample V&V report for inclusion of best practices in VV&A.
P8.8 Given a case study, analyze the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the M&S development lifecycle.
P8.9 Given a case study, analyze the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the acquisition life-cycle.

11) Module assessment plan: projects, and exams

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

i. Hour 1: Identify Best Practices in M&S
   - best practices
   - M&S planning

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

ii. Hour 2: Identify best practices in M&S tool development (requirements, conceptual modeling)
   - tool development
   - conceptual modeling

**Competency Level: General awareness**

iii. Hour 3: Identify best practices in M&S tool development (requirements, conceptual modeling)
   - tool development
Competency Level: Understanding

iv. Hour 4: Identify best practices in M&S tool development (requirements, conceptual modeling)
   - tool development
   - conceptual modeling

Competency Level: General Awareness

v. Hour 5: Identify best practices in M&S federation development (DIS, HLA, IEEE standards)
   - M&S federation development
   - DIS standards
   - HLA standards
   - IEEE standards


Competency Level: General Awareness

vi. Hour 6: Identify best practices in software development as it applies to M&S (IEEE standards, configuration management, maturity model standards)
   - M&S software development
   - IEEE standards
   - configuration management
   - maturity model standards


**Competency Level: General awareness**

vii. Hour 7: Identify best practices in software development as it applies to M&S (IEEE standards, configuration management, maturity model standards)

  o M&S software development
  o IEEE standards
  o configuration management
  o maturity model standards


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

viii. Hour 8: Identify best practices in VV&A (maturity model, IEEE standards)

  o best practices in VV&A
  o maturity model
  o IEEE standards


**Competency Level: General awareness**


  o best practices in VV&A
  o maturity model
  o IEEE standards


*Competency Level: Understanding*

x. **Hour 10:** Identify best practices in VV&A (maturity model, IEEE standards

  o best practices in VV&A
  o maturity model
  o IEEE standards


*Competency Level: Application*

xi. **Hour 11:** Identify best practices in VV&A (maturity model, IEEE standards

  o best practices in VV&A
  o maturity model
  o IEEE standards


*Competency Level: General Awareness*

xii. **Hour 12:** Apply a sample M&S Support Plan to provide best use of M&S across all stages of the acquisition lifecycle

  o M&S support plan
  o acquisition lifecycle


Competency Level: Application

xiii. Hour 13: Apply a sample M&S Support Plan to provide best use of M&S across all stages of the acquisition lifecycle
  - M&S support plan
  - acquisition lifecycle

xiv. Hour 14: Apply a sample M&S Support Plan to provide best use of M&S across all stages of the acquisition lifecycle
  - M&S support plan
  - acquisition lifecycle

Competency Level: General Awareness

xv. Hour 15: Analyze a sample V&V report for inclusion of best practices in VV&A.
  - V&V report
  - VV&A best practices

Competency Level: Mastery

xvi. Hour 16: Analyze a sample V&V report for inclusion of best practices in VV&A.
  - V&V report
Competency Level: Mastery
xvii. Hour 17: Analyze a sample V&V report for inclusion of best practices in VV&A.

- V&V report
- VV&A best practices


Competency Level: General Awareness
xviii. Hour 18: Given a case study, analyze the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the M&S development lifecycle.

- M&S best practices
- M&S development lifecycle


Competency Level: Mastery

xix. Hour 19: Given a case study, analyze the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the M&S development lifecycle

- M&S best practices
- M&S development lifecycle


Competency Level: Mastery

xx. Hour 20: Given a case study, analyze the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the M&S development lifecycle

- M&S best practices
- M&S development lifecycle


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

xxi. Hour 21: Given a case study, analyze the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the acquisition life-cycle.

- M&S best practices
- M&S acquisition lifecycle


http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=author:%22Christie%22+intitle:%22Simulation:+An...


http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q+=%22Davis%22+intitle:%22A+strategy+for+c...


**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxii. Hour 22: Given a case study, analyze the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the acquisition lifecycle

- M&S best practices
- M&S acquisition lifecycle


http://scholar.google.com/scholar?=author:%22Christie%22+intitle:%22Simulation:+An...  
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q+:%22Davis%22+intitle:%22A+strategy+for+c...  

**Competency Level: Mastery**  
xiii. Hour 23: Given a case study, analyze the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the acquisition life-cycle.  
- M&S best practices  
- M&S acquisition lifecycle  
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?=author:%22Christie%22+intitle:%22Simulation:+An...  
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q+:%22Davis%22+intitle:%22A+strategy+for+c...  
P9) **Know the models and simulations used in a given phase of the acquisition process, their inputs and outputs, and their capabilities and limitations.**

1) **Title:** M&S Applications Across the Acquisition Life Cycle

2) **Module coordinator / point of contact and contact information**
   Jim Campbell, GMU, jcampbell@alionscience.com, 703-933-3356

3) **Module description (short description):** At the completion of this module, students will be able to describe the Acquisition life cycle, by phase, using the progression of different modeling and simulation applications in each phase as a benchmark. They will be able to identify a particular tool and apply it appropriately to the correct point in the lifecycle and the proper use of the tool. Taught to the Application Level; for courses at the understanding or general awareness level, time can be reduced and practical application periods deleted.

4) **ESR supported:** P9—Know models and simulations used in a given phase of the acquisition process, their inputs and outputs, and their capabilities and limitations.

5) **Prerequisites:** ACQ 101, ACQ 201, ESR P1 to the application level.

6) **Module maturity:** has it been taught, and if so, a brief history
   An overview of the M&S applications by phase is taught in the one day Acquisition M&S Workshop, but the material is at the understanding level.

7) **Number of hours:** Nine.

8) **Proposed Delivery:** modality face-to-face, or VTC; resident, or customer’s site

9) **Proposed references and texts:**
   d) Defense Acquisition Guidebook, Version 1.0, 17 October 2004
   e) CJCSI 3170.01F, Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System, 1 May 2007
f) CJCSM 3170.01C, Operation of the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development system, 1 May 2007

10) Module learning objectives: (and, again, where appropriate their mapping to the project ESRs identified in (4)).
   P9.1: Identify the five phases of the acquisition life cycle.
   P9.2: Identify the principal M&S applications used in each of the five phases of the acquisition life cycle.
   P9.3: Describe representative examples of M&S used for each type of application in each phase of the acquisition life cycle.
   P9.4: List the inputs, outputs, capabilities and limitations of each example M&S.

11) Course assessment plan: Examination and practical exercise.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:
   i) Hour one: Introduction and overview (DoDD 5000.1, DoDI 5000.2, CJCSI 3170.01F) P9.1
   ii) Hour two: M&S in Concept Refinement (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4
   iii) Hour three: Technology Development (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4
   iv) Hour four: System Development and Demonstration (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4
   v) Hour five: Production and Deployment (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4
   vi) Hour six: Operations and Support (course notes and syllabus) P9 all
   vii) Hour seven: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) P9 all
   viii) Hour eight: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) P9 all
   ix) Hour nine: Evaluation and Summary (course notes and syllabus) P9 all

13) Additional Requirements: N/A.
P10) Know the common terminology and high level roles and responsibilities, as well as the underlying philosophy, principles, and methodologies used in VV&A efforts, especially those applied in DoD.

1) Title: Verification, Validation, and Accreditation

2) Module coordinator / point of contact and contact information
   Jim Campbell, GMU, jcampbell@alionscience.com, 703-933-3356

3) Module description: At the completion of this module, students will be able to describe the VV&A process; identify the key players and their roles in the process; explain the importance of the VV&A process; describe key documents and apply VV&A principles to a particular case. Taught to the Application Level; for courses at the understanding or general awareness level, time can be reduced and practical application periods deleted.

4) ESR supported: P10—Know the common terminology and high level roles and responsibilities, as well as the underlying philosophy, principles, and methodologies used in VV&A efforts, especially those applied in DoD.

5) Prerequisites: M&S overview modules (ESR P1, P2, A1, A2).

6) Module maturity: has it been taught, and if so, a brief history
   The current GMU CPE program has eight hours of instruction and has been presented for almost two years. Similar course work has been presented via MSIAC contract to the Navy DACM for one year.

7) Number of hours Ten.

8) Proposed Delivery: face-to-face, or VTC; resident, or customer’s site; on-line

9) Proposed references and texts
   a. DoD Instruction 5000.61, DoD Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Verification, Validation, and Accreditation (VV&A), 13 May 2003
   b. DA PAM 5-11, Verification, Validation, & Accreditation of Army Models & Simulations, 30 September 1999
   c. SECNAVINST 5200.40, Verification, Validation, and Accreditation (VV&A) of Models and Simulations, 19 April 1999
   d. Air Force Instruction 16-1001, Verification, Validation and Accreditation (VV&A) 1 June 1996


10) Module learning objectives:
   P10.1: Define the terms “verification,” “validation,” and “accreditation”
P10.2: Describe the purpose and expectations of VV&A
P10.3: Identify the VV&A key players
P10.4: Describe the VV&A key players roles and responsibilities
P10.5: Identify the documentation required in the VV&A process
P10.6: Identify the four categories of VV&A techniques
P10.7: Describe representative VV&A techniques from each category
P10.8: List pertinent VV&A references for DOD and representative services

11) Course assessment plan: Examination and practical exercise.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:
   i) Hour one: Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus) P10.1-P10.3, P10.8
   ii) Hour two: VV&A Roles and Responsibilities (course notes and syllabus) P10.4
   iii) Hour three: Practical Exercise on VV&A Roles and Responsibilities (course notes and syllabus) P10.4
   iv) Hour four: Practical Exercise on VV&A Roles and Responsibilities (course notes and syllabus) P10.4
   v) Hour five: VV&A Documentation Requirements (course notes and syllabus) P10.5
   vi) Hour six: VV&A Techniques (course notes and syllabus) P10.6, P10.7
   vii) Hour seven: VV&A Techniques (course notes and syllabus) P10.6, P10.7
   viii) Hour eight: Practical Exercise (course notes and syllabus) P10 all
   ix) Hour nine: Practical Exercise (course notes and syllabus) P10 all
   x) Hour ten: Examination and summary (course notes and syllabus) P10 all

13) Additional Requirements: This module requires student access to computers and internet connections.
P11) Be able to correctly match the level of detail of a model with that of the information needed to support a decision, and understand the connection between the decision to be made and the estimation of measures from the model.

1) Module name: Estimation of Measures

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Module description: Be able to correctly match the level of detail of a model with that of the information needed to support a decision, and understand the connection between the decision to be made and the estimation of measures from the model.

4) ESRs that the module supports: P11

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:

6) Module maturity: none

7) Number of hours estimated to teach: 18

8) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts:


10) Module learning objectives:
   P11.1 Define the level of detail, fidelity, aggregation, and disaggregation
   P11.2 Understand intended use and specific use within the context of VV&A
   P11.3 Describe the relationship between simulation level of detail and decision criteria
   P11.4 Group models according to their levels of detail
   P11.5 Given a case study and V&V report, identify the decision criteria that can be supported by M&S
   P11.6 Understand the basic concepts of input and output analysis with respect to a simulations measures of effectiveness
   P11.7 Given a case study, identify if the level of detail in a simulation output matches the decision criteria
   P11.8 Given a case study and sample V&V report assess if modifications of input and output parameters are appropriate for a specific use

11) Course assessment plan: projects, and exams

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

i) Hour 1: Define the level of detail, fidelity, aggregation, and disaggregation
   - detail
   - fidelity
   - aggregation
   - disaggregation

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

ii) Hour 2: Understand the intended use and specific use within the context of VV&A
   - intended and specific use
   - VV&A
Competency Level: Understanding

iii) Hour 3: Understand the intended use and specific use within the context of VV&A

- intended and specific use
- VV&A

Competency Level: General Awareness

iv) Hour 4: Describe the relationship between the simulation level of detail and decision criteria

- simulation of detail criteria
- simulation of decision criteria

Competency Level: Understanding

v) Hour 5: Describe the relationship between the simulation level of detail and decision criteria

- simulation of detail criteria
- simulation of decision criteria

Competency Level: Understanding

vi) Hour 6: Group models according to their levels of detail.

- level of detail

Competency Level: Understanding

vii) Hour 7: Given a case study and V&V report, identify the decision criteria that can be supported by M&S

- case study
- V&V report
- decision criteria
- M&S

Competency Level: Mastery

viii) Hour 8: Given a case study and V&V report, identify the decision criteria that can be supported by M&S
- case study
- V&V report
- decision criteria
- M&S


Competency Level: Mastery

ix) Hour 9: Given a case study and V&V report, identify the decision criteria that can be supported by M&S
- case study
- V&V report
- decision criteria
- M&S


Competency Level: General Awareness

x) Hour 10: Understand the basic concepts of input and output analysis with respect to a simulations measures of effectiveness
- input and output analysis
- simulation measures of effectiveness


Competency Level: Understanding

xi) Hour 11: Understand the basic concepts of input and output analysis with respect to a simulations measures of effectiveness
- input and output analysis
- simulation measures of effectiveness

Competency Level: Understanding
xii) Hour 12: Understand the basic concepts of input and output analysis with respect to a simulations measures of effectiveness
   o input and output analysis
   o simulation measures of effectiveness

Competency Level: Understanding
xiii) Hour 13: Given a case study, identify if the level of detail in a simulation output matches the decision criteria
   o case study
   o level of detail in simulation output
   o decision criteria

Competency Level: Mastery
xiv) Hour 14: Given a case study, identify if the level of detail in a simulation output matches the decision criteria
   o case study
   o level of detail in simulation output
   o decision criteria

Competency Level: Mastery
xv) Hour 15: Given a case study, identify if the level of detail in a simulation output matches the decision criteria
   o case study
   o level of detail in simulation output
   o decision criteria

Competency Level: Understanding
xvi) Hour 16: Given a case study and sample V&V report assess if modifications of input and output parameters are appropriate for a specific use
   o case study
   o V&V report
   o input and output parameters
Hour 17: Given a case study and sample V&V report assess if modifications of input and output parameters are appropriate for a specific use

- case study
- V&V report
- Input and output parameters

Hour 18: Given a case study and sample V&V report assess if modifications of input and output parameters are appropriate for a specific use

- case study
- V&V report
- Input and output parameters
P12) Design a sound simulation study for a given set of objectives.

1) Module name: Simulation Design Study

2) Module coordinator/POC: Anthony Genna
   UCSD Extension
   Assistant Director, Defense Technology
   agenna@ucsd.edu
   858-603-2170 (cell)

3) Module description: Design a sound simulation study for a given set of objectives.

4) ESR’s that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery:

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: training and education (i.e., BS/MS degree or DAU/DoD courses, certifications, etc.) meeting requirements of current position and/or rank/rate.

In addition it is recommended that students have academic training or OJT equivalent to the following levels of competency:

   (1) M&S “GA” module: General Awareness in current job position
   (2) M&S “UN” module: Understanding in current job position
   (3) M&S “AP” module: Application in current job position
   (4) M&S “MA” module: Mastery in current job position

6) Module maturity: has it been taught, and if so, a brief history: TBD

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module: 32 Hours
   (1) General Awareness  4 hours
   (2) Understanding       6 hours
   (3) Application         8 hours
   (4) Mastery             14 hours

9) Proposed Delivery modality:
   - Face-to-face, VTC, resident, customer’s site.

10) Proposed references and texts:
    Text will be a current, entry-level M&S text to be identified by the instructor at time of delivery. Additional reference material will include current available literature selected by the instructor for practical application in support of the curriculum. Other supporting text/reference material will be student contributions of relevant material from their experience.

    DoDD 5000.1 and DoDI 5000.2: https://akss.dau.mil/dapc/TUTORIAL/index.htm
11.) Module learning objectives: Design a sound simulation study for a given set of objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P12.1</th>
<th>Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to formulate the problem, set objectives, and conceptualize a simulation model.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P12.2</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to identify and collect input data, and design sound model construct - considering simulation alternatives and required complexity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12.3</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to include verification and validation in the overall simulation study plan. Verification refers to the process of ensuring that the model is free from logical errors - that it does what it is intended to do. Validation is the determination that the model is accurate and ensures representation of the actual system or problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12.4</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to estimate measures of performance for the system designs that are being simulated through use of production runs and subsequent analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12.5</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to document and report on program operation, progress, decisions made and achievement of objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12.6</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to create and analyze a sound simulation case study.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12.) Course assessment plan (projects, exams, papers, etc.)
   - Team projects/case studies, discussion, written questions.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

The hours of instruction are categorized based on the level of competency required. As a result of this format hour structure starts at a level of general awareness and progresses through mastery. This will allow the course material to be easily segmented into each one of the 4 levels of competency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hour</th>
<th>Subject Description</th>
<th>Ref:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>Introduction and overview of a simulation study and its relationship to using M&amp;S for acquisition decisions in consideration of a given set of objectives.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of problem</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hour</td>
<td>Subject Description</td>
<td>Ref:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>formulation, setting objectives, and conceptualizing a simulation model.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of identification and collection of input data, and design of sound model construct - considering simulation alternatives and required complexity.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of the importance of including verification and validation in the overall simulation study plan.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of how to estimate measures of performance for the system designs that are being simulated through use of production runs and subsequent analysis.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of documenting and reporting on program operation, progress, decisions made and achievement of objectives.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques for problem formulation, setting objectives, and conceptualizing a simulation model.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques in identification and collection of input data, and design of sound model construct - considering simulation alternatives and required complexity.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques relating to the importance of including verification and validation in the overall simulation study plan.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-16</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques for estimating and obtaining measures of performance for the system designs that are being simulated through use of production runs and subsequent analysis.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-18</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques for assessing, documenting and reporting on program operation, progress, decisions made and achievement of objectives.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools in support of problem formulation, setting objectives, and conceptualizing and selecting a simulation model.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools to support design of sound model construct - considering appropriate input, simulation alternatives and required complexity.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Student will apply knowledge of M&amp;S tools to support analysis and evaluation of verification and validation in the overall simulation study plan.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22-24</td>
<td>Student will apply knowledge of M&amp;S tools in support of evaluating production runs and subsequent analysis to obtain measures of performance for the system designs that are being simulated. Includes case studies.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hour</td>
<td>Subject Description</td>
<td>Ref:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-27</td>
<td>Class project: Student will create a sound simulation case study, by applying principles of previous course hours.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools in support of assessing, documenting and reporting on program operation, progress, decisions made and achievement of objectives.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-32</td>
<td>Class project: Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools to perform analysis and evaluation of a sound simulation case study.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ref [1] TBD by NPS partners.
P13) Use appropriate statistical techniques for the analysis of simulation output.

1) Module name: Appropriate Statistical Technique

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Module description: Use appropriate statistical techniques for the analysis of simulation output.

4) ESRs that the Module supports and corresponding level of mastery. P13

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:

6) Module maturity: none

7) Number of hours estimated to teach 38

8) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts:


10) Module learning objectives:

P13.1 Understand transient and steady-state behavior of stochastic processes
P13.2 Apply statistical analysis for terminating simulations
P13.3 Apply statistical analysis for steady state parameters
P13.4 Apply statistical analysis for steady-state cycle parameters
P13.5 Apply methods for evaluating multiple measures of performance
P13.6 Apply plotting methods for analyzing data
P13.7 Apply hypothesis testing, ANOVA, and confidence intervals
P13.8 Apply methods for comparing multiple alternatives (e.g. ranking and selection)
P13.9 Understand the generation of random variates in computers and apply variance reduction techniques
P13.10 Understand experimental design and optimization and apply sensitivity analysis

11) Module assessment plan: projects, and exams

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

i) Hour 1: Understand transient and steady-state behavior of stochastic processes
   - stochastic processes
   - transient and steady-state behaviors

**Competency Level: Understanding**

ii) Hour 2: Understand transient and steady-state behavior of stochastic processes
   - stochastic processes
   - transient and steady-state behaviors
   - Rubenstein, Reuven Y., Benjaman, Melamel. 1998. *Modern Simulation and Modeling; Chapter 2*, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 605 Third Avenue, New York, N
Competency Level: Understanding

iii) Hour 3: Understand transient and steady-state behavior of stochastic processes

- stochastic processes
- transient and steady-state processes

Competency Level: Understanding

iv) Hour 4: Understand transient and steady-state behavior of stochastic processes

- stochastic processes
- transient and steady-state processes

Competency Level: General Awareness

iii) Hour 5: Apply statistical analysis for terminating simulations

- statistical analysis
- terminating simulations

Competency Level: Understanding

iv) Hour 6: Apply statistical analysis for terminating simulations

- statistical analysis
- terminating simulations

Competency Level: Application

v) Hour 7: Apply statistical analysis for terminating simulations

- statistical analysis
- terminating simulations

**Competency Level: Application**

vi) Hour 8: Apply statistical analysis for terminating simulations
   - statistical analysis
   - terminating simulations


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

vii) Hour 9: Apply statistical analysis for steady-state parameters
   - statistical analysis
   - steady-state parameters


**Competency Level: Understanding**

viii) Hour 10: Apply statistical analysis for steady state parameters
   - statistical analysis
   - steady-state parameters


**Competency Level: Application**

ix) Hour 11: Apply statistical analysis for steady state parameters
   - statistical analysis
   - steady-state parameters


**Competency Level: Application**

x) Hour 12: Apply statistical analysis for steady state parameters
   - statistical analysis
   - steady-state parameters


**Competency Level: General Understanding**

xi) Hour 13: Apply statistical analysis for steady-state cycle parameters
- statistical analysis
- steady-state parameters


**Competency Level: Understanding**

xii) Hour 14: Apply statistical analysis for steady-state cycle parameters
- statistical analysis
- steady-state parameters


**Competency Level: Application**

xiii) Hour 15: Apply statistical analysis for steady-state cycle parameter
- statistical analysis
- steady-state parameters


**Competency Level: Application**

xiv) Hour 16: Apply statistical analysis for steady-state cycle parameters
- statistical analysis
- steady-state parameter


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

xv) Hour 17: Apply methods for evaluating multiple measures of performance
- evaluating multiple measures


**Competency Level: Understanding**

xvi) Hour 18: Apply methods for evaluating multiple measures of performance
- evaluating multiple measures

Competency Level: Application
xvii) Hour 19: Apply methods for evaluating multiple measures of performance

Competency Level: Application
xviii) Hour 20: Apply plotting methods for analyzing data

Competency Level: Application
xix) Hour 21: Apply plotting methods for analyzing data

Competency Level: General Awareness
xx) Hour 22: Apply hypothesis testing, ANOVA, and confidence intervals
Competency Level: Understanding

xxi) Hour 23: Apply hypothesis testing, ANOVA, and confidence intervals
   - hypothesis testing
   - ANOVA
   - confidence intervals


Competency Level: Application

xxii) Hour 24: Apply hypothesis testing, ANOVA, and confidence intervals
   - hypothesis testing
   - ANOVA
   - confidence intervals


Competency Level: Application

xxiii) Hour 25: Apply hypothesis testing, ANOVA, and confidence intervals
   - hypothesis testing
   - ANOVA confidence intervals

Competency Level: Application

xxiv) Hour 26: Apply hypothesis testing, ANOVA, and confidence intervals
   - hypothesis testing
   - ANOVA
   - confidence levels


Competency Level: General Awareness

xxv) Hour 27: Apply methods for comparing multiple alternatives (e.g. ranking and selection)
   - ranking
   - selection
   - multiple alternatives


Competency Level: Understanding
xxvi) Hour 28: Apply methods for comparing multiple alternatives (e.g. ranking and selection)
  o ranking
  o selection
  o multiple alternatives

Competency Level: Application
xxvii) Hour 29: Apply methods for comparing multiple alternatives (e.g. ranking and selection)
  o ranking
  o selection
  o multiple alternatives

Competency Level: General Awareness
xxviii) Hour 30: Understand the generation of random variates in computers and apply variance reduction techniques
  o random variates
  o variance reduction

Competency Level: Understanding
xxix) Hour 31: Understand the generation of random variates in computers and apply variance reduction techniques
  o random variates
  o variance reduction
Competency Level: Understanding

xxx) Hour 32: Understand the generation of random variates in computers and apply variance reduction techniques
   - random variates
   - variance reduction

Competency Level: Application

xxxi) Hour 33: Understand the generation of random variates in computers and apply variance reduction techniques
   - random variates
   - variance reduction

Competency Level: General Awareness

xxxii) Hour 34: Understand experimental design and optimization and apply sensitivity analysis
   - experimental design
   - optimization
   - sensitivity analysis

Competency Level: Understanding

xxxiii) Hour 35: Understand experimental design and optimization and apply sensitivity analysis
   - experimental design
   - optimization
   - sensitivity analysis

**Competency Level: Understanding**

xxxiv) Hour 36: Understand experimental design and optimization and apply sensitivity analysis

- experimental design
- optimization
- sensitivity analysis


**Competency Level: Understanding**

xxxv) Hour 37: Understand experimental design and optimization and apply sensitivity analysis

- experimental design
- optimization
- sensitivity analysis


**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxviii) Hour 38: Understand experimental design and optimization and apply sensitivity analysis

- experimental design
- optimization
- sensitivity analysis


P14) Manage and reuse existing models, data, and simulations appropriately and assure that new products developed are designed and prepared for reuse.

1) Module name: Manage and Reuse

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Module description: Manage and reuse existing models, data, and simulations appropriately and assure that new products developed are designed and prepared for reuse.

4) ESRs that the module supports: P14

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:

6) Module maturity: none

7) Number of hours estimated to teach: 18

8) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts:


10) Module learning objectives:

   P14.1 Understand key concepts for M&S reuse, component-based, and distributed simulations
   P14.2 Identify characteristics of new simulation development that make reuse more achievable
   P14.3 Identify sources for models that are available for reuse
   P14.4 Analyze cost versus benefit for reuse of legacy simulations
P14.5 Describe V&V necessary for reuse of a simulation considering a new specific use

P14.6 Given a case study and a sample of VV&A report, identify appropriate models for reuse from a set of legacy models

P14.7 Given a case study and a sample of VV&A report, determine the most cost effective option considering reuse of legacy simulations and new simulation development

11) Course assessment plan: projects, and exams

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

i) Hour 1: Understand key concepts for M&S reuse, component-based, and distributed simulations

- M&S reuse
- component-based simulations
- distributed simulations


**Competency Level: Understanding**

ii) Hour 2: Understand key concepts for M&S reuse, component-based, and distributed simulations

- M&S reuse
- component-based simulations
- distributed simulations


**Competency Level: Understanding**

iii) Hour 3: Understand key concepts for M&S reuse, component-based, and distributed simulations

- M&S reuse
- component-based simulations
- distributed simulations

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

iv) Hour 4: Identify characteristics of new simulation development that make reuse more achievable

- new simulation development
- reuse
Competency Level: General Awareness
v) Hour 5: Identify characteristics of new simulation development that make reuse more achievable
   o new simulation development
   o reuse

Competency Level: General Awareness
vi) Hour 6: Identify sources for models that are available for reuse

Competency Level: Understanding
vii) Hour 7: Analyze cost versus benefit for reuse of legacy simulations
   o cost versus benefit
   o reuse
   o legacy simulations


Competency Level: Mastery
viii) Hour 8: Analyze cost versus benefit for reuse of legacy simulations
   o cost versus benefit
   o reuse
   o legacy simulations


Competency Level: Mastery
ix) Hour 9: Analyze cost versus benefit for reuse of legacy simulations
   o cost versus benefit
   o reuse
   o legacy simulations

Competency Level: General Awareness
x) Hour 10: Describe V&V necessary for reuse of a simulation considering a new specific use
   o V&V
   o reuse
   o new specific use

Competency Level: Understanding
xi) Hour 11: Describe V&V necessary for reuse of a simulation considering a new specific use
   o V&V
   o reuse
Hour 12: Describe V&V necessary for reuse of a simulation considering a new specific use

- V&V
- reuse
- new specific use

Competency Level: Understanding

Hour 13: Given a case study and a sample of VV&A report, identify appropriate models for reuse from a set of legacy models

- case study
- VV&A report
- models for reuse
- legacy models

Competency Level: Mastery

Hour 14: Given a case study and a sample of VV&A report, identify appropriate models for reuse from a set of legacy models

- case study
- VV&A report
- models for reuse
- legacy models

Hour 15: Given a case study and a sample of VV&A report, identify appropriate models for reuse from a set of legacy models

- case study
- VV&A report
- models for reuse
- legacy models

Competency Level: Understanding

Hour 16: Given a case study and a sample of VV&A report, determine the most cost effective option considering reuse of legacy simulations and new simulation development

- case study
- VV&A report
- cost
- reuse
- legacy simulations
- new simulation development

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xvii) Hour 17: Given a case study and a sample of VV&A report, determine the most cost effective option considering reuse of legacy simulations and new simulation development

- case study
- VV&A report
- cost
- reuse
- legacy simulations
- new simulation development

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xviii) Hour 18: Given a case study and a sample of VV&A report, determine the most cost effective option considering reuse of legacy simulations and new simulation development

- case study
- VV&A report
- cost
- reuse
- legacy simulations
- new simulation development

---

1) Module name  P14-G Reuse of models, data, and simulations (General awareness)

2) Coordinator  
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description  This module comprises topics to provide training to a “General awareness” level of competence for program managers, systems engineers, and test and evaluation workforce members for ESR P14: Manage and reuse existing models, data, and simulations appropriately and assure that new products developed are designed and prepared for reuse.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of competence
P14 General awareness

5) Prerequisites assumed and the corresponding level of competence
Basic familiarity with M&S concepts, equivalent to MSIAC M&S Staff Officers Course

6) Module maturity  Portions of the material have been taught by the module coordinator in both Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation courses.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module  12
8) Proposed delivery modalities  Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD).

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives  Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P14
a) P14.1 Define the different methods by which a model or simulation can be reused.
b) P14.2 Given a model and a proposed reuse application for it, identify suitable methods to implement the reuse.
c) P14.3 Determine the level of effort required to reuse a model, data set, or simulation in various applications under different reuse methods. Calculate the incremental level of effort required to make a model, data set, or simulation reusable.
d) P14.4 Classify proposed reuse applications of a model, data set, or simulation as appropriate or inappropriate based on modeling paradigm, level of resolution, and bounds of validity.
e) P14.5 Identify the assumptions behind a model, data set, or simulation, and determine how those assumptions constrain appropriate reuse applications.
f) P14.6 List current simulation interoperability protocol standards, interoperability frameworks and middleware libraries, and composability approaches that support reuse, and describe the advantages and disadvantages of each.
g) P14.7 List existing resources available for reuse, including model repositories, implemented federations, standalone simulations, standard object models, and accredited data sets, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.
h) P14.8 Identify measures in new simulation development that will encourage reuse or make reuse more cost effective.
i) P14.9 Identify the levels of conceptual interoperability possible between interoperable simulations, and describe the extent of functionality and reusability associated with each level.
j) P14.10 Describe case studies of successful reuse applications of commonly used models, data sets, and simulations, and the characteristics of those applications that made the reuse successful.
k) P14.11 Given a case study, analyze cost vs benefit for reuse of a legacy simulation.
l) P14.12 Given a case study, analyze the additional V&V effort necessary for reuse of a legacy simulation for a new use that may differ from past uses.

11) Course assessment plan  End of module examination
12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any):

1. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of reuse methods; P14.1; [1] [2]
2. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of reuse applications; P14.2; [1] [2]
3. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of level of effort associated with reuse; P14.3; [1] [2]
4. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of reuse-determining concepts (modeling paradigm, level of resolution, bounds of validity); P14.4; [1] [2]
5. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of assumptions in models, data sets, and simulations; P14.5; to be determined
6. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of different types of reuse technologies (interoperability protocol standards, interoperability frameworks and middleware layers, composability approaches); P14.6; [1] [2]
7. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of each type of existing reuse resource; P14.7; [1]
8. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of reuse measures; P14.8; [1]
9. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of levels of conceptual interoperability; P14.9; to be determined
10. Simple case studies of successful reuse in test and acquisition M&S applications; P14.10; to be determined
11. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of reuse cost versus benefit in legacy simulations; P14.11; [1]
12. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of verification and validation effort when reusing legacy simulations; P14.12; [1]

1) Module name P14-U Reuse of models, data, and simulations (Understanding)

2) Coordinator
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module comprises topics to provide training to a “Understanding” level of competence for program managers, systems engineers, and test and evaluation workforce members for ESR P14: Manage and reuse existing models, data, and simulations appropriately and assure that new products developed are designed and prepared for reuse.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of competence
P14 Understanding

5) Prerequisites assumed and the corresponding level of competence Module P14-G
6) Module maturity: Portions of the material have been taught by the module coordinator in both Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation courses

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 18

8) Proposed delivery modalities Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD)

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P14
a) P14.1 Define the different methods by which a model or simulation can be reused.
b) P14.2 Given a model and a proposed reuse application for it, identify suitable methods to implement the reuse.
c) P14.3 Determine the level of effort required to reuse a model, data set, or simulation in various applications under different reuse methods. Calculate the incremental level of effort required to make a model, data set, or simulation reusable.
d) P14.4 Classify proposed reuse applications of a model, data set, or simulation as appropriate or inappropriate based on modeling paradigm, level of resolution, and bounds of validity.
e) P14.5 Identify the assumptions behind a model, data set, or simulation, and determine how those assumptions constrain appropriate reuse applications.
f) P14.6 List current simulation interoperability protocol standards, interoperability frameworks and middleware libraries, and composability approaches that support reuse, and describe the advantages and disadvantages of each.
g) P14.7 List existing resources available for reuse, including model repositories, implemented federations, standalone simulations, standard object models, and accredited data sets, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.
h) P14.8 Identify measures in new simulation development that will encourage reuse or make reuse more cost effective.
i) P14.9 Identify the levels of conceptual interoperability possible between interoperable simulations, and describe the extent of functionality and reusability associated with each level.
j) P14.10 Describe case studies of successful reuse applications of commonly used models, data sets, and simulations, and the characteristics of those applications that made the reuse successful.
k) P14.11 Given a case study, analyze cost vs benefit for reuse of a legacy simulation.

l) P14.12 Given a case study, analyze the additional V&V effort necessary for reuse of a legacy simulation for a new use that may differ from past uses.

11) Course assessment plan End of module examination

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)
1. Technical details and advantages/disadvantages of different reuse methods; P14.1; [1] [2]
2. Appropriate reuse methods for each category (models, data, simulations); P14.1; [1] [2]
3. Model types and typical reuse methods by model type; P14.2; [1] [2]
4. Advantages/disadvantages of reuse methods by model type; P14.2; [1] [2]
5. Level of effort advantages/disadvantages of different reuse methods; P14.3; to be determined
6. Project and software estimation methods; P14.3; [3]
7. Technical details of reuse-determine concepts; P14.4; [1] [2]
8. Detailed examples of assumptions in models, data sets, and simulations; P14.5; to be determined
9. Technical details of how assumptions affect reuse applications; P14.5; to be determined
10. Technical details of reuse technologies and how each supports reuse; P14.6; [1] [2]
11. Advantages/disadvantages of different reuse technologies; P14.6; [1] [2]
12. Lists and details of existing reuse repositories; P14.7; to be determined
13. Technical details of how reuse measures encourage reuse; P14.8; to be determined
14. Technical details of levels of conceptual interoperability; P14.9; to be determined
15. Reusability implications of each level of conceptual interoperability; P14.9; to be determined
16. Advanced case studies of both successful and unsuccessful reuse in test and acquisition M&S applications; P14.10; to be determined
17. Advanced examples of cost versus benefit in reuse of legacy simulations; P14.11; to be determined
18. Advanced examples of verification and validation effort when reusing legacy simulations; P14.12; to be determined

1) Module name P14-A Reuse of models, data, and simulations (Application)

2) Coordinator
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module comprises topics to provide training to a “Application” level of competence for program managers, systems engineers, and test and evaluation workforce members for ESR P14: Manage and reuse existing models,
data, and simulations appropriately and assure that new products developed are designed and prepared for reuse.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of competence
   P14 Application

5) Prerequisites assumed and the corresponding level of competence   Module P14-U

6) Module maturity: Portions of the material have been taught by the module coordinator in both Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation courses.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 16

8) Proposed delivery modalities Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD)

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P14
   a) P14.1 Define the different methods by which a model or simulation can be reused.  
   b) P14.2 Given a model and a proposed reuse application for it, identify suitable methods to implement the reuse. 
   c) P14.3 Determine the level of effort required to reuse a model, data set, or simulation in various applications under different reuse methods. Calculate the incremental level of effort required to make a model, data set, or simulation reusable.  
   d) P14.4 Classify proposed reuse applications of a model, data set, or simulation as appropriate or inappropriate based on modeling paradigm, level of resolution, and bounds of validity.  
   e) P14.5 Identify the assumptions behind a model, data set, or simulation, and determine how those assumptions constrain appropriate reuse applications.  
   f) P14.6 List current simulation interoperability protocol standards, interoperability frameworks and middleware libraries, and composability approaches that support reuse, and describe the advantages and disadvantages of each.  
   g) P14.7 List existing resources available for reuse, including model repositories, implemented federations, standalone simulations, standard object models, and accredited data sets, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.
h) P14.8 Identify measures in new simulation development that will encourage reuse or make reuse more cost effective.

i) P14.9 Identify the levels of conceptual interoperability possible between interoperable simulations, and describe the extent of functionality and reusability associated with each level.

j) P14.10 Describe case studies of successful reuse applications of commonly used models, data sets, and simulations, and the characteristics of those applications that made the reuse successful.

k) P14.11 Given a case study, analyze cost vs benefit for reuse of a legacy simulation.

l) P14.12 Given a case study, analyze the additional V&V effort necessary for reuse of a legacy simulation for a new use that may differ from past uses.

11) Course assessment plan  End of module examination

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)
1. Determining which reuse method, if any, is being used in a given M&S application; P14.1; [1] [2]
2. Applying each of the reuse methods to models, data, and simulations as appropriate; P14.2; [1] [2]
3. Estimating level of effort to reuse an existing model, data set of simulation; P14.3; [3]
4. Estimating level of effort to prepare a new model, data set, or simulation for later reuse; P14.3; [3]
5. Estimating reuse level of effort in unusual test and acquisition M&S applications or novel reuse methods; P14.3; to be determined
6. Determining if a proposed reuse application of a model, data set, or simulation is appropriate; P14.4; [1] [2]
7. Approaches for determining if a proposed reuse application of a model, data set, or simulation is appropriate in unusual test and acquisition M&S applications or novel reuse method; P14.4; to be determined
8. Determining if a reuse application of model, data set, or simulation is appropriate based on assumptions; P14.5; to be determined
9. Applying different reuse technologies with a given test and evaluation M&S application; P14.6; [1] [2]
10. Procedures for examining, acquiring, customizing, and reusing existing resources; P14.7; to be determined
11. Given a reuse measure, applying it when developing a new model, data set, or simulation; P14.8; [1] [2]
12. Determining the level of technical interoperability present in a federation of interoperable simulation and the resulting reusability of that federation; P14.9; to be determined
13. Adapting methods and lessons regarding reuse from a case study to a new test and acquisition M&S application; P14.10; to be determined
14. Analyzing a test and acquisition M&S application for lessons learned regarding reuse; P14.10; to be determined
15. Performing cost versus benefit analysis in a legacy simulation reuse case study; P14.11; to be determined
16. Performing verification and validation effort analysis when reusing a legacy simulation; P14.12; to be determined

1) Module name  P14-M Reuse of models, data, and simulations (Mastery)

2) Coordinator
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description  This module comprises topics to provide training to a “Mastery” level of competence for program managers, systems engineers, and test and evaluation workforce members for ESR P14: Manage and reuse existing models, data, and simulations appropriately and assure that new products developed are designed and prepared for reuse.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of competence P14 Mastery

5) Prerequisites assumed and the corresponding level of competence  Module P14-A

6) Module maturity: Portions of the material have been taught by the module coordinator in both Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation courses.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module  7

8) Proposed delivery modalities Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD)

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)


10) Module learning objectives  Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P14
a) P14.1 Define the different methods by which a model or simulation can be reused.
b) P14.2 Given a model and a proposed reuse application for it, identify suitable methods to implement the reuse.
c) P14.3 Determine the level of effort required to reuse a model, data set, or simulation in various applications under different reuse methods. Calculate the incremental level of effort required to make a model, data set, or simulation reusable.
d) P14.4 Classify proposed reuse applications of a model, data set, or simulation as appropriate or inappropriate based on modeling paradigm, level of resolution, and bounds of validity.
e) P14.5 Identify the assumptions behind a model, data set, or simulation, and determine how those assumptions constrain appropriate reuse applications.
f) P14.6 List current simulation interoperability protocol standards, interoperability frameworks and middleware libraries, and composability approaches that support reuse, and describe the advantages and disadvantages of each.
g) P14.7 List existing resources available for reuse, including model repositories, implemented federations, standalone simulations, standard object models, and accredited data sets, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.
h) P14.8 Identify measures in new simulation development that will encourage reuse or make reuse more cost effective.
i) P14.9 Identify the levels of conceptual interoperability possible between interoperable simulations, and describe the extent of functionality and reusability associated with each level.
j) P14.10 Describe case studies of successful reuse applications of commonly used models, data sets, and simulations, and the characteristics of those applications that made the reuse successful.
k) P14.11 Given a case study, analyze cost vs benefit for reuse of a legacy simulation.
l) P14.12 Given a case study, analyze the additional V&V effort necessary for reuse of a legacy simulation for a new use that may differ from past uses.

11) Course assessment plan End of module examination

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)
1. Selecting among reuse methods for an existing model based on technical considerations; P14.2; [1] [2]
2. Selecting among reuse methods for an existing model based on level of effort considerations; P14.3; [1] [2] [3]
3. Selecting among methods to prepare a new model, data set, or simulation for later reuse based on level of effort considerations; P14.3; [1] [2] [3]
4. Selecting among reuse applications for a given model, data set, or simulation; P14.4; [1] [2]
5. Approaches for analyzing and changing assumptions during model, data set, or simulation development to affect future reusability; P14.5; to be determined
6. Select among reuse measures for a new model, data set, or simulation; P14.8; to be determined
7. Selecting a case study relevant to reuse in a planned test and acquisition M&S application and extracting pertinent lessons learned; P14.10; to be determined
P15) Manage the data strategy for an M&S effort including estimating the resources necessary to obtain sufficient data to populate the model.

1) Module name: Data Strategy

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Module description: Manage the data strategy for an M&S effort including estimating the resources necessary to obtain sufficient data to populate the model.

4) ESRs that the module supports: P15

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:

6) Module maturity: none

7) Number of hours estimated to teach: 20

8) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts


   Simsion, Graeme. 2007. Data Modeling Theory and Practice. Technics Publications LLC, Bradley Beach NJ.


10) Module learning objectives:
   - P15.1 Understand the role of data in M&S application and development
   - P15.2 Identify common data formats for M&S applications
   - P15.3 Understand fundamentals of good data management practices
   - P15.4 Identify common sources of data for M&S and data repositories
   - P15.5 Given a case study, identify the minimum data requirements for the decision context
   - P15.6 Given a case study and a sample V&V report, evaluate whether the data validation is sufficient for the specific use
   - P15.7 Given a case study and a sample V&V report, evaluate the impact and cost of low quality data on simulation output
   - P15.8 Given a case study and V&V report, assess the impact and cost of data unavailability

11) Course assessment plan: projects, and exams

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

*Competency Level:  General Awareness*
   - i) Hour 1: Understanding the role of data in M&S application and development.
     - role of data in M&S application
     - role of data in M&S development

*Competency Level:  Understanding*
   - ii) Hour 2: Understanding the role of data in M&S application and development.
     - role of data in M&S application
     - role of data in M&S development

**Competency Level: Understanding**

iii) Hour 3: Understanding the role of data in M&S application and development.
   - role of data in M&S application
   - role of data in M&S development

• Zeigler, Bernard P., Phillip E. Hammonds. 2007. *Modeling & Simulation-Based Data Engineering:*

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

iv) Hour 4: Identify common data formats for M&S applications
   - common data formats
   - M&S applications


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

v) Hour 5: Identify common data formats for M&S applications
   - common data formats
   - M&S applications


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

vi) Hour 6: Understand fundamentals of good data management practices
   - good data management practices

• Simsion, Graeme. 2007. *Data Modeling Theory and Practice*. Technics Publications LLC, Bradley Beach NJ.

**Competency Level: Understanding**

vii) Hour 7: Understand fundamentals of good data management practices
   - good data management practices

**Competency Level: Understanding**

viii) Hour 8: Understand fundamentals of good data management practices

- good data management practices


**Competency Level: Understanding**

ix) Hour 9: Understand fundamentals of good data management practices

- good data management practices


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

x) Hour 10: Identify common sources of data for M&S and data repositories

- sources of data for M&S
- sources of data for data repositories


**Competency Level: Understanding**

xi) Hour 11: Given a case study, identify the minimum data requirements for the decision context

- case study
- minimum data requirements
- decision context


**Competency Level: Mastery**

xii) Hour 12: Given a case study, identify the minimum data requirements for the decision context

- case study
- minimum data requirements

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xiii) Hour 13: Given a case study, identify the minimum data requirements for the decision context

  o case study
  o minimum data requirements
  o decision context


**Competency Level: Understanding**

xiv) Hour 14: Given a case study and a sample V&V report, evaluate whether the data validation is sufficient for the specific use

  o case study
  o V&V report
  o data validation
  o specific use


**Competency Level: Mastery**

xv) Hour 15: Given a case study and a sample V&V report, evaluate whether the data validation is sufficient for the specific use

  o case study
  o V&V report
  o data validation
  o specific use


**Competency Level: Mastery**

xvi) Hour 16: Given a case study and a sample V&V report, evaluate whether the data validation is sufficient for the specific use
o case study
o V&V report
o data validation
o specific use

  http://www.informs-sim.org/wsc99/008.PDF

**Competency Level: Understanding**

xvii) Hour 17: Given a case study and a sample V&V report, evaluate the impact and cost of low quality data on simulation output

  o case study
  o V&V report
  o impact of cost
  o impact of low quality data
  o simulation output

  http://www.informs-sim.org/wsc99/008.PDF

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xviii) Hour 18: Given a case study and a sample V&V report, evaluate the impact and cost of low quality data on simulation output

  o case study
  o V&V report
  o impact of cost
  o impact of low quality data
  o simulation output


**Competency Level: Understanding**

xix) Hour 19: Given a case study and V&V report, assess the impact and cost of data unavailability

  o case study
  o V&V report
  o cost of data unavailability
  o impact of data unavailability

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xx) Hour 20: Given a case study and V&V report, assess the impact and cost of data unavailability

- case study
- V&V report
- cost of data unavailability
- impact of data unavailability


1) Module name P15-G Data strategy (General awareness)

2) Coordinator
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module comprises topics to provide training to a “General awareness” level of competence for program managers, systems engineers, and test and evaluation workforce members for ESR P15: Manage the data strategy for an M&S effort including estimating the resources necessary to obtain sufficient data to populate the model.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of competence
P15 General awareness

5) Prerequisites assumed and the corresponding level of competence  Basic familiarity with M&S concepts, equivalent to MSIAC M&S Staff Officers Course

6) Module maturity: Portions of the material have been taught by the module coordinator in both Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation courses.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 11
8) Proposed delivery modalities  Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD)

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P15
a) P15.1 List the categories of data sets required (such as terrain databases, Ph/Pk tables, and sensor performance parameters) for typical model and simulation types.
b) P15.2 List the data requirements for typical test and acquisition M&S applications in terms of data sets, data volume, data availability, data accuracy, data classification, data storage media, and data archival.
c) P15.3 Identify existing data resources available for reuse, including both unauthenticated (for simulation testing) and authenticated (for actual test use) data, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.
d) P15.4 Define commonly used formats for documenting data (i.e., meta-data) and describe how to use each form to assess a data set’s utility for a specific application.
e) P15.5 For each type of data used by models and simulations, define commonly used formats for structuring and encoding the data (e.g., XML for entity performance parameters or CTDB for terrain) and describe how the format supports correct and appropriate use and reuse of data sets so structured.
f) P15.6 Define concepts of data models (e.g., HLA object models), identify commonly used data models (e.g., HLA RPR FOM), and explain how data models relate to data sets.
g) P15.7 Specify proper security procedures for safeguarding classified data sets, both input and output, during and between simulation executions.
h) P15.8 Prepare for distribution of output data sets produced by simulation executions, including documenting data format, assumptions, accuracy, and applicability.
i) P15.9 Describe approaches, identify tools, and estimate resources required for converting data sets from one format to another (e.g., converting terrain data from DTED to CTDB) if needed for a particular M&S application.
j) P15.10 Estimate the effort required to acquire and create the data needed for a test or acquisition M&S application, based on data required for the simulation, existing data resources available, and data creation experiences.
k) P15.11 Describe case studies of successful data acquisition and creation for data-intensive applications of commonly used models, data sets, and simulations, and the characteristics of those applications that made the reuse successful.

11) Course assessment plan  End of module examination

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)
1. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data set categories (e.g., terrain databases, Ph/Pk tables, and sensor performance parameters) required for typical model and simulation types; P15.1; to be determined
2. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data requirements for typical test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.2; to be determined
3. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of each type of existing data resource; P15.3; to be determined
4. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data documentation formats; P15.4; [1] [2]
5. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data encoding formats; P15.5; [1] [2]
6. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data models; P15.6; [1][2]
7. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data security procedures; P15.7; [1] [2]
8. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of simulation data distribution; P15.8; [2]
9. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data conversion; P15.9; [1] [2]
10. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data acquisition and creation effort; P15.10; to be determined
11. Simple case studies of successful data acquisition and creation in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.11; to be determined

1) Module name  P15-U  Data strategy (Understanding)

2) Coordinator
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description  This module comprises topics to provide training to a “Understanding” level of competence for program managers, systems engineers, and test and evaluation workforce members for ESR P15: Manage the data strategy for an M&S effort including estimating the resources necessary to obtain sufficient data to populate the model.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of competence
P15 Understanding

5) Prerequisites assumed and the corresponding level of competence  Module P15-G.

6) Module maturity  Portions of the material have been taught by the module coordinator in both Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation courses

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module  14

8) Proposed delivery modalities  Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD)

9) Proposed references and texts topics refer to these by number
10) Module learning objectives  Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P15
   a) P15.1 List the categories of data sets required (such as terrain databases, Ph/Pk tables, and sensor performance parameters) for typical model and simulation types.
   b) P15.2 List the data requirements for typical test and acquisition M&S applications in terms of data sets, data volume, data availability, data accuracy, data classification, data storage media, and data archival.
   c) P15.3 Identify existing data resources available for reuse, including both unauthenticated (for simulation testing) and authenticated (for actual test use) data, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.
   d) P15.4 Define commonly used formats for documenting data (i.e., meta-data) and describe how to use each form to assess a data set’s utility for a specific application.
   e) P15.5 For each type of data used by models and simulations, define commonly used formats for structuring and encoding the data (e.g., XML for entity performance parameters or CTDB for terrain) and describe how the format supports correct and appropriate use and reuse of data sets so structured.
   f) P15.6 Define concepts of data models (e.g., HLA object models), identify commonly used data models (e.g., HLA RPR FOM), and explain how data models relate to data sets.
   g) P15.7 Specify proper security procedures for safeguarding classified data sets, both input and output, during and between simulation executions.
   h) P15.8 Prepare for distribution of output data sets produced by simulation executions, including documenting data format, assumptions, accuracy, and applicability.
   i) P15.9 Describe approaches, identify tools, and estimate resources required for converting data sets from one format to another (e.g., converting terrain data from DTED to CTDB) if needed for a particular M&S application.
   j) P15.10 Estimate the effort required to acquire and create the data needed for a test or acquisition M&S application, based on data required for the simulation, existing data resources available, and data creation experiences.
   k) P15.11 Describe case studies of successful data acquisition and creation for data-intensive applications of commonly used models, data sets, and simulations, and the characteristics of those applications that made the reuse successful.

11) Course assessment plan  End of module examination.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)
   1. Technical details of simulation data sets, including representation, resolution, fidelity, and size, for typical model and simulation types; P15.1; [2]
   2. Technical details and normal value ranges of data requirement parameters (e.g., data sets, data volume, data availability, data accuracy, data classification, data storage media, data archival; P15.2; [2]
   3. Lists and details of existing data repositories; P15.3; to be determined
4. Technical details and advanced examples of data documentation formats; P15.4; [1] [2]
5. Technical details and advanced examples of data encoding formats; P15.5; [1] [2]
6. Technical details and advanced examples of data models; P15.6; [1] [2]
7. Relationship of data models to data sets; P15.6; [1] [2]
8. Data security requirements and procedures; P15.7; to be determined
9. Advanced examples of data security in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.7; to be determined
10. Advanced examples of data distribution in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.8; to be determined
11. Advanced examples of data conversion for test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.9; to be determined
12. Available data conversion tools and utilities; P15.9; to be determined
13. Advanced examples of data acquisition and creation effort in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.10; to be determined
14. Advanced case studies of both successful and unsuccessful data acquisition and creation in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.11; to be determined

1) Module name  P15-A Data strategy (Application)
2) Coordinator
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu
3) Module description  This module comprises topics to provide training to a “Application” level of competence for program managers, systems engineers, and test and evaluation workforce members for ESR P15: Manage the data strategy for an M&S effort including estimating the resources necessary to obtain sufficient data to populate the model.
4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of competence  P15 Application
5) Prerequisites assumed and the corresponding level of competence  Module P15-U
6) Module maturity: Portions of the material have been taught by the module coordinator in both Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation courses.
7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module  13
8) Proposed delivery modalities  Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD)
9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)
10) Module learning objectives  Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P15
a) P15.1 List the categories of data sets required (such as terrain databases, Ph/Pk tables, and sensor performance parameters) for typical model and simulation types.
b) P15.2 List the data requirements for typical test and acquisition M&S applications in terms of data sets, data volume, data availability, data accuracy, data classification, data storage media, and data archival.
c) P15.3 Identify existing data resources available for reuse, including both unauthenticated (for simulation testing) and authenticated (for actual test use) data, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.
d) P15.4 Define commonly used formats for documenting data (i.e., meta-data) and describe how to use each form to assess a data set’s utility for a specific application.
e) P15.5 For each type of data used by models and simulations, define commonly used formats for structuring and encoding the data (e.g., XML for entity performance parameters or CTDB for terrain) and describe how the format supports correct and appropriate use and reuse of data sets so structured.
f) P15.6 Define concepts of data models (e.g., HLA object models), identify commonly used data models (e.g., HLA RPR FOM), and explain how data models relate to data sets.
g) P15.7 Specify proper security procedures for safeguarding classified data sets, both input and output, during and between simulation executions.
h) P15.8 Prepare for distribution of output data sets produced by simulation executions, including documenting data format, assumptions, accuracy, and applicability.
i) P15.9 Describe approaches, identify tools, and estimate resources required for converting data sets from one format to another (e.g., converting terrain data from DTED to CTDB) if needed for a particular M&S application.
j) P15.10 Estimate the effort required to acquire and create the data needed for a test or acquisition M&S application, based on data required for the simulation, existing data resources available, and data creation experiences.
k) P15.11 Describe case studies of successful data acquisition and creation for data-intensive applications of commonly used models, data sets, and simulations, and the characteristics of those applications that made the reuse successful.

11) Course assessment plan  End of module examination

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)
1. Determining data set categories for typical model and simulation types; P15.1; [2]
2. Determining data requirements for typical test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.2; [2]
3. Procedures for examining, acquiring, customizing, and reusing existing data resources; P15.3; to be determined
4. Using data documentation in each format to evaluate data utility; P15.4; [1] [2]
5. Using data encoding formats to encode or decode simulation data; P15.5; [1] [2]
6. Using data models to structure and organize data within a test and acquisition M&S application; P15.6; [1] [2]
7. Instituting and executing data security in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.7; to be determined
8. Performing data distribution in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.8; to be determined
9. Performing data conversion for test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.9; to be determined
10. Effects of data conversion on data resolution and accuracy; P15.9; to be determined
11. Estimating effort required for data acquisition and creation in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.10; to be determined
12. Adapting methods and lessons regarding data acquisition and creation from a case study to a new test and acquisition M&S application; P15.11; to be determined
13. Analyzing a test and acquisition M&S application for lessons learned regarding data acquisition and creation; P15.11; to be determined

1) Module name  P15-M Data strategy (Mastery)

2) Coordinator
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description  This module comprises topics to provide training to a “Mastery” level of competence for program managers, systems engineers, and test and evaluation workforce members for ESR P15: Manage the data strategy for an M&S effort including estimating the resources necessary to obtain sufficient data to populate the model.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of competence
P15 Mastery

5) Prerequisites assumed and the corresponding level of competence  Module P15-A

6) Module maturity  Portions of the material have been taught by the module coordinator in both Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation courses.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module  2

8) Proposed delivery modalities  Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD)

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)
10) Module learning objectives Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P15
   a) P15.1 List the categories of data sets required (such as terrain databases, Ph/Pk tables, and sensor performance parameters) for typical model and simulation types.
   b) P15.2 List the data requirements for typical test and acquisition M&S applications in terms of data sets, data volume, data availability, data accuracy, data classification, data storage media, and data archival.
   c) P15.3 Identify existing data resources available for reuse, including both unauthenticated (for simulation testing) and authenticated (for actual test use) data, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.
   d) P15.4 Define commonly used formats for documenting data (i.e., meta-data) and describe how to use each form to assess a data set’s utility for a specific application.
   e) P15.5 For each type of data used by models and simulations, define commonly used formats for structuring and encoding the data (e.g., XML for entity performance parameters or CTDB for terrain) and describe how the format supports correct and appropriate use and reuse of data sets so structured.
   f) P15.6 Define concepts of data models (e.g., HLA object models), identify commonly used data models (e.g., HLA RPR FOM), and explain how data models relate to data sets.
   g) P15.7 Specify proper security procedures for safeguarding classified data sets, both input and output, during and between simulation executions.
   h) P15.8 Prepare for distribution of output data sets produced by simulation executions, including documenting data format, assumptions, accuracy, and applicability.
   i) P15.9 Describe approaches, identify tools, and estimate resources required for converting data sets from one format to another (e.g., converting terrain data from DTED to CTDB) if needed for a particular M&S application.
   j) P15.10 Estimate the effort required to acquire and create the data needed for a test or acquisition M&S application, based on data required for the simulation, existing data resources available, and data creation experiences.
   k) P15.11 Describe case studies of successful data acquisition and creation for data-intensive applications of commonly used models, data sets, and simulations, and the characteristics of those applications that made the reuse successful.

11) Course assessment plan End of module examination

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)
   1. Selecting among data acquisition and creation alternatives; P15.10; [1] [2]
   2. Selecting a case study relevant to data acquisition and creation in a planned test and acquisition M&S application and extracting pertinent lessons learned; P15.11; to be determined

A1) Describe the types, role and value of formal Modeling and Simulations, and their various characterizations for application to systems management, particularly with regard to design, testing, training, production, cost estimation, manning, and logistical simulations.

1) Title: Roles and Value of M&S Applications

2) Module coordinator / point of contact and contact information
   Jim Campbell, GMU, jcampbell@alionscience.com, 703-933-3356

3) Module description (short description) At the completion of this module, students will be able to apply example cases of M&S tools for design, testing, training, production, cost estimation, manning, and logistical simulations as they are used across the life cycle. Taught to the Application Level; for courses at the understanding or general awareness level, time can be reduced and practical application periods deleted.

4) ESR supported: A1—Describe the types, role and value of formal Modeling and Simulations, and their various characterizations for application to systems management, particularly with regard to design, testing, training, production, cost estimation, manning, and logistical simulations.

5) Prerequisites: ACQ 101, ACQ 201, ESR P10.

6) Module maturity: The first four objectives are taught in the MSIAC’s Modeling and Simulation Staff Officer’s Course and in the Army’s Simulation Operations Qualification Course, but the material is at the general awareness level.

7) Number of hours Twelve.

8) Proposed Delivery modality face-to-face, or VTC; resident, or customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts
   k) Defense Acquisition Guidebook, Version 1.0, 17 October 2004
   l) Department of Defense Acquisition Modeling and Simulation Master Plan, 17 April, 2006
m) AR 5-11, Management of Army Models & Simulations, 1 February 2005

n) OPNAVINST 5200.34, Navy Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Management, 28 May 2002

o) AFPD 16-10, Modeling And Simulation (M&S) Management, 30 January 1995


10) Module learning objectives:
   A1.1: List the three types of models
   A1.2: Describe the purpose and characteristics of each type of model
   A1.3: List the three types of simulations
   A1.4: Describe the purpose and characteristics of each type of simulation
   A1.5: Describe how M&S is used in systems design
   A1.6: Describe how M&S is used in systems testing
   A1.7: Describe how M&S is used in systems training
   A1.8: Describe how M&S is used in systems production
   A1.9: Describe how M&S is used in systems cost estimation
   A1.10: Describe how M&S is used in systems manpower integration
   A1.11: Describe how M&S is used in systems logistics planning and execution

11) Course assessment plan: Examination and practical exercise.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:
   i) Hour one: Overview of M&S (course notes and syllabus) A1.1- A1.4
   ii) Hour two: M&S in system design (course notes and syllabus) A1.5
   iii) Hour three: M&S in system testing (course notes and syllabus) A1.6
   iv) Hour four: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) A1.5, A1.6
   v) Hour five: M&S in system training (course notes and syllabus) A1.7
   vi) Hour six: M&S in system MANPRINT (course notes and syllabus) A1.10
   vii) Hour seven: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) A1.7, A1.10
   viii) Hour eight: M&S in system production (course notes and syllabus) A1.8
   ix) Hour nine: M&S in system cost estimation (course notes and syllabus) A1.9
   x) Hour ten: M&S in system sustainment (course notes and syllabus) A1.11
   xi) Hour eleven: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) A1.9, A1.11
   xii) Hour twelve: Examination and summary (course notes and syllabus) A1all

13) Additional Requirements: N/A.
A2) Define the critical decisions in the acquisition lifecycle and how/what M&S is used to inform those decisions in order to reduce the time, resources, and risks associated with the acquisition process.

1) Title: M&S Support for Acquisition Decisions

2) Module coordinator / point of contact and contact information
   Jim Campbell, GMU, jcampbell@alionscience.com, 703-933-3356

3) Module description (short description) At the completion of this module, students will be able to identify the six critical decisions in the Acquisition process and apply representative M&S tools to support those decisions. Taught to the Application Level; for courses at the understanding or general awareness level, time can be reduced and practical application periods deleted.

4) ESR supported: A2— Define the critical decisions in the acquisition lifecycle and how/what M&S is used to inform those decisions in order to reduce the time, resources, and risks associated with the acquisition process.

5) 

6) Prerequisites: ACQ 101, ACQ 201.

7) Module maturity: This information is not specifically taught in the MSSOC or GMU CPE course, however, much of the information is provided in a slightly different framework at the understanding level.

8) Number of hours: Eight.

9) Proposed Delivery: modality face-to-face, or VTC; resident, or customer’s site

10) Proposed references and texts:
   d) Defense Acquisition Guidebook, Version 1.0, 17 October 2004
   e) CJCSI 3170.01F, Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System, 1 May 2007
f) CJCSM 3170.01C, Operation of the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development system, 1 May 2007

11) Module learning objectives:
   A2.1: Identify the six critical decisions in the acquisition lifecycle.
   A2.2: Describe primary and secondary types of M&S functions that support each critical decision.
   A2.3: Identify the intended use of each type of M&S supporting the six critical decisions.
   A2.4: Identify representative examples of each type of M&S supporting the six critical decisions.

12) Course assessment plan: Examination and practical exercise.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:
   i) Hour one: Introduction and overview (DoDD 5000.1, DoDI 5000.2, CJCSI 3170.01F) A2.1
   ii) Hour two: M&S in support of the Concept Decision and the Milestone A Decision (course notes and syllabus) A2.2-4
   iii) Hour three: M&S in support of the Milestone B Decision (course notes and syllabus) A2.2-4
   iv) Hour four: M&S in support of the Design Readiness Review (course notes and syllabus) A2.2-4
   v) Hour five: M&S in support of the Milestone C Decision (course notes and syllabus) A2.2-4
   vi) Hour six: M&S in support of the Full Rate Production Decision (course notes and syllabus) A2.2-4
   vii) Hour seven: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) A2 all
   viii) Hour eight: Evaluation and Summary (course notes and syllabus) A2 all

14) Additional Requirements: N/A

________________________________________________________________________

Course Name: Applying Commercial Simulation-Based Acquisition Metaphors

Course Coordinator:
Michael D. Proctor, Ph.D., LTC (Retired)
Associate Professor, CMSP
IEMS & IDS M&S
University of Central Florida
Engineering Building 2, Room 301-D
Tel: 407-823-5296
Fax: 407-823-3413
Course Description:
This course will provide an application capability of essential skill requirements of non-DoD concepts of Simulation-Based Acquisition (SBA) across the entire program life cycle of commercial companies, in order to gain possible new insights into reducing the time, resources, and risks associated with the DoD acquisition process.

Modules incorporated into Course:
This course incorporates material covered in the Awareness and Understanding courses (modules) and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module as is if developed.

ESR Supporting the Course
ESR A2: Sub ESRs taught at the Application level

Pre-requisite
1. Rank/Seniority:
   Active Military: O-1 and above
   Government Civilian: GS-5 and above
2. Pre-Course/Training:
   CLE011 and CLE023 or equivalent

Course Maturity
Base on UCF course EIN6528 which was first taught as a Special Topic in 2003.

Contact Hours / Pace of Completion
This is a 3-day course with 24 contact hours. The course can be completed with 8hr-instruction per day.

Proposed Delivery Modality
Face-to-face teaching and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module if developed.

Proposed Reference and Text

Other references:
• Chambers, John C., Mullick, Satinder, and Donald D. Smith. “How to Choose the Right Forecasting Technique,” HBR, July – August 1971.
• Fuchs, et al. “Strategic Integration,” CMR, Spring 2000
• Georgoff, David M. & Murdick, Robert G. “Manager’s Guide to Forecasting,” HBR, Jan-Feb 1986
• Malhotra, Deepak. “Negotiate or Litigate?” Negotiation, October 2004
• Porter and Millar, “How information gives you competitive advantage,” HBR, July 85. (value chain article).
• Spear, Steven & Bowen, H. Kent, “Decoding the DNA of the Toyota Production System,” HBR, Sept – Oct 1999
• Susskind, Lawrence, “Full Engagement: Learning the Most from Negotiation Simulations,” Negotiation, August 2005
Course Learning Objectives
Students who have successfully completed this course will be able to:

1. Applies commercial acquisition strategies to multiple examples (ESR A2.1)
2. Uses M&S concepts to anticipate benefits to commercial aircraft industry (ESR A2.2)
3. Uses M&S concepts to anticipate benefits to commercial automotive industry (ESR A2.3)
4. Uses M&S concepts to anticipate benefits to commercial Pharmaceutical industry (ESR A2.4)
5. Constructs possible change management approaches associated with M&S adoption (ESR A2.5)
6. Predicts possible impacts of emerging CASE tool technologies and their contribution to corporate integration (ESR A2.6)

Course Assessment Plan
Verbal Feedback during Class- to periodically check on students’ understanding of topics taught

End-of-Course Evaluation- open and closed questions to test student’s proficiency on the topics taught

Hands-on Software Training and Scenario-based Testing- short scenario-based assignment similar to case studies taught to test students’ ability in M&S software usage

Hour-by-hour Instruction:

Hour 1 and 2: ESR A2.1: Overview of commercial acquisition strategies and terminology, Syllabus

Hour 3 through 8: ESR A2.2: Introduction to M&S benefits to commercial aircraft
Commercial case history of HOW M&S has been used to advance and sustain quality and distribute production world-wide by global commercial aircraft manufacturers from the foundation of aviation with the Wright brothers to the most current aircraft.

*Porter, HBR, March 1979
*Fuchs, et al CMR 2000
*Porter and Millar, HBR, July 85.
*Hamel & Prahalad, HBR, 2005
*HBR Case 9-305-101;
Hour 9 and 17: ESR A2.3: Introduction to M&S benefits to commercial automotive industries. Commercial case history of recent radical changes in HOW M&S has been used by a Global Automotive Company to radically alter their entire software infrastructure, re-train their work force, rapidly close and then surpass other Global Automotive Commercial Companies through the productivity and time to market gains made possible through M&S

*HBS Case 9-602-035;  
*Sobek, Liker & Ward, HBR July-August 1998;  
*Spear & Bowen, HBR, 1999  
*Thomke, MIT, 2006  
*Thomke, HBR, 2001  
*HBS Case 9-699-044 & 045  
*HBS Case 9-303-023  
*Goldhar & Jelink, HBR, 1983

Hour 18 and 19: ESR A2.4: Introduction to M&S benefits to commercial Pharmaceutical industries,

*HBS 9-600-038  
*Raynor & Panetta, S&I, 2005  
*Sterman, CMR, 2001  
*Ring et al, CMR, 2005

Hour 20 through 22: ESR A2.5: Commercial case history of change management issues and approaches as it relates to M&S adoption and proliferation. Change management due to M&S tool adoption (45 hour course would have a 3 hour Student report and presentation)

*Susskind, Negotiation, 2005  
*Harvard Update, 2000  
*Bonabeau, 2002  
*Kallio, et al Journal, 1999  
*Sirkjin, et al, HBR, 2005  
*Malhotra, Negotiation, 2004

Hour 23 and 24: ESR A2.6: Change emerging trends in CASE tool applications, Sectional Review, Conclusion, End-of-Course Test  
*Contemporary articles
Course Name: Awareness of Commercial Simulation-Based Acquisition Metaphors

Course Coordinator

Michael D. Proctor, Ph.D., LTC (Retired)
Associate Professor, CMSP
IEMS & IDS M&S
University of Central Florida
Engineering Building 2, Room 301-D
Tel: 407-823-5296
Fax: 407-823-3413
mproctor@mail.ucf.edu
http://people.cecs.ucf.edu/proctor

Course Description

This course will provide a general awareness of non-DoD concepts of Simulation-Based Acquisition (SBA) across the entire program life cycle of commercial companies, in order to gain possible new insights into reducing the time, resources, and risks associated with the DoD acquisition process.

Modules incorporated into Course:

This course is a basic entry course or a fundamental module. This course can be incorporated as a module into the Introduction, Application, and Masters level course offerings related to this same ESR.

ESR Supporting the Course:
ESR A2: General Awareness for each sub ESR.

Pre-requisite
1. Rank/Seniority:
   Active Military: O-1 or higher
   Government Civilian: GS-5 or higher
2. Pre-Course/Training:
   CLE011 and CLE023 or equivalent

Course Maturity
Base on UCF course EIN6528 which was first taught as a Special Topic in 2003.

Contact Hours / Pace of Completion

This is a non-Resident, self paced 3 hr-online course that may take between 2 and 6 hours depending of the prior experience and skills of the students. Students must pass the End-of-Course test within 30 calendar days of the start date.
Proposed Delivery Modality
Online Learning course.

Proposed Reference and Text

- Fuchs, et al. “Strategic Integration,” CMR, Spring 2000
- Georgoff, David M. & Murdick, Robert G. “Manager’s Guide to Forecasting,” HBR, Jan-Feb 1986
- Malhotra, Deepak. “Negotiate of Litigate?” Negotiation, October 2004
- Porter and Millar, “How information gives you competitive advantage,” HBR, July 85. (value chain article).
- Spear, Steven & Bowen, H. Kent, “Decoding the DNA of the Toyota Production System,” HBR, Sept – Oct 1999
- Susskind, Lawrence, “Full Engagement: Learning the Most from Negotiation Simulations,” Negotiation, August 2005
Thomke, “Enlightened Experimentation: The New Imperative for Innovation,” 

Course Learning Objectives

Students who have successfully completed this course will be able to:

1. Identify commercial acquisition strategies (ESR A2.1)
2. Identify M&S benefits to commercial aircraft industry (ESR A2.2)
3. Identify M&S benefits to commercial automotive industry (ESR A2.3)
4. Identify M&S benefits to commercial Pharmaceutical industry (ESR A2.4)
5. Identify change management issues associated with M&S adoption (ESR A2.5)
6. Identify emerging CASE tool technologies and their contribution to corporate integration (ESR A2.6)

Course Assessment Plan

Sectional Reviews- sets of multiple choice questions specific to each topic at the end of each course section

End-of-Course Test- general multiple choice questions on all topics taught

Hour-by-hour Instruction

Hour 1: ESR A2.1 & A2.2: Overview of commercial acquisition strategies and terminology and Introduction to M&S benefits to commercial aircraft.

Hour 2: ESR A2.3 & A2.4: Introduction to M&S benefits to automotive, and Pharmaceutical industries, Selected Highlights from all references above.

Hour 3: ESR A2.5 & A2.6: Change management and emerging trends in M&S tool applications, Sectional Review, Conclusion, End-of-Course Test

Course Name: Commercial Simulation-Based Acquisition Metaphors

Course Coordinator
Michael D. Proctor, Ph.D., LTC (Retired)
Associate Professor, CMSP
IEMS & IDS M&S
Course Description
This course will provide an educational mastery (a masters level course that is part of a masters program in modeling and simulation) of essential skill requirements of non-DoD concepts of Simulation-Based Acquisition (SBA) across the entire program life cycle of commercial companies, in order to gain possible new insights into reducing the time, resources, and risks associated with the DoD acquisition process.

Modules incorporated into Course:
This course incorporates ESR A2 material covered in the Awareness, Understanding, and Application courses (modules) and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module if developed.

ESR Supporting the Course:
ESR A2: Sub ESR taught at Educational Mastery (part of a masters program) competency level or at the maximum level specified in the matrix.

Pre-requisite
1. Rank/Seniority:
Active Military: O-3 and above
Government Civilian: GS-9 and above
2. Pre-Course/Training:
CLE011 and CLE023 or equivalent

Course Maturity
Base on UCF course EIN6528 which was first taught as a Special Topic in 2003.

Contact Hours / Pace of Completion
This is a quarter or semester-long (12 to 15 weeks) course with 36 to 45 contact hours with 3hr-instruction per week. Alternatively the course may be accomplished in a shorter period of time covering the same number of contact hours but with a faster paced setting being 6 hours per week.

Proposed Delivery Modality
The course is a mixture of face-to-face teaching and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module if that online course (module) is developed.

Proposed Reference and Text

Other references:
• Chambers, John C., Mullick, Satinder, and Donald D. Smith. “How to Choose the Right Forecasting Technique,” HBR, July – August 1971.
• Fuchs, et al. “Strategic Integration,” CMR, Spring 2000
• Georgoff, David M. & Murdick, Robert G. “Manager’s Guide to Forecasting,” HBR, Jan-Feb 1986
• Malhotra, Deepak. “Negotiate or Litigate?” Negotiation, October 2004
• Porter and Millar, “How information gives you competitive advantage,” HBR, July 85. (value chain article).
• Spear, Steven & Bowen, H. Kent, “Decoding the DNA of the Toyota Production System,” HBR, Sept – Oct 1999
• Susskind, Lawrence, “Full Engagement: Learning the Most from Negotitation Simulations,” Negotiation, August 2005
- Christensen, Clayton M. (1997) The Innovator’s Dilemma
- Schrage, Michael (2000) Serious Play
- Thomke, Stefan (2003) Experimentation Matters

Course Learning Objectives

Students who have successfully completed this course will be able to:
1. Recognize logical fallacies in the inconsistent in the use of commercial acquisition strategies (ESR A2.1)
2. Synthesize M&S concepts to anticipate benefits to commercial aircraft industry (ESR A2.2)
3. Analyze, compare and contrast applications of M&S in various commercial automotive industry (ESR A2.3)
4. Evaluate the application of M&S to the commercial Pharmaceutical industry (ESR A2.4)
5. Appraise possible change management approaches associated with M&S adoption (ESR A2.5)
6. Appraise possible impacts of emerging CASE tool technologies and their contribution to corporate integration (ESR A2.6)

Course Assessment Plan

Verbal Feedback during Class- to periodically check on students’ understanding of topics taught

Term Papers- research-based projects to test students’ ability to synthesize knowledge and draw conclusions based on knowledge learnt in class

Lab-based Project- open-ended practical project to test students’ hands-on and cognitive ability to design experiments and demonstrate M&S software applications

End-of-Course Evaluation- open-ended and closed questions to test student’s tacit knowledge in subject matter

Hour-by-hour Instruction

Hour 1 and 2: ESR A2.1: Overview of commercial acquisition strategies and terminology, Syllabus
Hour 3 through 8: ESR A2.2: Introduction to M&S benefits to commercial aircraft
Commercial case history of HOW M&S has been used to advance and sustain quality and distribute production world-wide by global commercial aircraft manufacturers from the foundation of aviation with the Wright brothers to the most current aircraft.

*Porter, HBR, March 1979
Hour 9 and 10: ESR A2.2: Student group Aviation Case History research and presentation

Hour 11 and 22: ESR A2.3: Introduction to M&S benefits to commercial automotive industries. Commercial case history of recent radical changes in HOW M&S has been used by a Global Automotive Company to radically alter their entire software infrastructure, re-train their work force, rapidly close and then surpass other Global Automotive Commercial Companies through the productivity and time to market gains made possible through M&S

*HBS Case 9-602-035;
*Sobek, Liker & Ward, HBR July-August 1998;
*Spear & Bowen, HBR, 1999
*Thomke, MIT, 2006
*Thomke, HBR, 2001
*HBS Case 9-699-044 & 045
*HBS Case 9-303-023
*Goldhar & Jelink, HBR, 1983

Hour 23 through 25: ESR A2.3: Individual independent research project reports and presentations on automotive industry.

Hour 26 and 28: ESR A2.4: Introduction to M&S benefits to commercial Pharmaceutical industries,

*HBS 9-600-038
*Raynor & Panetta, S&I, 2005
*Sterman, CMR, 2001
*Ring et al, CMR, 2005

Hour 29 through 32: ESR A2.5: Commercial case history of change management issues and approaches as it relates to M&S adoption and proliferation. Change management due to M&S tool adoption (45 hour course would have a 3 hour Student report and presentation)

*Susskind, Negotiation, 2005
Hour 35 and 36: ESR A2.6: Commercial case history of the use of Computer Assisted System Engineering tools to describe the relationship within and between systems life cycles within a corporation and close gaps between those systems. Change emerging trends in CASE tool applications, Sectional Review, Conclusion, End-of-Course Test (45 hour course would have a 3 hour Student report and presentation)

*Contemporary articles

*Note the above syllabus is a best estimate for time, content, and references at the time of writing and is subject to change at any time.

Course Name: Computer Technology and Army Training Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Applications in Support of Acquisition

Course Coordinator:
Michael D. Proctor, Ph.D., LTC (Retired)
Associate Professor, CMSP
IEMS & IDS M&S
University of Central Florida
Engineering Building 2, Room 301-D
Tel: 407-823-5296
Fax: 407-823-3413
mproctor@mail.ucf.edu
http://people.cecs.ucf.edu/proctor

Course Description:
This course seeks to provide an educational mastery (a masters level course that is part of a masters program in modeling and simulation) of essential skill requirements of basic computer system software tools and Army Training Modeling and Simulation applications that are used in support of acquisition. Exposure to practical Army training modeling and simulation (M&S) applications as system life cycle management tools in support of Simulation-based Acquisition (SBA) will be through cases.

Modules incorporated into Course:
This course incorporates ESR A2 material covered in the Awareness, Understanding, and Application courses (modules) and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module if developed.
ESR Supporting the Course
ESR E8. Sub ESR taught at Educational Mastery (part of a masters program) competency level or at the maximum level specified in the matrix.

Pre-requisite
1. Rank/Seniority:
   Active Military: O-3 and above
   Government Civilian: GS-9 and above
2. Pre-Course/Training:
   CLE011 and CLE023 or equivalent

Course Maturity
New course.

Contact Hours / Pace of Completion
This is a quarter or semester-long (12 to 15 weeks) course with 36 to 45 contact hours with 3hr-instruction per week. Alternatively the course may be accomplished in a shorter period of time covering the same number of contact hours but with a faster paced setting being 6 hours per week.

Proposed Delivery Modality
The course is a mixture of face-to-face teaching and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module if the online course (module) is developed.

Proposed Reference and Text
- Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)
- Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)
- Case Study to be developed with IBM on Rational
Course Learning Objectives

Students who have successfully completed this course will be able to:

1. ESR E8.1 Compare and contrast basic computer system architecture, operating systems, networking, introductory engineering software and their application to Modeling and Simulation (M&S) applications, introductory structured programming languages such as Fortran and C, and the use of such languages for software development.
2. ESR E8.2 Compare and contrast the use of selected Modeling and Runtime software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
3. ESR E8.3 Compare and Contrast the use of selected Intelligent Agent software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
4. ESR E8.4 Compare and Contrast M&S, interoperability, and intelligent agent software tools to build massively online systems (to include gaming systems) so as to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
5. ESR E8.5 Compare and Contrast alternative Live training M&S systems in support of training and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
6. ESR E8.6 Compare and Contrast alternative virtual training M&S systems in support of PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
7. ESR E8.7 Compare and Contrast Computer Assisted System Engineering tools to support project life cycle development/engineering.

Course Assessment Plan

Verbal Feedback during Class- to periodically check on students’ understanding of topics taught

Term Papers- research-based projects to test students’ ability to synthesize knowledge and draw conclusions based on knowledge learnt in class

Lab-based Project- open-ended practical project to test students’ hands-on and cognitive ability to design experiments and demonstrate M&S software applications

End-of-Course Evaluation- open-ended and closed questions to test student’s tacit knowledge in subject matter

Hour-by-hour Instruction

Hour 1: Compare and contrast basic computer systems, M&S tools for acquisition (E8.1)

Hour 2: Compare and contrast Modeling Software Authoring for acquisition (E8.2)
Hour 3: Compare and contrast Runtime Software for acquisition (Presagis Vega and AIS SVS) (The 45 hour course would have 3 hours on each topic) (E8.2)

Hour 4: Compare and contrast Intelligent Agent Software for acquisition (OneSAF, Mak VR Forces, SimBionic) (E8.3)

Hour 5: Compose M&S Software with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Hour 6: Compose M&S Software with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Hour 7: Infers Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Hour 8: Infers Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Above 8 hours supported by:
   Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)


Hour 9: Compare and contrast massively online M&S Systems to include games for acquisition (E8.4)

Hour 10: Compose massively scenario with Online system (E8.4)

Hour 11: Compose massively scenario with Online system (E8.4)

Hour 12: Compose massively scenario with Online system (E8.4)

Hour 13: Infer Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Online Systems (E8.4)
Hour 14: Infer Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Online Systems (E8.4) (45 hour course would have one additional hour)
Above 6 hours supported by:


Hour 15: Diagram SMART Snake Chart Structure and Concept for Live Training M&S for acquisition (E8.5)

Hour 16: Compare and Contrast Live Training M&S for Acquisition (OneTESS) (E8.5)

Hour 17: Analyze Live Training M&S Case Study (OneTESS) (E8.5)
Above 3 hours supported by:
Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)

Hour 18: Diagram SMART Snake Chart Structure and Concept for Virtual Training M&S for acquisition (E8.6)

Hour 19: Compare and Contrast Virtual Training M&S for Acquisition (CCTT) (E8.6)

Hour 20: Analyze Virtual Training M&S Case Study (CCTT) (E8.6)
Above 3 hours supported by:


Hour 21: Discuss with Guest Lecture Live, Virtual, and Constructive Training simulation use for acquisition (E8.2, E8.5 and E8.6)

Hour 22: Discuss with Guest Lecture Live, Virtual, and Constructive Training simulation use for acquisition (E8.2, E8.5 and E8.6)

Hour 23: Discuss with Guest Lecture Live, Virtual, and Constructive Training simulation use for acquisition (E8.2, E8.5 and E8.6)
Above 3 hours to be supported with
Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)

Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)


Hour 24: Compare and Contrast Computer Assisted System Engineering software (E8.7)
Hour 25: Compose Computer Aided System Engineering Case Study (E8.7)
Hour 26: Compose Computer Aided System Engineering Case Study (E8.7) (45 hour course would have 3 additional hours)
Hour 27: Infer Lab-based System Acquisition with Computer-Aided System Engineering Tools (E8.7)
Hour 28: Infer Lab-based System Acquisition with Computer-Aided System Engineering Tools (E8.7)
Hour 29: Infer Lab-based System Acquisition with Computer-Aided System Engineering Tools (E8.7)
   Above 6 hours supported by
   Case Study to be developed with IBM on Rational
Hour 30 - 35: Student Term Paper Presentation and Sharing (All ESRs and references)
Hour 36: Conclusion and End-of-Course Evaluation

* Note the above syllabus is a best estimate for time, content, and references at the time of writing and is subject to change at any time.
A3) Evaluate M&S proposals, relative to measurable program contributions, and decide on the appropriate program office level of expenditure on M&S tools throughout the program life cycle. Distinguish whether custom or off-the-shelf products will be best suited for the program’s purpose.

1) Module name: M&S Proposals

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804) 824 4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Module description: Be able to discern among M&S proposals, relative to measurable program contributions, and decide on the appropriate program office level of expenditure on M&S tools throughout the program life cycle. Distinguish whether custom or off-the-shelf products will be best suited for the program’s purpose.

4) ESRs that the module supports: A3

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:

6) Module maturity: none

7) Number of hours estimated to teach module: 20 (1 hour of introduction and overview)

8) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts:


10) Module learning objectives:
   A3.1 Define the role of M&S throughout the acquisition cycle (e.g., Concept Development, DT&E, OT&E, LFT&E, and operations and sustainment)
   A3.2 Describe the use of an M&S Support Plan throughout the acquisition cycle.
   A3.3 Define and distinguish between legacy, developmental, GOTS and COTS M&S.
   A3.4 Understand the V&V process and its impact on M&S usage, acceptability, and cost.
   A3.5 Understand the benefit and application of M&S reuse across programs and across a single program’s lifecycle.
   A3.6 Apply a sample M&S Support Plan to provide best use of M&S across all stages of the acquisition life-cycle.
   A3.7 Given a case study and sample M&S Support Plan, develop an M&S budget.
   A3.8 Given a case study and sample M&S Support Plan, select between available legacy, developmental, GOTS and COTS M&S options.

11) Course assessment plan: Projects and Exams

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference

   **Competency Level: General Awareness**
   i) Hour 1: Introduction and Overview (course notes and syllabus)
        https://akss.dau.mil/dag/

   **Competency Level: General Awareness**
   ii) Hour 2: The Role of M&S in Concept Development and DT&E (A3.1)
        https://akss.dau.mil/dag/

   **Competency Level: General Awareness**
   iii) Hour 3: The Role of M&S in OT&E, LFT&E, and Operations and Sustainment (A3.1)
        https://akss.dau.mil/dag/

   **Competency Level: General Awareness**
   iv) Hour 4: The Modeling and Simulation Support Plan (A3.2)
        https://akss.dau.mil/dag/
      - Department of the Army. 2005. *Simulation Support Planning and Plans.* (DA PAM 5-12)
Competency Level: General Awareness
v) Hour 5: The MSSP; Requirements Across the Services and Best Practices (A3.2)
   - Department of the Army. 2005. Simulation Support Planning and Plans. (DA PAM 5-12)

Competency Level: General Awareness
vi) Hour 6: M&S Types and Sources (A.3.3)

Competency Level: General Awareness
vii) Hour 7: Verification and Validation Overview (A3.4)
     http://vva.dmso.mil/

Competency Level: Understanding
viii) Hour 8: V&V and M&S application, acceptability and cost (A3.4)
     http://vva.dmso.mil/

Competency Level: Understanding
ix) Hour 9: V&V and M&S application, acceptability and cost (A3.4)
     http://vva.dmso.mil/

Competency Level: General Awareness
x) Hour 10: M&S Use and Re-use Across Single Program Lifecycle (A3.5)
     https://akss.dau.mil/dag/

Competency Level: Understanding
xi) Hour 11: M&S Use and Re-use Across Multiple Programs (A3.5)
     https://akss.dau.mil/dag/
Competency Level: General Awareness
xii) Hour 12: MSSP Application Project (A3.6)
    https://akss.dau.mil/dag/

Competency Level: Understanding
xiii) Hour 13: MSSP Application Project (A3.6)
    https://akss.dau.mil/dag/

Competency Level: Application
xiv) Hour 14: MSSP Application Project (A3.6)
    https://akss.dau.mil/dag/

Competency Level: Application
xv) Hour 15: MSSP Application Project (A3.6)
    https://akss.dau.mil/dag/

Competency Level: Mastery
xvi) Hour 16: MSSP and M&S Budget Project (A3.7)
    https://akss.dau.mil/dag/


 Competency Level: Mastery
 xvii) Hour 17: MSSP and M&S Budget Project (A3.7)

 Competency Level: Mastery
 xviii) Hour 18: MSSP and M&S Budget Project (A3.7)

 Competency Level: Mastery
 xix) Hour 19: MSSP and M&S Selection Project (A3.8)

 Competency Level: Master
 xx) Hour 20: MSSP and M&S Selection Project (A3.8)
A4) Recognize contracting issues for M&S products. Include considerations for intellectual property issues, delivery terms, maintenance responsibility, standards for documentation, open architecture, interoperability, reuse and other considerations.

1) Module name: M&S in the Contract Proposal Process

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Module description: A4) Recognize contracting issues for M&S products. Include considerations for intellectual property issues, delivery terms, maintenance responsibility, standards for documentation, open architecture, interoperability, reuse and other considerations.

4) ESRs that the module supports: A4

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:

6) Module maturity: none

7) Number of hours estimated to teach: 18 (1 hour of introduction and overview)

8) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts:


10) Module learning objectives:
   A4.1 Describe the Intellectual Property issues that arise when contracting for M&S products.
   A4.2 Describe and differentiate between possible Terms of Delivery when contracting for M&S products.
   A4.3 Identify the content, format, and medium the government should require for documentation deliverables.
   A4.4 Understand the long-term maintenance options available to government customers when contracting for M&S products.
   A4.5 Understand issues in using Open Architecture products, including compatibility and continued use of legacy or unsupported systems.
   A4.6 Understand the contract process for issuing M&S requirements and insuring that contractor M&S is interoperable with government and other third-party M&S.
   A4.7 Understand the contractual issues involved with re-use of purchased M&S products.
   A4.8 Understand the options and procedures for enforcing contract terms or resolving contractor disputes with regard to M&S.
   A4.9 Given a case study, assess and revise contract documents to insure that program M&S objectives with regard to IP, delivery, interoperability, maintenance, and reuse are met and enforced.

11) Course assessment plan: projects, and exams

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

i) Hour one: Introduction and Overview (course notes and syllabus)

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

    (A4.1)

**Competency Level: Understanding**

    (A4.1)
Competency Level: General Awareness
iv) Hour four: Terms of Delivery and Contracting for M&S products. (A4.2)
   https://akss.dau.mil/dag/

Competency Level: Understanding
v) Hour five: Terms of Delivery and Contracting for M&S products. (A4.2)
   https://akss.dau.mil/dag/

Competency Level: Understanding
vi) Hour six: Documentation Deliverables. (A4.3)

Competency Level: General Awareness
vii) Hour seven: Long-term Maintenance for Contracted M&S products. (A4.4)
    https://akss.dau.mil/dag/

Competency Level: Understanding
viii) Hour eight: Long-term Maintenance for Contracted M&S products. (A4.4)
     https://akss.dau.mil/dag/

Competency Level: General Awareness
ix) Hour nine: Issues for using Open Architecture. (A4.5)
    https://akss.dau.mil/dag/

Competency Level: Understanding
x) Hour ten: Issues for using Open Architecture. (A4.5)
    https://akss.dau.mil/dag/

Competency Level: General Awareness
xi) Hour eleven: Insuring Interoperability. (A4.6)

**Competency Level: Understanding**  
xii) Hour twelve: Insuring Interoperability. (A4.6)  

**Competency Level: Understanding**  
xiii) Hour thirteen: Planning for Re-use. (A4.7)  

**Competency Level: Understanding**  
xiv) Hour fourteen: Enforcing M&S Contract Terms. (A4.8)  

**Competency Level: Understanding**  
xv) Hour fifteen: M&S Contract Project. (A4.9)

**Competency Level: Application**  
xvi) Hour sixteen: M&S Contract Project. (A4.9)

**Competency Level: Mastery**  
xvii) Hour seventeen: M&S Contract Project. (A4.9)

**Competency Level: Mastery**  
xviii) Hour eighteen: M&S Contract Project. (A4.9)
A5) **Know where to find organizational M&S resources to identify the number and types of models currently in use, best practices from case studies, where they originated, how they might be leveraged in support of an acquisition program.**

1) **Title:** M&S Organizations and Resources

2) **Module coordinator:** Jim Campbell, GMU, jcampbell@alionscience.com, 703-933-3356

3) **Module description (short description)** At the completion of this module, students will be able to describe the DTIC Information Analysis Center program, the MSIAC in particular, and other M&S resources available to assist them in their various M&S efforts. Taught to the Application Level; for courses at the understanding or general awareness level, time can be reduced and the practical application period deleted.

4) **ESR supported:** A5—Know where to find organizational M&S resources to identify the number and types of models currently in use, best practices from case studies, where they originated, how they might be leveraged in support of an acquisition program.

5) **Prerequisites:** None.

6) **Module maturity:** An overview of the MSIAC is taught in the Modeling and Simulation Staff Officer's Course, the Army’s Simulation Operations Qualification Course, and the GMU CPE course, but the material is at the general awareness level.

7) **Number of hours:** Three.

8) **Proposed Delivery:** face-to-face, or VTC; resident, or customer’s site

9) **Proposed references and texts:**


   b) Department of Defense Acquisition Modeling and Simulation Master Plan, 17 April, 2006


e) AR 5-11, Management of Army Models & Simulations, 1 February 2005

f) OPNAVINST 5200.34, Navy Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Management, 28 May 2002

g) AFPD 16-10 Modeling And Simulation (M&S) Management, 30 January 1995

10) Module learning objectives:
    A5.1: Identify the DoD and service M&S structure and organizations
    A5.2: Describe the M&S Communities
    A5.3: Describe the role of the M&S Information Analysis Center (MSIAC)
    A5.4: Describe the role of the MSIAC helpdesk and how to contact it for information
    A5.5: List the M&S Coordination Agents
    A5.6: List other M&S resources

11) Course assessment plan: Examination and practical exercise.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:
    i) Hour one: M&S communities and resources  (course notes and syllabus) A5.1, A5.2, A5.5, A5.6
    ii) Hour two: MSIAC (course notes and syllabus) A5.3, A5.4
    iii) Hour three: Examination and summary (course notes and syllabus) A5 all

13) Additional Requirements: This module requires student access to computers and internet connections.
A6) Access of the Modeling and Simulation Resource Repository as a primary source for information about and access to DoD models, simulations, data sources, algorithms, and other M&S resources in order to facilitate reuse and avoid duplication.

1) Title: The Modeling and Simulation Resource Repositories

2) Module coordinator: Jim Campbell, GMU, jcampsbell@alionscience.com, 703-933-3356

3) Module description (short description) At the completion of this module, students will be able to navigate the DoD MSRR and other service and agency MSRRs and conduct research on M&S information within the MSRRs, supporting the sharing of information and M&S reuse. Taught to the Application Level; for courses at the understanding or general awareness level, time can be reduced and the practical application period deleted.

4) ESR supported: A6— Access the Modeling and Simulation Resource Repository as a primary source for information about and access to DoD models, simulations, data sources, algorithms, and other M&S resources in order to facilitate reuse and avoid duplication.

5) Prerequisites: ESR A5.

6) Module maturity:
   An overview of the MSRR is taught in the Modeling and Simulation Staff Officer’s Course and in the Army’s Simulation Operations Qualification Course.

7) Number of hours: Three.

8) Proposed Delivery: Face-to-face, or VTC; resident, or customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts:
   DoD 5000.59-P, Department of Defense Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Master Plan, October 1995

10) Module learning objectives:
   A6.1: Describe the purpose of the MSRR
   A6.2: Demonstrate proficiency in logging on to the various MSRRs
   A6.3: Locate information in the MSRR for a specific model, simulation, data source, algorithm, or resource
   A6.4: Describe the DoD philosophy of M&S reuse

11) Course assessment plan: Examination and practical exercise.
12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:
   i) Hour one: Introduction to the MSRR (MSMP) A6.1, A6.4
   ii) Hour two: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) A6.2, A6.3
   iii) Hour three: Examination and summary (course notes and syllabus) A6 all

13) Additional Requirements: This module requires student access to computers and internet connection.
A7) Use M&S to make informed engineering tradeoff analyses through the program’s Decision Risk Analysis process. Apply experimental design, level of model detail, and M&S application as a pre-test prediction tool. Evaluate the analysis of M&S outputs/measures.

1) Module name: Decision Risk Analysis

2) Module coordinator/POC: Anthony Genna
   UCSD Extension
   Assistant Director, Defense Technology
   agenna@ucsd.edu
   858-603-2170 (cell)

3) Module description: Use M&S to make informed engineering tradeoff analyses through the program’s Decision Risk Analysis process. Apply experimental design, level of model detail, and M&S application as a pre-test prediction tool. Evaluate M&S outputs/measures.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery:

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: training and education (i.e., BS/MS degree or DAU/DoD courses, certifications, etc.) meeting requirements of current position and/or rank/rate.

In addition it is recommended that student have academic training or OJT equivalent to the following levels of competency:
   (1) M&S “GA” module: General Awareness in current job position
   (2) M&S “UN” module: Understanding in current job position
   (3) M&S “AP” module: Application in current job position
   (4) M&S “MA” module: Mastery in current job position

6) Module maturity: has it been taught, and if so, a brief history: TBD

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module: 24 Hours
   (1) General Awareness 3 hours
   (2) Understanding 3 hours
   (3) Application 8 hours
   (4) Mastery 10 hours

8) Proposed Delivery modality:
   - Face-to-face, VTC, resident, customer’s site.

9) Proposed references and texts:
Text will be a current, entry-level M&S text to be identified by the instructor at time of delivery. Additional reference material will include current available literature selected by the instructor for practical application in support of the curriculum. Other supporting text/reference material will be student contributions of relevant material from their experience.


  DoDD 5000.1 and DoDI 5000.2: https://akss.dau.mil/dapc/TUTORIAL/index.htm

  Defense Acquisition Guidebook:


  Risk Management Guide for DoD Acquisition

10) Module learning objectives: Use M&S to make informed engineering tradeoff analyses through the program’s Decision Risk Analysis process. Apply experimental design, level of model detail, and M&S application as a pre-test prediction tool. Evaluate M&S outputs/measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A7.1</th>
<th>Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to develop pre-test criteria and analyze/apply choices of design detail for desired performance factors for a selected application.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A7.2</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to analyze outputs/measures from M&amp;S tools for a given case study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7.3</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to evaluate performance factors and interdependencies of outputs/measures for a given case study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7.4</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to identify and prioritize risk factors using Decision Risk Analysis process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7.5</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency level described in above matrix to perform informed engineering tradeoff analyses through Decision Risk Analysis process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11) Course assessment plan (projects, exams, papers, etc.)
- Team projects/case studies, discussion, written questions.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

The hours of instruction are categorized based on the level of competency required. As a result of this format the hour structure starts at a level of general awareness and progresses
through mastery. This will allow the course material to be easily segmented into each one of the 4 levels of competency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Subject Matter</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>Introduction and overview of informed engineering tradeoff analyses using a Decision Risk Analysis process; introduction and overview of M&amp;S outputs/measures and their application.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of outputs/measures from M&amp;S tools.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of identification and prioritization of risk factors using a Decision Risk Analysis process.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of how a Decision Risk Analysis process enables informed engineering tradeoff analyses.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S applications to develop pre-test criteria and analyze/apply choices of design detail for desired performance factors for a selected application.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S applications to analyze outputs/measures from M&amp;S tools for a given case study.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S applications to evaluate performance factors and interdependencies of outputs/measures for a given case study.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-11</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S applications to identify and prioritize risk factors using Decision Risk Analysis process.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-14</td>
<td>Class project: perform informed engineering tradeoff analyses through Decision Risk Analysis process.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-16</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools to support analysis and application of choices of design detail for desired performance factors.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-18</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools in support of analysis of M&amp;S outputs/measures. Includes case study.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-20</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools in support of analysis and evaluation of performance factors and interdependencies of outputs/measures for a given case study.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-22</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools to identify and prioritize risk factors using Decision Risk Analysis process.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-24</td>
<td>Class project: Evaluation of informed engineering tradeoff analyses through Decision Risk Analysis process.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ref [1] TBD by NPS partners.
T1) **Quantify the risk of using M&S in place of live testing.** For open systems, quantify the risk of using M&S to evaluate a single system component in place of testing an entire configuration.

1) Module T1-G M&S and Live Systems (Application)

2) Coordinators
   Dr. Jeffrey S. Strickland, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4415, jeffrey.strickland@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for a general awareness knowledge level for program managers, system engineers, and T&E workforce members for ESR T1: Quantify the risk of using M&S in place of live testing. For open systems, quantify the risk of using M&S to evaluate a single system component in place of testing an entire configuration.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
   **T1 General Awareness**

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery  
   TST 102, Fundamentals of Test and Evaluation (DAU DL Course)

6) Module maturity:

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 8 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality Hybrid CD-ROM and Web-based format

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives
a) T1.1 Describe the roles, uses, limitations and trends of models and simulations of various types.
b) T1.2 Identify how M&S is used in systems engineering and decision support for T&E.
c) T1.3 Identify how M&S is used in a system's lifecycle for all phases of test and evaluation.
d) T1.4 Identify appropriate simulation use and model fidelity for systems validation.
e) T1.5 Identify the restrictions, applications, limitations, and risk reduction of M&S during T&E.
f) T1.6 Describe the risks of using M&S to evaluate a single system component in place of testing an entire configuration.
g) T1.7 Describe the levels of risk in testing and how M&S can be applied in risk reduction.
h) T1.8 Evaluate acceptable risk involving the use of M&S in testing.
i) T1.9 Describe the use of M&S for risk analysis and mitigation.

11) Course assessment plan It contains an end of module test that must be passed with a 100% score (may be taken as many times as necessary).

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

1. Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
2. Roles, uses, limitations and trends of models and simulations of various types; T1.1; [5]
3. Use of M&S in systems engineering and decision support for T&E; T1.2; [5]
4. Use of M&S in a system's lifecycle for all phases of test and evaluation; T1.3; [5]
5. Appropriate simulation use and model fidelity for systems validation; T1.4; [5]
6. Restrictions, applications, limitations, and risk of using M&S during T&E; T1.5 T1.6; [5]
   i) Risks of using M&S in evaluating a single system component in place of testing an entire configuration;
   ii) In conjunction with live testing
   iii) In test planning
7. Levels of risk in testing; [3]
   a) M&S applied in risk reduction; T1.7
   b) Acceptable risk involving the use of M&S in testing; T1.8
8. Use of M&S for risk analysis and mitigation; T1.9; [5]
3) Module description This module depicts the training required for an understanding knowledge level for program managers, system engineers, and T&E workforce members for ESR T1: Quantify the risk of using M&S in place of live testing. For open systems, quantify the risk of using M&S to evaluate a single system component in place of testing an entire configuration.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
   T1 Understanding

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery TST 203, Intermediate Test and Evaluation (DAU DL Course), and Module T1-G.

6) Module maturity

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 10 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality face-to-face/ Hybrid CD-ROM and Web-based format

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives
   a) T1.1 Describe the roles, uses, limitations and trends of models and simulations of various types.
   b) T1.2 Identify how M&S is used in systems engineering and decision support for T&E.
   c) T1.3 Identify how M&S is used in a system's lifecycle for all phases of test and evaluation.
   d) T1.4 Identify appropriate simulation use and model fidelity for systems validation.
e) T1.5 Identify the restrictions, applications, limitations, and risk reduction of M&S during T&E.

f) T1.6 Describe the risks of using M&S to evaluate a single system component in place of testing an entire configuration.

g) T1.7 Describe the levels of risk in testing and how M&S can be applied in risk reduction.

h) T1.8 Evaluate acceptable risk involving the use of M&S in testing.

i) T1.9 Describe the use of M&S for risk analysis and mitigation.

11) Course assessment plan It contains an end of module exam that must be passed with a minimum of an 80% score.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

1. Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
2. Roles, uses, limitations and trends of models and simulations of various types; T1.1; [5]
3. Use of M&S in systems engineering and decision support for T&E; T1.2; [5]
4. Use of M&S in a system's lifecycle for all phases of test and evaluation; T1.3; [5]
5. Appropriate simulation use and model fidelity for systems validation; T1.4; [5]
6. Restrictions, applications, limitations, and risk of using M&S during T&E; T1.5;
   i) Risks of using M&S in evaluating a single system component in place of testing an entire configuration.
   ii) In conjunction with/in place of live testing
7. Use of M&S in test planning; T1.6; [5]
8. Levels of risk in testing; T1.7 T1.8; [3]
   a) The application of M&S in risk reduction
   b) Acceptable risk involving the use of M&S in testing
9. Use of M&S for risk analysis and mitigation; T1.9; [5]
   10. Module exam (course notes)

1) Module T1-A M&S and Live Systems (Application)

2) Coordinators
   Dr. Jeffrey S. Strickland, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4415, jeffrey.strickland@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for an application knowledge level for program managers, system engineers, and T&E workforce members for ESR T1: Quantify the risk of using M&S in place of live testing. For open systems, quantify the risk of using M&S to evaluate a single system component
in place of testing an entire configuration.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
   T1 Application

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery  TST 203, Intermediate
   Test and Evaluation (DAU DL Course), and Module T1-U.

6) Module maturity

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 12 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality face-to-face/ Hybrid CD-ROM and Web-based format

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)
   [1] SSTD TECHVAL/OPEVAL LESSONS LEARNED, A Study in Test and
   [2] TEREC, GA Tech, T&E Conferences, Second Conference on the Economics of
   T&E, "Life Cycle Costing and Its Relationship to T&E," Mr. Waynard Devers,
   Institute for Defense Analyses, 1999
      (Version 1.0), August, 2006
   [5] Department of the Army Pamphlet 73–1: Test and Evaluation in Support of
      Systems Acquisition, Headquarters, Department of the Army, Washington, DC, 30
      May 2003.
      2006

10) Module learning objectives
   a) T1.1 Describe the roles, uses, limitations and trends of models and simulations of
      various types.
   b) T1.2 Identify how M&S is used in systems engineering and decision support for
      T&E.
   c) T1.3 Identify how M&S is used in a system's lifecycle for all phases of test and
      evaluation.
   d) T1.4 Identify appropriate simulation use and model fidelity for systems
      validation.
   e) T1.5 Identify the restrictions, applications, limitations, and risk reduction of M&S
      during T&E.
   f) T1.6 Describe the risks of using M&S to evaluate a single system component in
      place of testing an entire configuration.
   g) T1.7 Describe the levels of risk in testing and how M&S can be applied in risk
      reduction.
   h) T1.8 Evaluate acceptable risk involving the use of M&S in testing.
i) T1.9 Describe the use of M&S for risk analysis and mitigation.

11) Course assessment plan It contains an end of module study that must be passed with a minimum of an 80% score

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

1. Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
2. Roles, uses, limitations and trends of models and simulations of various types; T1.1; [5]
3. Use of M&S in systems engineering and decision support for T&E; T1.2; [5] [6]
4. Use of M&S in a system's lifecycle for all phases of test and evaluation; T1.3; [5] [6]
5. Appropriate simulation use and model fidelity for systems validation; T1.4; [5]
6. Hour six: Restrictions, applications, limitations, and risk of using M&S during T&E; T1.5; [3]
   i) Risks of using M&S in evaluating a single system component in place of testing an entire configuration.
   ii) In conjunction with/in place of live testing
7. Use of M&S in test planning; T1.6; [5]
8. Levels of risk in testing and the application of M&S in risk reduction; T1.7; [3] [4]
9. Acceptable risk involving the use of M&S in testing; T1.8; [3] [4]
10. Use of M&S for risk analysis and mitigation; T1.9; [5]
11. Module case study (course notes)
12. Module case study, continued (course notes)

1) Module T1-M M&S and Live Testing (Mastery)

2) Coordinators
   Dr. Jeffrey S. Strickland, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4415, jeffrey.strickland@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for an mastery knowledge level for program managers, system engineers, and T&E workforce members for ESR T1: Quantify the risk of using M&S in place of live testing. For open systems, quantify the risk of using M&S to evaluate a single system component in place of testing an entire configuration.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
   T1 Mastery
5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery  TST 203, Intermediate Test and Evaluation (DAU DL Course), and Module T1-A.

6) Module maturity

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 8 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality face-to-face/ Hybrid CD-ROM and Web-based format

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives
   a) T1.3: Identify how M&S is used in a system's lifecycle for all phases of test and evaluation.
   b) T1.4: Identify appropriate simulation use and model fidelity for systems validation.
   c) T1.5: Identify the restrictions, applications, limitations, and risk reduction of M&S during T&E.
   d) T1.6: Describe the risks of using M&S to evaluate a single system component in place of testing an entire configuration.
   e) T1.7: Describe the levels of risk in testing and how M&S can be applied in risk reduction.

11) Course assessment plan It contains an end of module test that must be passed with a 100% score (may be taken as many times as necessary).

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)
   a) Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
   b) Use of M&S in a system's lifecycle for all phases of test and evaluation; T1.3; [5]
   c) Appropriate simulation use and model fidelity for systems validation; T1.4; [5]
d) Restrictions, applications, limitations, and risk of using M&S during T&E; T1.5; [5]
e) Use of M&S in open systems testing; T1.6
f) Levels of risk and risk reduction using M&S in testing; T1.7; [3]
g) Module case study (course notes)
h) Module case study, continued (course notes)
T2) Integrate M&S, live test, prototype data, historical data, component data, and scale model data into a coherent test.

1) Module T2-G Integrating Data (General Awareness)

2) Coordinators
Dr. Jeffrey S. Strickland, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4415, jeffrey.strickland@uah.edu
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for a general awareness knowledge level for program managers, system engineers, and T&E workforce members for ESR T2: Integrate M&S, live test, prototype data, historical data, component data, and scale model data into a coherent test.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
T2 General Awareness

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery TST 102, Fundamentals of Test and Evaluation (DAU DL Course)

6) Module maturity:

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 10 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality Hybrid CD-ROM and Web-based format

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives
a) T2.1 Define the types of simulation used in T&E.
b) T2.2 Describe how to use the Data Source Matrix (DSM) to identify all test and simulation events and allocate MOEs/MOPs to those events.
c) T2.3 Identify appropriate use of M&S to plan tests, to complement system live tests, and to evaluate joint capabilities.
d) T2.4 Identify and define various types and levels of data arising from live and virtual testing.
e) T2.5 Describe how M&S can be used to develop and refine test scenarios and data matrices to obtain maximum data from limited test resources.
f) T2.6 Identify and describe actual examples of M&S integrated with T&E in the evaluation strategy.
g) T2.7 Describe and give examples of Live and M&S integration.
h) T2.8 Describe the Model-Test-Model methodology and list its benefits. This includes (1) the concept of using models to predict test outcomes so as to evaluate test results; (2) the concept of using test data to validate models; and (3) the concept of how M&S can be used to plan testing, to focus the testing, and to identify problem areas. (See DA PAM 73-1)
i) T2.9 Identify issues and opportunities relevant to the integrated use of simulation and testing.
j) T2.10 Describe how results from M&S are integrated with results from other sources, such as live-fire, historical data, operational data, etc.

11) Course assessment plan It contains an end of module test that must be passed with a 100% score (may be taken as many times as necessary).

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

1. Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
2. Types of simulation used in T&E; T2.1; [5]
3. Using the Data Source Matrix (DSM) to describe T&E events and simulation events; T2.2; [5]
4. Appropriate use of M&S in T&E; T2.3; [5]
5. Data arising from live and virtual testing; T2.4; [5]
6. Use of M&S in developing test scenarios and data matrices; T2.5; [5]
7. Examples of M&S integrated with T&E; T2.6 T2.7; [5]
8. Model-Test-Model methodology; T2.8; [5]
9. Issues and opportunities relevant to the integrated use of M&S in testing; T2.9; [5]
10. Integrating results of M&S with results from other sources of T&E; T2.10; [5]

1) Module T2-U Integrating Data (Understand)

2) Coordinators
Module description

This module depicts the training required for an understanding of the knowledge level for program managers, system engineers, and T&E workforce members for ESR T2: Integrate M&S, live test, prototype data, historical data, component data, and scale model data into a coherent test.

ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery

T2 Understanding

Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery

TST 203, Intermediate Test and Evaluation (DAU DL Course), and Module T2-G.

Module maturity

Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 11 hours

Proposed delivery modality face-to-face/ Hybrid CD-ROM and Web-based format

Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)


Module learning objectives

a) T2.1 Define the types of simulation used in T&E.
b) T2.2 Describe how to use the Data Source Matrix (DSM) to identify all test and simulation events and allocate MOEs/MOPs to those events.
c) T2.3 Identify appropriate use of M&S to plan tests, to complement system live tests, and to evaluate joint capabilities.
d) T2.4 Identify and define various types and levels of data arising from live and virtual testing.
e) T2.5 Describe how M&S can be used to develop and refine test scenarios and data matrices to obtain maximum data from limited test resources.

f) T2.6 Identify and describe actual examples of M&S integrated with T&E in the evaluation strategy.

g) T2.7 Describe and give examples of Live and M&S integration.

h) T2.8 Describe the Model-Test-Model methodology and list its benefits. This includes (1) the concept of using models to predict test outcomes so as to evaluate test results; (2) the concept of using test data to validate models; and (3) the concept of how M&S can be used to plan testing, to focus the testin”, and to identify problem areas. (See DA PAM 73-1)

i) T2.9 Identify issues and opportunities relevant to the integrated use of simulation and testing.

j) T2.10 Describe how results from M&S are integrated with results from other sources, such as live-fire, historical data, operational data, etc.

11) Course assessment plan It contains an end of module exam that must be passed with a minimum of an 80% score.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

1. Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
2. Types of simulation used in T&E; T2.1; [5]
3. Using the Data Source Matrix (DSM) to describe T&E events and simulation events; T2.2; [5]
4. Appropriate use of M&S in T&E; T2.3; [5]
5. Data arising from live and virtual testing; T2.4; [5]
6. Use of M&S in developing test scenarios and data matrices; T2.5 [5]
7. Examples of M&S integrated with T&E; T2.6 T2.7; [5]
8. Model-Test-Model methodology; T2.8; [5]
9. Issues and opportunities relevant to the integrated use of M&S in testing; T2.9; [5]
10. Integrating results of M&S with results from other sources of T&E; T2.10; [5]
11. Module exam (course notes)

1) Module T2-A Integrating Data (Application)

2) Coordinators
Dr. Jeffrey S. Strickland, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4415, jeffrey.strickland@uah.edu
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for an application knowledge level for program managers, system engineers, and T&E workforce
members for ESR T2: Integrate M&S, live test, prototype data, historical data, component data, and scale model data into a coherent test.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
T2 Application

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery    TST 203, Intermediate Test and Evaluation (DAU DL Course), and Module T2-U.

6) Module maturity

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module  12 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality face-to-face

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives
   a) T2.1 Define the types of simulation used in T&E.
   b) T2.2 Describe how to use the Data Source Matrix (DSM) to identify all test and simulation events and allocate MOEs/MOPs to those events.
   c) T2.3 Identify appropriate use of M&S to plan tests, to complement system live tests, and to evaluate joint capabilities.
   d) T2.4 Identify and define various types and levels of data arising from live and virtual testing.
   e) T2.5 Describe how M&S can be used to develop and refine test scenarios and data matrices to obtain maximum data from limited test resources.
   f) T2.6 Identify and describe actual examples of M&S integrated with T&E in the evaluation strategy.
   g) T2.7 Describe and give examples of Live and M&S integration.
h) T2.8 Describe the Model-Test-Model methodology and list its benefits. This includes (1) the concept of using models to predict test outcomes so as to evaluate test results; (2) the concept of using test data to validate models; and (3) the concept of how M&S can be used to plan testing, to focus the testing, and to identify problem areas. (See DA PAM 73-1)
i) T2.9 Identify issues and opportunities relevant to the integrated use of simulation and testing.
j) T2.10 Describe how results from M&S are integrated with results from other sources, such as live-fire, historical data, operational data, etc.

11) Course assessment plan It contains an end of module study that must be passed with a minimum of an 80% score

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

1. Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
2. Types of simulation used in T&E; T2.1; [5]
3. Using the Data Source Matrix (DSM) to describe T&E events and simulation events; T2.2; [5]
4. Appropriate use of M&S in T&E; T2.3; [5]
5. Data arising from live and virtual testing; T2.4; [5]
6. Use of M&S in developing test scenarios and data matrices; T2.5; [5]
7. Examples of M&S integrated with T&E; T2.6; [5]
8. Model-Test-Model methodology; T2.8 [5]
9. Issues and opportunities relevant to the integrated use of M&S in testing; T2.9; [5]
10. Integrating results of M&S with results from other sources of T&E; T2.10; [5]
11. Module case study (course notes)
12. Module case study, continued (course notes)

1) Module T2-M Integrating Data (Mastery)

2) Coordinators
Dr. Jeffrey S. Strickland, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4415, jeffrey.strickland@uah.edu
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for an mastery knowledge level for program managers, system engineers, and T&E workforce members for ESR T2: Integrate M&S, live test, prototype data, historical data, component data, and scale model data into a coherent test.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
T2 Mastery

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery TST 203, Intermediate Test and Evaluation (DAU DL Course), and Module T2-A.

6) Module maturity

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 11 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality face-to-face

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives
   a) T2.2 Describe how to use the Data Source Matrix (DSM) to identify all test and simulation events and allocate MOEs/MOPs to those events.
   b) T2.3 Identify appropriate use of M&S to plan tests, to complement system live tests, and to evaluate joint capabilities.
   c) T2.4 Identify and define various types and levels of data arising from live and virtual testing.
   d) T2.5 Describe how M&S can be used to develop and refine test scenarios and data matrices to obtain maximum data from limited test resources.
   e) T2.6 Identify and describe actual examples of M&S integrated with T&E in the evaluation strategy.
   f) T2.8 Describe the Model-Test-Model methodology and list its benefits. This includes (1) the concept of using models to predict test outcomes so as to evaluate test results; (2) the concept of using test data to validate models; and (3) the concept of how M&S can be used to plan testing, to focus the testing, and to identify problem areas. (See DA PAM 73-1)
g) T2.9 Identify issues and opportunities relevant to the integrated use of simulation and testing.

h) T2.10 Describe how results from M&S are integrated with results from other sources, such as live-fire, historical data, operational data, etc.

11) Course assessment plan It contains an end of module test that must be passed with a 100% score (may be taken as many times as necessary).

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

1. Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
2. Using the Data Source Matrix (DSM) to describe T&E events and simulation events; T2.2; [5]
3. Appropriate use of M&S in T&E; T2.3[5]
4. Data arising from live and virtual testing; T2.4; [5]
5. Use of M&S in developing test scenarios and data matrices; T2.5; [5]
6. Examples of M&S integrated with T&E; T2.6 T2.7; [5]
7. Model-Test-Model methodology; T2.8; [5]
8. Issues and opportunities relevant to the integrated use of M&S in testing; T2.9; [5]
9. Integrating results of M&S with results from other sources of T&E; T2.10; [5]
10. Module case study (course notes)
11. Module case study, continued (course notes)
T3) Describe the different types of testing (i.e. unit, integration, developmental, interoperability, operational, and live fire testing) and identify the utility, limitations and risks for use of M&S in each. Understand the critical interrelationships and balance between modeling and simulation and more traditional forms of test and evaluation (T&E).

1) Module T3-G Testing and M&S (General Awareness)

2) Coordinators
Dr. Jeffrey S. Strickland, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4415, jeffrey.strickland@uah.edu
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for a general awareness knowledge level for program managers, system engineers, and T&E workforce members for ESR T3: Describe the different types of testing (i.e. unit, integration, developmental, interoperability, operational, and live fire testing) and identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in each. Understand the critical interrelationships and balance between modeling and simulation and more traditional forms of test and evaluation (T&E).

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
T3 General Awareness

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery TST 102, Fundamentals of Test and Evaluation (DAU DL Course)

6) Module maturity

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 10 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality Hybrid CD-ROM and Web-based format

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)
Module learning objectives

a) T3.1 Describe the evolutionary test process within the SE process and how M&S supports it.
b) T3.2 Identify the components and structure of integration testing and the place for M&S in this structure.
c) T3.3 Describe and provide examples of developmental testing (DT) and identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in DT.
d) T3.4 Describe and provide examples of types of operational testing (OT) identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in OT.
e) T3.5 Describe and provide examples of unit testing identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in unit testing.
f) T3.6 Describe and provide examples of M&S in support of live fire testing, and identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in live fire testing.
g) T3.7 Describe and provide examples of interoperability testing and identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in interoperability testing.
h) T3.8 Describe the critical interrelationships and balance between modeling and simulation and more traditional forms of test and evaluation (T&E).
i) T3.9 Describe test procedures for M&S-base Testing in each type (DT, OT, IT, etc) and sub-type (LUT, IOT, FOT, etc.) of testing.

10) Course assessment plan It contains an end of module test that must be passed with a 100% score (may be taken as many times as necessary).

11) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

1. Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
2. Use of M&S in evolutionary test process; T3.1; [6] [2]
3. Role of M&S in integration testing; T3.2; [6]
4. Role of M&S in developmental testing; T3.3; [6]
5. Role of M&S in operational testing; T3.4; [6]
6. Role of M&S in unit testing; T3.5; [6]
7. Role of M&S in interoperability testing; T3.7; [6]
8. Role of M&S in live fire testing; T3.6; [6]
9. Interrelationships between M&S and traditional forms of T&E; T3.8; [6] [4]
10. Test procedures for various types of testing; T3.9; [6]

1) Module T3-U Testing and M&S (Understand)

2) Coordinators
3) Module description This module depicts the training required for a general awareness knowledge level for program managers, system engineers, and T&E workforce members for ESR T3: Describe the different types of testing (i.e. unit, integration, developmental, interoperability, operational, and live fire testing) and identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in each. Understand the critical interrelationships and balance between modeling and simulation and more traditional forms of test and evaluation (T&E).

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
   T3 Understanding

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery  TST 102, Fundamentals of Test and Evaluation (DAU DL Course), and T3-G

6) Module maturity

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 11 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality  face-to-face/Hybrid CD-ROM and Web-based format

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives
   a) T3.1 Describe the evolutionary test process within the SE process and how M&S supports it.
   b) T3.2 Identify the components and structure of integration testing and the place for M&S in this structure.
   c) T3.3 Describe and provide examples of developmental testing (DT) and identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in DT.
d) T3.4 Describe and provide examples of types of operational testing (OT) identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in OT.
e) T3.5 Describe and provide examples of unit testing identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in unit testing
f) T3.6 Describe and provide examples of M&S in support of live fire testing, and identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in live fire testing.
g) T3.7 Describe and provide examples of interoperability testing and identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in interoperability testing.
h) T3.8 Describe the critical interrelationships and balance between modeling and simulation and more traditional forms of test and evaluation (T&E).
i) T3.9 Describe test procedures for M&S-base Testing in each type (DT, OT, IT, etc) and sub-type (LUT, IOT, FOT, etc.) of testing.

11) Course assessment plan It contains an end of module test that must be passed with a minimum of an 80% score.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

1. Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
2. Use of M&S in evolutionary test process; T3.1; [6] [2]
3. Role of M&S in integration testing; T3.2; [6]
4. Role of M&S in developmental testing; T3.3; [6]
5. Role of M&S in operational testing; T3.4; [6]
6. Role of M&S in unit testing; T3.5; [6]
7. Role of M&S in interoperability testing; T3.7; [6]
8. Role of M&S in live fire testing; T3.6; [6]
9. Interrelationships between M&S and traditional forms of T&E; T3.8; [6] [4]
10. Test procedures for various types of testing; T3.9; [6]
11. Module exam (course notes)

1) Module T3-A Testing and M&S (Application)

2) Coordinators
Dr. Jeffrey S. Strickland, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4415, jeffrey.strickland@uah.edu
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for a general awareness knowledge level for program managers, system engineers, and T&E workforce members for ESR T3: Describe the different types of testing (i.e. unit, integration, developmental, interoperability, operational, and live fire testing) and identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in each. Understand the critical interrelationships and balance between modeling and simulation and more traditional forms of test and evaluation (T&E).
4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
   T3 Application

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery   TST 102, Fundamentals of Test and Evaluation (DAU DL Course), and T3-U

6) Module maturity

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 12 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality face-to-face

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives
   a) T3.1 Describe the evolutionary test process within the SE process and how M&S supports it.
   b) T3.2 Identify the components and structure of integration testing and the place for M&S in this structure.
   c) T3.3 Describe and provide examples of developmental testing (DT) and identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in DT.
   d) T3.4 Describe and provide examples of types of operational testing (OT) identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in OT.
   e) T3.5 Describe and provide examples of unit testing identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in unit testing
   f) T3.6 Describe and provide examples of M&S in support of live fire testing, and identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in live fire testing.
   g) T3.7 Describe and provide examples of interoperability testing and identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in interoperability testing.
   h) T3.8 Describe the critical interrelationships and balance between modeling and simulation and more traditional forms of test and evaluation (T&E).
1) T3.9 Describe test procedures for M&S-base Testing in each type (DT, OT, IT, etc) and sub-type (LUT, IOT, FOT, etc.) of testing.

11) Course assessment plan It contains an end of module test that must be passed with a minimum of an 80% score.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

1. Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
2. Use of M&S in evolutionary test process; T3.1; [6] [2]
3. Role of M&S in integration testing; T3.2; [6]
4. Role of M&S in developmental testing; T3.3; [6]
5. Role of M&S in operational testing; T3.4; [6]
6. Role of M&S in unit testing; T3.5; [6]
7. Role of M&S in interoperability testing; T3.7; [6]
8. Role of M&S in live fire testing; T3.6; [6]
9. Interrelationships between M&S and traditional forms of T&E; T3.8; [6] [4]
10. Test procedures for various types of testing; T3.9; [6]
11. Module case study (course notes)
12. Module case study, continued (course notes)

1) Module T3-M Testing and M&S (Mastery)

2) Coordinators
Dr. Jeffrey S. Strickland, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4415, jeffrey.strickland@uah.edu
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for a general awareness knowledge level for program managers, system engineers, and T&E workforce members for ESR T3: Describe the different types of testing (i.e. unit, integration, developmental, interoperability, operational, and live fire testing) and identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in each. Understand the critical interrelationships and balance between modeling and simulation and more traditional forms of test and evaluation (T&E).

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
T3 Mastery

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery TST 102, Fundamentals of Test and Evaluation (DAU DL Course), and T3-A

6) Module maturity
7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 12 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality face-to-face

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives
    a) T3.1 Describe the evolutionary test process within the SE process and how M&S supports it.
    b) T3.2 Identify the components and structure of integration testing and the place for M&S in this structure.
    c) T3.3 Describe and provide examples of developmental testing (DT) and identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in DT.
    d) T3.4 Describe and provide examples of types of operational testing (OT) identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in OT.
    e) T3.5 Describe and provide examples of unit testing identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in unit testing
    f) T3.6 Describe and provide examples of M&S in support of live fire testing, and identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in live fire testing.
    g) T3.7 Describe and provide examples of interoperability testing and identify the utility, limitations, and risks for use of M&S in interoperability testing.
    h) T3.8 Describe the critical interrelationships and balance between modeling and simulation and more traditional forms of test and evaluation (T&E).
    i) T3.9 Describe test procedures for M&S-base testing in each type (DT, OT, IT, etc) and sub-type (LUT, IOT, FOT, etc.) of testing.

11) Course assessment plan It contains an end of module test that must be passed with a minimum of an 80% score.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)
1. Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
2. Use of M&S in evolutionary test process; T3.1; [6] [2]
3. Role of M&S in integration testing; T3.2; [6]
4. Role of M&S in developmental testing; T3.3; [6]
5. Role of M&S in operational testing; T3.4; [6]
6. Role of M&S in unit testing; T3.5; [6]
7. Role of M&S in interoperability testing; T3.7; [6]
8. Role of M&S in live fire testing; T3.6; [6]
10. Test procedures for various types of testing; T3.9; [6]
11. Module case study (course notes)
12. Module case study, continued (course notes)

1) Title: M&S and Test and Evaluation

2) Module coordinator / point of contact and contact information
   Jim Campbell, GMU, jcampbell@alionscience.com, 703-933-3356

3) Module description (short description) at the completion of this module, students will be able to identify M&S applications that support T&E and apply M&S concepts to T&E plans for supplementing live test.

4) ESR supported: T3 Describe the different types of testing (i.e. unit, integration, developmental, interoperability, operational, and live fire testing) and identify the utility, limitations and risks for use of M&S in each. Understand the critical interrelationships and balance between modeling and simulation and more traditional forms of test and evaluation (T&E).

5) Prerequisites ACQ 101, ACQ 201, ESR P10.

6) Module maturity: This material has been taught in the GMU CPE course and in the MSSOC and T&E Workshop from MSIAC the GMU course is at the understanding level and the MSIAC courses are at the general awareness level.

7) Number of hours: Four.

8) Proposed Delivery: face-to-face, or VTC; resident, or customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts
s) DoD Instruction 5000.2, Operation of the Defense Acquisition System, 12 May 2003


u) Defense Acquisition Guidebook, Version 1.0, 17 October 2004

v) AR 73-1, Test and Evaluation Policy, 1 August 2006

w) SECNAVINST 5000.2C, Implementation and Operation of the Defense Acquisition System and the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System, 19 November 2004

x) AFI 99-103, Capabilities Based Test and Evaluation, 6 August 2004

10) Module learning objectives:
   T3.1: List the three types of T&E
   T3.2: Describe M&S requirements in T&E as listed in DoD 5000.2
   T3.3: Describe the philosophy of M&S in testing
   T3.4: Describe how M&S supplements live testing
   T3.5: List the T&E requirement documents for the student’s Service

11) Course assessment plan: Examination and practical exercise.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:
   i) Hour one: Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus) T3.1, T3.2
   ii) Hour two: M&S applications in T&E (course notes and syllabus) T3.3, T3.4, T3.5
   iii) Hour three: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) T3 all
   iv) Hour four: Examination and summary (course notes and syllabus) T3 all

13) Additional Requirements: N/A
T4) Identify strategies for M&S use in the test planning and execution process.

1) Module T4-G Test Planning and Execution (General Awareness)

2) Coordinators
Dr. Jeffrey S. Strickland, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4415, jeffrey.strickland@uah.edu
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for a general awareness knowledge level for program managers, system engineers, and T&E workforce members for ESR T4: Identify strategies for M&S use in the test planning and execution process.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
T3 General Awareness

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery TST 102, Fundamentals of Test and Evaluation (DAU DL Course)

6) Module maturity

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 7 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality Hybrid CD-ROM and Web-based format

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)
[1] Interweaving Test and Evaluation throughout the Systems Engineering Process, Josh Tribble, 2005

10) Module learning objectives
   a) T4.1 Describe the elements, including the use of M&S, of a Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP).
   b) T4.2 Describe relationship and purposes of the TEMP, System Evaluation Plan (SEP), and test/simulation execution strategy (T/SES)
c) T4.3 Describe the personnel, scope, approach, resources, and schedule for M&S of intended testing activities.
d) T4.4 Describe the forms of use of simulation in support of test planning, test execution, and systems analysis.
e) T4.5 Identify M&S strategies to optimize the use of scarce resources in executing test and evaluation programs.
f) T4.6 Describe how to use M&S to enable better test planning for operational live tests.
g) T4.7 Describe the life-cycle costs and its relationship to M&S in the context of T&E.

11) Course assessment plan It contains an end of module test that must be passed with a 100% score (may be taken as many times as necessary).

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

1. Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
2. M&S and the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP); T4.1; [6]
3. M&S and the System Evaluation Plan (SEP); T4.2; [6]
4. The Test/Simulation Execution Strategy (T/SES); T4.3; [6]
5. Programmatic for M&S in T&E; T4.4; [6]
6. M&S in test planning, test execution, and systems analysis; T4.5 T4.6[6]
7. M&S life-cycle costs in T&E; T4.7; [6]

1) Module T4-U Test Planning and Execution (Understand)

2) Coordinators
Dr. Jeffrey S. Strickland, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4415, jeffrey.strickland@uah.edu
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for a understanding knowledge level for program managers, system engineers, and T&E workforce members for ESR T4: Identify strategies for M&S use in the test planning and execution process.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
T3 Understanding

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery  TST 102, Fundamentals of Test and Evaluation (DAU DL Course), Module T4-G.

6) Module maturity:
7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 8 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality  face-to-face/Hybrid CD-ROM and Web-based format

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)
   [1] Interweaving Test and Evaluation throughout the Systems Engineering Process, Josh Tribble, 2005

10) Module learning objectives
   a) T4.1 Describe the elements, including the use of M&S, of a Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP).
   b) T4.2 Describe relationship and purposes of the TEMP, System Evaluation Plan (SEP), and test/simulation execution strategy (T/SES)
   c) T4.3 Describe the personnel, scope, approach, resources, and schedule for M&S of intended testing activities.
   d) T4.4 Describe the forms of use of simulation in support of test planning, test execution, and systems analysis.
   e) T4.5 Identify M&S strategies to optimize the use of scarce resources in executing test and evaluation programs.
   f) T4.6 Describe how to use M&S to enable better test planning for operational live tests.
   g) T4.7 Describe the life-cycle costs and its relationship to M&S in the context of T&E.

11) Course assessment plan  It contains an end of module test that must be passed with a minimum of an 80% score.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

   1. Introduction and overview  (course notes and syllabus)
      2. M&S and the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP); T4.1; [6]
   3. M&S and the System Evaluation Plan (SEP); T4.2; [6]
      4. The Test/Simulation Execution Strategy (T/SES); T4.2; [6]
   5. Programmatic for M&S in T&E; T4.3; [6]
6. M&S in test planning, test execution, and systems analysis; T4.4 T4.5 T4.6; [6]
7. M&S life-cycle costs in T&E; T4.7; [6]
8. Module exam (course notes)

1) Module T4-A Test Planning and Execution (Application)

2) Coordinators
Dr. Jeffrey S. Strickland, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4415, jeffrey.strickland@uah.edu
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for an application knowledge level for program managers, system engineers, and T&E workforce members for ESR T4: Identify strategies for M&S use in the test planning and execution process.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
T3 Application

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery TST 102, Fundamentals of Test and Evaluation (DAU DL Course), Module T4-U.

6) Module maturity

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 9 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality face-to-face

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)
[1] Interweaving Test and Evaluation throughout the Systems Engineering Process, Josh Tribble, 2005

10) Module learning objectives
a) T4.1 Describe the elements, including the use of M&S, of a Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP).
b) T4.2 Describe relationship and purposes of the TEMP, System Evaluation Plan (SEP), and test/simulation execution strategy (T/SES)
c) T4.3 Describe the personnel, scope, approach, resources, and schedule for M&S of intended testing activities.
d) T4.4 Describe the forms of use of simulation in support of test planning, test execution, and systems analysis.
e) T4.5 Identify M&S strategies to optimize the use of scarce resources in executing test and evaluation programs.
f) T4.6 Describe how to use M&S to enable better test planning for operational live tests.
g) T4.7 Describe the life-cycle costs and its relationship to M&S in the context of T&E.

11) Course assessment plan It contains an end of module case study that must be passed with a minimum of an 80% score.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

1. Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
   2. M&S and the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP); T4.1; [6]
3. M&S and the System Evaluation Plan (SEP); T4.2; [6]
   4. The Test/Simulation Execution Strategy (T/SES); T4.2; [6]
5. Programmatic for M&S in T&E; T4.3; [6]
   6. M&S in test planning, test execution, and systems analysis; T4.4 T4.5 T4.6[6]
7. M&S life-cycle costs in T&E; T4.7; [6]
8. Module case study (course notes)
   9. Hour Eight Continued (course notes)

1) Module T4-M Test Planning and Execution (Mastery)

2) Coordinators
   Dr. Jeffrey S. Strickland, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4415, jeffrey.strickland@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for a mastery knowledge level for program managers, system engineers, and T&E workforce members for ESR T4: Identify strategies for M&S use in the test planning and execution process.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
T3 Mastery

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery TST 102, Fundamentals of Test and Evaluation (DAU DL Course), Module T4-A.

6) Module maturity

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 9 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality face-to-face

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)
   [1] Interweaving Test and Evaluation throughout the Systems Engineering Process, Josh Tribble, 2005

10) Module learning objectives
   a) T4.1 Describe the elements, including the use of M&S, of a Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP).
   b) T4.2 Describe relationship and purposes of the TEMP, System Evaluation Plan (SEP), and test/simulation execution strategy (T/SES)
   c) T4.3 Describe the personnel, scope, approach, resources, and schedule for M&S of intended testing activities.
   d) T4.4 Describe the forms of use of simulation in support of test planning, test execution, and systems analysis.
   e) T4.5 Identify M&S strategies to optimize the use of scarce resources in executing test and evaluation programs.
   f) T4.6 Describe how to use M&S to enable better test planning for operational live tests.
   g) T4.7 Describe the life-cycle costs and its relationship to M&S in the context of T&E.

11) Course assessment plan It contains an end of module case study that must be passed with a minimum of an 80% score.
12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

1. Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
   2. M&S and the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP); T4.1; [6]
3. M&S and the System Evaluation Plan (SEP); T4.2; [6]
   4. The Test/Simulation Execution Strategy (T/SES); T4.2; [6]
5. Programmatic's for M&S in T&E; T4.3; [6]
   6. M&S in test planning, test execution, and systems analysis; T4.4 T4.5 T4.6; [6]
7. M&S life-cycle costs in T&E; T4.7; [6]
8. Module case study (course notes)
   9. Hour Eight Continued (course notes)
T5) Match existing M&S T&E facilities used within the DoD to a given program need, as appropriate.

1) Module T5-G M&S T&E Facilities (General Awareness)

2) Coordinators
   Dr. Jeff Little, UAH CMSA, 256-824-2351, jkl0001@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for program managers, systems engineers, and T&E workforce members to have a general awareness of the existing M&S T&E facilities used within the DoD and their role in acquisition.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
   T5 General Awareness

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery None.

6) Module maturity Assorted briefings and short courses have been presented at MSRC’s since the inception of the HPC Modernization Program (HPCMP) in 1992. Therefore there is a wealth of information and course material available via HPCMP internet sites and offices.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 2 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality face-to-face, online

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives
    a) T5.1 List the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E (Major Shared Resource Centers).
    b) T5.2 Describe the missions of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
    c) T5.3 List and link the principle DoD customers to the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
    d) T5.4 Update and list current capabilities (strengths and weaknesses) of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
e) T5.5 Predict improvement and modernization activities of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
f) T5.6 Describe emerging facilities (currently under development) which will support DoD M&S T&E.

11) Course assessment plan In-class questions and immediate responses.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

1. Introduction and Overview of DoD High Performance Computing (HPC)— Describe the origin, history and current organization of the HPC Management Office (HPCMO); T5.1-T5.3; [1]
2. Major Shared Resource Center Overviews—Unique and Joint Capabilities; T5.4-T5.6; [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]

1) Module T5-U M&S T&E Facilities (Understand)

2) Coordinators
   Dr. Jeff Little, UAH CMSA, 256-824-2351, jkl0001@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for program managers, systems engineers, and T&E workforce members to have an understanding of the existing M&S T&E facilities used within the DoD and their role in acquisition.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
   T5 Understanding

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery None.

6) Module maturity Assorted briefings and short courses have been presented at MSRC’s since the inception of the HPC Modernization Program (HPCMP) in 1992. Therefore there is a wealth of information and course material available via HPCMP internet sites and offices.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 2 hours

8) Proposed delivery face-to-face, online

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)
10) Module learning objectives
   a) T5.1 List the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E (Major Shared Resource Centers).
   b) T5.2 Describe the missions of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
   c) T5.3 List and link the principle DoD customers to the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
   d) T5.4 Update and list current capabilities (strengths and weaknesses) of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
   e) T5.5 Predict improvement and modernization activities of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
   f) T5.6 Describe emerging facilities (currently under development) which will support DoD M&S T&E.

11) Course assessment plan In-class questions and immediate responses.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

   3. Introduction and Overview of DoD High Performance Computing (HPC)—
      Describe the origin, history and current organization of the HPC Management Office (HPCMO); T5.1-T5.3; [1]
   4. Major Shared Resource Center Overviews—Unique and Joint Capabilities; [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and describe the roles and capabilities of the Allocated Distribution Centers; T5.4-T5.6; [1]

1) Module T5-A M&S T&E Facilities (Application)

2) Coordinators
   Dr. Jeff Little, UAH CMSA, 256-824-2351, jkl0001@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for program managers, systems engineers, and T&E workforce members to be able to apply existing and emerging toolsets from the existing M&S T&E facilities used within the DoD.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
   T5 Application
5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery None.

6) Module maturity Assorted briefings and short courses have been presented at MSRC’s since the inception of the HPC Modernization Program (HPCMP) in 1992. Therefore there is a wealth of information and course material available via HPCMP internet sites and offices.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 3 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality face-to-face, online

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives
a) T5.1 List the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E (Major Shared Resource Centers).
b) T5.2 Describe the missions of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
c) T5.3 List and link the principle DoD customers to the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
d) T5.4 Update and list current capabilities (strengths and weaknesses) of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
e) T5.5 Predict improvement and modernization activities of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
f) T5.6 Describe emerging facilities (currently under development) which will support DoD M&S T&E.

11) Course assessment plan In-class questions and immediate responses.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

5. Introduction and Overview of DoD High Performance Computing (HPC)—Describe the origin, history and current organization of the HPC Management Office (HPCMO); T5.1-T5.3; [1]
6. Major Shared Resource Center Overviews—Unique and Joint Capabilities; [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and describe the roles and capabilities of the Allocated Distribution Centers ; T5.4; [1]
7. HPCMO detailed organization and initiatives—Describe the structure and current initiatives related to the Defense Research and Engineering Network (DREN), the
1) Module T5-M M&S T&E Facilities (Mastery)

2) Coordinators
   Dr. Jeff Little, UAH CMSA, 256-824-2351, jkl0001@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for program managers, systems engineers, and T&E workforce members to be able to master existing and emerging toolsets from the existing M&S T&E facilities used within the DoD.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
   T5 Mastery

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery None

6) Module maturity Assorted briefings and short courses have been presented at MSRC’s since the inception of the HPC Modernization Program (HPCMP) in 1992. Therefore there is a wealth of information and course material available via HPCMP internet sites and offices.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 4 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality face-to-face, online

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives
   a) T5.1 List the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E (Major Shared Resource Centers).
   b) T5.2 Describe the missions of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
   c) T5.3 List and link the principle DoD customers to the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
   d) T5.4 Update and list current capabilities (strengths and weaknesses) of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
e) T5.5 Predict improvement and modernization activities of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.

f) T5.6 Describe emerging facilities (currently under development) which will support DoD M&S T&E.

11) Course assessment plan In-class questions and immediate responses as well as a summary report in PowerPoint format of group brainstorming results.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

8. Introduction and Overview of DoD High Performance Computing (HPC)—Describe the origin, history and current organization of the HPC Management Office (HPCMO); T5.1-T5.3; [1]

9. Major Shared Resource Center Overviews—Unique and Joint Capabilities; [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and describe the roles and capabilities of the Allocated Distribution Centers; T5.4; [1]

10. HPCMO detailed organization and initiatives—Describe the structure and current initiatives related to the Defense Research and Engineering Network (DREN), the Institutes, Portfolios, and the User Productivity Enhancement and Technology Transfer (PET) program; T5.5

11. Case study exercise—In a group setting brainstorm future DoD HPC needs and suggestions for HPC initiatives; T5.6
O1) Describe the use of operational and logistical models across the acquisition life cycle.

1) Module name: Analytical Models for Operational and Logistic Applications

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Module description: Understand the application of analytical models for operations and logistic applications across the acquisition life cycle.

4) ESRs that the module supports: O1

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:

6) Module maturity: none

7) Number of hours estimated to teach: 25

8) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts:
   CJCSI 3170.01
   DoD 5000.1, 5000.2
   Test & Evaluation Management Guide
   Defense Acquisition Guidebook
   VV&A Recommended Practices Guide

10) Module learning objectives:
    O1.1 Identify the acquisition cycle milestones and events supported by logistics and operational modeling applications.
O1.2 Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of concept refinement by rapid prototyping.

O1.3 Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of system development & demonstration to support system of systems and family of systems evaluations, to focus test and evaluation, and to support transfer to production.

O1.4 Understand how the use of logistics and operational models in support technology development reduces technology risks, allows the early evaluation of RM&A, transportability, and provisioning, and supports test & evaluation.

O1.5 Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of production & deployment to streamline production and to support the development of trainers.

O1.6 Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of operations and support to refine system design and identify future requirements.

O1.7 Describe types of operations analyses and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses (e.g., system, engagement, mission, campaign).

O1.8 Describe types of logistics analyses (technical effectiveness, system effectiveness, system availability, operational availability, operational reliability, response time, work load allocation, and supply chain management) and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses.

O1.9 Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing a logistics and an operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objective]).

O1.10 Given a case study and a sample M&S Support Plan, assess the effectiveness of the M&S Support Plan in integrating M&S use throughout the life-cycle of the program through M&S reuse and the building of better models through the model–test-model.

O1.11 Given a case study, assess how models developed during the acquisition process can be used to support course-of-action, decision support, and training.

11) Course assessment plan: projects, and exams

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

*Competency Level: General Awareness*

i) Hour 1: Identify the acquisition cycle milestones and events supported by logistics and operational modeling applications.
   - Acquisition life cycle
     - DoD 5000.1 & 2
     - CJCSI 3170.01
**Competency Level: General Awareness**

ii) Hour 2: Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of concept refinement by rapid prototyping.
   - Concept Refinement
   - M&S in Concept refinement
   - DoD 5000.2
   - Defense Acquisition Guidebook, Section 4.3.1.1, 4.5.7.1
   M&S in Concept Refinement

**Competency Level: Understanding**

iii) Hour 3: Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of concept refinement by rapid prototyping.
   - Concept Refinement
   - M&S in Concept refinement
   - DoD 5000.2
   - Defense Acquisition Guidebook, Section 4.3.1.1, 4.5.7.1
   M&S in Concept Refinement

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

iv) Hour 4: Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of system development & demonstration to support system of systems and family of systems evaluations, to focus test and evaluation, and to support transfer to production.
   - System Development & Demonstration
   - M&S in System Development and Demonstration
   - DoD 5000.2
   - Defense Acquisition Guidebook, Section 4.3.3.6, 4.5.7.3

**Competency Level: Understanding**

v) Hour 5: Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of system development & demonstration to support system of systems and family of systems evaluations, to focus test and evaluation, and to support transfer to production.
   - System Development & Demonstration
   - M&S in System Development and Demonstration
   - DoD 5000.2
   - Defense Acquisition Guidebook, Section 4.3.3.6, 4.5.7.3

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

vi) Hour 6: Understand how the use of logistics and operational models in support technology development reduces technology risk, allows the early evaluation of RM&A, transportability, and provisioning, and supports test & evaluation.
   - Technology Risk
   - RM&A
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Transportability, Provisioning
• Test & Evaluation Management Guide

**Competency Level:** *Understanding*

vii) **Hour 7:** Understand how the use of logistics and operational models in support technology development reduces technology risk, allows the early evaluation of RM&A, transportability, and provisioning, and supports test & evaluation.

- Technology Risk
- RM&A
- Transportability, Provisioning
• Test & Evaluation Management Guide

**Competency Level:** *General Awareness*

viii) **Hour 8:** Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of production & deployment to streamline production and to support the development of trainers.

- Production
- M&S in Training
• Test & Evaluation Management Guide

**Competency Level:** *Understanding*

ix) **Hour 9:** Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of production & deployment to streamline production and to support the development of trainers.

- Production
- M&S in Training
• Test & Evaluation Management Guide

**Competency Level:** *General Awareness*

x) **Hour 10:** Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of operations and support to refine system design and identify future requirements.

- Forecasting Logistic Demands

**Competency Level:** *Understanding*

xi) **Hour 11:** Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of operations and support to refine system design and identify future requirements.

- Forecasting Logistic Demands
Competency Level: General Awareness
   xii) Hour 12: Describe types of operations analyses and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses (e.g., system, engagement, mission, campaign).
   - Operational analyses
   - Define system, engagement, mission, campaign levels of models

Competency Level: General Awareness
   xiii) Hour 13: Describe types of operations analyses and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses (e.g., system, engagement, mission, campaign).
   - Operational analyses
   - Define system, engagement, mission, campaign levels of models

Competency Level: General Awareness
   xiv) Hour 14: Describe types of operations analyses and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses (e.g., system, engagement, mission, campaign).
   - Operational analyses
   - Define system, engagement, mission, campaign levels of models

Competency Level: General Awareness
   xv) Hour 15: Describe types of logistics analyses (technical effectiveness, system effectiveness, system availability, operational availability, operational reliability, response time, workload allocation, and supply chain management) and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses.
   - Logistics analysis
   - Levels of detail

Competency Level: General Awareness
   xvi) Hour 16: Describe types of logistics analyses (technical effectiveness, system effectiveness, system availability, operational availability, operational reliability, response time, workload allocation, and supply
chain management) and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses.

- Logistics analysis
- Levels of detail


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

xvii) Hour 17: Describe types of logistics analyses (technical effectiveness, system effectiveness, system availability, operational availability, operational reliability, response time, workload allocation, and supply chain management) and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses.

- Logistics analysis
- Levels of detail


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

xviii) Hour 18: Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing a logistics and an operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objective]).

- Modeling inputs and assumptions

DoD 5000.59

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

xix) Hour 19: Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing a logistics and an operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objective]).

- Modeling inputs and assumptions

DoD 5000.59

**Competency Level: Application**

xx) Hour 20: Given a case study and a sample M&S Support Plan, assess the effectiveness of the M&S Support Plan in integrating M&S use throughout the lifecycle of the program through M&S reuse and the building of better models through the model-test-model approach.

- M&S Management

DoD 5000.59
Competency Level: Mastery
xxi) Hour 21: Given a case study and a sample M&S Support Plan, assess the effectiveness of the M&S Support Plan in integrating M&S use throughout the lifecycle of the program through M&S reuse and the building of better models through the model-test-model approach.
   • Model- Test-Model
   • M&S Reuse
   • Test & Evaluation Management Guide
   • VV&A Recommended Practices Guide

Competency Level: Mastery
xxii) Hour 22: Given a case study and a sample M&S Support Plan, assess the effectiveness of the M&S Support Plan in integrating M&S use throughout the lifecycle of the program through M&S reuse and the building of better models through the model-test-model approach.
   • Model- Test-Model
   • M&S Reuse
   • Test & Evaluation Management Guide
   • VV&A Recommended Practices Guide

Competency Level: Application
xxiii) Hour 23: Given a case study, assess how models developed during the acquisition process can be used to support course-of-action, decision support, and training.
   • Model- Test-Model
   • M&S Reuse
   • Test & Evaluation Management Guide
   • VV&A Recommended Practices Guide

Competency Level: Mastery
xxiv) Hour 24: Given a case study, assess how models developed during the acquisition process can be used to support course-of-action, decision support, and training.
   • Model- Test-Model
   • M&S Reuse
   • Test & Evaluation Management Guide
   • VV&A Recommended Practices Guide

Competency Level: Mastery
xxv) Hour 25: Given a case study, assess how models developed during the acquisition process can be used to support course-of-action, decision support, and training.
   • Model- Test-Model
   • M&S Reuse
   • Test & Evaluation Management Guide
   • VV&A Recommended Practices Guide
O2) Know the properties of a representative suite of operational models across the services.

   a.  Required inputs
   b.  Outputs
   c.  Assumptions
   d.  Implementation requirements
   e.  Costs
   f.  Time required
   g.  Adaptability and extensibility
   h.  VVA status

1) Module name: Operational Models

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Module description: Know the properties of a representative suite of operational models across the services.

4) ESRs that the module supports: O2

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:

6) Module maturity: none

7) Number of hours estimated to teach: 16

8) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts:


10) Module learning objectives:

O2.1 Identify levels of detail typically included operational analyses (e.g., system, engagement, mission, campaign).

O2.2 Identify prospective operational models from a list of models.

O2.3 Identify levels of detail typically included in operational analyses.

O2.4 Understand the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational levels of detail.

O2.5 Understand the importance of developing quantifiable metrics of performance to meet mission requirements affordably.

O2.6 Understand the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction.

O2.7 Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objectives]).

O2.8 Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determine solution outputs.

O2.9 Given a case study, assess the effectiveness of a sample suite of operational models in evaluating the full range of operational requirements (reliability, effectiveness, logistics footprint, supportability).

11) Course assessment plan: projects, and exams

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

i) Hour 1: Identify levels of detail typically included in operational analyses

- detail needed for operational analyses
- simulation model development life cycle


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

ii) Hour 2: Identify prospective operational models from a list of models.

- operational model
- Model library to develop list of models

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

iii) Hour 3: Identify levels of detail typically included in system, engagement, mission, and campaign.


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

iv) Hour 4: Understand the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational levels of detail.

- aggregation and disaggregation in operational details

**Competency Level: Understanding**

v) Hour 5: Understand the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational levels of detail.

- aggregation and disaggregation in operational details

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

vi) Hour 6: Understand the importance of developing quantifiable metrics of performance to meet mission requirements affordably.

- importance of quantifiable metrics of performance
- affordability of mission requirements

**Competency Level: Understanding**

vii) Hour 7: Understand the importance of developing quantifiable metrics of performance to meet mission requirements affordably.

- importance of quantifiable metrics of performance
- affordability of mission requirements

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

viii) Hour 8: Understand the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction

- data requirement differences at different levels of abstraction


**Competency Level: Understanding**

ix) Hour 9: Understand the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction

- data requirement differences at different levels of abstraction


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

x) Hour 10: Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objectives]).

- modeling input and assumptions for developing operation analysis across all missions, functions and objectives.


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

xi) Hour 11: Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objectives]).

- modeling input and assumptions for developing operation analysis across all missions, functions and objectives

Competency Level: General Awareness
xii) Hour 12: Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determining solution outputs.
   - review of Basic Probability and Statistics
   - sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions for solution outputs

Competency Level: Understanding
xiii) Hour 13: Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determining solution outputs for operations.
   - sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions for operational solutions
   - output analysis

Competency Level: Application
xiv) Hour 14: Given a case study, assess the effectiveness of a sample suite of operational models in evaluating the full range of operational requirements (reliability, effectiveness, operational footprint, supportability criteria etc.) to sustain the mission on long term.
   - Testing In a Net-Centric Environment: Multiple Levels
   - reliability
   - effectiveness
   - logistics footprint

Competency Level: Mastery
xv) Hour 15: Given a case study, assess the effectiveness of a sample suite of operational models in evaluating the full range of operational requirements (reliability, effectiveness, logistics footprint, supportability criteria, etc.) to sustain the mission on long term.
Competency Level: Mastery

xvi) Hour 16: Given a case study, assess the effectiveness of a sample suite of operational models in evaluating the full range of operational requirements (reliability, effectiveness, logistics footprint, supportability criteria, etc) to sustain the mission on long term.

O3) Know the properties of a representative suite of logistical models across the services.

i. Required inputs
j. Outputs
k. Assumptions
l. Implementation requirements
m. Costs
n. Time required
o. Adaptability and extensibility
p. VVA status

1) Module name: Logistics Modeling

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Module description: Know the properties of a representative suite of logistics models across the services.
   a. Required Input
   b. Outputs
   c. Assumptions
   d. Implementation Requirements
   e. Costs
   f. Time Required
   g. Adaptability and Extensibility
   h. VVA Status

4) ESR that the module supports: O3

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:

6) Module maturity: none

7) Number of hours estimated to teach module: 16

8) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts:


10) Module learning objectives:
O3.1 Identify levels of detail typically included logistics analyses.
O3.2 Identify prospective logistics models from a list of models.
O3.3 Identify levels of detail typically included in logistics analyses.
O3.4 Understand the role of aggregation across logistical levels of detail.
O3.5 Understand the importance of developing quantifiable metrics of performance to meet mission requirements affordably
O3.6 Understand the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction
O3.7 Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objective]).
O3.8 Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determine solution outputs.
O3.9 Given a case study, assess the effectiveness of a sample suite of logistical models in evaluating the full range of logistical requirements (reliability, effectiveness, logistics footprint, supportability criteria, etc.) to sustain the mission over long term.

11) Course assessment plan: projects, and exams

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

i) Hour one: Identify levels of detail typically included in logistics analyses.
   - level of detail needed in logistics models

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

ii) Hour two: Identify prospective logistics models from a list of models.
    - prospective logistics models

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

iii) Hour three: Identify levels of detail typically included in logistics analyses.
- typical detail level in logistics analyses


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

iv) Hour four: Understand the role of aggregation across logistical levels of detail.
- aggregation in logistical levels of details


**Competency Level: Understanding**

v) Hour five: Understand the role of aggregation across logistical levels of detail.
- aggregation in logistical levels of details


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

vi) Hour six: Understand the importance of developing quantifiable metrics of performance to meet mission requirements affordably
- quantifiable metrics for affordable mission requirements


**Competency Level: Understanding**

vii) Hour seven: Understand the importance of developing quantifiable metrics of performance to meet mission requirements affordably
- quantifiable metrics for affordable mission requirements


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

viii) Hour eight: Understand the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction
- data requirements at different levels of abstraction
Competency Level: Understanding
ix) Hour nine: Understand the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction

Competency Level: General Awareness
x) Hour ten: Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, logistics concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objective]).

Competency Level: General Awareness
xi) Hour eleven: Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objective]).

Competency Level: General Awareness
xii) Hour twelve: Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determining solution outputs for logistics.

Competency Level: Understanding
xiii) Hour thirteen: Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determining solution outputs for logistics.
**Competency Level: Application**

xiv) Hour fourteen: Given a case study, assess the effectiveness of a sample suite of logistical models in evaluating the full range of logistical requirements (reliability, effectiveness, logistics footprint, supportability criteria, etc.) to sustain the mission over long term

- assess effectiveness of a sample of logistical models in evaluating requirements to sustain long term missions


**Competency Level: Mastery**

xv) Hour fifteen: Given a case study, assess the effectiveness of a sample suite of logistical models in evaluating the full range of logistical requirements (reliability, effectiveness, logistics footprint, supportability criteria, etc.) to sustain the mission over long term

- assess effectiveness of a sample of logistical models in evaluating requirements to sustain long term missions


**Competency Level: Mastery**

xvi) Hour sixteen: Given a case study, assess the effectiveness of a sample suite of logistical models in evaluating the full range of logistical requirements (reliability, effectiveness, logistics footprint, supportability criteria, etc.) to sustain the mission over long term

- assess effectiveness of a sample of logistical models in evaluating requirements to sustain long term missions

O4) Select appropriate level of abstraction and fidelity for an operational and logistical model.

1) Module name: Abstractions and Lower levels of Realism

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Module description: Select appropriate level of abstraction and fidelity for an operational and logistical model.

4) ESRs that the module supports: O4

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:

6) Module maturity: none

7) Number of hours estimated to teach: 22

8) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts:


10) Module learning objectives:

O4.1 Describe types of operational and logistics analyses (technical effectiveness, system effectiveness, system availability, operational availability, operational reliability, response time, workload allocation, and supply chain management) and the levels of detail typically.

O4.2 Understand the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational and logistical levels of detail.

O4.3 Understand the quantifiable metrics available at varying levels of abstraction and realism.

O4.4 Understand the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction.

O4.5 Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing an operational or logistics analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objectives]).

O4.6 Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determine solution outputs.

O4.7 Given a case study, assess how differences between levels of abstraction support different the different phases of the acquisition cycle.

O4.8 Given a case study, evaluate the impact of different levels of abstraction on verification and validation.

11) Course assessment plan: projects, and exams

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

i) Hour one: Describe types of operational and logistics analyses (technical effectiveness, system effectiveness, system availability, operational availability, operational reliability, response time, workload allocation, and supply chain management) and the levels of detail typically.

- technical effectiveness
- operational logistics
- strategic logistics
- tactical logistics


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

ii) Hour two: Describe types of operational and logistics analyses (technical effectiveness, system effectiveness, system availability, operational availability, operational reliability, response time, workload allocation, and supply chain management) and the levels of detail typically.

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

iii) Hour three: Understand the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational and logistical levels of detail.

- technical effectiveness
- system effectiveness
- system availability
- operational reliability
- model aggregation in operations and logistics


**Competency Level: Understanding**

iv) Hour four: Understand the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational and logistical levels of detail.

- model disaggregation in operations and logistics
- guidelines for determining the level of model detail


**Competency Level: Understanding**

v) Hour five: Understand the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational and logistical levels of detail.

- model disaggregation in operations and logistics
- guidelines for determining the level of model detail


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

vi) Hour six: Understand the quantifiable metrics available at varying levels of abstraction and realism.

- metrics
- levels of abstraction and realism
- selecting input probability distributions

Competency Level: Understanding
vii) Hour seven: Understand the quantifiable metrics available at varying levels of abstraction and realism.
   o probability

Competency Level: General Awareness
viii) Hour eight: Understand the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction.
   o response time
   o workload allocation
   o supply chain management
   o level of detail

Competency Level: Understanding
ix) Hour nine: Understand the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction.
   o response time
   o workload allocation
   o supply chain management
   o level of detail

Competency Level: General Awareness
x) Hour ten: Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing an operational or logistics analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objectives]).
   o logistical analysis

Competency Level: General Awareness
xi) Hour eleven: Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing an operational or logistics analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objectives]).
tactical levels
- responsiveness in operations

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

xii) Hour twelve: Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determine solution outputs.
  - inputs and outputs
  - input analysis using tes sequence

**Competency Level: Understanding**

xiii) Hour thirteen: Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determine solution outputs.
  - real-time visualization and modeling of supply chains

**Competency Level: Understanding**

xiv) Hour fourteen: Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determine solution outputs.
  - inputs and outputs
  - input analysis using tes sequence

**Competency Level: Application**

xv) Hour fifteen: Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determine solution outputs.
  - inputs and outputs
  - input analysis using tes sequence

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xvi) Hour sixteen: Given a case study, assess how differences between levels of abstraction support different the different phases of the acquisition cycle.
  - a large data-acquisition system
Competency Level: Mastery
xvii)  Hour seventeen: Given a case study, assess how differences between levels of abstraction support different phases of the acquisition cycle.
  o  a large data-acquisition system

Competency Level: Mastery
xviii) Hour eighteen: Given a case study, assess how differences between levels of abstraction support different phases of the acquisition cycle.
  o  building valid, credible, and appropriately detailed simulation models

Competency Level: Application
xix)  Hour nineteen: Given a case study, assess how differences between levels of abstraction support different phases of the acquisition cycle.
  o  building valid, credible, and appropriately detailed simulation models

Competency Level: Mastery
xx)  Hour twenty: Given a case study, assess how differences between levels of abstraction support different phases of the acquisition cycle.
  o  building valid, credible, and appropriately detailed simulation models

Competency Level: Mastery
xxi)  Hour twenty one: Given a case study, evaluate the impact of different levels of abstraction on verification and validation.
  o  abstraction of verification and validation
  o  validation and verification
Competency Level: Mastery
xxii) Hour twenty two: Given a case study, evaluate the impact of different levels of abstraction on verification and validation.
   o different levels of abstraction
   o validation and verification

Competency Level: Mastery
xxiii) Hour twenty three: Given a case study, evaluate the impact of different levels of abstraction on verification and validation.
   o different levels of abstraction
   o validation and verification

Competency Level: Mastery
xxiv) Hour twenty four: Given a case study, evaluate the impact of different levels of abstraction on verification and validation.
   o verification and validation
   o different levels of abstraction
   o validation and verification
O5) Identify appropriate M&S applications for each of the components of logistics systems, including Supply Chain, Storage systems, Facilities, Production, Inventory management, Transportation & distribution, Replenishment policies.

1) Module name: Components of Logistics Systems

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Module description: Identify appropriate M&S applications for each of the components of logistics systems, including Supply Chain, Storage systems, Facilities, Production, Inventory management, Transportation & distribution, Replenishment policies.

4) ESRs that the module supports: O5

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:

6) Module maturity: none

7) Number of hours estimated to teach: 27

8) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts:


10) Module learning objectives:

O5.1 Identify the methods and characteristics of different supply chain, et al modeling methods (e.g., discrete event simulation, constraint optimization, spreadsheet, network design, rough cut methods, discrete vs. stochastic).

O5.2 Describe the advantages/disadvantages to different methods of different supply chain, et al modeling methods (discrete event simulation, constraint optimization, and spreadsheet).

O5.3 Understand the role of constraints and the methods for capturing them in various modeling methodologies.

O5.4 Understand the role of data in logistics modeling, the challenges in obtaining data, and the importance of sensitivity analysis of input data and of analysis drivers.

O5.5 Understand how to integrate end-to-end logistics system modeling from production and the start of the supply chain to distribution and the setting of replenishment policies.

O5.6 Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a Supply Chain.

O5.7 Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a Storage System.

O5.8 Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a Production Facility.

O5.9 Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling Inventory Management.

O5.10 Give a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a Distribution Network.

O5.11 Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling Replenishment Policies.

11) Course assessment plan: projects, and exams

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

*Competency Level: General Awareness*

i) **Hour 1:** Identify the methods and characteristics of different supply chain, et al modeling methods (e.g., discrete event simulation, constraint optimization, spreadsheet, network design, rough cut methods, discrete vs. stochastic).

   - supply chain management
Competency Level: General Awareness

ii) Hour 2: Describe the advantages/disadvantages to different methods of different supply chain, et al modeling methods (discrete event simulation, constraint optimization, and spreadsheet).


Competency Level: General Awareness

iii) Hour 3: Understand the role of constraints and the methods for capturing them in various modeling methodologies.

- Brandimarte, Zotteri 2006 *Introduction to Distribution Logistics*, John Wiley and Sons Inc. Hoboken, New Jersey

Competency Level: Understanding

iv) Hour 4: Understand the role of constraints and the methods for capturing them in various modeling methodologies.

- Brandimarte, Zotteri 2006 *Introduction to Distribution Logistics*, John Wiley and Sons Inc. Hoboken, New Jersey

Competency Level: General Awareness

v) Hour 5: Understand the role of data in logistics modeling, the challenges in obtaining data, and the importance of sensitivity analysis of input data and of analysis drivers.


Competency Level: Understanding

vi) Hour 6: Understand the role of data in logistics modeling, the challenges in obtaining data, and the importance of sensitivity analysis of input data and of analysis drivers.

Competency Level: General Awareness

vii) Hour 7: Understand how to integrate end-to-end logistics system modeling from production and the start of the supply chain to distribution and the setting of replenishment policies.
   o creating supply chains for competitive advantage

Competency Level: Understanding

viii) Hour 8: Understand how to integrate end-to-end logistics system modeling from production and the start of the supply chain to distribution and the setting of replenishment policies.
   o infrastructure t&e

Competency Level: Understanding

ix) Hour 9: Understand how to integrate end-to-end logistics system modeling from production and the start of the supply chain to distribution and the setting of replenishment policies.
   o supply chain operations; planning and sourcing

Competency Level: Application

x) Hour 10: Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a Supply Chain.
   o types of supply chains

Competency Level: Mastery

xi) Hour 11: Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a Supply Chain.
   o integrated models for multi-storage systems

Competency Level: Mastery

xii) Hour 12: Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a Supply Chain.
   o supply chain operations: planning and sourcing

**Competency Level: Application**

xiii) Hour 13: Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a Storage System.
   - supply chain operations: planning and sourcing

xv) Hour 15: Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a Storage System.
   - supply chain potential analysis

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xiv) Hour 14: Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a Storage System.
   - supply chain operations: planning and sourcing

xvi) Hour 16: Understand how to integrate end-to-end logistics system modeling from production and the start of the supply chain to distribution and the setting of replenishment policies.
   - key issues and challenges for logistics

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xvii) Hour 17: Understand how to integrate end-to-end logistics system modeling from production and the start of the supply chain to distribution and the setting of replenishment policies.
   - supply chain potential analysis
**Competency Level: Mastery**

xviii) Hour 18: Understand how to integrate end-to-end logistics system modeling from production and the start of the supply chain to distribution and the setting of replenishment policies.
   - logistics management and organization

**Competency Level: Application**

xix) Hour 19: Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling Inventory Management.
   - planning framework for logistics

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xx) Hour 20: Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling Inventory Management.
   - inventory and the supply chain

**Competency Level: Application**

xxi) Hour 21: Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling Inventory Management.
   - types of supply chains

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxii) Hour 22: Give a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a Distribution Network.
   - structure of production/distribution network
   - Brandimarte, Zotteri 2006 *Introduction to Distribution Logistics*, John Wiley and Sons Inc. Hoboken, New Jersey

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxiii) Hour 23: Give a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a Distribution Network.
   - models involving nonlinear cost for a distribution network
• Brandimarte, Zotteri 2006 *Introduction to Distribution Logistics*, John Wiley and Sons Inc. Hoboken, New Jersey

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxiv) Hour 24: Give a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a Distribution Network.

  o the role of intermediate nodes in a distribution network

• Brandimarte, Zotteri 2006 *Introduction to Distribution Logistics*, John Wiley and Sons Inc. Hoboken, New Jersey

**Competency Level: Application**

xxv) Hour 25: Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling Replenishment Policies.

  o a Generalized integrated economic model for inventory and quality control programs


**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxvi) Hour 26: Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling Replenishment Policies.

  o an integrated model for inventory and quality controls


**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxvii) Hour 27: Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling Replenishment Policies.

  o a single period inventory model to account for demand surprises

E1) Structural Mechanics, Shock and Vibrations
Describe basic structural mechanics including stress-strain relations, buckling and fatigue, shock and vibration, and finite element methods in M&S.

Course Name: Structural Mechanics, Shock and Vibration

Course coordinator:
Matt Lear, PhD
MS 25-262
11100 Johns Hopkins Rd.
Laurel, MD 20723

Course description:
Describe the fundamentals of thermodynamics and heat transfer with applications to modeling and simulation in engineering power cycles, propulsion and auxiliary system cycle analysis and design.

Modules incorporated into Course: E1

ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery
1  Key fundamental theoretical principles in structural engineering
   Competency Level: General Awareness
2  Role and benefits of M&S in structural engineering, particularly Finite Element Analysis
   Competency Level: General Awareness
3  Key elements of the system and component subsystem to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use
   Competency Level: Understanding
4  Effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system and components subsystems
   Competency Level: Understanding

Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: Understanding of college-level chemistry and physics.

Course maturity: None

Number of contact hours and pace contemplated:
• One 8 classroom hour short course OR

Proposed delivery methods:
• Face-to-face or on-line
Module learning objectives:

E1.1 Basic concepts of structural mechanics and the uses of Finite Element Analysis

E1.2 Overview of element formulations and pitfalls

E1.3 Modeling errors and accuracy

E1.4 Computational techniques to solve common engineering problems and appropriateness

E1.5 Limitations of finite elements and other methods

Course learning objectives:

Understanding thermal aspects of military systems and how M&S is employed as a part of system verification, validation and test.

- This includes an understanding of the basic fundamentals of finite element analysis as a tool to assess system structures.
- Mastery to be demonstrated by a satisfactory score on unit quizzes and final project.

Course assessment plan:
- Satisfactory completion of course workbook and project material

Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>Subject Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 Hour</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Basic concepts of structural mechanics and Finite Element Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Finite Element Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 Hour</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Overview of finite element formulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Capabilities and pitfalls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 Hours</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Finite element modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Commonly used applications and tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Model accuracy and errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3 Hours</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Computational techniques to solve common engineering problems and appropriateness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Structural elasticity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Applications in aerospace, civil and mechanical engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Other industrial applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 Hour</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Limitations of finite elements and other methods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Competency Levels:
GA = General Awareness
U  = Understanding

269
A = Application
M = Mastery
E2) Fluid Dynamics and Weapon System
Describe the basics of computational fluid dynamics for CFD application and use for M&S. Fluid dynamics of subsonic and supersonic weapons, warheads and their effects.

Course Name: Fluid Dynamics and Weapon Systems

Course coordinator:
Dr. Bo Cybyk and Dr. Ashish Nedungadi
MS 25-219
11100 Johns Hopkins Rd.
Laurel, MD 20723

Course description:
Describe the fundamentals of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) with applications to modeling and simulation and Fluid dynamics of subsonic and supersonic weapons, warheads and their effects.

Modules incorporated into Course: E2

ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery
1. Philosophy of CFD and its role in the triad of experimental, theoretical, and numerical approaches
2. Basic governing equations for fluid dynamics, including inviscid and viscous forms suitable for CFD
3. Classes and behavior of partial differential equations; finite difference and finite volume formulations; and stability and convergence
4. Grid generation and the primary types (structured, unstructured, overset, etc.)
5. Basic CFD techniques for incompressible and compressible flows
6. Solutions of the Euler, Boundary Layer, Parabolized Navier-Stokes, and full Navier-Stokes equations in the context of subsonic and supersonic weapon applications
7. Modeling of turbulent flows, unsteady flows, and high-temperature flows in the context of subsonic and supersonic weapon applications
8. Flow visualization and data analysis techniques
9. Validation and verification methodologies using experimental, theoretical, and numerical data

10. Future of CFD in research and engineering

Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:
Understanding of college-level physics and mathematics. A basic understanding of partial differential equations would be desired.

Course maturity: None

Number of contact hours and pace contemplated:
- 10 three-four classroom hour sessions OR
- One 32 classroom hour short course OR
- This could also be broken up into two short courses
  - Basic course consisting of modules E2.1 through E2.5. (16 classroom hours)
  - Advanced numerical methods course would follow-on to the basic course. This would include E2.6 through E2.10 (16 classroom hours).

Proposed delivery methods:
- Face-to-face or on-line

Course objectives:
Understanding the various aspects of computational fluid dynamics and the proper use of CFD for military systems and how M&S is employed as a part of system verification, validation and test.
- This includes an understanding of the basic fundamentals of governing equations of fluid motion.
- Students will review how fluid dynamics affect military systems in tactical operations.
- Students will learn the basic steps involved in going from a CAD geometry model to final analysis of the CFD solution for applications that are relevant for military systems.
- Students will learn how to construct a good CFD models (including grids, initial conditions, and boundary conditions) for numerical analysis and how to minimize potential sources of error.
- Mastery to be demonstrated by a satisfactory score on unit quizzes and final project.

Course assessment plan:
- Satisfactory completion of course workbook and project material

Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESR #</th>
<th>ESR Description</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>Fluid Dynamics and Weapon Systems - Understand the basics of computational fluid dynamics for CFD application and use for M&amp;S. Fluid dynamics of subsonic and supersonic weapons, warheads and their effects.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.1</td>
<td>Philosophy of CFD and its role in the triad of experimental, theoretical, and numerical approaches</td>
<td>2 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.2</td>
<td>Basic governing equations for fluid dynamics, including inviscid and viscous forms suitable for CFD</td>
<td>4 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.3</td>
<td>Classes and behavior of partial differential equations; finite difference and finite volume formulations; and stability and convergence</td>
<td>2 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.4</td>
<td>Grid generation and the primary types (structured, unstructured, overset, etc.)</td>
<td>4 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.5</td>
<td>Basic CFD techniques for incompressible and compressible flows</td>
<td>4 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.6</td>
<td>Solutions of the Euler, Boundary Layer, Parabolized Navier-Stokes, and full Navier-Stokes equations in the context of subsonic and supersonic weapon applications</td>
<td>2 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.7</td>
<td>Modeling of turbulent flows, unsteady flows, and high-temperature flows in the context of subsonic and supersonic weapon applications</td>
<td>4 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.8</td>
<td>Flow visualization and data analysis techniques</td>
<td>4 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.9</td>
<td>Validation and verification methodologies using experimental, theoretical, and numerical data</td>
<td>4 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.10</td>
<td>Future of CFD in research and engineering</td>
<td>2 hr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Competency Levels:
GA = General Awareness
U  = Understanding
A  = Application
M  = Mastery
**E3) Dynamics and Control**
Describe the basics of M&S in process and multi-physics (mechanical, electrical & hydraulic) based dynamic system controls.

*Course Name:* Guidance, Navigation, and Control

*Course coordinator:*
Wayne Elliott  
MS 24-E288  
11100 Johns Hopkins Rd.  
Laurel, MD 20723

*Course description:*
Describe the basic principles of guidance, navigation and control used in military systems that apply modeling and simulation as part of system verification, validation, test and evaluation.

*Modules incorporated into Course: E3*

**ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery**

1. Key fundamental theoretical principles in systems engineering  
   *Competency Level: General Awareness*

2. Role and benefits of M&S in systems engineering  
   *Competency Level: General Awareness*

3. Key system characteristics of the system and component subsystems of interest  
   *Competency Level: General Awareness*

4. Key elements of the system and component subsystem to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use  
   *Competency Level: General Awareness*

5. Effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system and components subsystems  
   *Competency Level: Application*

6. Role of component-based and distributed simulation as it applies to the system and component subsystems  
   *Competency Level: Application*

7. M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within a larger system  
   *Competency Level: Application*
8  VV&A implication of using a simulation of a system that is sufficiently different from its intended use

   Competency Level:  Application

9  Level of model detail for system and component subsystems to support program milestone decision requirements

   Competency Level:  Mastery

10 Level of model detail for system and component subsystems to support T&E requirements

   Competency Level:  Mastery

Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:  None

Course maturity:  None

Number of contact hours and pace contemplated:
One 38 hour short course
This course could also be broken into two short courses.
   • Basic course E3.1, E3.5, E3.8, E3.9 (18 classroom hours)
   • Advanced course would include all modules.

Proposed delivery methods:
   • Face-to-face or on-line

Module learning objectives:

E3.1  Provide a basic introduction of guidance, navigation and control as they apply to military applications.

E3.2  Provide an introduction of the types and usage of modeling and simulation for military systems that use guidance, control and navigation (Prerequisite:  E3.1 or equivalent knowledge)

E3.3  Identify the use of M&S tools to simulate guidance, navigation and control applications. (Prerequisite:  E3.1 or appropriate knowledge)

E3.4  Introduce the application of hardware in the loop simulation for guidance, navigation and control systems.

E3.5  Introduce the uses of M&S to evaluate guidance, navigation and control systems.

E3.6  Introduction to using M&S to predict performance.

E3.7  Introduction to M&S, VV&A as it applied to guidance, navigation and control
E3.8 Present the uses of M&S in guidance, navigation and control systems to support program decisions.

E3.9 Present the uses of M&S for guidance, navigation and control to support T&E requirements.

Course learning objectives:

Understanding of guidance, navigation and control and how M&S is employed as a part of acquisition, system verification, validation, accreditation and test.
- This includes a basic understanding of the fundamentals of guidance, navigation and control.
- Students will review types of models and simulations and their appropriate usage.
- Students will also gain insight into hardware in the loop simulation and limitations of various simulation techniques.
- Mastery to be demonstrated by a satisfactory score on unit quizzes and final project.

Course assessment plan:
- Satisfactory completion of course workbook and project material

Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>Subject Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10 Hours</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Fundamentals of guidance, navigation and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Topics include:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Tactical Guidance and Navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Proportional Navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Equations for Modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Sample Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Zero Effort Miss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Alternate Tactical Guidance Schemes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Implementation Issues and M&amp;S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Strategic Guidance and Navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Lambert Guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Equations of Motion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Gravitational Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Coordinate Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4 Hours</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Types and usage of M&amp;S for guidance, navigation and control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Topics include:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Introduction of inertial instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Accelerometers, rate gyros, stellar monitors, strapdown systems, IMU, GPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Introduction to guidance, navigation and control error sources and models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Model fidelity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Simulation structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>Use Cases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3 4 Hours | U Identify the use of M&S tools to simulate guidance, navigation and control. This includes:  
• Whole value verses error modeling.  
• Multiple degree of freedom simulation 3D-6D  
• Equations of motion  
• Environmental models |
| 4 4 Hours | U Introduce the application of hardware in the loop simulation for guidance, navigation and control systems. Review the associated hardware elements used in HWIL. |
| 5 4 Hours | U Introduce the uses of M&S to evaluate guidance, navigation and control systems. This includes:  
• Single instance characteristics  
• Monte Carlo techniques  
• Modeling errors in Kalman Filters  
• Limitations of evaluation using M&S |
| 6 4 Hours | A Introduction to using M&S in conjunction with error models to predict performance in untested regimes. Topics include:  
• Necessary detail of underlying models  
• Model propagation techniques  
• Sensitivity matrices, error partials  
• Limitations of predictive capability |
| 7 4 Hours | A Introduction of M&S VV&A as it applied to guidance, navigation and control.  
• Necessity of accredited simulations  
• Differences between validation and accreditation  
• Organizations responsible for components of VV&A |
| 8 2 Hours | M Present the uses of M&S in systems engineering of military systems and guidance, navigation and control systems in order to support program decisions. This includes cost, schedule and effectiveness of M&S in predicting performance. |
| 9 2 Hours | M Present the uses of M&S for guidance, navigation and control to support T&E requirements including establishing test cases, test sizing, test instrumentation, facility, equipment and personnel planning. |

Competency Levels:
GA = General Awareness  
U = Understanding  
A = Application  
M = Mastery

1 Proposed references and texts:  
TBS
E4) Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer
Describe the fundamentals of thermodynamics and heat transfer with applications to M&S in engineering power cycles, propulsion and auxiliary system cycle analysis and design.

Course Name: Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer

Course coordinator:
Don King, PE
MS 25-217
11100 Johns Hopkins Rd.
Laurel, MD 20723

Course description:
Describe the fundamentals of thermodynamics and heat transfer with applications to modeling and simulation in engineering power cycles, propulsion and auxiliary system cycle analysis and design.

Modules incorporated into Course: E4

ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery

1  Governing equations of mass, momentum, energy conservation (1st Law and 2nd Law) and heat transfer (conduction, convection, and radiation).
   Competency Level:

2  Physical properties and constitutive relationships
   Competency Level:

3  Thermodynamic cycles
   Competency Level:

4  Combustion and chemical reactions
   Competency Level:

5  Power cycle applications: steam power cycle, refrigeration, heat pumps, turbines, rockets and jets, and internal combustion engines
   Competency Level:

6  Heat transfer applications: Aerodynamic heating, IR signature, satellite heating and cooling, engine cooling, electronics cooling, HVAC, solar heating, phase change
   Competency Level:

7  Numerical solution techniques such as finite difference, finite volume, and finite element
Competency Level:

8  Application and limitations of finite element method to heat transfer problems

Competency Level:

9  Chemical reaction and combustion numerical methods

Competency Level:

10 Other simulation methods

Competency Level:

Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:
Understanding of college-level chemistry and physics.

Course maturity:  None

Number of contact hours and pace contemplated:
- 14 three classroom hour sessions OR
- One 40 classroom hour short course OR
- This could also be broken up into two short courses
  - Basic course consisting of modules E4.1 through E4.6. (25 classroom hours)
  - Advanced numerical methods course would follow-on to the basic course. This would include E4.7 through E4.10 (15 classroom hours).

Proposed delivery methods:
- Face-to-face or on-line

Module learning objectives:

E4.1 Provide a basic introduction of thermodynamics and heat transfer fundamentals and their application to the M&S of military systems.

E4.2 Provide a fundamental understanding of material properties of interest and their use in solving thermodynamic and heat transfer problems. (Prerequisite: E4.1 or appropriate knowledge).

E4.3 Introduce useful thermodynamic cycles and analysis approach to each and interpretation of results. (Prerequisite: E4.2 or appropriate knowledge).

E4.4 Identify chemical reactions (including combustion-based, non-combustion, and explosive reactions) of military interest. Provide understanding of analysis approach and interpretation of results. (Prerequisite: E4.3 or appropriate knowledge).
E4.5 Building on previous modules (E.4.1 to E4.4), solve example M&S problems focused on military applications of power cycles. (Prerequisite: E.4.4 or appropriate knowledge)

E4.6 Building on previous modules (E.4.1 to E4.4), solve example M&S problems involving heat transfer in military systems. (Prerequisite: E.4.4 or appropriate knowledge)

E4.7 Introduce a wide-range of numerical techniques and tools for solving thermodynamic and heat-transfer problems via M&S. (Prerequisite: E.4.5 and E.4.6 or appropriate knowledge).

E4.8 Apply M&S numerical methods to solve heat transfer problems using examples from military systems. (Prerequisite: E.4.7 or appropriate knowledge).

E4.9 Apply M&S numerical methods to solving combustion and chemical reaction problems using examples from military systems. (Prerequisite: E.4.7 or appropriate knowledge).

E4.10 Discuss other relevant M&S methods and techniques. (Prerequisite: E.4.7 or appropriate knowledge).

Course learning objectives:
Understanding thermal aspects of military systems and how M&S is employed as a part of system verification, validation and test.

• This includes an understanding of the basic fundamentals of thermodynamics and heat transfer.
• Students will review how thermal issues affect use of military systems in tactical operations.
• Students will learn how to construct a good model for M&S numerical analysis and how to minimize potential sources of error.
• Mastery to be demonstrated by a satisfactory score on unit quizzes and final project.

Course assessment plan:
• Satisfactory completion of course workbook and project material

Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>Subject Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 Hours</td>
<td>Overview and fundamentals of thermodynamics and heat transfer in M&amp;S. Topics include:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Military applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Control volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Conservation of mass and energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Entropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Heat transfer modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 Hours</td>
<td>Material properties necessary for heat transfer and thermodynamic calculations. Topics include:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intrinsic vs. extrinsic properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Heat engine cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Heat exchangers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Combustion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Power generation cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Electronics cooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Engine cooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Electronics cooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Electronics cooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Propellant chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Introduce other M&amp;S methods (primarily empirical).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Competency Levels:
GA = General Awareness
U  = Understanding
A  = Application
M  = Mastery
E5) Materials and Fabrication
Describe the basic materials technology associated with manufacturing, welding and corrosion control. Have an introduction to composite, superconducting materials, and fiber optics as applied to M&S.

Course Name: Materials and Fabrication

Course coordinators:
Andrew M. Lennon
Michael Rooney
MS 13-N209
David Drewry
MS 25-N217
11100 Johns Hopkins Rd.
Laurel, MD 20723

Course description:
Describe the basic materials technology associated with manufacturing, welding and corrosion control. Have an introduction to composite, superconducting materials, and fiber optics as applied to M&S.

Modules incorporated into Course: E5

ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery

1  Key fundamental theoretical principles in materials science
   Competency Level: General Awareness

2  Role and benefits of M&S in materials science
   Competency Level: Application

3  Key characteristics of engineering materials of interest
   Competency Level: Understanding

4  Key characteristics of materials to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use
   Competency Level: Understanding

5  Effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of materials for the specific use
   Competency Level: Application

6  M&S issues related to interaction of materials within a larger system
Competency Level: Application

7 Level of model detail for material testing to support program milestone decision requirements

Competency Level: Application

8 Level of model detail for materials testing to support T&E requirements

Competency Level: Application

Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: None

Course maturity: None

Number of contact hours and pace contemplated:

- 14 three classroom hour sessions OR
- One 40 classroom hour short course

Proposed delivery methods:

- Face-to-face or on-line

Module learning objectives:

E5.1 Provide a basic introduction and review of materials science, including discussion of stress/strain definitions and relationship and the different classes/types of materials and their uses. More detailed discussion of governing equations are covered in ESR E1.1.

E5.2 Discuss the fundamental behavior of metals, their methods of manufacture and the effect of fabrication parameters and other factors (e.g., strain rate, temperature) on their final properties. Discussions to include heat treatment, strain hardening and corrosion.

E5.3 Discuss the fundamental behavior of ceramics and glasses, their methods of manufacture and the effect of fabrication parameters and other factors on final properties.

E5.4 Discuss the fundamental behavior of polymeric materials, their methods of manufacture and the effect of fabrication parameters and environmental factors on final properties.

E5.5 Discuss the fundamental behavior of composite materials, their methods of manufacture and the effect of fabrication and other parameters on final properties.
E5.6 Discuss the manufacture and behavior of novel materials such as superconductors, fiber optics, etc.

E5.7 Provide a basic understanding of material joining techniques (i.e., welding, adhesive bonding, bolted joints) and methods of estimating/measuring their impact on interfacial and overall properties.

E5.8 Provide a general overview of testing methods for determining the various material properties used in M&S, including both quasi-static and dynamic/high-rate methods. Discussions will also be presented on detection and quantification of manufacturing and/or material defects and their impact on M&S, which will include an overview of NDE methods.

E5.9 Discuss general classes of material coatings and their applications, such as corrosion and wear prevention.

Course learning objectives:

Develop an understanding of materials science fundamentals relevant to materials selection for specific applications.
- Become familiar with different classes of engineering materials and their trade-offs associated with strength, toughness, corrosion-resistance, fabricability and cost.
- Learn M&S techniques for coupon-level evaluation materials properties.
- Gain an awareness of fabrication and joining techniques for different materials classes, as well as coatings for enhancing properties of the materials system.
- Demonstrate mastery of course objectives through unit quizzes and final examination.

Course assessment plan:
- Satisfactory completion of course workbook and project material

Topic list by hour of instruction and range of competency levels:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>Subject Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 Hours</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Introduction to materials science fundamentals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Definition of material stress and strain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Stress/strain relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Modulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Yield point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Toughness (strain energy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Ductility (elongation to break)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Multiaxial stress states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Hydrostatic pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Biaxial tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Tension-torsion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Deviatoric stress decomposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Material Anisotropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Classes of engineering materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6 Hours</td>
<td>GA thru U</td>
<td>Behavior of engineering metals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Work hardening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Heat treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Characteristics of Common Engineering Metals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Common steels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Alloy steels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Stainless steels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Non-Ferrous alloys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Aluminum alloys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Copper alloys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Nickel alloys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Magnesium alloys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Specialty alloys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Corrosion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Galvanic corrosion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Pitting corrosion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Stress corrosion cracking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• High temperature oxidation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Creep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Fabrication methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Extrusion, rolling and forging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Machining (milling, turning, grinding, EDM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Powder metallurgy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3</th>
<th>2 Hours</th>
<th>GA thru U</th>
<th>Behavior of engineering ceramics and glasses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Brittle fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Griffith fracture criterion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Flaw-dominated strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Cracking modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Fracture toughness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Fabrication techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Sintering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Grinding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4</th>
<th>3 Hours</th>
<th>GA thru U</th>
<th>Behavior of engineering polymers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Viscoelasticity and the complex modulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Stress relaxation and creep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>GA thru U</td>
<td>Behavior of engineering composite materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>GA thru U</td>
<td>Glass transition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thermal breakdown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Common polymeric materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thermo-sets (e.g. bakelite)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thermoplastics (e.g. polycarbonate)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fabrication techniques</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Injection molding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Casting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Extrusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resin matrix composites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Epoxies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cyanate and Vinyl esters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Polyurethane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fiber Reinforcements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fibers, tows and fabrics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E- and S-glass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Metal and Ceramic matrix composites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fabrication Techniques</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VARTM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Press molding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Prepreg/Autoclave</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Filament Winding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pultrusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>GA thru U</td>
<td>Properties of novel materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Superconducting materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mechanical properties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thermal properties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fabrication process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optical fibers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mechanical properties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fabrication processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Joining processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>GA thru A</td>
<td>Material joining techniques</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Welding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Filler material selection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Heat affected zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Corrosion considerations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fasteners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Torque specification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shear properties (bolt-shear, thread shear, substrate shear-out)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Corrosion considerations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adhesive bonding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10 Hours</td>
<td>GA thru A</td>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Mechanical test methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Load frames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Tension, compression, shear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Bend testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Peel testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Load vs. deflection of structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Hardness Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Wear testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Thermal analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o DMA – Dynamic Mechanical Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o (M)DSC – (Modulated) Differential Scanning Calorimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o TGA – Thermogravimetric analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Flash diffusivity/thermal conductivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Accelerated life testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• High rate testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Charpy impact testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Drop towers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Kolsky bar (split-Hopkinson pressure bar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Corrosion Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Stress-corrosion cracking methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Salt spray exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Immersion methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o High temperature exposure standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Dye penetration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Magnetic particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Radiographic inspection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Ultrasonic inspection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Eddy current inspection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Thermography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Shearography</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9</th>
<th>3 Hours</th>
<th>GA thru U</th>
<th>Coatings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Paints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Powder coatings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Platings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Conversion coatings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Nitriding and carburization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Thermal/plasma spray coatings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Sputtered or vacuum deposited coatings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Competency Levels:
GA = General Awareness
U = Understanding
A = Application
M = Mastery
E6) Acoustic and Electromagnetic Systems

Describe the fundamentals of acoustic and electromagnetic wave propagation in M&S applications.

1) Module name: Fundamentals of acoustic and electromagnetic systems

2) Module coordinator/POC: Anthony Genna
   UCSD Extension
   Assistant Director,
   Defense Technology
   agenna@ucsd.edu
   858-603-2170 (cell)

3) Module description: Develop appropriate M&S skills related to the fundamentals of acoustic and electromagnetic wave propagation and their application to DoD systems.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery: E6

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: (i.e., BS/MS degree or DAU/DoD courses, certifications, etc.) meeting requirements of current position and/or rank/grade/rate. DAU/DoD courses equivalent to the content of the text books listed below:

   a) Urick, Principles of Underwater Sound 3rd Edition

   b) Merrill Ivan Skolnik, "Radar is an electromagnetic system for the detection and location of reflecting objects such as aircraft, ships, spacecraft, vehicles, people, and the natural environment

In addition it is recommended that student have academic training or OJT equivalent to the following levels of competency:

   (1) M&S “GA” module: General Awareness in current job position
   (2) M&S “UN” module: Understanding in current job position
   (3) M&S “AP” module: Application in current job position
   (4) M&S “MA” module: Mastery in current job position

6) Module maturity: has it been taught, and if so, a brief history: TBD

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module: 20 Hours

   (1) General Awareness 3 hours
   (2) Understanding 4 hours
   (3) Application 7 hours
   (4) Mastery 6 hours
8) Proposed Delivery modality:
- face-to-face, VTC, resident, customer’s site.

9) Proposed references and texts: Text will be a current, entry-level M&S text to be identified by the instructor at time of delivery. Additional reference material will include current available literature selected by the instructor for practical application in support of the curriculum. Other supporting text/reference material will be student contributions of relevant material from their experience.


10) Module learning objectives:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E6.1</th>
<th>Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E6 applied to acoustic wave propagation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E6.2</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E6 applied to electromagnetic wave propagation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6.3</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E6 applied to acoustic communication systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6.4</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E6 applied to electromagnetic communication systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6.5</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E6 applied to acoustic active and passive detection systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6.6</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E6 applied to acoustic active and passive detection systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11) Course assessment plan (projects, exams, papers, etc.)
- Team projects/case studies, discussion, written questions.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

The hours of instruction are categorized based on the level of competency required. As a result of this format the hour structure starts at a level of general awareness and progresses through mastery. This will allow the course material to be easily segmented into each one of the 4 levels of competency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>ESR Syllabus</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>Introduction and overview of acoustic and electromagnetic systems</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of acoustic wave theory</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of electromagnetic wave theory</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>ESR Syllabus</td>
<td>Ref</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of communication systems</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of electromagnetic communication systems</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of acoustic active and passive detection systems</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0-9.5</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of electromagnetic active and passive detection systems</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5-11</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques with respect to acoustic and communication systems</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-12</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques with respect to acoustic active and passive detection systems</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-14</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques with respect to electromagnetic active and passive detection systems</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools to perform analysis and evaluation of acoustic communication systems</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools to perform analysis and evaluation of electromagnetic communication systems</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-18</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools to perform analysis and evaluation of acoustic active and passive detection systems. Includes case studies and class projects</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-20</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools to perform analysis and evaluation of electromagnetic active and passive detection systems. Includes case studies and class projects</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ref [1] TBD by NPS Partners.
E7) Military Platform Systems Engineering

Apply a broad-based design oriented M&S approach for complex platforms that interact with air-land-sea-based hardware systems, command and control systems and combat systems.

1) Module name: Military Platform Systems Engineering

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Module description: Military Platform Systems Engineering - Apply a broad-based design oriented M&S approach for complex platforms that interact with air-land-sea-based hardware systems, command and control systems and combat systems.

4) ESRs that the module supports: E7

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:

6) Module maturity: none

7) Number of hours estimated to teach: 26

8) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts:


   Kelton, W., A. Law. 2000. Simulation Modeling and Analysis, Boston, MA.


VV&A Recommended Practices Guide

10) Module learning objectives:

   E7.1 Identify key fundamental theoretical principles in systems engineering
   E7.2 Describe the role and benefits of M&S in systems engineering
   E7.3 Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the system and component subsystems of interest
   E7.4 Given a case study, identify the key elements of the system and component subsystem to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use
   E7.5 Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system and components subsystems
   E7.6 Describe the role of component-based and distributed simulation as it applies to the system and component subsystems
   E7.7 Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within a larger system
   E7.8 Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implication of using a simulation of a system that is sufficiently different from its intended use
   E7.9 Given a case study, analyze whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements
   E7.10 Given a case study, analyze whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements

11) Course assessment plan: projects, and exams

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

*Competency Level: General Awareness*

i) Hour 1: Identify key fundamental theoretical principles in systems engineering
   o Chapter 1, Systems Engineering and the World of Modern System

*Competency Level: General Awareness*

ii) Hour 2: Identify key fundamental theoretical principles in systems engineering
   o Chapter 3, The System Development Process
• Systems Engineering Through the System Life Cycle
  • System Life Cycle
  • Characteristics of the Development Process
  • Testing Throughout System Development


*Competency Level: General Awareness*

  iii) Hour 3: Describe the role and benefits of M&S in systems engineering.
    • Chapter 14, Systems Engineering Decision Tools
    • Modeling through System Development
    • Modeling
    • Simulation


*Competency Level: Understanding*

  iv) Hour 4: Describe the role and benefits of M&S in systems engineering.
    • Chapter 14, Systems Engineering Decision Tools
    • Trade-Off Analysis


*Competency Level: General Awareness*

  v) Hour 5: Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the system and component subsystems of interest.
    • Chapter 2, Structure of Complex Systems
    • System Building Blocks and Interfaces
    • Hierarchy of Complex Systems
    • System Building Blocks


*Competency Level: Understanding*

  vi) Hour 6: Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the system and component subsystems of interest.
    • Chapter 2, Structure of Complex Systems
    • The System Environment
    • Interfaces and Interactions

**Competency Level: Application**

vii) Hour 7: Given a case study, identify the key elements of the system and component subsystem to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use.
   - Specific Use
   - Review Case Study

viii) Hour 8: Given a case study, identify the key elements of the system and component subsystem to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use.
   - Specific Use
   - Review Case Study

ix) Hour 9: Given a case study, identify the key elements of the system and component subsystem to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use.
   - Specific Use
   - Review Case Study

x) Hour 10: Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system and component subsystems.
   - Chapter 9, Engineering Design
   - Component Design

xi) Hour 11: Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system and component subsystems.
   - Chapter 8, Advanced Development
   - Functional Analysis and Design
   - Prototype Development
   - Development Testing
Competency Level: Mastery
xii) Hour 12: Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system and component subsystems.
  o Chapter 10, Integration and Evaluation
  o Developmental System Testing

Competency Level: General Awareness
xiii) Hour 13: Describe the role of component-based and distributed simulation as it applies to the system and component subsystems.
  o Chapter 2, Modeling Complex Systems
  o Chapter 1.6, Alternative Approaches to Modeling and Coding Simulations, Parallel and Distributed Simulation
  • Kelton, W., A. Law. 2000. Simulation Modeling and Analysis, Boston, MA.

Competency Level: Understanding
xiv) Hour 14: Describe the role of component-based and distributed simulation as it applies to the system and component subsystems.
  o Component Based Simulation

Competency Level: Understanding
xv) Hour 15: Describe the role of component-based and distributed simulation as it applies to the system and component subsystems.
  o Component Based Simulation

Competency Level: Application
xvi) Hour 16: Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within a larger system.
  o Interaction of subsystems
  o Chapter 10, Integration and Evaluation
  o Integrating, Testing, and Evaluation the Total System
  o System Integration

Competency Level: Mastery
xvii) Hour 17: Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within a larger system.
  o Interaction of subsystems
Chapter 10, Integration and Evaluation
- Integrating, Testing, and Evaluation the Total System
- System Integration


Competency Level: Understanding
xviii) Hour 18: Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implication of using a simulation of a system that is sufficiently different from its intended use.
- VV&A
- Intended Use
- VV&A Recommended Practices Guide

Competency Level: Mastery
xix) Hour 19: Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implication of using a simulation of a system that is sufficiently different from its intended use.
- Implications of modifying M&S for different purposes

Competency Level: Mastery
xx) Hour 20: Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implication of using a simulation of a system that is sufficiently different from its intended use.
- Implications of modifying M&S for different purposes

Competency Level: Understanding
xxi) Hour 21: Given a case study, analyze whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements.
- CJCSI 3170.01
- DoD 5000 series
- Acquisition Cycle Milestones

Competency Level: Mastery
xxii) Hour 22: Given a case study, analyze whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements.
- Implications of modifying M&S for different purposes

Competency Level: Mastery
xxiii) Hour 23: Given a case study, analyze whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements.
The Use of Systems Engineering Processes and Tools to Develop a System Dynamic Simulation Model of Engineering Support During the Development Phase of an Acquisition Program


**Competency Level: Understanding**

xxiv) Hour 24: Given a case study, analyze whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements.

- Chapter 14, Modeling and Simulation Support to T&E
- Types of Models and Simulations
- Validity of Modeling and Simulation


**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxv) Hour 25: Given a case study, analyze whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements.

- Chapter 14, Modeling and Simulation Support to T&E
- Support to Test Design and Planning
- Support to Test Execution
- Support to Analysis and Test Reporting


**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxvi) Hour 26: Given a case study, analyze whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements.

- Chapter 14, Modeling and Simulation Support to T&E
- Simulation Integration
- Simulation Planning

E8) Computers
Describe the basic computer system architecture, operating systems, networking and introduction to engineering software and their applications. Classify structured programming languages such as Fortran and C, and the use of such tools for code development. Recognize finite element/difference codes, with application to solve engineering problems including experience with selected software packages.

Course Name: Applying Computer Technology and Army Training Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Applications in Support of Acquisition

Course Coordinator:
Michael D. Proctor, Ph.D., LTC (Retired)
Associate Professor, CMSP
IEMS & IDS M&S
University of Central Florida
Engineering Building 2, Room 301-D
Tel: 407-823-5296
Fax: 407-823-3413
mproctor@mail.ucf.edu
http://people.cecs.ucf.edu/proctor

Course Description:
This course will provide an application capability of the theoretical fundamentals of basic computer system software tools and Army Training Modeling and Simulation applications that are used in support of acquisition. Exposure to practical Army training modeling and simulation (M&S) applications as system life cycle management tools in support of Simulation-based Acquisition (SBA) will be through cases.

Modules incorporated into Course:
This course incorporates material covered in the Awareness and Understanding courses (modules) and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module as is if developed.

ESR Supporting the Course
ESR E8. Sub ESRs taught at the application level.

Pre-requisite
1. Rank/Seniority:
   Active Military: O-1 and above
   Government Civilian: GS-5 and above
2. Pre-Course/Training:
   CLE011 and CLE023 or equivalent

Course Maturity
New course.
Contact Hours / Pace of Completion
This is a 3-day course with 24 contact hours. The course can be completed with 8hr-instruction per day.

Proposed Delivery Modality
The course is a mixture of face-to-face teaching and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module if the online course (module) is developed.

Proposed Reference and Text

- Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)
- Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)
- Case Study to be developed with IBM on Rational

Course Learning Objectives
Students who have successfully completed this course will be able to:

1. E8.1 Relates basic computer system architecture, operating systems, networking, introductory engineering software and their application to Modeling and Simulation (M&S) applications, introductory structured programming languages such as Fortran and C, and the use of such languages for software development
2. E8.2 Applies the use of selected Runtime software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
3. E8.3 Applies the use of selected Intelligent Agent software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
4. E8.4 Applies M&S, interoperability, and intelligent agent software tools to build massively online systems (to include gaming systems) so as to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
5. E8.5 Predicts alternative Live training M&S systems in support of training and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
6. E8.6 Predicts alternative virtual training M&S systems in support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
7. E8.7 Applies Computer Assisted System Engineering tools to support project life cycle development/engineering.

Course Assessment Plan

Verbal Feedback during Class- to periodically check on students’ understanding of topics taught

End-of-Course Evaluation- open and closed questions to test student’s proficiency on the topics taught

Hands-on Software Training and Scenario-based Testing- short scenario-based assignment similar to case studies taught to test students’ ability in M&S software usage

Hour-by-hour Instruction

Hour 1: Relates basic computer systems, M&S tools for acquisition (E8.1)

Hour 2: Applies Modeling Software Authoring for acquisition (E8.2)

Hour 3: Applies Runtime Software for acquisition (Presagis Vega and AIS SVS) (E8.2)

Hour 4: Applies Intelligent Agent Software for acquisition (OneSAF, Mak VR Forces, SimBionic) (E8.3)

Hour 5: Applies M&S Software with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Hour 6: Applies M&S Software with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Hour 7: Predicts Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Hour 8: Predicts Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Above 8 hours supported by:

Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)


Proctor (Editor) (1999) *Web-based Technical Reference on Simulation Interoperability*


Hour 9: Applies massively online M&S Systems to include games for acquisition (E8.4)

Hour 10: Applies massively scenario with Online system (E8.4)

Hour 11: Applies massively scenario with Online system (E8.4)

Hour 12: Applies massively scenario with Online system (E8.4)

Hour 13: Predicts Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Online Systems (E8.4)

Hour 14: Predicts Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Online Systems (E8.4) (45 hour course would have one additional hour)

Above 6 hours supported by:

Proctor (Editor) (1999) *Web-based Technical Reference on Simulation Interoperability*


Hour 15: Diagram SMART Snake Chart Structure and Concept for Live Training M&S for acquisition (E8.5)

Hour 16: Relate Live Training M&S for Acquisition (OneTESS) (E8.5)

Hour 17: Predict Live Training M&S Case Study (OneTESS) (E8.5)

Above 3 hours supported by:

Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)
Hour 18: Diagram SMART Snake Chart Structure and Concept for Virtual Training M&S for acquisition (E8.6)

Hour 19: Relate Virtual Training M&S for Acquisition (CCTT) (E8.6)

Hour 20: Predict Virtual Training M&S Case Study (CCTT) (E8.6)

Above 3 hours supported by:


Hour 21: Apply Computer Assisted System Engineering software (E8.7)

Hour 22: Apply Computer Aided System Engineering Case Study (E8.7)

Hour 23: Apply Computer Aided System Engineering Case Study (E8.7)

Case Study to be developed with IBM on Rational

Hour 24: Conclusion and End-of-Course Evaluation

Course Name: Awareness of Commercial Simulation-Based Acquisition Metaphors

Course Coordinator
Michael D. Proctor, Ph.D., LTC (Retired)
Associate Professor, CMSP
IEMS & IDS M&S
University of Central Florida
Engineering Building 2, Room 301-D
Tel: 407-823-5296
Fax: 407-823-3413
mpr@proctor@mail.ucf.edu
http://people.cecs.ucf.edu/proctor

Course Description:
This course will provide a general awareness of the essential skill requirements of basic computer system software tools and Army Training Modeling and Simulation applications that are used in support of acquisition. Exposure to practical Army training modeling and simulation (M&S) applications as system life cycle management tools in support of Simulation-based Acquisition (SBA) will be through cases.
**Modules incorporated into Course:**
This course is a basic entry course or a fundamental module. This course can be incorporated as a module into the Introduction, Application, and Masters level course offerings related to this same ESR.

**ESR Supporting the Course**
ESR E8. General Awareness for each sub ESR.

**Pre-requisite**
1. Rank/Seniority:
   Active Military: O-1 and above
   Government Civilian: GS-5 and above
2. Pre-Course/Training:
   CLE011 and CLE023 or equivalent

**Course Maturity**
New course.

**Contact Hours / Pace of Completion**
This is a non-Resident, self-paced 3 hr-online course that may take between 2 and 6 hours depending on the prior experience and skills of the students. Students must pass the End-of-Course test within 30 calendar days of the start date.

**Proposed Delivery Modality**
Online learning course.

**Proposed Reference and Text**
- e Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)
- Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)
- Case Study to be developed with IBM on Rational

Course Learning Objectives

Students who have successfully completed this course will be able to:

1. E8.1 Identifies basic computer system architecture, operating systems, networking, introductory engineering software and their application to Modeling and Simulation (M&S) applications, introductory structured programming languages such as Fortran and C, and the use of such languages for software development
2. E8.2 Recalls the use of selected Modeling and Runtime software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
3. E8.3 Recalls the use of selected Intelligent Agent software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
4. E8.4 Recalls M&S, interoperability, and intelligent agent software tools to build massively online systems (to include gaming systems) so as to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
5. E8.5 Knows alternative Live training M&S systems in support of training and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
6. E8.6 Knows alternative virtual training M&S systems in support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
7. E8.7 Identifies Computer Assisted System Engineering tools to support project life cycle development/engineering.

Course Assessment Plan

Sectional Reviews- sets of multiple choice questions specific to each topic at the end of each course section

End-of-Course Test- general multiple choice questions on all topics taught

Hour-by-hour Instruction


Hour 2: Introduction to Live and Virtual Training M&S for Acquisition (ESR E8.5, E8.6)
Hour 3: Introduction to CASE tools for Acquisition, Conclusion, End-of-Course Test (ESR E8.7)

Course Name: Understanding Computer Technology and Army Training Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Applications in Support of Acquisition

Course Coordinator
Michael D. Proctor, Ph.D., LTC (Retired)
Associate Professor, CMSP
IEMS & IDS M&S
University of Central Florida
Engineering Building 2, Room 301-D
Tel: 407-823-5296
Fax: 407-823-3413
mproctor@mail.ucf.edu
http://people.cecs.ucf.edu/proctor

Course Description
This course will provide an understanding of the theoretical fundamentals of basic computer system software tools and Army Training Modeling and Simulation applications that are used in support of acquisition. Exposure to practical Army training modeling and simulation (M&S) applications as system life cycle management tools in support of Simulation-based Acquisition (SBA) will be through cases.

Modules incorporated into Course:
This course incorporates ESR A2 material covered in the Awareness course (modules).

ESR Supporting the Course
ESR E8. Taught at understanding level of each sub ESR

Pre-requisite
1. Rank/Seniority:
   Active Military: O-1 through O-4 and above
   Government Civilian: GS-5 through GS-13 and above
2. Pre-Course/Training:
   CLE011 and CLE023

Course Maturity
New course.

Contact Hours / Pace of Completion
This is a one-day seminar with 8 contact hours.

Proposed Delivery Modality
The course is a mixture of face-to-face teaching and will reuse the Awareness level content and the corresponding online course learning module if the online course (module) is developed.

Proposed Reference and Text

- Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)
- Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)
- Case Study to be developed with IBM on Rational

Course Learning Objectives
Students who have successfully completed this course will be able to:

1. E8.1 Comprehends basic computer system architecture, operating systems, networking, introductory engineering software and their application to Modeling and Simulation (M&S) applications, introductory structured programming languages such as Fortran and C, and the use of such languages for software development
2. E8.2 Distinguishes the use of selected Runtime software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
3. E8.3 Comprehends the use of selected Intelligent Agent software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
4. E8.4 Comprehends M&S, interoperability, and intelligent agent software tools to build massively online systems (to include gaming systems) so as to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
5. E8.5 Comprehends alternative Live training M&S systems in support of training and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
6. E8.6 Comprehends alternative virtual training M&S systems in support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
7. E8.7 Comprehends Computer Assisted System Engineering tools to support project life cycle development/engineering.

Course Assessment Plan

Verbal Feedback during Class- to periodically check on students’ understanding of topics taught

End-of-Course Evaluation- via group discussion, presentation and sharing

Hour-by-hour Instruction

Hour 1: Comprehends basic computer systems, M&S tools for acquisition (E8.1)

Hour 2: Distinguishes Modeling Software, Runtime Software

Hour 3: Comprehends Intelligent Agent Software for acquisition (OneSAF, Mak VR Forces, SimBionic) (E8.3)
   Above 3 hours supported by:
   Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)

Hour 4: Comprehends massively online M&S Systems to include games for acquisition (E8.4)

Hour 5: Comprehends potential for Live Training M&S for use in Acquisition (OneTESS) (E8.5)  
Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)

Hour 6: Comprehends potential for Virtual Training M&S for Acquisition (CCTT) (E8.6)  

Hour 7: Comprehends Computer Assisted System Engineering software applicability to acquisition (E8.7)  
Case Study to be developed with IBM on Rational

Hour 8: Conclusion and End-of-Course Evaluation

Course Name: Computer Technology and Army Training Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Applications in Support of Acquisition

Course Coordinator:  
Michael D. Proctor, Ph.D., LTC (Retired)  
Associate Professor, CMSP  
IEMS & IDS M&S  
University of Central Florida  
Engineering Building 2, Room 301-D  
Tel: 407-823-5296  
Fax: 407-823-3413  
mproctor@mail.ucf.edu  
http://people.cecs.ucf.edu/proctor

Course Description:  
This course seeks to provide an educational mastery (a masters level course that is part of a masters program in modeling and simulation) of essential skill requirements of basic computer system software tools and Army Training Modeling and Simulation applications that are used in support of acquisition. Exposure to practical Army training modeling and simulation (M&S) applications as system life cycle management tools in support of Simulation-based Acquisition (SBA) will be through cases.
Modules incorporated into Course:
This course incorporates ESR A2 material covered in the Awareness, Understanding, and Application courses (modules) and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module if developed.

ESR Supporting the Course
ESR E8. Sub ESR taught at Educational Mastery (part of a masters program) competency level or at the maximum level specified in the matrix.

Pre-requisite
1. Rank/Seniority:
   Active Military: O-3 and above
   Government Civilian: GS-9 and above
2. Pre-Course/Training:
   CLE011 and CLE023 or equivalent

Course Maturity
New course.

Contact Hours / Pace of Completion
This is a quarter or semester-long (12 to 15 weeks) course with 36 to 45 contact hours with 3hr-instruction per week. Alternatively the course may be accomplished in a shorter period of time covering the same number of contact hours but with a faster paced setting being 6 hours per week.

Proposed Delivery Modality
The course is a mixture of face-to-face teaching and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module if the online course (module) is developed.

Proposed Reference and Text

- Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)
- Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)
- Case Study to be developed with IBM on Rational
Course Learning Objectives

Students who have successfully completed this course will be able to:

1. ESR E8.1 Compare and contrast basic computer system architecture, operating systems, networking, introductory engineering software and their application to Modeling and Simulation (M&S) applications, introductory structured programming languages such as Fortran and C, and the use of such languages for software development
2. ESR E8.2 Compare and contrast the use of selected Modeling and Runtime software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
3. ESR E8.3 Compare and Contrast the use of selected Intelligent Agent software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
4. ESR E8.4 Compare and Contrast M&S, interoperability, and intelligent agent software tools to build massively online systems (to include gaming systems) so as to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
5. ESR E8.5 Compare and Contrast alternative Live training M&S systems in support of training and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
6. ESR E8.6 Compare and Contrast alternative virtual training M&S systems in support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
7. ESR E8.7 Compare and Contrast Computer Assisted System Engineering tools to support project life cycle development/engineering.

Course Assessment Plan

Verbal Feedback during Class- to periodically check on students’ understanding of topics taught

Term Papers- research-based projects to test students’ ability to synthesize knowledge and draw conclusions based on knowledge learnt in class

Lab-based Project- open-ended practical project to test students’ hands-on and cognitive ability to design experiments and demonstrate M&S software applications

End-of-Course Evaluation- open-ended and closed questions to test student’s tacit knowledge in subject matter

Hour-by-hour Instruction
Hour 1: Compare and contrast basic computer systems, M&S tools for acquisition (E8.1)

Hour 2: Compare and contrast Modeling Software Authoring for acquisition (E8.2)

Hour 3: Compare and contrast Runtime Software for acquisition (Presagis Vega and AIS SVS) (The 45 hour course would have 3 hours on each topic) (E8.2)

Hour 4: Compare and contrast Intelligent Agent Software for acquisition (OneSAF, Mak VR Forces, SimBionic) (E8.3)

Hour 5: Compose M&S Software with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Hour 6: Compose M&S Software with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Hour 7: Infers Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Hour 8: Infers Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Above 8 hours supported by:

Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)


Hour 9: Compare and contrast massively online M&S Systems to include games for acquisition (E8.4)

Hour 10: Compose massively scenario with Online system (E8.4)

Hour 11: Compose massively scenario with Online system (E8.4)
Hour 12: Compose massively scenario with Online system (E8.4)

Hour 13: Infer Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Online Systems (E8.4)

Hour 14: Infer Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Online Systems (E8.4) (45 hour course would have one additional hour)
Above 6 hours supported by:

Proctor (Editor) (1999) *Web-based Technical Reference on Simulation Interoperability*


Hour 15: Diagram SMART Snake Chart Structure and Concept for Live Training M&S for acquisition (E8.5)

Hour 16: Compare and Contrast Live Training M&S for Acquisition (OneTESS) (E8.5)

Hour 17: Analyze Live Training M&S Case Study (OneTESS) (E8.5)
Above 3 hours supported by:
Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)

Hour 18: Diagram SMART Snake Chart Structure and Concept for Virtual Training M&S for acquisition (E8.6)

Hour 19: Compare and Contrast Virtual Training M&S for Acquisition (CCTT) (E8.6)

Hour 20: Analyze Virtual Training M&S Case Study (CCTT) (E8.6)
Above 3 hours supported by:


Hour 21: Discuss with Guest Lecture Live, Virtual, and Constructive Training simulation use for acquisition (E8.2, E8.5 and E8.6)
Hour 22: Discuss with Guest Lecture Live, Virtual, and Constructive Training simulation use for acquisition (E8.2, E8.5 and E8.6)

Hour 23: Discuss with Guest Lecture Live, Virtual, and Constructive Training simulation use for acquisition (E8.2, E8.5 and E8.6)
   Above 3 hours to be supported with
   Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)

   Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)


Hour 24: Compare and Contrast Computer Assisted System Engineering software (E8.7)

Hour 25: Compose Computer Aided System Engineering Case Study (E8.7)

Hour 26: Compose Computer Aided System Engineering Case Study (E8.7) (45 hour course would have 3 additional hours)

Hour 27: Infer Lab-based System Acquisition with Computer-Aided System Engineering Tools (E8.7)

Hour 28: Infer Lab-based System Acquisition with Computer-Aided System Engineering Tools (E8.7)

Hour 29: Infer Lab-based System Acquisition with Computer-Aided System Engineering Tools (E8.7)
   Above 6 hours supported by
   Case Study to be developed with IBM on Rational

Hour 30 - 35: Student Term Paper Presentation and Sharing (All ESRs and references)

Hour 36: Conclusion and End-of-Course Evaluation

*Note the above syllabus is a best estimate for time, content, and references at the time of writing and is subject to change at any time.*
E9) Electrical Engineering
Describe basic circuit analysis including DC and AC circuits. Describe the
construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters,
power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits.

1) Module name: Circuit design and AC/DC power distribution

2) Module coordinator/POC: Anthony Genna
   UCSD Extension
   Assistant Director,
   Defense Technology
   agenna@ucsd.edu
   858-603-2170 (cell)

3) Module description: Electrical Engineering - Describe basic circuit analysis
   including DC and AC circuits. Describe the construction and operating characteristics
   of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased
   circuits.

4) ESR’s that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery: E9

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: training and education
   (i.e., BS/MS degree or DAU/DoD courses, certifications, etc.) meeting requirements
   of current position and/or rank/grade/rate.

   In addition it is recommended that student have academic training or OJT
   equivalent to the following levels of competency:
   (1) M&S “GA” module: General Awareness in current job position
   (2) M&S “UN” module: Understanding in current job position
   (3) M&S “AP” module: Application in current job position
   (4) M&S “MA” module: Mastery in current job position

6) Module maturity: has it been taught, and if so, a brief history: TBD

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module: 24
   a) General Awareness 2 hours
   b) Understanding 4 hours
   c) Application 10 hours
   d) Mastery 8 hours

8) Proposed Delivery modality (face-to-face, VTC, resident, customer’s site)

9) Proposed references and texts: Text will be a current, entry-level M&S text to be
   identified by the instructor at time of delivery. Additional reference material will
   include current available literature selected by the instructor for practical application
in support of the curriculum. Other supporting text/reference material will be student contributions of relevant material from their experience.

- references and texts:
  1. *Analog and Digital Circuits for Electronic Control Systems Applications* describes sensors, I/O signals, how to deal with them, and the operations of embedded microcontrollers. It has real-world examples and author Gerald Luecke leads the reader through a hands-on project, using the TI MSP430 microcontroller. An accompanying CD contains application notes, code for software examples and problem solutions. ISBN 0750678100, $49.95.
  2. *TBD*......

10) Module learning objectives:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E9.1</th>
<th>Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E9 for M&amp;S tools applied to the design and analysis of basic AC and DC circuits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E9.2</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E9 for M&amp;S tools applied to AC and DC motors and power distribution. This includes: construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E9.3</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E9 for M&amp;S tools that are used to perform system trade-off’s between AC and DC motors and power distribution systems. This includes: construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E9.4</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency to the level specified in E9 for M&amp;S tools used to evaluate military AC and DC motors and power distribution systems. This includes: construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11) Course assessment plan (projects, exams, papers, etc.)
   Team projects/case studies, discussion, written questions

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

The hours of instruction are categorized based on the level of competency required. As a result of this format the hour structure starts at a level of general awareness and progresses through mastery. This will allow the course material to be easily segmented into each one of the 4 levels of competency.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>ESR Syllabus</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>Introduction and overview of basic circuit analysis including DC and AC circuits, the construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of M&amp;S tools applied to AC/DC circuits</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of M&amp;S tools applied to AC/DC of AC and DC power device construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of M&amp;S tools used to perform system trade-off’s between AC and DC motors and power distribution systems. This includes the construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding of M&amp;S tools used in military AC and DC motors and power distribution systems.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-9</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques that support AC and DC motors and power distribution system development. This includes the construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques that are used to perform system trade-off’s between AC and DC motors and power distribution systems. construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-16</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques that support military AC and DC motors and power distribution systems</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-20</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools to perform analysis and evaluation that support system trade off studies between AC and DC power distribution systems. This includes construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-24</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate use of M&amp;S tools to perform analysis and evaluation that support military AC and DC power distribution system development. This includes construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>ESR Syllabus</td>
<td>Ref</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ref [1] TBD by NPS Partners.
E10) C4ISR
Describe the basic components, methods and alternatives for transferring information from one point to another both internal and external to the system being considered. Evaluate available technologies for achieving rapid/effective/jam-resistant information transfer.

1) Module name: C4ISR

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Module description: C4ISR - Describe the basic components, methods and alternatives for transferring information from one point to another both internal and external to the system being considered. Evaluate available technologies for achieving rapid/effective/jam-resistant information transfer.

4) ESRs that the module supports: E10

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:

6) Module maturity: none

7) Number of hours estimated to teach: 23

8) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts:

   C4ISR/Sim Technical Reference Model Study Group Final Report (C4ISR/Sim TRM)
   www.sisostds.org


   Gonzales, Daniel, Louis R. Moore, Christopher G. Pernin, David M. Matonick, Paul Dreyer. Assessing the Value of Information Superiority for Ground Forces-Proof of


10) Module learning objectives:
   E10.1 Identify key fundamental theoretical principles in C4ISR systems engineering
   E10.2 Describe the role and benefits of M&S in C4ISR systems engineering
   E10.3 Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the C4ISR system of interest
   E10.4 Given a case study, identify the key elements of the C4ISR system to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use
   E10.5 Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the C4ISR system
   E10.6 Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within the C4ISR systems
   E10.7 Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation of a C4ISR system given that is sufficiently different from its intended use
   E10.8 Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements
   E10.9 Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements

11) Course assessment plan: projects, and exams

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.
   Competency Level: General Awareness
   i) Hour 1: Identify key fundamental theoretical principles in C4ISR systems engineering.
      o Fundamental theoretical principles
      o C4ISR systems engineering
      o Systems Engineering and the World of Modern Systems, Kossiakoff Chapter 1


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

ii) Hour two: Identify key fundamental theoretical principles in C4ISR systems engineering.

- Fundamental theoretical principles
- C4ISR systems engineering
- Systems Engineering and the World of Modern Systems, Kossiakoff Chapter 1


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

iii) Hour 3: Describe the role and benefits of M&S in C4ISR systems engineering.

- Roles and benefits of M&S
- C4ISR systems engineering


**Competency Level: Understanding**

iv) Hour four: Describe the role and benefits of M&S in C4ISR systems engineering.

- Roles and benefits of M&S
- C4ISR systems engineering


Competency Level: General Awareness
  v) Hour 5: Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the C4ISR system of interest.

Competency Level: Understanding
  vi) Hour 6: Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the C4ISR system of interest.

Competency Level: Application
  vii) Hour 7: Given a case study, identify the key elements of the C4ISR system to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use.
    o specific use

Competency Level: Application
  viii) Hour 8: Given a case study, identify the key elements of the C4ISR system to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use.
    o specific use

Competency Level: Mastery
  ix) Hour 9: Given a case study, identify the key elements of the C4ISR system to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use.
    o specific use

Competency Level: Application
  x) Hour 10: Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the C4ISR system.
    o effectiveness of simulation tools

Competency Level: Application
xi) Hour 11: Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the C4ISR system.
   o effectiveness of simulation tools

Competency Level: Mastery
xii) Hour 12: Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the C4ISR system.
   o effectiveness of simulation tools

Competency Level: Application
xiii) Hour 13: Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within the C4ISR systems.
   o interaction of subsystems within C4ISR systems

Competency Level: Application
xiv) Hour 14: Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within the C4ISR systems.
   o interaction of subsystems within C4ISR systems

Competency Level: Understanding
xv) Hour 15: Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation of a C4ISR system given that is sufficiently different from its intended use.
Competency Level: Application

xvi) Hour 16: Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation of a C4ISR system given that is sufficiently different from its intended use.

○ VV&A
  • VV&A Recommended Practices Guide

Competency Level: Mastery

xvii) Hour 17: Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation of a C4ISR system given that is sufficiently different from its intended use.

○ VV&A
  • VV&A Recommended Practices Guide

Competency Level: Understanding

xviii) Hour 18: Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements.

○ acquisition program milestone decision requirements
  • CJCSI 3170.01
  • DoD 5000.1, 5000.2

Competency Level: Mastery

xix) Hour 19: Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements.

○ acquisition program milestone decision requirements
  • CJCSI 3170.01
  • DoD 5000.1, 5000.2

Competency Level: Mastery

xx) Hour 20: Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements.

○ acquisition program milestone decision requirements
  • CJCSI 3170.01
  • DoD 5000.1, 5000.2
**Competency Level: Understanding**

xxi) Hour 21: Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements
   - C4ISR Test and Evaluation
   - modeling and Simulation to Support T&E
     - T&E Management Guide, Chapter 20
     - T&E Management Guide, Chapter 14

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxii) Hour 22: Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements
   - C4ISR Test and Evaluation
   - modeling and Simulation to Support T&E
     - T&E Management Guide, Chapter 20
     - T&E Management Guide, Chapter 14

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxiii) Hour 23: Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements
   - C4ISR Test and Evaluation
   - modeling and Simulation to Support T&E
     - T&E Management Guide, Chapter 20
     - T&E Management Guide, Chapter 14
E11) Networks
Describe the principles of networks applied to military applications including physical, command and control, and social networks and their implications for engineering design of systems.

Course Name: Networks

Course coordinator:
Chris Ryder
MS 25-262
11100 Johns Hopkins Rd.
Laurel, MD 20723

Course description:
Describe the basic principles of communications networks used in military operations and on military systems that apply modeling and simulation as part of system verification, validation and test. Included in this course is assessing the integration of military systems into the Global Information Grid. Students will also model network topologies and parameters based on operational requirements.

Modules incorporated into Course: E11

ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery

1 Key fundamental theoretical principles in systems engineering
   Competency Level: General Awareness

2 Role and benefits of M&S in systems engineering
   Competency Level: General Awareness

3 Key system characteristics of the system and component subsystems of interest
   Competency Level: General Awareness

4 Key elements of the system and component subsystem to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use
   Competency Level: General Awareness

5 Effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system and components subsystems
   Competency Level: Application

6 Role of component-based and distributed simulation as it applies to the system and component subsystems
   Competency Level: Application

7 M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within a larger system
**Competency Level:** Application

8 VV&A implication of using a simulation of a system that is sufficiently different from its intended use

**Competency Level:** Application

9 Level of model detail for system and component subsystems to support program milestone decision requirements

**Competency Level:** Mastery

10 Level of model detail for system and component subsystems to support T&E requirements

**Competency Level:** Mastery

**Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:**
Understanding of military communications and their application.

**Course maturity:** None

**Number of contact hours and pace contemplated:**

- 14 three classroom hour sessions OR
- One 40 classroom hour short course OR
- This could also be broken up into two short courses
  - Basic course consisting of modules E11.1 through E11.5 along with E11.9 and E11.10. (24 classroom hours)
  - Advanced course would be a follow-on to the basic course. This which would include E11.6 through E11.8 (16 classroom hours).

**Proposed delivery methods:**

- This class is best suited for classroom environment where the students will have the ability to utilize a basic M&S application used for communications networks.
- An alternative would be for an online course in which an network related M&S application is integrated into the courseware

**Module learning objectives:**

E11.1 Provide a basic introduction of communications networks, including data and voice communications and military applications of networks.

E11.2 Provide an introduction of the types and usage of modeling and simulation for military systems that facilitates military data and voice communications (Prerequisite: E11.1 or appropriate knowledge)
E11.3 Assess the impact of force structure and operational missions to communications requirements for military systems. Analyze requirements for network topologies, ports, parameters and information exchanges.

E11.4 Identify the use of M&S tools to simulate communications networks for military applications. (Prerequisite: E11.3 or appropriate knowledge)

E11.5 Building operational scenarios and applying M&S tools and processes to determine predicted and actual network data loading and bandwidth demands. (Prerequisite: E11.4 or appropriate knowledge)

E11.6 Design of network topology with appropriate data loading and bandwidth to accommodate operational scenarios. (Prerequisite: E11.5 or appropriate knowledge)

E11.7 Hardware in the loop simulation of link and physical layers for communications equipment including routers, switches and radios (Prerequisite: E11.6 or appropriate knowledge)

E11.8 Uses of M&S to assess network and transport layer communications protocols including broadcast and specific addressed messages. (Prerequisite: E11.6 or appropriate knowledge)

E11.9 Discuss the utility of M&S for system communications and network integration to support program decisions

E11.10 Discuss how M&S for system communications and network integration is used to support T&E requirements

Course learning objectives:

Understanding of integration of military systems with voice and data communications networks and how M&S is employed as a part of system verification, validation and test.

- This includes an understanding of communications network protocols including the Open Systems Institute (OSI) communications model and TCP/IP.
- Students will review how military operations correlate to communications requirements, including basic design of a communications network.
- Students will also gain insight into hardware in the loop simulation of the link and physical elements of communications networks as well as M&S applications for broadcast and addressed messages at the application and transport layers.
- Mastery to be demonstrated by a satisfactory score on unit quizzes and final project.

Course assessment plan:

- Satisfactory completion of course workbook and project material
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>Subject Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1       | 4    | GA | Fundamentals of communications networks for voice and data communications. Topics include:  
|         |      |    | • Open Systems Institute Architecture  
|         |      |    | • TCP/IP  
|         |      |    | • Analog and digital data transmissions  
|         |      |    | • Transmission media  
|         |      |    | • Data encoding |
| 2       | 2    | GA | Types and usage of M&S for military systems that utilize voice and data communications. Topics include:  
|         |      |    | • Campaign level M&S  
|         |      |    |   • Simulating the battlefield and its communications  
|         |      |    | • Mission level M&S  
|         |      |    |   • Simulating the “mission thread” for system under evaluation  
|         |      |    | • Engineering level M&S  
|         |      |    |   • Simulating technical properties of the weapon system and its communications subsystems |
| 3       | 5    | U  | Assess the impact of force structure and operational missions to communications requirements for military systems. This includes:  
|         |      |    | • Understanding operational nodes, composition and location  
|         |      |    | • Determination of missions to be performed with associated data elements and information exchanges  
|         |      |    | • Evaluating the communication requirements to execute the operations  
|         |      |    | Analyze requirements for network topologies, ports, parameters and information exchanges. This includes:  
<p>|         |      |    | • Introducing the concept of network and its related attributes that can meet the communications requirements |
| 4       | 4    | U  | Identify the use of M&amp;S tools to simulate communications networks for military applications. This includes hands on use of an available M&amp;S tool and how that tool is utilized to develop a network and simulate it in the required environment. |
| 5       | 5    | U  | Building operational scenarios and applying M&amp;S tools and processes to determine predicted and actual network data loading and bandwidth demands. This is a “hands on” exercise to apply the lesson learned in Session 3 using the tool introduced in Session 4. |
| 6       | 8    | A  | Design a communications network based on the lessons learned in Sessions 4 and 5. Factor the data channels and pipelines with the required bandwidth. |
| 7       | 4    | A  | Introduce the application of hardware in the loop simulation |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>M&amp;S Used</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Introduce uses of M&amp;S to evaluate communications over network and transport layers of network. This includes use of addressed messages that go to a specific recipient as well as broadcast messages that are received by multiple addressees.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Present the uses of M&amp;S in systems engineering of military systems and their communications subsystems in order to support program decisions. This includes cost, schedule and effectiveness of M&amp;S in network systems engineering.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Present the uses of M&amp;S for communications systems to support T&amp;E requirements including establishing test cases, facility, equipment and personnel planning.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Competency Levels:
GA = General Awareness
U = Understanding
A = Application
M = Mastery

Proposed references and texts:

[1] Stallings, William; Data and Computer Communications; Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ
E12) Environment
Describe the fundamentals of terrestrial science (geology, oceanography, meteorology, and near-earth space science) to represent how systems interact with and are influenced by their environment.

1) Module name: The Environment

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Module description: Describe the fundamentals of terrestrial science (geology, oceanography, meteorology, and near-earth space science) to represent how systems interact with and are influenced by their environment.

4) ESRs that the Module supports and corresponding level of mastery. E12

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:

6) Module maturity: none

7) Number of hours estimated to teach 26

8) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site

9) Proposed references and texts:


JSIMS Terrain Common Data Model, Revision 1.2a 27 July, 2007 Prepared by Lockheed Martin Information Systems Bellvue, WA. The MITRE Corporation McLean, VA, SAIC, Orlando, FL

Miller, Dale K., Kent Cauble, David Bakeman, Lockheed Martin Information Systems Advanced Simulation 3605 132nd Ave.SE, Suite 400, Bellvue, WA. 98—6,Center,Mark Torpey, Bill Helfinistine, Lockheed Martin Information Systems Advanced Simulation Center, 164 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington, MA.,Andy Ceranowicz, Alion Science and Technology, P. O. Box 72, Stow. MA 01775, Extensions to the CTDB Format to Support Joint Experimentation. Retrieved from ddmiller@lads.is.lmco.com, kcauble@lads.is.lmco.com,dbakeman@lads.is.lmco.com, mtorpey@lads.is.lmco.com, bhelf@lads.is.lmco.com, aceranowicz@alianscience.com.


Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) Tutorial. Retrieved October 23, 2007 from file://C:\Documents and Settings\ntgillis\Desktop\html\SNE_TIN.html


10) Module learning objectives:

E12.1 Given a case study, understand key fundamental theoretical principles in terrestrial science as they apply to the system of interest.

E12.2 Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the system of interest.

E12.3 Given a case study, identify the key elements of the environment to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use.

E12.4 Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used evaluate the performance of the system of interest in the environment.

E12.5 Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of the system of interest with the environment (terrain database compatibility, line-of-sight, weather,).

E12.6 Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation in an environment that is sufficiently different from its intended use.

E12.7 Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements.

E12.8 Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements.

11) Module assessment plan: projects, and exams

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

i) Hour 1: Given a case study, understand key fundamental theoretical principles in terrestrial science as they apply to the system of interest.

  o fundamental theoretical principles
  o terrestrial science

  - Atmospheric Science Department, UAH Courses.


*Competency Level: Understanding*

ii) Hour 2: Given a case study, understand key fundamental theoretical principles in terrestrial science as they apply to the system of interest.

  o fundamental theoretical principles
  o terrestrial science

• Atmospheric Science Department, UAH Courses. Retrieved October 23, 2007 from http://www.nsstc.uah.edu/atmos/course_description_undergrad.html


Competency Level: Understanding

iii) Hour 3: Given a case study, understand key fundamental theoretical principles in terrestrial science as they apply to the system of interest.
   - fundamental theoretical principles
   - terrestrial science

Competency Level: General Awareness

iv) Hour 4: Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the system of interest
   - key characteristics
   - system of interest
   - JSIMS Terrain Common Data Model, Revision 1.2a 27 July, 2007 Prepared by Lockheed Martin Information Systems Bellvue, WA. The MITRE Corporation McLean, VA, SAIC, Orlando, Fl

`Competency Level: Understanding`

v) Hour 5: Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the system of interest
o key characteristics
o system interest

- Atmospheric Science Department, UAH Courses. Retrieved October 23, 2007 from http://www.nsstc.uah.edu/atmos/course
description_undergrad.html
- JSIMS Terrain Common Data Model, Revision 1.2a 27 July, 2007 Prepared by Lockheed Martin Information Systems Bellvue, WA. The MITRE Corporation McLean, VA, SAIC, Orlando, Fl

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

vi) Hour 6: Given a case study, identify the key elements of the environment to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use.

- key elements of modeled environments
- requirements of specific use

Hour 7: Given a case study, identify the key elements of the environment to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use.

- key elements of modeled environments
- requirements of specific use


Hour 8: Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system of interest in the environment.

- application and analysis
- effectiveness of simulation tools
- performance of system in environment

• Miller, Dale K., Kent Cauble, David Bakeman, Lockheed Martin Information Systems Advanced Simulation 3605 132nd Ave.SE, Suite 400, Bellvue, WA. 98—6, Center, Mark Torpey, Bill Helfinistine, Lockheed Martin Information Systems Advanced Simulation Center, 164 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington, MA., Andy Ceranowicz, Alion Science and Technology, P. O. Box 72, Stow. MA 01775, Extensions to the CTDB Format to Support Joint Experimentation. Retrieved from ddmiller@lads.is.lmco.com, kcauble@lads.is.lmco.com, dbakeman@lads.is.lmco.com, mtorpey@lads.is.lmco.com, bhelf@lads.is.lmco.com, aceranowicz@alionscience.com.


Competency Level: Understanding

ix) Hour 9: Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system of interest in the environment.

  o application and analysis
  o effectiveness of simulation tools
  o performance of system in environment


• Miller, Dale K., Kent Cauble, David Bakeman, Lockheed Martin Information Systems Advanced Simulation 3605 132nd Ave.SE, Suite 400, Bellvue, WA. 98—6, Center, Mark Torpey, Bill Helfinistine, Lockheed Martin Information Systems Advanced Simulation Center, 164 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington, MA., Andy Ceranowicz, Alion Science and Technology, P. O. Box 72, Stow. MA 01775, Extensions to the CTDB Format to Support Joint Experimentation. Retrieved from ddmiller@lads.is.lmco.com, kcauble@lads.is.lmco.com, dbakeman@lads.is.lmco.com,

Competency Level: Application
x) Hour 10: Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system of interest in the environment.
  o application and analysis
  o effectiveness of simulation tools
  o performance of system in environment


Miller, Dale K, Kent Cauble, David Bakeman, Lockheed Martin Information Systems Advanced Simulation 3605 132nd Ave, Suite 400, Bellvue, WA. 98—6,Center,Mark Torpey, Bill Helfinistine, Lockheed Martin Information Systems Advanced Simulation Center, 164 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington, MA.,Andy Ceranowicz, Alion Science and Technology, P. O. Box 72, Stow. MA 01775, Extensions to the CTDB Format to Support Joint Experimentation. Retrieved from ddmiller@lads.is.lmco.com, kcauble@lads.is.lmco.com, dbakeman@lads.is.lmco.com, mtorpey@lads.is.lmc.com, bhelf@lads.is.lmco.com, aceranowicz@alionscience.com.


Competency Level: Application
xi) Hour 11: Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system of interest in the environment.
  o application and analysis
  o effectiveness of simulation tools
o performance of system in environment

_udi=B6VHC-4GSBFSH-2&_.

- Miller, Dale K., Kent Cauble, David Bakeman, Lockheed Martin Information Systems Advanced Simulation 3605 132nd Ave.SE, Suite 400, Bellvue, WA. 98—6.Center, Mark Torpey, Bill Helfinstein, Lockheed Martin Information Systems Advanced Simulation Center, 164 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington, MA., Andy Ceranowicz, Alion Science and Technology, P. O. Box 72, Stow. MA 01775, Extensions to the CTDB Format to Support Joint Experimentation. Retrieved from ddmiller@lads.is.lmco.com, kcauble@lads.is.lmco.com, dbakeman@lads.is.lmco.com, mtorpey@lads.is.lmco.com, bhelf@lads.is.lmco.com, aceranowicz@alionscience.com.


**Competency Level: Mastery**

xii) Hour 12: Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system of interest in the environment.

o application and analysis

o effectiveness of simulation tools

o performance of system in environment

_udi=B6VHC-4GSBFSH-2&_.

- Miller, Dale K., Kent Cauble, David Bakeman, Lockheed Martin Information Systems Advanced Simulation 3605 132nd Ave.SE, Suite 400, Bellvue, WA. 98—6.Center, Mark Torpey, Bill Helfinstein, Lockheed Martin Information Systems Advanced Simulation Center, 164 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington, MA., Andy Ceranowicz, Alion Science and Technology, P. O. Box 72, Stow. MA 01775,
Extensions to the CTDB Format to Support Joint Experimentation. Retrieved from ddmiller@lads.is.lmco.com, kcauble@lads.is.lmco.com, dbakeman@lads.is.lmco.com, mtorpey@lads.is.lmco.com, bshelf@lads.is.lmco.com, aceranowicz@alionscience.com.


**Competency Level: General Awareness**

xiii) Hour 13: Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of the system of interest with the environment (terrain database compatibility, line-of-sight, weather,).

  - application and analysis of M&S issues
  - system interactions with environment
  - terrain, database, compatibility, line of sight, and weather


- Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) Tutorial. Retrieved October 23, 2007 from file://C:\Documents and Settings\ntgillis\Desktop\htmlSNE_TIN.html


**Competency Level: Understanding**

xiv) Hour 14: Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of the system of interest with the environment (terrain database compatibility, line-of-sight, weather,).

  - application and analysis of M&S issues
  - system interactions with environment
Competency Level: Application

Hour 15: Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of the system of interest with the environment (terrain database compatibility, line-of-sight, weather,).

- application and analysis of M&S issues
- system interactions with environment
- terrain, database, compatibility, line of sight, and weather

Hour 16: Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of the system of interest with the environment (terrain database compatibility, line-of-sight, weather).

- application and analysis of M&S issues
- system interactions with environment
- terrain, database, compatibility, line of sight, and weather

- Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) Tutorial. Retrieved October 23, 2007 from file://C:\Documents and Settings\ntgillis\Desktop\html\SNE_TIN.html

Hour 17: Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of the system of interest with the environment (terrain database compatibility, line-of-sight, weather).

- application and analysis of M&S issues
- system interactions with environment
- terrain, database, compatibility, line of sight, and weather

file://C:\Documents and Settings\ntgillis\Desktop\htmlSNE_SRTM_Precision_Data.html

- Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) Tutorial. Retrieved October 23, 2007 from file://C:\Documents and Settings\ntgillis\Desktop\htmlSNE_TIN.html

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xviii) Hour 18: Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation in an environment that is sufficiently different from its intended use.

  - VV&A analysis of environmental simulation
  - VV&A analysis of environmental simulation different from intended use


**Competency Level: Mastery**

xix) Hour 19: Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation in an environment that is sufficiently different from its intended use.

  - VV&A analysis of environmental simulation
  - VV&A analysis of environmental simulation different from intended use


**Competency Level: Mastery**

xx) Hour 20: Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation in an environment that is sufficiently different from its intended use.

- VV&A analysis of environmental simulation
- VV&A analysis of environmental simulation different from intended use


**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxi) Hour 21: Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements.

- sufficiency of detail in environmental factors
- program milestones
- decision requirements


- Stevens, Clark D., Dale D., Miller, Steve Prager, Charles Campbell, Jon Watkins, Eric Root, James Oneal. Data Modeling Implications for a Data Driven Environmental Software Sub-System. Retrieved October 23, 2007 from file://C:\Documents and Settings\mtgillis\Desktop\htmlSNE_SRTM_Precision_Datat.html

Hour 22: Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements.

- sufficiency of detail in environmental factors
- program milestones
- decision requirements


Hour 23: Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements.

- sufficiency of detail in environmental factors
- program milestones
- decision requirements


- Stevens, Clark D., Dale D., Miller, Steve Prager, Charles Campbell, Jon Watkins, Eric Root, James Oneal. Data Modeling Implications for a Data Driven Environmental Software Sub-System. Retrieved October 23, 2007 from file://C:\Documents and

High Engagement Version:

Competency Level: Mastery

xxiv) Hour 24: Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements.

- sufficiency of detail in environmental factors
- T&E requirements


Competency Level: Mastery

xxv) Hour 25: Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements.

- sufficiency of detail in environmental factors
- T&E requirements

Competency Level: Mastery

xxvi) Hour 26: Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements.
   o sufficiency of detail in environmental factors
   o T&E requirements


E13) Human Systems Integration

Describe the principles of Human Systems Integration. Describe the applications of M&S to support HSI design and analysis.

1) Module name: Human Systems Integration

2) Module coordinator/POC: Anthony Genna
   UCSD Extension
   Assistant Director, Defense Technology
   agenna@ucsd.edu
   858-603-2170 (cell)

3) Module description: Develop appropriate skills related to the fundamentals of Human Systems Integration. Describe the applications of M&S to support HSI design and analysis. The UCSD E-13 module reflects the Human Systems Engineering (HSE) aspect of human factors rather than just the HSI.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery: UAH E13

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: training and education (i.e., BS/MS degree or DAU/DoD courses, certifications, etc.) meeting requirements of current position and/or rank/grade/rate. DAU/DoD courses equivalent to the content of the text books listed below:

In addition it is recommended that students have academic training or OJT equivalent to the following levels of competency:
   (1) M&S “GA” module: General Awareness in current job position
   (2) M&S “UN” module: Understanding in current job position
   (3) M&S “AP” module: Application in current job position
   (4) M&S “MA” module: Mastery in current job position

6) Module maturity: TBD

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module: 26 hours
   a) General Awareness 3 hours
   b) Understanding 5 hours
   c) Application 8 hours
   d) Mastery 10 hours
8) Proposed Delivery modality:
   - (face-to-face, VTC, customer’s site)

9) Proposed references and texts:

Text will be a current, entry-level M&S text to be identified by the instructor at time of delivery. Additional reference material will include current available literature selected by the instructor for practical application in support of the curriculum. Other supporting text/reference material will be student contributions of relevant material from their experience.


Human Factors (HSI/HSE) References:

MIL-STD-1472/ IDEA Hyperlink: The IDEA Hypertext Tool for MIL-STD-1472 (HT-1472) evolved from a demonstrated need to quickly locate and extract specific items of information from MIL-STD-1472, entitled "Human Engineering Design Criteria for Military Systems, Equipment and Facilities." The objective of the tool is to assist an analyst in quickly and accurately identifying and accessing required sections or criteria of MIL-STD-1472

MIL-STD-1472F establishes general human engineering criteria for design and development of military systems, equipment and facilities. Its purpose is to present human engineering design criteria, principles and practices to be applied in the design of systems, equipment and facilities so as to: a) achieve required performance by operator, control, and maintenance personnel; b) minimize skill and personnel requirements, and training time; c) achieve required reliability of personnel-equipment combinations; d) foster design standardization within and among systems.

MIL-STD-1474 It is important to distinguish among the three types to choose the proper one for application and use in various situations. This document is based on the provisions of DA PAM 40-501, OPNAVINST 5100.23B, OPNAVINST 5100.19B, and AFOSHSTD 48-19 for noise exposure criteria and MIL-STD-1472 for communications criteria. This standard applies to the acquisition and product improvement of all designed or purchased (non-developmental items) systems, subsystems, equipment, and facilities that emit acoustic noise. This standard is intended to address noise levels emitted during the full range of typical operational conditions.

MIL-HDBK-759 Department of Defense Handbook for Human Engineering Design Guidelines, was being converted to a tri-service handbook including

MIL-HDBK-759C Department of Defense Handbook for Human Engineering Design Guidelines This handbook provides basic guidelines and data on human engineering design for military systems, equipment, and facilities, and was designed to supplement MIL-STD-1472 (see entry for MIL-STD-1472E). To cue the MIL-STD-1472E user to such supplementary information, this handbook has been formatted to follow the same paragraph numbering, down to the third indenture level, as in MIL-STD-1472E, e.g. paragraph 5.4.5 of both MIL-STD-1472E and MIL-HDBK-759C deal with miniature controls.

MIL-HDBK-1908B This handbook consolidates definitions of terms used in Defense human factors standardization (HFAC) documents by providing common meanings of such terms to ensure that they will be interpreted consistently and in the manner intended, thereby eliminating overlap, duplication, and conflict. As other HFAC documents were revised, they dropped the contents of their "Definitions" sections in favor of this handbook.

10) Module learning objectives: Develop appropriate skills related to the fundamentals of Human Systems Integration. Describe the applications of M&S to support HSI/HSE design and analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E13.1</th>
<th>Demonstrate competency applied to both Human System Integration and Human Systems Engineering (HSI/HSE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E13.2</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency applied to system Ergonomics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E13.3</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency applied to system audio and visual design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E13.4</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency applied to effective system operability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E13.5</td>
<td>Demonstrate competency applied to the LCC acquisition process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11) Course assessment plan: Team projects/case studies, discussion, written questions

12) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

The hours of instruction are categorized based on the level of competency required. As a result of this format hour structure starts at a level of general awareness and progresses
through mastery. This will allow the course material to be easily segmented into each one of the 4 levels of competency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>ESR Syllabus</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding the HSI/HSE process</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding HIS/HSE system design topics</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding System Ergonomics</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding System audio and visual design</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding Effective system operability</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate basic understanding LCC acquisition process</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-10</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques that support Ergonomic system design.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-12</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques that support audio and visual design</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-14</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques that support the design of system operability capabilities</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-16</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S application techniques that support the LCC acquisition process</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S techniques related to HSI/HSE Ergonomic development based on M&amp;S Case Studies</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S techniques related to HSI/HSE Ergonomic development and M&amp;S team project recognizing and/or determining M&amp;S solutions for improved ergonomics.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S techniques related to HSI/HSE acoustic noise based on M&amp;S Case Studies</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S techniques related to HSI/HSE acoustic noise and M&amp;S team project recognizing and/or determining M&amp;S solution for improved noise reduction and or the selection of audio alert signals.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S techniques related to HSI/HSE operability based on M&amp;S Case Studies</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use M&amp;S techniques related to HSI/HSE operability and related M&amp;S team project recognizing and/or determining M&amp;S solution for improved operability</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use HSI/HSE M&amp;S techniques related to LLC based on M&amp;S Case Studies</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-26</td>
<td>Student will demonstrate ability to use HSI/HSE M&amp;S techniques related to LLC and M&amp;S team project recognizing and/or determining M&amp;S solutions for cost savings and risk mitigation in the acquisition decision process.</td>
<td>Ref [1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ref [1] TBD by NPS Partners.
1) Module E13-G Human Systems Integration (General Awareness)

2) Coordinators
   Dr. Jeff Little, UAH CMSA, 256-824-2351, jkl0001@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for program managers, systems engineers, and T&E workforce members to have a general awareness of Human Systems Integration and its role in acquisition.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
   E13 General Awareness

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery

6) Module maturity

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module  5 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality face-to-face, on-line

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)
   [1] (http://www.nps.edu/or/hsi/)
   [2] DODI 5000.2

10) Module learning objectives
    b) E13.2 Detail HSI requirements outlined in DODI 5000.2.
    c) E13.3 Describe the role of M&S in meeting HSI requirements.
    d) E13.4 Describe how the modeling of HSI can improve system performance.
    e) E13.5 Describe how the modeling of HSI can reduce system life cycle costs.
    f) E13.6 Describe the potential benefits from HSI M&S on the system user population.
    g) E13.7 List and describe existing M&S tools that are specifically structured to support HSI M&S.

11) Course assessment plan End of Module Examination
12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

12. Introduction and Overview (course notes and syllabus)
   a. What is Human Systems Integration?; E13.1; [1]
   b. Review the different types of HSI (Human Factors Engineering, System Safety, Health Hazards, Personnel Survivability, Manpower, Personnel, Training, Habitability); E13.1; [3]
13. HSI requirements outlined in DODI 5000.2 and using M&S to meet those requirements; E13.2 E13.3; [2]
14. Use of HSI modeling in system performance and system life cycle costs; E13.4 E13.5; [3]
15. Use of HSI modeling on system user population; E13.6; [4]
16. Overview of existing M&S tools that support HSI M&S (this will need to be a dynamic compilation of existing and emerging industry standard software which supports HSI M&S—for example, Delmia is currently popular within the automotive industry and is being considered for use by NASA); E13.7

1) Module E13-U Human Systems Integration (Understand)

2) Coordinators
   Dr. Jeff Little, UAH CMSA, 256-824-2351, jkl0001@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for program managers, systems engineers, and T&E workforce members to understand Human Systems Integration and its role in acquisition.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
   E13 Understand

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery

6) Module maturity

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module  6 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality face-to-face, on-line

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)
   [1] (http://www.nps.edu/or/hsi/)
   [2] DODI 5000.2

10) Module learning objectives
   b) E13.2 Detail HSI requirements outlined in DODI 5000.2.
   c) E13.3 Describe the role of M&S in meeting HSI requirements.
   d) E13.4 Describe how the modeling of HSI can improve system performance.
   e) E13.5 Describe how the modeling of HSI can reduce system life cycle costs.
   f) E13.6 Describe the potential benefits from HSI M&S on the system user population.
   g) E13.7 List and describe existing M&S tools that are specifically structured to support HSI M&S.

11) Course assessment plan End of Module Examination

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

   17. Introduction and Overview (course notes and syllabus)
      a. What is Human Systems Integration?; E13.1; [1]
      b. Review the different types of HSI (Human Factors Engineering, System Safety, Health Hazards, Personnel Survivability, Manpower, Personnel, Training, Habitability); E13.1; [3]

   18. HSI requirements outlined in DODI 5000.2 and using M&S to meet those requirements; E13.2 E13.3;[2]

   19. Use of HSI modeling in system performance; E13.4; [3]

   20. Use of HSI modeling in system life cycle costs; E13.5; [3]

   21. Use of HSI modeling on system user population; E13.6; [4]

   22. Overview of existing M&S tools that support HSI M&S (this will need to be a dynamic compilation of existing and emerging industry standard software which supports HSI M&S—for example, *Delmia* is currently popular within the automotive industry and is being considered for use by NASA); E13.7

1) Module E13-A Human Systems Integration (Application)

2) Coordinators
   Dr. Jeff Little, UAH CMSA, 256-824-2351, jkl0001@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for program managers, systems engineers, and T&E workforce members to apply Human Systems
Integration and its role in acquisition.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
   E13 Application

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery

6) Module maturity

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module  8 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality  face-to-face, on-line

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)
   [1] (http://www.nps.edu/or/hsi/)
   [2] DODI 5000.2

10) Module learning objectives
    b) E13.2 Detail HSI requirements outlined in DODI 5000.2.
    c) E13.3 Describe the role of M&S in meeting HSI requirements.
    d) E13.4 Describe how the modeling of HSI can improve system performance.
    e) E13.5 Describe how the modeling of HSI can reduce system life cycle costs.
    f) E13.6 Describe the potential benefits from HSI M&S on the system user population.
    g) E13.7 List and describe existing M&S tools that are specifically structured to support HSI M&S.

11) Course assessment plan End of Module Examination

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

23. Introduction and Overview (course notes and syllabus)
    a. What is Human Systems Integration?; E13.1; [1]
    b. Review the different types of HSI (Human Factors Engineering, System Safety, Health Hazards, Personnel Survivability, Manpower, Personnel, Training, Habitability); E13.1; [3]

24. Hour one continued
25. HSI requirements outlined in DODI 5000.2 and using M&S to meet those requirements; E13.2 E13.3; [2]
26. Use of HSI modeling in system performance; E13.4; [3]
27. Use of HSI modeling in system life cycle costs; E13.5; [3]
28. Use of HSI modeling on system user population; E13.6; [4]
29. Overview of existing M&S tools that support HSI M&S (this will need to be a
dynamic compilation of existing and emerging industry standard software which
supports HSI M&S—for example, Delmia is currently popular within the
automotive industry and is being considered for use by NASA); E13.7
30. Applications of HSI? (UAV Operations, Command & Control, Sleep and fatigue
in military operations, High-speed Vessel (HSV), C4ISR Data Fusion, Littoral
Ship Combatant Program); E13.7; [1]

1) Module E13-M Human Systems Integration (Mastery)

2) Coordinators
   Dr. Jeff Little, UAH CMSA, 256-824-2351, jkl0001@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for program managers,
   systems engineers, and T&E workforce members to obtain Mastery level in Human
   Systems Integration and its role in acquisition.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
   E13 Mastery

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery

6) Module maturity

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module  9 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality face-to-face

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)
   [1] (http://www.nps.edu/or/hsi/)
   [2] DODI 5000.2
       integration (HSI) modeling and simulations in a virtual environment. Naval Engineers
       Journal, (110, 4), p 21-37

10) Module learning objectives
    b) E13.2 Detail HSI requirements outlined in DODI 5000.2.
c) E13.3 Describe the role of M&S in meeting HIS requirements.
d) E13.4 Describe how the modeling of HSI can improve system performance.
e) E13.5 Describe how the modeling of HSI can reduce system life cycle costs.
f) E13.6 Describe the potential benefits from HSI M&S on the system user population.
g) E13.7 List and describe existing M&S tools that are specifically structured to support HSI M&S.

11) Course assessment plan End of module examination

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

31. Introduction and Overview (course notes and syllabus)
   a. What is Human Systems Integration?; E13.1; [1]
   b. Review the different types of HSI (Human Factors Engineering, System Safety, Health Hazards, Personnel Survivability, Manpower, Personnel, Training, Habitability); E13.1; [3]

32. Hour One Continued
33. HSI requirements outlined in DODI 5000.2 and using M&S to meet those requirements; E13.2 E13.3; [2]
34. Use of HSI modeling in system performance; E13.4; [3]
35. Use of HSI modeling in system life cycle costs; E13.5; [3]
36. Use of HSI modeling on system user population; E13.6; [4]
37. Overview of existing M&S tools that support HSI M&S (this will need to be a dynamic compilation of existing and emerging industry standard software which supports HSI M&S—for example, Delmia is currently popular within the automotive industry and is being considered for use by NASA); E13.7
38. Applications of HSI? (UAV Operations, Command & Control, Sleep and fatigue in military operations, High-speed Vessel (HSV), C4ISR Data Fusion, Littoral Ship Combatant Program); E13.7; [1]
39. Hour Eight Continued
E14) Aerodynamics
Describe the principles of aerodynamics with applications to M&S. Describe the
cost, schedule, and iterative development nature of simulation testbeds used for
flight software development through formal qualification.

1) Module E14-G Aerodynamics (General Awareness)

2) Coordinators
Dr. Jeff Little, UAH CMSA, 256-824-2351, jkl0001@uah.edu
Dr. Mikel Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for program managers,
systems engineers, and T&E workforce members to have a general awareness of the
principles of aerodynamics with applications to M&S and their role in acquisition.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
E14 General Awareness

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery No prerequisites.

6) Module maturity Fundamental concepts of aerodynamics are taught at all service
academies as well as within service postgraduate programs. These fundamentals are
a part of the core curricula at the US Air Force Academy. The level of engineering
detail in these programs is far more advanced than required for the training detailed
here.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 4 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality A face-to-face delivery would be ideal due to the wide
variation of backgrounds likely to face this engineering-based material. But on-line
services, both synchronous and asynchronous, would be useful and probably
preferred for those with aerospace engineering backgrounds.

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)
Inc., 2002
Bertin & R. Whitford, AIAA Education Series, 1997
10) Module learning objectives
   a) E14.1 Describe the use of flight software for the control of aerodynamic surfaces on flight systems.
   b) E14.2 Describe the fundamentals of controls logic and its relationship to aerodynamics.
   c) E14.3 Explain aerodynamic scaling principles and their use in modeling and testing.
   d) E14.4 Explain the fundamentals of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the related strengths, limitations and computational requirements in supporting M&S
   e) E14.5 Describe the iterative development of flight software and the associated role of M&S.
   f) E14.6 Describe the use of aerodynamic M&S in trade studies early in the system development cycle.
   g) E14.7 Describe the use of aerodynamic M&S in system design optimization.
   h) E14.8 Describe the use of aerodynamic M&S to support flight testing.
   i) E14.9 Describe the iterative validation of aerodynamic simulation testbeds from ground and flight tests and the associated use of validated simulations to reduce testing costs and shorten development cycles for flight software formal qualification.

11) Course assessment plan  Recommend no assessment at this level other than in-class discussion.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

   40. Introduction and Overview (course notes and syllabus) & Forces in Flight; E14.1-E14.4; [1], [2]
   41. Controls Theory; E14.2; [6]
   42. Flight Control; E14.1; [2]
   43. Use of M&S in Flight Control Development; E14.5-E14.9; [4]

1) Module E14-UAerodynamics (Understand)

2) Coordinators
   Dr. Jeff Little, UAH CMSA, 256-824-2351, jkl0001@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for program managers, systems engineers, and T&E workforce members to gain an understanding of the principles of aerodynamics with applications to M&S and their role in acquisition.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
E14 Understanding

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery  No prerequisites.

6) Module maturity Fundamental concepts of aerodynamics are taught at all service academies as well as within service postgraduate programs. These fundamentals are a part of the core curricula at the US Air Force Academy. The level of engineering detail in these programs is far more advanced than required for the training detailed here.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 6 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality A face-to-face delivery would be ideal due to the wide variation of backgrounds likely to face this engineering-based material. But on-line services, both synchronous and asynchronous, would be useful and probably preferred for those with aerospace engineering backgrounds.

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives
   a) E14.1 Describe the use of flight software for the control of aerodynamic surfaces on flight systems.
   b) E14.2 Describe the fundamentals of controls logic and its relationship to aerodynamics.
   c) E14.3 Explain aerodynamic scaling principles and their use in modeling and testing.
   d) E14.4 Explain the fundamentals of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the related strengths, limitations and computational requirements in supporting M&S.
   e) E14.5 Describe the iterative development of flight software and the associated role of M&S.
   f) E14.6 Describe the use of aerodynamic M&S in trade studies early in the system development cycle.
   g) E14.7 Describe the use of aerodynamic M&S in system design optimization.
   h) E14.8 Describe the use of aerodynamic M&S to support flight testing.
   i) E14.9 Describe the iterative validation of aerodynamic simulation testbeds from ground and flight tests and the associated use of validated simulations to reduce
testing costs and shorten development cycles for flight software formal qualification.

11) Course assessment plan In-class problems with immediate solution feedback.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

44. Introduction and Overview (course notes and syllabus) & Forces in Flight; E14.1-E14.9; [1] [2]
46. Controls Theory; E14.2; [6]
47. Flight Control; E14.1; [2]
48. Use of M&S in Flight Control Development; E14.5-E14.9; [5] [journal article support]
49. Hour Five Continued

1) Module E14-A Aerodynamics (Application)

2) Coordinators
Dr. Jeff Little, UAH CMSA, 256-824-2351, jkl0001@uah.edu
Dr. Mikel Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for program managers, systems engineers, and T&E workforce members to be able to apply the principles of aerodynamics with applications to M&S and their role in acquisition.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery
E14 Application

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery No prerequisites.

6) Module maturity Fundamental concepts of aerodynamics are taught at all service academies as well as within service postgraduate programs. These fundamentals are a part of the core curricula at the US Air Force Academy. The level of engineering detail in these programs is far more advanced than required for the training detailed here.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module 8 hours

8) Proposed delivery modality A face-to-face delivery would be ideal due to the wide variation of backgrounds likely to face this engineering-based material. But on-line services, both synchronous and asynchronous, would be useful and probably preferred for those with aerospace engineering backgrounds.
9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives
a) E14.1 Describe the use of flight software for the control of aerodynamic surfaces on flight systems.
b) E14.2 Describe the fundamentals of controls logic and its relationship to aerodynamics.
c) E14.3 Explain aerodynamic scaling principles and their use in modeling and testing.
d) E14.4 Explain the fundamentals of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the related strengths, limitations and computational requirements in supporting M&S.
e) E14.5 Describe the iterative development of flight software and the associated role of M&S.
f) E14.6 Describe the use of aerodynamic M&S in trade studies early in the system development cycle.
g) E14.7 Describe the use of aerodynamic M&S in system design optimization.
h) E14.8 Describe the use of aerodynamic M&S to support flight testing.
i) E14.9 Describe the iterative validation of aerodynamic simulation testbeds from ground and flight tests and the associated use of validated simulations to reduce testing costs and shorten development cycles for flight software formal qualification.

11) Course assessment plan In-class problems & case study project with group discussion of various results.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

50. Introduction and Overview (course notes and syllabus) & Forces in Flight; E14.1-E14.9; [1] [2]
51. Advanced Flight Concepts; E14.3 E14.4; [3]
52. Controls Theory; E14.2; [6]
53. Flight Control; E14.1; [2]
54. Use of M&S in Flight Control Development; E14.5-E14.9; [4]
55. Hour five continued
56. Case Studies; E14.5-E14.9; [5] [DoD acquisition examples]
57. Hour seven continued
1) Module E14-M Aerodynamics (Mastery)

2) Coordinators
Dr. Jeff Little, UAH CMSA, 256-824-2351, jkl0001@uah.edu
Dr. Mikel Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Module description This module depicts the training required for program managers, systems engineers, and T&E workforce members to be able to master the principles of aerodynamics with applications to M&S and their role in acquisition.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of mastery  E14 Mastery

5) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery  No prerequisites.

6) Module maturity Fundamental concepts of aerodynamics are taught at all service academies as well as within service postgraduate programs. These fundamentals are a part of the core curricula at the US Air Force Academy. The level of engineering detail in these programs is far more advanced than required for the training detailed here.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module  16 hours

8) Proposed Delivery modality  A face-to-face delivery would be ideal due to the wide variation of backgrounds likely to face this engineering-based material. But on-line services, both synchronous and asynchronous, would be useful and probably preferred for those with aerospace engineering backgrounds.

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number)

10) Module learning objectives
a) E14.1 Describe the use of flight software for the control of aerodynamic surfaces on flight systems.
b) E14.2 Describe the fundamentals of controls logic and its relationship to aerodynamics.
c) E14.3 Explain aerodynamic scaling principles and their use in modeling and testing.
d) E14.4 Explain the fundamentals of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the related strengths, limitations and computational requirements in supporting M&S.

e) E14.5 Describe the iterative development of flight software and the associated role of M&S.

f) E14.6 Describe the use of aerodynamic M&S in trade studies early in the system development cycle.

g) E14.7 Describe the use of aerodynamic M&S in system design optimization.

h) E14.8 Describe the use of aerodynamic M&S to support flight testing.

i) E14.9 Describe the iterative validation of aerodynamic simulation testbeds from ground and flight tests and the associated use of validated simulations to reduce testing costs and shorten development cycles for flight software formal qualification.

11) Course assessment plan Case Study group presentations & discussions.

12) Topic list by hour of instruction For each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any)

58. Introduction and Overview (course notes and syllabus) & Forces in Flight; E14.1-E14.9; [1] [2]

59. Hour One Continued
60. Advanced Flight; E14.3; [4]
61. Hour Three Continued
63. Hour Five Continued
64. Controls Theory; E14.2; [6]
65. Hour Seven Continued
66. Flight Control; E14.1; [1] [6]
67. Hour Nine Continued
68. Use of M&S in Flight Control Development; E14.5-14.9; [4] [current journal article support]
69. Hour Eleven Continued
70. Case Studies; E14.5-14.9; [5] [DoD acquisition examples]
71. Hour Thirteen Continued
72. Hour Thirteen Continued
73. Hour Thirteen Continued
2.4 Course Syllabi

The course syllabi are presented here in two sections. We present the syllabi for the first 12 courses that have initially been selected for development during the next project spiral in Section 2.4.1. These courses are listed in Figure 2.4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;S in the Acquisition Life Cycle, Parts One and Two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling and Simulation Strategy and Support Plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;S Requirements and Evaluating M&amp;S Proposals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracting for M&amp;S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Practices in M&amp;S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;S in Decision Risk Analysis and Risk Mitigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;S Environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;S Data Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;S for Test and Evaluation, Introduction and Advanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to Engineering M&amp;S Applications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.4.1 Courses for Development

Based on stakeholder feedback to the initial list of courses, we determined that it was necessary to develop the materials for a certificate based on the engineering ESRs. These course syllabi are currently in development so they are not provided here, but a brief description of the courses follows:

1) Introduction to Physics Based Modeling & Simulation - Overview of transforming a physical problem into M&S domain


4) Applications of Engineering M&S in Land/Sea/Air/Space Systems - Draw upon Case Studies already developed, supplement with additional content specific to focus areas. Demonstrate relationships between engineering M&S and acquisition lifecycle–Design –Production–Testing–Operation/Maintenance–Disposal

Section 2.4.2 provides the complete set of proposed course syllabi. These syllabi are organized by the academic partner that submitted the input. They are available for future development, or as a starting point for development of related course materials if desired.
2.4.1 Courses for Development

Course One

M&S in the Acquisition Life Cycle, Parts One and Two – These two courses will be modeled after the Course 1A and Course 1B Syllabi created and submitted by George Mason University to cover A1, A2, P1, P2, and P9. These courses will each be offered as full academic courses and as three day short courses.

1) Course Name: M&S in the Acquisition Process, Part 1

2) Course coordinator / point of contact and contact information
   Jim Campbell, GMU, jcampbell@alionscience.com, 703-933-3356

3) Course description: At the completion of this course, students will be able to describe the Pre-Acquisition M&S activities, and the M&S used in the initial phases of the Acquisition Life Cycle, using the progression of different modeling and simulation applications in use in each phase as a benchmark. They will be able to identify a particular tool and apply it appropriately to the correct point in the lifecycle and relate specific tools to the decision points that separate the acquisition phases. This course is presented at the application level. For courses at the understanding or general awareness level, time can be reduced and practical application periods deleted.

4) Modules incorporated into Course This course incorporates ESRs A1, A2, P1, and P9.

5) ESRs that the course supports This course incorporates ESRs A1 (Describe the types, role and value of formal Modeling and Simulations, and their various characterizations for application to systems management, particularly with regard to design, testing, training, production, cost estimation, manning, and logistical simulations.); A2 (Understand the critical decisions in the acquisition lifecycle and how/what M&S is used to inform those decisions in order to reduce the time resources and risk associated with the acquisition process.); P1 (Describe the role of modeling and simulation prior to the concept decision to identify and quantify capability gaps and to estimate how well new program concepts might address those gaps.); and P9 (Know models and simulations used in a given phase of the acquisition process, their inputs and outputs, and their capabilities and limitations.).

6) Prerequisites: ACQ 101, ACQ 201, Essentials of Modeling and Simulation (MSCO on line orientation: http://ems.dmsa.mil/)

7) Course maturity: Some of the course material is presently taught in a different format in the GMU CPE course and in the MSIAC MSSOC.

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated 24 hours, 1 three-day session

9) Proposed Delivery face-to-face, or VTC; resident, or customer’s site
10) Proposed references and texts:

a) Acquisition M&S Course Bibliography:


b) Publications and Regulations


iv) DoD Instruction 5000.61, DoD Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Verification, Validation, and Accreditation (VV&A), 13 May 2003

v) Defense Acquisition Guidebook, Version 1.0, 17 October 2004

c) Joint Chiefs
i) CJCSI 3170.01F, Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System, 1 May 2007

ii) CJCSM 3170.01C, Operation of the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development system, 1 May 2007

d) Services

i) AR 70-1, Army Acquisition Policy, 31 December 2003

ii) AR 5-11, Management of Army Models & Simulations, 1 February 2005

iii) DA PAM 5-11, Verification, Validation and Accreditation of Army Models and Simulations, 30 September 1999

iv) DA PAM 5-12, Simulation Support Planning and Plans, 2 March 2005

v) DA Pam 70-3, Army Acquisition Procedures, 15 July 1999

vi) SECNAVINST 5000.2C, [Operation of the Defense Acquisition System], 19 November 2004

vii) SECNAVINST 5200.38A, Department Of The Navy Modeling And Simulation Program, 28 February 2002

viii) OPNAVINST 5200.34, Navy Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Management, 28 May 2002


x) AFPD 63-1 Capabilities-Based Acquisition System, 10 July 2003

xi) AFI 63-101, Operations Of Capabilities Based Acquisition System, 29 July 2005

xii) AFPD 16-10 Modeling And Simulation (M&S) Management, 30 January 1995

xiii) AFI 16-1002, Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Support to Acquisition, 1 June 2000

xiv) Department of Defense Acquisition Modeling and Simulation Master Plan, 17 April, 2006
11) Course learning objectives:
   a) A1.1: List the three types of models
   b) A1.2: Describe the purpose and characteristics of each type of model
   c) A1.3: List the three types of simulations
   d) A1.4: Describe the purpose and characteristics of each type of simulation
   e) A1.5: Describe how M&S is used in systems design
   f) A1.9: Describe how M&S is used in systems cost estimation
   g) A1.10: Describe how M&S is used in systems manpower integration
   h) A2.1: Identify the six critical decisions in the acquisition lifecycle.
   i) A2.2: Describe primary and secondary types of M&S functions that support each critical decision.
   j) A2.3: Identify the intended use of each type of M&S supporting the six critical decisions.
   k) A2.4: Identify representative examples of each type of M&S supporting the six critical decisions.
   l) P1.1: Describe the JCIDS process prior to the Concept Decision.
   m) P1.2: Identify the three types of Functional Analyses.
   n) P1.3: Describe how M&S is used in each level of Functional Analysis.
   o) P1.4: Identify the components of DOTMLPF.
   p) P1.5: Describe how M&S is used for DOTMLPF determinations.
   q) P9.1: Identify the five phases of the acquisition life cycle.
   r) P9.2: Identify the principal M&S applications used in each of the five phases of the acquisition life cycle.
   s) P9.3: Describe representative examples of M&S used for each type of application in each phase of the acquisition life cycle.
   t) P9.4: List the inputs, outputs, capabilities and limitations of each example M&S.

12) Course assessment plan: Examination, quiz, and practical exercise.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference. For example:
   i) Hour one: Overview And Orientation (course notes and syllabus) A1.1- A1.4
   ii) Hour two: Overview And Orientation (course notes and syllabus) A1.1- A1.4 A2.1- P9.1
   iii) Hour three: M&S in support of the Concept Decision (course notes and syllabus) A2.2-4
   iv) Hour four: Functional Analyses I (course notes and syllabus) P1.1-3
   v) Hour five: Functional Analyses II (course notes and syllabus) P1.1-3
   vi) Hour six: DOTMLPF considerations (course notes and syllabus) P1.4, P1.5
   vii) Hour seven: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) P1 all
   viii) Hour eight: Quiz and review
   ix) Hour nine: M&S in Concept Refinement (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4
   x) Hour ten: M&S in support of the Milestone A Decision (course notes and syllabus) A2.2-4
xi) Hour eleven: M&S in system cost estimation and MANPRINT (course notes and syllabus) A1.9-10
xii) Hour twelve: Practical application Concept Refinement Phase (course notes and syllabus)
xiii) Hour thirteen: Practical application Concept Refinement Phase (course notes and syllabus)
xiv) Hour fourteen: M&S in Technology Development (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4
xv) Hour fifteen: M&S in support of the Milestone B Decision (course notes and syllabus) A2.2-4
xvi) Hour sixteen: M&S in system design (course notes and syllabus) A1.5
xvii) Hour seventeen: Practical application Technology Development (course notes and syllabus)
xviii) Hour eighteen: Practical application Technology Development (course notes and syllabus)
xix) Hour nineteen: M&S in System Development (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4
xx) Hour twenty: M&S in System Development (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4
xxi) Hour twenty-one: M&S in support of the Milestone B Decision (course notes and syllabus) A2.2-4
xxii) Hour twenty-two: M&S in system training acquisition (course notes and syllabus) A1.7
xxiii) Hour twenty-three: Practical application (course notes and syllabus)
xxiv) Hour twenty-four: Examination and summary (course notes and syllabus) A1, A2, P1, and P9
Course Two

1) Course Name M&S in the Acquisition Process, Part 2

2) Course coordinator / point of contact and contact information
   Jim Campbell, GMU, jcampbell@alionscience.com, 703-933-3356

3) Course description: At the completion of this course, students will be able to describe
   the M&S used in the final phases of the Acquisition Life Cycle, using the progression
   of different modeling and simulation applications in use in each phase as a
   benchmark. They will be able to identify a particular tool and apply it appropriately
   to the correct point in the lifecycle and relate specific tools to the decision points that
   separate the acquisition phases. They will be able to identify sustainment and training
   support M&S for a representative system. This course is presented at the application
   level. For courses at the understanding or general awareness level, time can be
   reduced and practical application periods deleted.

4) Modules incorporated into Course: This course incorporates ESRs A1, A2, P2, and
   P9.

5) ESRs that the course supports This course incorporates ESRs A1 (Describe the types,
   role and value of formal Modeling and Simulations, and their various
   characterizations for application to systems management, particularly with regard to
   design, testing, training, production, cost estimation, manning, and logistical
   simulations.); A2 (Understand the critical decisions in the acquisition lifecycle and
   how/what M&S is used to inform those decisions in order to reduce the time
   resources and risk associated with the acquisition process.); P2 (Assess the costs,
   benefits, and risks of using physical testing, modeling and simulation, and historical
   data to provide information for acquisition decisions.); and P9 (Know models and
   simulations used in a given phase of the acquisition process, their inputs and outputs,
   and their capabilities and limitations.).

6) Prerequisites: ACQ 101, ACQ 201, Course 1A (incorporating ESRs A1, A2, P1, and
   P9).

7) Course maturity: Some of the course material is presently taught in a different format
   in the GMU CPE course and in the MSIAC MSSOC.

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated 24 hours, 1 three-day session

9) Proposed Delivery face-to-face, or VTC; resident, or customer’s site

10) Proposed references and texts:

   e) Acquisition M&S Course Bibliography:


f) Publications and Regulations


iv) DoD Instruction 5000.61, DoD Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Verification, Validation, and Accreditation (VV&A), 13 May 2003

v) Defense Acquisition Guidebook, Version 1.0, 17 October 2004

g) Joint Chiefs

i) CJCSI 3170.01F, Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System, 1 May 2007
ii) CJCSM 3170.01C, Operation of the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development system, 1 May 2007

h) Services

i) AR 70-1, Army Acquisition Policy, 31 December 2003

ii) AR 5-11, Management of Army Models & Simulations, 1 February 2005

iii) DA PAM 5-11, Verification, Validation and Accreditation of Army Models and Simulations, 30 September 1999

iv) DA PAM 5-12, Simulation Support Planning and Plans, 2 March 2005

v) DA Pam 70-3, Army Acquisition Procedures, 15 July 1999

vi) SECNAVINST 5000.2C, [Operation of the Defense Acquisition System], 19 November 2004

vii) SECNAVINST 5200.38A, Department Of The Navy Modeling And Simulation Program, 28 February 2002

viii) OPNAVINST 5200.34, Navy Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Management, 28 May 2002


x) AFPD 63-1 Capabilities-Based Acquisition System, 10 July 2003

xi) AFI 63-101, Operations Of Capabilities Based Acquisition System, 29 July 2005

xii) AFPD 16-10 Modeling And Simulation (M&S) Management, 30 January 1995

xiii) AFI 16-1002, Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Support to Acquisition, 1 June 2000

xiv) Department of Defense Acquisition Modeling and Simulation Master Plan, 17 April, 2006

11) Course learning objectives:

u) A1.1: List the three types of models

v) A1.2: Describe the purpose and characteristics of each type of model

w) A1.3: List the three types of simulations
x) A1.4: Describe the purpose and characteristics of each type of simulation
y) A1.5: Describe how M&S is used in systems design
z) A1.9: Describe how M&S is used in systems cost estimation
aa) A1.10: Describe how M&S is used in systems manpower integration
bb) A2.1: Identify the six critical decisions in the acquisition lifecycle.
c) A2.2: Describe primary and secondary types of M&S functions that support each critical decision.
d) A2.3: Identify the intended use of each type of M&S supporting the six critical decisions.
e) A2.4: Identify representative examples of each type of M&S supporting the six critical decisions.
f) P2.1: Describe the cost of physical testing vis a vis modeling and simulation, and historical data analysis
g) P2.2: Describe the benefits of physical testing vis a vis modeling and simulation, and historical data analysis
h) P2.3: Describe the risks of physical testing vis a vis modeling and simulation, and historical data analysis
i) P2.4: Describe how physical test, M&S and historical data can be combined to provide effective decision support
j) P9.1: Identify the five phases of the acquisition life cycle.
k) P9.2: Identify the principal M&S applications used in each of the five phases of the acquisition life cycle.
l) P9.3: Describe representative examples of M&S used for each type of application in each phase of the acquisition life cycle.
m) P9.4: List the inputs, outputs, capabilities and limitations of each example M&S.

12) Course assessment plan: Examination, quiz, and practical exercise.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference. For example:
i) Hour one: M&S in System Development and Demonstration (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4
ii) Hour two: M&S in support of the Milestone C Decision (course notes and syllabus) A2.2-4
iii) Hour three: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) P9, A2
iv) Hour four: Cost considerations for test vs M&S (course notes and syllabus) P2.1
v) Hour five: Benefits for test vs M&S (course notes and syllabus) P2.2
vi) Hour six: Risk considerations for test vs M&S (course notes and syllabus) P2.3
vii) Hour seven: Efficient Continuum of test and M&S (course notes and syllabus) P2.4,
viii) Hour eight: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) P2 all
ix) Hour nine: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) P2 all
x) Hour ten: Quiz and review
xi) Hour eleven: M&S in Production and Deployment (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4

xii) Hour twelve: M&S in support of the Full Rate Production Decision (course notes and syllabus) A2.2-4

xiii) Hour thirteen: M&S in system testing (course notes and syllabus) A1.6

xiv) Hour fourteen: M&S in system testing (course notes and syllabus) A1.6

xv) Hour fifteen: M&S in system production (course notes and syllabus) A1.8

xvi) Hour sixteen: Practical application Production and Deployment (course notes and syllabus)

xvii) Hour seventeen: Practical application Production and Deployment (course notes and syllabus)

xviii) Hour eighteen M&S in System Sustainment (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4

xix) Hour nineteen: M&S in system training (course notes and syllabus) A1.7

xx) Hour twenty: M&S in system support (course notes and syllabus) A1.11 M&S in System Development (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4

xxi) Hour twenty-one: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) notes and syllabus) A2.2-4

xxii) Hour twenty-two: Practical application (course notes and syllabus)

xxiii) Hour twenty-three: Examination and summary (course notes and syllabus) A1, A2, P2, and P9

xxiv) Hour twenty-four: Examination and summary (course notes and syllabus) A1, A2, P2, and P9
Course Three

Modeling and Simulation Strategy and Support Plans – This course will be modeled after the Modeling and Simulation Strategy and Support Plans course syllabi developed to satisfy ESRs P6 and P7 by University of California, San Diego. This course will be offered both as a full academic course and as a 3-6 hour web-based course for General Awareness.

1) Course Name: Modeling and Simulation Strategy and Support Plans

2) Course coordinator/POC: Anthony Genna
   UCSD Extension
   Assistant Director, Defense Technology
   agenna@ucsd.edu
   858-603-2170 (cell)

3) Course description: This course is designed to educate and introduce acquisition workforce professionals to modeling and simulation (M&S) and its application to M&S planning and the generation of support plan documents. The general focus of this course is to define and identify the benefits of M&S and its application to the understanding, use and evaluation of M&S planning. The general focus of this course includes: development of an integrated Simulation Support Plan (SSP), System Engineering Plan (SEP), and Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP). Specific focus areas include: the M&S planning process and its relationship to life cycle phases of development and acquisition milestone decisions; program cost, schedule and performance considerations; trade-off decisions; and effectiveness assessment.

4) Modules incorporated into the course: P6 (partial); P7 (partial).

5) ESR’s that the course supports and the corresponding level of achievement:
   P6.1 (G, U, A, M)
   P6.2 (G, U, A, M)
   P6.3 (G, U, A, M)
   P6.4 (G, U, A, M)
   P6.5 (G, U, A, M)
   P7.1 (G, U, A, M)
   P7.2 (G, U, A, M)
   P7.3 (G, U, A, M)
   P7.7 (G, U, A, M)
   P7.8 (G, U, A, M)
   P7.9 (U, A, M)

6) Prerequisites: This course is designed for DoD military and civilian professionals who are determined to be proficient to the apprentice, journeyman or expert level (as
applicable) in their current job positions in the areas of program management, systems engineering and/or test and evaluation.

7) Course maturity: This is a new course. The M&S University of the MSAIC offers several courses with similar basic content to this one. In particular, the M&S Staff Officers Course and Simulation Support Plan Tutorial are complimentary.

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: This 36 hour course will provide 4 CEU’s. The class will meet 3 hours per week for 12 weeks. The hour breakdown for each level of competency is provided below:

   a) General Awareness  3 hours
   b) Understanding        6 hours
   c) Application          12 hours (9 hr instruction; 2 hr project, 1 hr exam)
   d) Mastery              15 hours (9 hr instruction; 5 hr project, 1 hr exam)

9) Proposed delivery modality: face-to-face.

10) Proposed references and texts:

    [1] Acquisition M&S Master Plan, 17Apr06
    [2], [3], [4] Decision Support Guidebook

    Additional useful references:

    [7] Integrated Master Plan and Schedule

11) Course learning objectives:

    P7.1: Define a Simulation Support Plan (SSP) and the relationship to using M&S for acquisition decisions.
    P6.1: Relate acquisition cost models to M&S planning.
    P6.3: Define cost requirements and justifications as they relate to an M&S plan/SSP.
P6.4: Develop a schedule for an M&S plan/SSP.
P6.2: Define measurable performance factors for a given case study.
P6.5: Assess effectiveness (cost and schedule) of an M&S plan/SSP.
P7.3: Show how an integrated SSP, SEP and TEMP can be leveraged to reduce risk, cost and schedule issues.
P7.2: Understand and describe efficient use of M&S planning across life cycle phases of development.
P7.8: Manage M&S resources and documentation of SSP, SEP and TEMP.
P7.7: Analyze the rationale for trade-off decisions and selections for SSP, SEP and TEMP strategies.
P7.9: Create and analyze a case study encompassing SSP, SEP and TEMP concepts.

12) Course assessment plan:

a) Week 1 through week 12: Weekly quizzes to test competency at corresponding level of instruction.
b) Week 7: Class project based on case study to demonstrate students’ ability to perform at the application level.
c) Week 7: Mid term exam to test student competency at the application level.
d) Weeks 11 and 12: Class projects based on case studies to demonstrate students’ ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.
e) Week 12: Final exam to test student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

The 36 hour course is structured such that each hour is based on its required level of competency. This structure allows the course material to be provided as four separate groupings: General Awareness, Understanding, Application, and Mastery.

**General Awareness Skill Level:**

1-3 Introduction and overview of a Simulation Support Plan (SSP), or M&S plan, and its relationship to using M&S to enable informed acquisition decisions. Introduction and overview of the M&S plan process and documents, such as a System Engineering Plan (SEP) and a Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP). Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

**Understanding Skill Level:**

4 Develop steps and objectives of the M&S planning process. Define details of an SSP, and considerations for its incorporation into an SEP and a TEMP. P7.1, to P7.9. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

5 Understanding and development of M&S cost models, cost requirements and their justifications. Develop and define the fundamentals of an M&S scheduling and risk mitigation plan. P6.1, P6.3, P6.4. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.
Develop and define performance factors and system design measures that are candidates for simulation. Define the use of an SSP across life cycle phases of development. P6.2, P7.2. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

Develop an understanding and illustrate how an integrated SSP, SEP and TEMP can be leveraged to reduce risk, cost, and schedule issues. Define the benefits and use of M&S resource management and related documentation. P7.3, P7.8. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

Develop an understanding of how to perform M&S plan effectiveness assessment. This section includes, but is not limited to: metrics, reuse, integration/interoperability, verification/validation, and uncertainty considerations. P6.5. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

Understanding of trade-off decisions and their rationale. P7.7. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

Application Skill Level:

10 Identify and apply a process that supports the development of M&S planning documents and cost considerations. Apply the M&S planning process to acquisition milestones and decisions. P7.1, P6.1. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

11-12 Identify and apply a process that supports the development of M&S planning techniques that include cost requirements and their justification in decision-making. Identify and apply a process that supports the development of M&S plan scheduling. P6.3, P6.4. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

13 Identify a process that supports the development of measurable, effective M&S assessment plans - documenting and reporting on program milestone goals, progress, performance factors, decisions made, and achievement of objectives. Identify and apply M&S resource management best practices. P6.2, P7.8. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

14-15 Identify and apply a process that supports the development of M&S planning techniques related to cost, schedule and program risk reduction, using an integrated SSP, SEP and TEMP. Apply the integrated SSP across life cycle phases of development to support capabilities-based and simulation-based acquisition initiatives, principles and policy. P7.3, P7.2. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

16-18 Identify and apply a process that supports the development of M&S plan effectiveness assessment. Define and apply M&S planning processes related to appraisal of trade-off decisions and their rationale. P6.5, P7.7. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

19-20 Class team project: Create an M&S plan development case study encompassing an SSP, SEP and TEMP. P7.9. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

21 Mid term exam to evaluate student competency at the application level. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

Mastery Skill Level:
Identify and define a process that supports analysis and evaluation of M&S planning documents and cost considerations. Assess the M&S planning process as it relates to acquisition milestones and decisions. P6.1, P7.1. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

Identify and define a process/processes that supports/support analysis and evaluation of M&S planning to determine cost, schedule and performance requirements and assessment metrics. P6.3, P6.4. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

Identify and define a process that supports analysis and evaluation of M&S planning techniques for determining measurable performance factors for a given set of objectives. Identify and assess M&S planning techniques related to M&S resource management and documentation. P6.2, P7.8. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

Identify and define a process that supports analysis and evaluation of how an integrated SSP can reduce cost, schedule and program risks based on instructor-provided case studies. Apply the integrated SSP across life cycle phases of development to support capabilities-based and simulation-based acquisition initiatives, principles and policy. P7.3, P7.2. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

Identify and define a process that supports analysis and evaluation of trade-off decisions and their rationale in the M&S planning process, based on instructor-provided case studies. P7.7. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

Identify and define a process that supports analysis and evaluation of M&S plan effectiveness (in a class project). P6.5. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

Class team project: Analysis and evaluation (critique) of the M&S plan development case study created during class hours 19-20, encompassing an SSP, SEP and TEMP. P7.9. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

Class project: Evaluate the soundness of the M&S plan details in two instructor-provided case studies. Provide recommended improvements for any weaknesses identified. P7.9. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

Final exam to evaluate student competency at the mastery level. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.
**Course Four**

**M&S Requirements and Evaluating M&S Proposals** – This course will combine the M&S Requirements and M&S Proposals course syllabi developed to satisfy ESRs P5 and A3 by Old Dominion University. This course will be offered both as a full academic course and as two 3-6 hour web-based courses for General Awareness of each topic.

1) Course Name: **M&S Requirements**

2) Course coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.  
   6596 Main Street  
   Gloucester, VA 23061  
   (804)694-3173 (Office)  
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)  
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description: Establish and write valid modeling and simulation requirements using a process that includes modeling and simulation needs analysis, generation of valid modeling and simulation requirements, functional decomposition and conceptual model development, and issuance of “built to” or “buy to” performance specifications. Understand how models and simulations evolve in fidelity, resolution, and scope as the program life cycle progresses.

4) Modules incorporated into the Course - P5

5) **ESRs that the Course supports and corresponding level of mastery:**

   a) M&S development and VV&A lifecycle  
      *Competency Level: Understanding*

   b) Domains of M&S requirements  
      *Competency Level: Understanding*

   c) Representational requirements in M&S  
      *Competency Level: Understanding*

   d) Conceptual model development and validation  
      *Competency Level: General Awareness*

   e) Process differences between legacy and new development models  
      *Competency Level: Understanding*

   f) Work products available in M&S development  
      *Competency Level: Understanding*

   g) Changes in M&S fidelity, resolution, and scope across the acquisition lifecycle
Competency Level: Understanding

h) Acceptability criteria
   Competency Level: Understanding

i) Selecting M&S
   Competency Level: Mastery

j) Developing and Evaluating M&S Requirements
   Competency Level: Mastery

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: None

7) Module maturity: none

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 3 hours lecture/week for 8 weeks

9) Proposed Delivery modality is face-to-face and/or on-line.

10) Module learning objectives:

   P5.1 Describe the M&S development and VV&A lifecycle (for COTS, GOTS and new development M&S)
   P5.2 Identify the three domains of M&S requirements (user domain, problem domain, and simulation domain)
   P5.3 Describe the types of representational requirements (e.g., entities, actions, tasks, interactions, behaviors) in M&S and standard methods for capturing them (e.g. UML, conceptual model descriptions)
   P5.4 Describe how M&S requirements, representational requirements, acceptability criteria, and intended use support conceptual model development and validation
   P5.5 Describe the M&S process differences between legacy (no, minor & major modifications) and new development models
   P5.6 Describe the work products available in M&S development and their role in VV&A
   P5.7 Describe how M&S fidelity, resolution, and scope changes across the acquisition lifecycle (e.g., concept refinement to DT to OTA to OT to training)
   P5.8 Describe the role of acceptability criteria in the VV&A process and its relationship to M&S requirements
   P5.9 Given a case study, select those requirements which are appropriate for M&S
   P5.10 Given a case study and sample acquisition documents (TEMP, CDD, ICD, PSPEC), develop or evaluate requirements for M&S
11) Course learning objectives; Mastery of valid M&S requirements for performance specifications in fidelity, resolution, and scope as program life cycles progress. Mastery demonstrated by a grade of 90% correct on a final course exam.

12) Course assessment plan: Projects and Exams

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

**Competency Level: Understanding**

i) Hour 1: Introduction and Overview (course notes and syllabus)

**Competency Level: Understanding**

ii) Hour 2: (Sub ESR P5.1). M&S development and VV&A lifecycle for COTS and GOTS. [1] [2] [3]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

iii) Hour 3: (Sub ESR P5.1). M&S development and VV&A lifecycle for new development M&S. [1] [3]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

iv) Hour 4: (Sub ESR P5.2). The three domains of M&S requirements. [1]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

v) Hour 5: (Sub ESR P5.3). Representational requirements in M&S and standard methods for capturing them. [1]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

vi) Hour 6: (Sub ESR P5.3). Representational requirements in M&S and standard methods for capturing them. [1] [3]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

vii) Hour 7: (Sub ESR P5.4). Conceptual model development and validation

**Competency Level: Understanding**

viii) Hour 8: (Sub ESR P5.4). Conceptual model development and validation. [1] [3]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

ix) Hour 9: (Sub ESR P5.5). M&S process differences between legacy (no, minor & major modifications) and new development models. [1]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

x) Hour 10: (Sub ESR P5.5). M&S process differences between legacy (no, minor & major modifications) and new development models. [1]
xi) Hour 11: (Sub ESR P5.6). Work products available in M&S development and their role in VV&A. [1] [3] [4]

*Competency Level: Understanding*

xii) Hour 12: (Sub ESR P5.6). Work products available in M&S development and their role in VV&A. [1] [3] [4]

*Competency Level: Understanding*

xiii) Hour 13: (Sub ESR P5.7). Changes in M&S fidelity, resolution, and scope across the acquisition lifecycle. [1] [2] [3]

*Competency Level: Understanding*

xiv) Hour 14: (Sub ESR P5.7). Changes M&S fidelity, resolution, and scope across the acquisition lifecycle. [1] [2] [3]

*Competency Level: Understanding*

 xv) Hour 15: (Sub ESR P5.8). Acceptability criteria in the VV&A process. [1] [3]

*Competency Level: Application*

xvi) Hour 16: (Sub ESR P5.8). Acceptability criteria in the VV&A process and its relationship to M&S requirements. [1] [3]

*Competency Level: Application*

 xvii) Hour 17: (Sub ESR P5.9). M&S Selection Project. [1] [3]

*Competency Level: Application*

 xviii) Hour 18: (Sub ESR P5.9). M&S Selection Project. [1] [3]

*Competency Level: Mastery*

 xix) Hour 19: (Sub ESR P5.9). M&S Selection Project. [1] [3]

*Competency Level: Application*

xx) Hour 20: (Sub ESR P5.10). M&S Requirements Development and Evaluation Project [1] [3]

*Competency Level: Application*

xxi) Hour 21: (Sub ESR P5.10). M&S Requirements Development and Evaluation Project. [1] [3]

*Competency Level: Mastery*

xxii) Hour 22: (Sub ESR P5.10). M&S Requirements Development and Evaluation Project. [1] [3]

*Competency Level: Mastery*
xxiii) Hour 23: (Sub ESR P5.10). M&S Requirements Development and Evaluation Project. [1] [3]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxiv) Hour 24: (Sub ESR P5.10). M&S Requirements Development and Evaluation Project. [1] [3]

14) Proposed references and texts:


Course Four Continued

1) Course Name: M&S Proposals

2) Course coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description: Discernment between M&S proposals, relative to measurable program contributions. Decision making on the appropriate program office level of expenditure on M&S tools throughout the program life cycle. Decisions as to whether custom or off-the-shelf products will be best suited for the program’s purpose.

4) Modules incorporated into the Course: A3

5) ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery.
   
   a) The role of M&S throughout the acquisition cycle
      Competency Level: General Awareness

      Competency Level: General Awareness

   c) Legacy, developmental, GOTS and COTS M&S.
      Competency Level: General Awareness

   d) The V&V process.
      Competency Level: Understanding

   e) M&S reuse.
      Competency Level: Understanding

   f) Application of a sample M&S Support Plan
      Competency Level: Application

   g) Development of an M&S budget.
      Competency Level: Mastery

   h) Analysis and selection from available M&S options.
      Competency Level: Mastery
6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery. General awareness of the government acquisition process.

7) Course maturity: none

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 2.5 hours lecture/week for 8 weeks

9) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face and/or on-line.

10) Module learning objectives:

   A3.1 Define the role of M&S throughout the acquisition cycle (e.g., Concept Development, DT&E, OT&E, LFT&E, and operations and sustainment)
   A3.2 Describe the use of an M&S Support Plan throughout the acquisition cycle.
   A3.3 Define and distinguish between legacy, developmental, GOTS and COTS M&S.
   A3.4 Understand the V&V process and its impact on M&S usage, acceptability, and cost.
   A3.5 Understand the benefit and application of M&S reuse across programs and across a single program’s lifecycle.
   A3.6 Apply a sample M&S Support Plan to provide best use of M&S across all stages of the acquisition life-cycle.
   A3.7 Given a case study and sample M&S Support Plan, develop an M&S budget.
   A3.8 Given a case study and sample M&S Support Plan, select between available legacy, developmental, GOTS and COTS M&S options.

11) Course learning objectives: Mastery of M&S management in the acquisition lifecycle including development and use of an MSSP and evaluation and selection of appropriate and cost effective M&S products. Mastery to be demonstrated by a grade of not less than B+ on final projects and exams.

12) Course assessment plan: projects and exams.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

   Competency Level: General Awareness
   i) Hour 1: (Sub ESR A3.1). Introduction and Overview (course notes and syllabus). [1]

   Competency Level: General Awareness
   ii) Hour 2: (Sub ESR A3.1). The Role of M&S in Concept Development and DT&E. [1]
Competency Level: General Awareness
   iii) Hour 3: (Sub ESR A3.1). The Role of M&S in OT&E, LFT&E, and Operations and Sustainment. [1]

Competency Level: General Awareness

Competency Level: General Awareness
   v) Hour 5: (Sub ESR A3.2). The MSSP; Requirements Across the Services and Best Practices. [2]

Competency Level: General Awareness
   vi) Hour 6: (Sub ESR A3.3). M&S Types and Sources. [3]

Competency Level: General Awareness
   vii) Hour 7: (Sub ESR A3.4). Verification and Validation Overview. [4]

Competency Level: Understanding
   viii) Hour 8: (Sub ESR A3.4). V&V and M&S application, acceptability and cost. [4]

Competency Level: Understanding

Competency Level: General Awareness
   x) Hour 10: (Sub ESR A3.5). M&S Use and Re-use Across Single Program Lifecycle. [1] [5]

Competency Level: Understanding
   xi) Hour 11: (Sub ESR A3.5). M&S Use and Re-use Across Multiple Programs. [1] [5]

Competency Level: General Awareness
   xii) Hour 12: (Sub ESR A3.6). MSSP Application Project. [1] [5]

Competency Level: Understanding
   xiii) Hour 13: (Sub ESR A3.6). MSSP Application Project. [1] [5]

Competency Level: Application
   xiv) Hour 14: (Sub ESR A3.6). MSSP Application Project. [1] [5]

Competency Level: Application
   xv) Hour 15: (Sub ESR A3.6). MSSP Application Project. [1] [5]
Competency Level: Mastery
xvi) Hour 16: (Sub ESR A3.7). MSSP and M&S Budget Project. [1] [5]

Competency Level: Mastery
xvii) Hour 17: (Sub ESR A3.7). MSSP and M&S Budget Project. [1] [5]

Competency Level: Mastery
xviii) Hour 18: (Sub ESR A3.7). MSSP and M&S Budget Project. [1] [5]

Competency Level: Mastery
xix) Hour 19: (Sub ESR A3.8). MSSP and M&S Selection Project. [1] [5]

Competency Level: Mastery
xx) Hour 20: (Sub ESR A3.8). MSSP and M&S Selection Project. [1] [5]

14) Proposed references and texts:


Course Five

Contracting for M&S - This course will be modeled after the M&S in the Contract Proposal Process course syllabus developed to satisfy ESR A4 by Old Dominion University. This course will be offered both as a full academic course and as a 3-6 hour web-based course for General Awareness.

1) Course Name: M&S in the Contract Proposal Process

2) Course coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description: Recognize contracting issues for M&S products. Include considerations for intellectual property issues, delivery terms, maintenance responsibility, standards for documentation, open architecture, interoperability, reuse and other considerations

4) Modules incorporated into the Course - A4

5) ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery.

   a) Intellectual Property Issues in Contracting for M&S products
      Competency Level: Understanding

   b) Terms of Delivery and Contracting for M&S products
      Competency Level: Understanding

   c) Documentation Deliverables
      Competency Level: Understanding

   d) Long-term Maintenance for Contracted M&S products.
      Competency Level: Understanding

   e) Open Architecture
      Competency Level: Understanding

   f) Interoperability
      Competency Level: Understanding

   g) M&S Re-use
      Competency Level: Understanding
h) Enforcing M&S Contract Terms
   Competency Level: Understanding

i) Drafting M&S contract documents
   Competency Level: Mastery

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:

7) Course maturity: none

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 3 hours lecture/week for 6 weeks

9) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face and/or on-line.

10) Module learning objectives:

    A4.1 Describe the Intellectual Property issues that arise when contracting for M&S products.
    A4.2 Describe and differentiate between possible Terms of Delivery when contracting for M&S products.
    A4.3 Identify the content, format, and medium the government should require for documentation deliverables.
    A4.4 Understand the long-term maintenance options available to government customers when contracting for M&S products.
    A4.5 Understand issues in using Open Architecture products, including compatibility and continued use of legacy or unsupported systems.
    A4.6 Understand the contract process for issuing M&S requirements and insuring that contractor M&S is interoperable with government and other third-party M&S.
    A4.7 Understand the contractual issues involved with re-use of purchased M&S products.
    A4.8 Understand the options and procedures for enforcing contract terms or resolving contractor disputes with regard to M&S.
    A4.9 Given a case study, assess and revise contract documents to insure that program M&S objectives with regard to IP, delivery, interoperability, maintenance, and reuse are met and enforced.

11) Course learning objectives: Mastery of M&S contracting issues including IP issues, delivery and maintenance terms, reuse, interoperability, and contract enforcement.

12) Course assessment plan: Projects and Exams

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

   Competency Level: General Awareness
i) Hour one: (Sub ESR A4.1). Introduction and Overview (course notes and syllabus). [1]

*Competency Level: General Awareness*


*Competency Level: Understanding*

iii) Hour three: (Sub ESR A4.1). Intellectual Property Issues in Contracting for M&S products. [1]

*Competency Level: General Awareness*

iv) Hour four: (Sub ESR A4.2). Terms of Delivery and Contracting for M&S products. [2]

*Competency Level: Understanding*

v) Hour five: (Sub ESR A4.3). Terms of Delivery and Contracting for M&S products. [2]

*Competency Level: Understanding*

vi) Hour six: (Sub ESR A4.3). Documentation Deliverables. [3]

*Competency Level: General Awareness*


*Competency Level: Understanding*


*Competency Level: General Awareness*

ix) Hour nine: (Sub ESR A4.5). Issues with using Open Architecture. [2][4]

*Competency Level: Understanding*

x) Hour ten: (Sub ESR A4.5). Issues with using Open Architecture. [2][4]

*Competency Level: General Awareness*

xi) Hour eleven: (Sub ESR A4.6). Insuring Interoperability. [4][5]

*Competency Level: Understanding*

xii) Hour twelve: (Sub ESR A4.6). Insuring Interoperability. [4][5]

*Competency Level: Understanding*

xiii) Hour thirteen: (Sub ESR A4.7). Planning for Re-use. [2]
Competency Level: Understanding
xiv) Hour fourteen: (Sub ESR A4.8). Enforcing M&S Contract Terms. [2]

Competency Level: Understanding
xv) Hour fifteen: (Sub ESR A4.9). M&S Contract Project. [2]

Competency Level: Application
xvi) Hour sixteen: (Sub ESR A4.9). M&S Contract Project. [2]

Competency Level: Mastery
xvii) Hour seventeen: (Sub ESR A4.9). M&S Contract Project. [2]

Competency Level: Mastery
xviii) Hour eighteen: (Sub ESR A4.9). M&S Contract Project. [2]

14) Proposed references and texts:


Course Six

Best Practices in M&S – This course will combine the Manage and Reuse and Best Practices in Modeling and Simulation course syllabi developed to satisfy ESRs P8 and P14 by Old Dominion University. This course will be offered both as a full academic course and as two 3-6 hour web-based courses for General Awareness, with the second course focused on M&S Reuse.

1) Course Name: Best Practices In Modeling and Simulation

2) Course coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com


4) Modules incorporated into Course - P8

5) ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery.
   a) Best Practices in M&S Planning
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   b) Best practices in M&S tool development (requirements, conceptual modeling)
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   c) Best practices in M&S federation development (DIS, HLA, IEEE standards)
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   d) Best practices in software development as it applies to M&S (IEEE standards, configuration management, maturity model standards)
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   e) Best practices in VV&A (maturity model, IEEE standards
      Competency Level: General Awareness, Understanding, and Application
   f) Application of a sample M&S Support Plan to provide best use of M&S across all stages of the acquisition lifecycle
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Application
   g) Analysis of a sample V&V report for inclusion in best practices in VV&A.
**Competency Level:** General Awareness and Mastery

h) Analysis of the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the M&S development lifecycle

**Competency Level:** General Awareness and Mastery

i) Analysis of the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the acquisition life-cycle.

**Competency Level:** General Awareness and Mastery

6) **Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery.** Mastery of College Level Calculus II and Introduction to M&S as demonstrated by a final grade of not less than a B.

7) **Course maturity:** none

8) **Number of contact hours and pace contemplated:** 3 hours lecture/week for 8 weeks.

9) **Proposed Delivery modality:** face-to-face and/or on line.

10) **Module learning objectives:**

    - P8.1 Identify best practices in M&S planning
    - P8.2 Identify best practices in M&S tool development (requirements, conceptual modeling)
    - P8.3 Identify best practices in M&S federation development (DIS, HLA, IEEE standards)
    - P8.4 Identify best practices in software development as it applies to M&S (IEEE standards, configuration management, maturity model standards)
    - P8.5 Identify best practices in VV&A (maturity model, IEEE standards)
    - P8.6 Apply a sample M&S Support Plan to provide best use of M&S across all stages of the acquisition lifecycle.
    - P8.7 Analyze a sample V&V report for inclusion of best practices in VV&A.
    - P8.8 Given a case study, analyze the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the M&S development lifecycle.
    - P8.9 Given a case study, analyze the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the acquisition life-cycle.

11) **Course learning objectives:** Mastery of best practices in applying federation standards, tool development, conceptual modeling, configuration management, support planning, and V&V reporting, across all components of M&S acquisition life cycle. Mastery is to be demonstrated by a grade of 85% correct on the final examination of 100 multiple choice questions.

12) **Course assessment plan:** final exam in a multiple choice format.

13) **Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:**
Competency Level: General Awareness
i) Hour 1: (Sub ESR P8.1). Review best practices in M&S planning. [1][2]

Competency Level: General Awareness
ii) Hour 2: (Sub ESR P8.2). Learn conceptual modeling and best practices in M&S tool development. [3]

Competency Level: General Awareness
iii) Hour 3: (Sub ESR P8.2). Learn conceptual modeling and best practices in M&S tool development. [3]

Competency Level: Understanding
iv) Hour 4: (Sub ESR P8.2). Use conceptual modeling and best practices in developing M&S tools. [3]

Competency Level: General Awareness
v) Hour 5: (Sub ESR P8.3). Learn the mechanics of developing federation standards (DIS, HLA, IEEE) for the best practices in M&S. [4][5][6][7]

Competency Level: General Awareness
vi) Hour 6: (Sub ESR P8.4). Learn IEEE standards, maturity model standards, configuration management, and best practices for M&S software development. [8][7]

Competency Level: General Awareness
vii) Hour 7: (Sub ESR P8.4). Learn IEEE standards, maturity model standards, configuration management, and best practices for M&S software development. [8][7]

Competency Level: General Awareness
viii) Hour 8: (Sub ESR P8.5). Learn IEEE standards and maturity models for best practices in VV&A. [9][10]

Competency Level: General awareness
ix) Hour 9: (Sub ESR P8.5). Learn IEEE standards and maturity models for best practices in VV&A. [9][10]

Competency Level: Understanding
x) Hour 10: (Sub ESR P8.5). Demonstrate best practices in using IEEE standards and maturity models for VV&A. [9][10]

Competency Level: Application
xi) Hour 11: (Sub ESR P8.5). Apply best practices in using IEEE standards and maturity models for VV&A. [9][10]
Competency Level: General Awareness
xii) Hour 12: (Sub ESR P8.6). Learn Support Planning across all stages of M&S acquisition lifecycle. [1] [2]

Competency Level: Application
xiii) Hour 13: (Sub ESR P8.6). Apply Support Planning across a sample of all stages of M&S acquisition lifecycle. [1] [2]

Competency Level: Application
xiv) Hour 14: (Sub ESR P8.6). Apply Support Planning across all stages of M&S acquisition lifecycle. [1] [2]

Competency Level: General Awareness
xv) Hour 15: (Sub ESR P8.7). Learn the components and best practices of VV&A reporting. [9] [10]

Competency Level: Application
xvi) Hour 16: (Sub ESR P8.7). Apply best practices to a sample VV&A report. [9] [10]

Competency Level: Mastery
xvii) Hour 17: (Sub ESR P8.7). Analyze a sample V&V report for inclusion of best practices in VV&A. [9] [10]

Competency Level: General Awareness
xviii) Hour 18: (Sub ESR P8.8). Learn the benefits best practice analysis across all components of the M&S development lifecycle. [11] [12] [13] [14]

Competency Level: General Awareness
xix) Hour 19: (Sub ESR P8.8). Learn the benefits of best practice analysis across all components of the M&S development lifecycle. [11] [12] [13] [14]

Competency Level: Understanding

Competency Level: Application
xxii) Hour 22: (Sub ESR P8.9). Given a case study, analyze the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the acquisition lifecycle.

[11] [12] [13] [14]

Competency Level: Mastery

xxiii) Hour 23: (Sub ESR P8.9). Given a case study analyze the benefits of M&S best practices across all components of the acquisition life cycle.

[11] [12] [13] [14]

Competency Level: Mastery

xxiv) Hour 24: (Sub ESR P8.9). Given a case study analyze the benefits of M&S best practices across all components of the acquisition life cycle.

[11] [12] [13] [14]

14) Proposed references and texts:


Course Six Continued

1) Course Name: Manage and Reuse

2) Course coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description: Manage and reuse existing models, data, and simulations appropriately and assure that new products developed are designed and prepared for reuse.

4) Modules incorporated into Course - P14

5) ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery.
   a) Key concepts of M&S reuse, component-based, and distributed simulations
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   b) Characteristics of new simulation development that make reuse more achievable
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   c) Sources for models that are available for reuse
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   d) Cost versus the benefit for reuse of legacy simulations
      Competency Level: Understanding and Mastery
   e) V&V necessary for reuse of a simulation with a new specific use
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   f) Models for reuse from a set of legacy models
      Competency Level: Understanding and Mastery
   g) Cost effective options considering reuse of legacy simulations and new simulation development
      Competency Level: Understanding and Mastery

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: Mastery of College Level Calculus II and Introduction to M&S as demonstrated by a final grade of not less than a B.
7) Module maturity: none

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 3 hours lecture/week for 6 weeks

9) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face and/or on-line

10) Module learning objectives:

   P14.1 Understand key concepts for M&S reuse, component-based, and distributed simulations.
   P14.2 Identify characteristics of new simulation development that make reuse more achievable.
   P14.3 Identify sources for models that are available for reuse.
   P14.4 Analyze cost versus benefit for reuse of legacy simulations.
   P14.5 Describe V&V necessary for reuse of a simulation considering a new specific use.
   P14.6 Given a case study and a sample of VV&A report, identify appropriate models for reuse from a set of legacy models.
   P14.7 Given a case study and a sample of VV&A report, determine the most cost effective option considering reuse of legacy simulations and new simulation development.

11) Course learning objectives: Mastery of management and preparation of designs for reuse of existing data, models, and simulations. Mastery to be demonstrated by passing grades of no less than B+ on projects and exams.

12) Course assessment plan: projects, and exams.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

   Competency Level: General Awareness
   i) Hour 1: (Sub ESR P14.1). Learn the key concepts for M&S reuse, component-based, and distributed simulations. [1]

   Competency Level: Understanding
   ii) Hour 2: (Sub ESR P14.1). Understand the key concepts for M&S reuse, component-based, and distributed simulations. [1]

   Competency Level: Understanding
   iii) Hour 3: (Sub ESR P14.1). Understand the key concepts for M&S reuse, component-based, and distributed simulations. [1]

   Competency Level: General Awareness
   iv) Hour 4: (Sub ESR P14.2). Learn the characteristics of new simulation development that make reuse more achievable. [1]
Competency Level: General Awareness
v) Hour 5: (Sub ESR P14.2). Learn the characteristics of new simulation development that make reuse more achievable. [1]

Competency Level: General Awareness
vi) Hour 6: (Sub ESR P14.3). Learn the sources for models that are available for reuse. [1]

Competency Level: Understanding
vii) Hour 7: (Sub ESR P14.4). Understand the cost versus the benefit for reuse of legacy simulations. [2]

Competency Level: Mastery
viii) Hour 8: (Sub ESR P14.4). Analyze the cost versus the benefit for reuse of legacy simulations


Competency Level: Mastery
ix) Hour 9: (Sub ESR P14.4). Analyze the cost versus the benefit for reuse of legacy simulations. [2]

Competency Level: General Awareness
x) Hour 10: (Sub ESR P14.5). Learn the V&V necessary for reuse of a simulation considering a new specific use. [2]

Competency Level: Understanding
xi) Hour 11: (Sub ESR P14.5). Understand the V&V necessary for reuse of a simulation considering a new specific use. [2]

Competency Level: Understanding
xii) Hour 12: (Sub ESR P14.5). Understand the V&V necessary for reuse of a simulation considering a new specific use. [2]

Competency Level: Understanding
xiii) Hour 13: (Sub ESR P14.6). Given a case study and a sample of a VV&A report, identify the appropriate models for reuse from a set of legacy models. [2]

Competency Level: Mastery
xiv) Hour 14: (Sub ESR P14.6). Given a case study and a sample of a VV&A report, analyze the appropriate models for reuse from a set of legacy models. [2]
Competency Level: Mastery
xv) Hour 15: (Sub ESR P14.6). Given a case study and a sample of a VV&A report, analyze the appropriate models for reuse from a set of legacy models. [2]

Competency Level: Understanding
xvi) Hour 16: (Sub ESR P14.7). Given a case study and a sample of a VV&A report, understand the most cost effective option considering reuse of legacy simulations and new simulation development. [3]

Competency Level: Mastery
xvii) Hour 17: (Sub ESR P14.7). Given a case study and a sample of a VV&A report, analyze the most cost effective option considering reuse of legacy simulations and new simulation development. [3]

Competency Level: Mastery
xviii) Hour 18: (Sub ESR P14.7). Given a case study and a sample of a VV&A report, analyze the most cost effective option considering reuse of legacy simulations and new simulation development. [3]

14) Proposed references and texts:


Course Seven

M&S in Decision Risk Analysis and Risk Mitigation - This course will be modeled after the M&S in Decision Risk Analysis and Risk Mitigation course syllabi developed to satisfy ESRs A7 and P6 (partial) by University of California, San Diego. This course will be offered both as a full academic course and as a 3-6 hour web-based course for General Awareness.

1) Course Name:  M&S in Decision Risk Analysis and Risk Mitigation

2) Course coordinator/POC:   Anthony Genna
   UCSD Extension
   Assistant Director,
   Defense Technology
   agenna@ucsd.edu
   858-603-2170 (cell)

3) Course description:  This course is designed to educate and introduce acquisition workforce professionals to modeling and simulation (M&S) and its application to Decision Risk Analysis and Risk Mitigation. This course will introduce the student to the concepts entailed in the use of M&S to make informed engineering tradeoff analyses through the program’s Decision Risk Analysis process. General focus areas of this course include: application of experimental design, level of model detail, risk mitigation strategy development, evaluation of M&S outputs/measures, and M&S application as a pre-test prediction tool.

4) Modules incorporated into the course:  A7, limited/modified P6.

5) ESR’s that the course supports and the corresponding level of achievement:
   A7.1 (G, U, A, M)
   A7.2 (G, U, A, M)
   A7.3 (G, U, A, M)
   A7.4 (G, U, A, M)
   A7.5 (G, U, A, M)
   P6.6 (G, U, A, M)

6) Prerequisites:  This course is designed for DoD military and civilian professionals who are determined to be proficient to the apprentice, journeyman or expert level (as applicable) in their current job positions in the areas of program management, systems engineering and/or test and evaluation.

7) Course maturity:  This is a new course. There is a 5-day course on Decision and Risk Analysis (SYS/SDOE 660) available from Stevens Institute of Technology, but it presents the core topics differently than this course does.
8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: This 27 hour course will provide 3 CEU’s. The class will meet 3 hours per week for 9 weeks. The hour breakdown for each level of competency is provided below:

   a) General Awareness 3 hours
   b) Understanding 4 hours
   c) Application 9 hours (5 hr instruction; 3 hr project; 1 hr exam)
   d) Mastery 11 hours (7 hr instruction; 3 hr project; 1 hr exam)

9) Proposed delivery modality: face-to-face.

10) Proposed references and texts:


    Additional useful references:


11) Course learning objectives:

    A7.1: Develop pre-test criteria and analyze/apply choices of design detail for desired performance factors for a selected application.

    A7.2: Analyze outputs/measures from M&S tools for a given case study.

    A7.3: Evaluate performance factors and interdependencies of outputs/measures based on a given set of case studies.

    A7.4: Identify and prioritize risk factors using the Decision Risk Analysis process.

    P6.6: Develop a risk mitigation strategy for a given case study.

    A7.5: Perform informed engineering tradeoff analyses through the Decision Risk Analysis process.

12) Course assessment plan:

    a) Week 1 through week 9: Weekly quizzes to test competency at corresponding level of instruction.
b) Week 5: Class project based on case study to demonstrate students’ ability to perform analysis at the application level.

c) Week 6: Mid term exam to test student competency at the application level.

d) Week 9: Class project based on case study to demonstrate students’ ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.

e) Week 9: Case study and final exam to test student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

The 27 hour course is structured such that each hour is based on its required level of competency. This structure allows the course material to be provided as four separate groupings: General Awareness, Understanding, Application, and Mastery.

**General Awareness Skill Level:**

1-3 Introduction and overview of informed engineering tradeoff analyses using a Decision Risk Analysis process. A7.1-A7.5, P6.6. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

**Understanding Skill Level:**

4 Definition of pre-test criteria and application of design detail choices for desired performance factors for a selected application. A7.1. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.


6 Identification and prioritization of risk factors using a Decision Risk Analysis process. Identify critical elements required to develop exceptional system risk mitigation strategies. A7.4, P6.6. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

7 Examples of how a Decision Risk Analysis process enables informed engineering tradeoff analysis. A7.5. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

**Application Skill Level:**

8 Use of M&S applications to develop pre-test criteria and analyze/apply choices of design detail for desired performance factors for a selected application. A7.1. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

9 Use of M&S applications to analyze outputs/measure from M&S tools for a given case study. A7.2. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

10 Use of M&S applications to evaluate performance factors and interdependencies of outputs/measure for a given case study. A7.3. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

11 Use of M&S applications to identify and prioritize risk factors using a Decision Risk Analysis process. A7.4. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

12 Use of M&S application techniques that support risk mitigation. P6.6. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.
13-15 Class team project: Perform informed engineering tradeoff analyses through a Decision Risk Analysis process. Apply modeling and simulation techniques to risk analysis and risk mitigation. A7.5. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

16 Mid term exam to evaluate student competency at the application level. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

**Mastery Skill Level:**

17-18 Use of M&S tools to support analysis and application of choices of design detail for desired performance factors. Includes instructor-selected case studies. A7.1. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

19 Use of M&S tools in support of analysis of M&S outputs/measures. Includes instructor-selected case studies. A7.2. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

20-21 Use of M&S tools in support of analysis and evaluation of performance factors and interdependencies of outputs/measures for a given case study. A7.3. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

22-23 Use of M&S tools to identify and prioritize risk factors using a Decision Risk Analysis process. A7.4. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

24 Use of M&S application techniques that support risk mitigation. P6.6. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

25-26 Class team project: Evaluation of informed engineering tradeoff analyses through a Decision Risk Analysis process. Includes instructor-selected case studies. A7.5. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

27 Final exam to test student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.
Course Eight

M&S Environments – This course will be modeled after the ISE 5X5 M&S Environments in Acquisition course syllabus developed to satisfy ESR P14 by the University of Alabama at Huntsville. This course will be offered both as a full academic course and as a 3-6 hour web-based course for General Awareness.

1) Course Name: ISE 5X5 M&S Environments for Acquisition

2) Course coordinator
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Course description
Architectures and attributes of modeling and simulation environments (live, virtual, constructive) and interoperability approaches (standalone, interoperable). Focus is on their application and suitability for testing and acquisition applications.

4) Modules incorporated into course
P4-G M&S environments and interoperability (General awareness)
P4-U M&S environments and interoperability (Understanding)
P4-A M&S environments and interoperability (Application)
P4-M M&S environments and interoperability (Mastery)

5) ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery
ESR P4 General awareness, Understanding, Application, and Mastery

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery
Basic familiarity with M&S concepts, equivalent to MSIAC M&S Staff Officers Course

7) Course maturity
Not previously taught as a course; much of the material has been taught in other courses, particularly Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation courses.

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated
Semester course: 3 lecture hours per week for 16 weeks

9) Proposed delivery modality
Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD)

10) Proposed references and texts
[2] R. M. Fujimoto, “Parallel and Distributed Simulation”, in J. Banks (Editor),
11) Course learning objectives
Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P4
a) P4.1 Define the different testing environments (live, virtual, and constructive) and compare the relative advantages and disadvantages of each environment for different product and system testing applications.
b) P4.2 Identify the attributes of an M&S application that determine whether a live, virtual, constructive, or combination environment would be most appropriate, and the values for those attributes that indicate each type.
c) P4.3 List significant and widely used models, standalone simulations, confederated simulations, data sets, and interoperability protocol standards applied in the different environments.
d) P4.4 Describe approaches to testing and validating models and simulations suitable for use in each of the environments, and identify degree of accuracy typically required in that environment.
e) P4.5 Define the differences between standalone and federated simulation and give examples of each that have been used successfully in test and acquisition applications. Identify the attributes of an M&S application that determine whether a standalone simulation or a federation of interoperable simulations would be more appropriate, and the values for those attributes that indicate each type.
f) P4.6 List current simulation interoperability protocol standards and describe the advantages and disadvantages of each in each of the different environments.
g) P4.7 List existing resources in each of the environments, including model repositories, implemented federations of interoperable simulations, standalone simulations, standard object models, and accredited data sets, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.
h) P4.8 Describe case studies of successful test and acquisition M&S applications in each of the different environments.

12) Course assessment plan
1. Mid-term and final exams
2. Short-answer homework assignments, ~1 per week
3. Term paper

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference
Listed for each hour are topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any).
1. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.1; [1] [2] [3]
2. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of M&S application attributes; P4.2; [4]
3. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of categories (models, standalone simulations, interoperable simulations, data sets, and interoperability protocol standards) within live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.3; [1] [2] [3]

4. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of testing and validation in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.4; [4]

5. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of standalone and interoperable simulations; P4.5; [1] [2] [3]

6. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of interoperability protocol standards; P4.6; [1] [2] [3]

7. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of each type of existing resource in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.7; to be determined

8. Simple case studies of successful test and acquisition M&S applications; P4.8; to be determined

9. Typical product and system testing applications and advantages and disadvantages of live, virtual, and constructive environments for each; P4.1; [3]

10. Typical live, virtual, and constructive environment architectures; P4.1; [3]

11. Attributes of M&S applications typically found in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.2; [3]

12. Lists of significant and widely used items in each category and explanations for their significance live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.3; to be determined

13. Details of different testing and validation methods used in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.4; [4]

14. Differences and advantages/disadvantages of standalone and interoperable simulations; P4.5; [1] [2] [3] [4]

15. Examples of successful use of standalone and interoperable simulations for test and acquisition applications; P4.5; to be determined

16. Technical details of current interoperability protocol standards; P4.6; [1] [2] [3]

17. Relative capabilities and typical applications of current interoperability protocol standards in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.6; [1] [2] [3]

18. Lists and details of existing resources in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.7; to be determined

19. Resource repositories in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.7; to be determined

20. Advanced case studies of both successful and unsuccessful test and acquisition M&S applications; P4.8; to be determined

21. Customizing live, virtual, and constructive environments for a specific application; P4.1; [1] [2] [3]

22. Determining the attributes of given M&S applications in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.2; to be determined

23. M&S application attributes in unusual applications and special cases; P4.2; to be determined

24. Recognizing significant, or potentially significant, items in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.3; to be determined

25. Performing testing and validation using existing methods in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.4; [4]
26. Applying standalone and interoperable simulations in test and acquisition M&S applications; P4.5; [1] [2] [3]
27. Attributes of M&S applications that determine whether a standalone or interoperable simulation would be more appropriate, and attribute values that indicate each type; P4.5; [1] [2] [3]
28. Applying interoperability protocol standards in test and acquisition M&S applications; P4.6; [1] [2] [3]
29. Procedures for examining, acquiring, customizing, and using existing resources; P4.7; to be determined
30. Adapting methods and lessons from a case study to a new test and acquisition M&S application; P4.8; to be determined
31. Analyzing a test and acquisition M&S application for lessons learned; P4.8; to be determined
32. Selecting among live, virtual, and constructive environments for a specific application based on environment characteristics; P4.1; [1] [2] [3]
33. Designing and integrating hybrid live, virtual, and constructive environments for specialized applications; P4.1; [1] [2] [3]
34. Selecting among live, virtual, and constructive environments based on M&S application attributes; P4.2; [1] [2] [3]
35. Selecting among available widely used items for an application within live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.3; [1] [2] [3]
36. Selecting appropriate testing and validation methods in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.4; [4]
37. Developing new, enhanced, or hybrid environment-specific testing and validation methods in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.4; to be determined
38. Selecting among standalone and interoperable simulations based on the attributes of an M&S application; P4.5; [1] [2] [3]
39. Selecting among current interoperability protocol standards for a given M&S application in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.6; [1] [2] [3]
40. Selecting among existing resources for use in test and acquisition M&S application in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.7; to be determined
41. Selecting a case study relevant to a planned test and acquisition M&S application and extracting pertinent lessons learned; P4.8; to be determined
Course Nine

M&S Data Strategies – This course will be modeled after the ISE 5X7 M&S Data Strategies for Acquisition course syllabus developed to satisfy ESR P15 by the University of Alabama at Huntsville. This course will be offered both as a full academic course and as a 3-6 hour web-based course for General Awareness.

1) Course Name:  ISE 5X7 M&S Data Strategies for Acquisition

2) Course coordinator
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Course description
Categories, uses, formats, and models of data for modeling and simulation. Acquiring, converting, preparing, controlling, securing, and distributing data. Focus is on their application and suitability for testing and acquisition applications.

4) Modules incorporated into course
P15-G Data strategy (General awareness)
P15-U Data strategy (Understanding)
P15-A Data strategy (Application)
P15-M Data strategy (Mastery)
plus portions of P10 M&S in the acquisition process

5) ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery
ESR P15 General Awareness, Understanding, Application, and Mastery

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery
Basic familiarity with M&S concepts, equivalent to MSIAC M&S Staff Officers Course

7) Course maturity
Not previously taught as a course; much of the material has been taught in other courses, particularly Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation courses.

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated
Semester course: 3 lecture hours per week for 16 weeks

9) Proposed delivery modality
Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD)

10) Proposed references and texts
11) Course learning objectives
Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P14
a) P15.1 List the categories of data sets required (such as terrain databases, Ph/Pk tables, and sensor performance parameters) for typical model and simulation types.
b) P15.2 List the data requirements for typical test and acquisition M&S applications in terms of data sets, data volume, data availability, data accuracy, data classification, data storage media, and data archival.
c) P15.3 Identify existing data resources available for reuse, including both unauthenticated (for simulation testing) and authenticated (for actual test use) data, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.
d) P15.4 Define commonly used formats for documenting data (i.e., meta-data) and describe how to use each form to assess a data set’s utility for a specific application.
e) P15.5 For each type of data used by models and simulations, define commonly used formats for structuring and encoding the data (e.g., XML for entity performance parameters or CTDB for terrain) and describe how the format supports correct and appropriate use and reuse of data sets so structured.
f) P15.6 Define concepts of data models (e.g., HLA object models), identify commonly used data models (e.g., HLA RPR FOM), and explain how data models relate to data sets.
g) P15.7 Specify proper security procedures for safeguarding classified data sets, both input and output, during and between simulation executions.
h) P15.8 Prepare for distribution of output data sets produced by simulation executions, including documenting data format, assumptions, accuracy, and applicability.
i) P15.9 Describe approaches, identify tools, and estimate resources required for converting data sets from one format to another (e.g., converting terrain data from DTED to CTDB) if needed for a particular M&S application.
j) P15.10 Estimate the effort required to acquire and create the data needed for a test or acquisition M&S application, based on data required for the simulation, existing data resources available, and data creation experiences.
k) P15.11 Describe case studies of successful data acquisition and creation for data-intensive applications of commonly used models, data sets, and simulations, and the characteristics of those applications that made the reuse successful.

12) Course assessment plan
4. Mid-term and final exams
5. Short-answer homework assignments, ~1 per week
6. Term paper

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference
Listed for each hour are topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any).
1. Identify the phases of the acquisition life cycle; P10.1; to be determined
2. Identify the principal M&S applications used in each of the phases of the acquisition life cycle; P10.2; to be determined
3. Describe representative examples of M&S used for each type of application in each phase of the acquisition life cycle; P10.3; to be determined
4. List the inputs, outputs, capabilities, and limitations of each example M&S; P10.4; to be determined
5. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data set categories (e.g., terrain databases, Pk tables, and sensor performance parameters) required for typical model and simulation types; P15.1; to be determined
6. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data requirements for typical test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.2; to be determined
7. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of each type of existing data resource; P15.3; to be determined
8. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data documentation formats; P15.4; [1] [2]
9. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data encoding formats; P15.5; [1] [2]
10. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data models; P15.6; [1] [2]
11. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data security procedures; P15.7; [1] [2]
12. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of simulation data distribution; P15.8; [2]
13. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data conversion; P15.9; [1] [2]
14. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data acquisition and creation effort; P15.10; to be determined
15. Simple case studies of successful data acquisition and creation in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.11; to be determined
16. Technical details of simulation data sets, including representation, resolution, fidelity, and size, for typical model and simulation types; P15.1; [2]
17. Technical details and normal value ranges of data requirement parameters (e.g., data sets, data volume, data availability, data accuracy, data classification, data storage media, data archival; P15.2; [2]
18. Lists and details of existing data repositories; P15.3; to be determined
19. Technical details and advanced examples of data documentation formats; P15.4; [1] [2]
20. Technical details and advanced examples of data encoding formats; P15.5; [1] [2]
21. Technical details and advanced examples of data models; P15.6; [1] [2]
22. Relationship of data models to data sets; P15.6; [1] [2]
23. Data security requirements and procedures; P15.7; to be determined
24. Advanced examples of data security in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.7; to be determined
25. Advanced examples of data distribution in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.8; to be determined
26. Advanced examples of data conversion for test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.9; to be determined
27. Available data conversion tools and utilities; P15.9; to be determined
28. Advanced examples of data acquisition and creation effort in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.10; to be determined
29. Advanced case studies of both successful and unsuccessful data acquisition and creation in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.11; to be determined
30. Determining data set categories for typical model and simulation types; P15.1; [2]
31. Determining data requirements for typical test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.2; [2]
32. Procedures for examining, acquiring, customizing, and reusing existing data resources; P15.3; to be determined
33. Using data documentation in each format to evaluate data utility; P15.4; [1] [2]
34. Using data encoding formats to encode or decode simulation data; P15.5; [1] [2]
35. Using data models to structure and organize data within a test and acquisition M&S application; P15.6; [1] [2]
36. Instituting and executing data security in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.7; to be determined
37. Performing data distribution in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.8; to be determined
38. Performing data conversion for test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.9; to be determined
39. Effects of data conversion on data resolution and accuracy; P15.9; to be determined
40. Estimating effort required for data acquisition and creation in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.10; to be determined
41. Adapting methods and lessons regarding data acquisition and creation from a case study to a new test and acquisition M&S application; P15.11; to be determined
42. Analyzing a test and acquisition M&S application for lessons learned regarding data acquisition and creation; P15.11; to be determined
43. Selecting among data acquisition and creation alternatives; P15.10; [1] [2]
44. Selecting a case study relevant to data acquisition and creation in a planned test and acquisition M&S application and extracting pertinent lessons learned; P15.11; to be determined
Course Ten

M&S for Test and Evaluation, Introduction and Advanced – These courses will be modeled after the ISE 5X1 Introduction to Modeling and Simulation for T&E and ISE 5X2 Advanced Modeling and Simulation for T&E course syllabi developed to satisfy ESRs T1 through T5 by the University of Alabama at Huntsville. These courses will each be offered both as a full academic course and as 3-6 hour web-based courses for General Awareness.

1) Course Name ISE 5X1 Introduction to Modeling and Simulation for T&E

2) Course coordinator / point of contact and contact information
   Dr. Jeffrey S. Strickland, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4415, jeffrey.strickland@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.

3) Course description This course will address the use of modeling and simulation as a complement to physical testing in support of systems evaluation. The general relationships among simulation, test, and evaluation will be introduced in context of systems acquisition life-cycle management. Forms of use of simulation in support of test planning, test execution, and systems analysis will be described, characterized, and illustrated with real-world examples. Issues and opportunities relevant to the integrated use of simulation and testing will be identified; and strategies to optimize the use of scarce resources in executing test and evaluation programs will be provided.

4) Modules incorporated into Course T1-G, T1-U, T2-G, T2-U, T3-G, T3-U, T4-G, T4-U, T5-G, and T5-U

5) ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery
   a) ESR T-1 General Awareness and Understanding
   b) ESR T-2 General Awareness and Understanding
   c) ESR T-3 General Awareness and Understanding
   d) ESR T-4 General Awareness and Understanding
   e) ESR T-5 General Awareness and Understanding

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery  ISE 428 - Systems Analysis and Design I; ISE 447/547 - Introduction to Systems Simulation

7) Course maturity Not previously taught

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated 3 hours lecture/week for 16 week.

9) Proposed Delivery modality: Resident (face-to-face)

10) Proposed references and texts
11) Course learning objectives

a) Identify and apply DoD policies and regulations related to M&S for T&E [T1]
b) Identify types of M&S, uses and benefits, and limitations and risks for T&E [T1, T2]
c) Identify the uses of M&S during Developmental T&E (DT&E), Operational T&E (OT&E), and Live Fire T&E [T3]
d) Identify the uses of M&S for testing in a joint environment [T3]
e) Describe the process and importance of M&S Validation, Verification, & Accreditation [T2]
f) Describe the M&S program contractual process [T4]
g) Match existing M&S T&E facilities used within the DoD to a given program need, as appropriate [T5]

12) Course assessment plan five module exams, course average to pass is 80%.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference

i) Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
ii) Roles, uses, limitations and trends of models and simulations of various types; T1.1; [2]
iii) Use of M&S in systems engineering and decision support for T&E; T1.2; [2]
iv) Use of M&S in a system's lifecycle for all phases of test and evaluation; T1.3; [1] [2]
v) Appropriate simulation use and model fidelity for systems validation; T1.4; [2]
vi) Restrictions, applications, limitations, and risk of using M&S during T&E; T1.5; [2]
   (1) Risks of using M&S in evaluating a single system component in place of testing an entire configuration.
   (2) In conjunction with/in place of live testing
vii) Use of M&S in test planning; T1.6; [2]
viii) Levels of risk in testing (Risk and Its Impact on VV&A, Recommended Practices Guide); T1.7 T1.8
    (1) the application of M&S in risk reduction
    (2) Acceptable risk involving the use of M&S in testing
ix) Use of M&S for risk analysis and mitigation; T1.9; [2]
x) Module exam (course notes)
xi) Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
   xii) Types of simulation used in T&E; T2.1; [2]
xiii) Using the Data Source Matrix (DSM) to describe T&E events and simulation events; T2.2; [2]
xiv) Appropriate use of M&S in T&E; T2.3; [2]
xv) Data arising from live and virtual testing; T2.4; [2]
xvi) Use of M&S in developing test scenarios and data matrices; T2.5; [2]
xvii) Examples of M&S integrated with T&E; T2.6 T2.7; [2]
xviii) Model-Test-Model methodology; T2.8; [2]
ix) Issues and opportunities relevant to the integrated use of M&S in testing T2.9; [2]
x) Integrating results of M&S with results from other sources of T&E; T2.10; [2]

xx) Module exam (course notes)
xxi) Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)

xxiii) Role of M&S in integration testing; T3.2; [2]
xxiv) Role of M&S in developmental testing; T3.3; [2]
xxv) Role of M&S in operational testing; T3.4; [2]
xxvi) Role of M&S in unit testing; T3.5; [2]
xxvii) Role of M&S in interoperability testing; T3.7; [2]
xxviii) Role of M&S in live fire testing; T3.6; [2]

xxx) Interrelationships between M&S and traditional forms of T&E; T3.8; [2]

xxx) Test procedures for various types of testing; T3.9; [2]
xxx) Module exam (course notes)

xxxiii) Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
xxxiv) M&S and the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP); T4.1; [2]
xxxv) M&S and the System Evaluation Plan (SEP); T4.2; [2]
xxxvi) The Test/Simulation Execution Strategy (T/SES); T4.2; [2]
xxxvii) Programmatic for M&S in T&E; T4.3; [2]
xxxviii) M&S in test planning, test execution, and systems analysis; T4.4 T4.5 T4.6; [2]

xxxx) M&S life-cycle costs in T&E; T4.7; [2]
xxxx) Module exam (course notes)
xxxxi) Key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E (including Major Shared Resource Centers).
xxxxii) Missions of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
xxxxiii) Principle DoD customers to the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.

xxxxiv) Current capabilities (strengths and weaknesses) of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
xxxxv) Improvement and modernization activities of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
xxxxvi) Emerging facilities (currently under development) which will support DoD M&S T&E.
xxxxvii) Module exam (course notes)
xlviii) Course review and feedback
Course Eleven

1) Course Name: ISE 5X2 Advanced Modeling and Simulation for T&E

2) Course coordinator / point of contact and contact information:
   Dr. Jeffrey S. Strickland, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4415, jeffrey.strickland@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah

3) Course description: This course is a follow-on from ISE 5X2. The will address
   the application of modeling and simulation as a complement to physical testing in support
   of systems evaluation. The general relationships among simulation, test, and
   evaluation will be further investigated in context of systems acquisition life-cycle
   management. Forms of use of simulation in support of test planning, test execution,
   and systems analysis will be described, characterized, and illustrated with real-world
   examples. Issues and opportunities relevant to the integrated use of simulation and
   testing will be identified; and strategies to optimize the use of scarce resources in
   executing test and evaluation programs will be provided.

4) Modules incorporated into Course: T1-A, T1-M, T2-A, T2-M, T3-A, T3-M, T4-A,
   T4-M, T5-A, and T5-M

5) ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery.
   a) ESR T-1 Application and Mastery
   b) ESR T-2 Application and Mastery
   c) ESR T-3 Application and Mastery
   d) ESR T-4 Application and Mastery
   e) ESR T-5 Application and Mastery

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery. ISE 5X1 - Introduction to
   Modeling and Simulation for T&E

7) Course maturity: Not previously taught

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 3 hours lecture/week for 16 week.

9) Proposed Delivery modality: Resident (face-to-face)

10) Proposed references and texts:
    [1] Systems Engineering Principles and Practice, by Alexander Kossiakoff and
        2006
    [3] Department of the Army Pamphlet 73–1: Test and Evaluation in Support of
        Systems Acquisition, Headquarters, Department of the Army, Washington, DC, 30
May 2003.

11) Course learning objectives:
   a) Apply DoD policies and regulations related to M&S for T&E [T1]
   b) Describe types of M&S, uses and benefits, and limitations and risks for T&E [T1, T2]
   c) Describe the uses of M&S during Developmental T&E (DT&E), Operational T&E (OT&E), and Live Fire T&E [T3]
   d) Evaluate the uses of M&S for testing in a joint environment [T3]
   e) Describe the process and importance of M&S Validation, Verification, & Accreditation [T2]
   f) Demonstrate the M&S program contractual process [T4]
      Match existing M&S T&E facilities used within the DoD to a given program need, as appropriate [T5]

12) Course Assessment Plan: four module case studies and a final exam, course average to pass is 80%

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.
   i) Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
   ii) Use of M&S in a system's lifecycle for all phases of test and evaluation; T1.3; [1]
   iii) Appropriate simulation use and model fidelity for systems validation; T1.4 [3]
   iv) Restrictions, applications, limitations, and risk of using M&S during T&E; T1.5; [3]
   v) Use of M&S in open systems testing; T1.6; [1]
   vi) Levels of risk and risk reduction using M&S in testing (Risk and Its Impact on VV&A, Recommended Practices Guide); T1.7
   vii) Module case study (course notes)
   viii) Module case study, continued (course notes)
   ix) Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
   x) Using the Data Source Matrix (DSM) to describe T&E events and simulation events; T2.2; [3]
   xi) Appropriate use of M&S in T&E; T2.3; [3]
   xii) Data arising from live and virtual testing; T2.4; [3]
   xiii) Use of M&S in developing test scenarios and data matrices; T2.5; [3]
   xiv) Examples of M&S integrated with T&E; T2.6 T2.7; [3]
   xv) Model-Test-Model methodology; T2.8; [3]
   xvi) Issues and opportunities relevant to the integrated use of M&S in testing; T2.9; [3]
   xvii) Integrating results of M&S with results from other sources of T&E; T2.10; [3]
   xviii) Module case study (course notes)
   xix) Module case study, continued (course notes)
   xx) Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)

xxii) Role of M&S in integration testing; T3.2; [1] [3]

xxiii) Role of M&S in developmental testing; T3.3; [1] [3]

xxiv) Role of M&S in operational testing; T3.4; [1] [3]

xxv) Role of M&S in unit testing; T3.5; [1] [3]

xxvi) Role of M&S in interoperability testing; T3.7; [1] [3]

xxvii) Role of M&S in live fire testing; T3.6; [3]

xxviii) Interrelationships between M&S and traditional forms of T&E; T3.8; [3] [2]

xxix) Test procedures for various types of testing; T3.9; [1] [3]

xxx) Module case study (course notes)

xxxi) Module case study, continued (course notes)

xxxii) Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)

xxxiii) M&S and the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP); T4.1; [1] [3]

xxxiv) M&S and the System Evaluation Plan (SEP); T4.2; [3]

xxxv) The Test/Simulation Execution Strategy (T/SES); T4.2; [3]

xxxvi) Programmatics for M&S in T&E; T4.3; [3]

xxxvii) M&S in test planning, test execution, and systems analysis; T4.4 T4.5 T4.6; [1] [3]

xxxviii) M&S life-cycle costs in T&E; T4.7; [3]

xxxix) Module case study (course notes)

xl) Module case study continued (course notes)

xli) Key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E (including Major Shared Resource Centers).

xlii) Missions of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.

xliii) Principle DoD customers to the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.

xliv) Current capabilities (strengths and weaknesses) of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.

xlv) Improvement and modernization activities of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.

xlvi) Emerging facilities (currently under development) which will support DoD M&S T&E.

xlvii) Module exam (course notes)

xlviii) Course review and feedback
Course Twelve

Introduction to Engineering M&S Applications, Parts One and Two – This two part series of courses will be modeled after the ISE 5X3 Introduction to Engineering Modeling and Simulation Applications and ISE 5X4 Introduction to Engineering Modeling and Simulation Applications for Engineers course syllabi developed to satisfy ESRs E1 through E14 by the University of Alabama at Huntsville. These courses will each be offered both as a full academic course and as 3-6 hour web-based courses for General Awareness.

1) Course Name: ISE 5X3 Introduction to Engineering Modeling and Simulation Applications

2) Course coordinator / point of contact and contact information:
   Dr. Jeff Little, UAH CMSA, 256-824-2351, jeffery.little@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Course description: This course will introduce a wide array of engineering modeling and simulation tools to give acquisition professionals a general understanding of key capabilities available to support design processes. The course is focused toward the non-technical professional, one who does not have an engineering or science degree, and therefore does not have a strong understanding of the principles behind the tools. Upon completion, students should gain a general awareness of the wide range of M&S support available for DoD system designs.

4) Modules incorporated into Course: E-1 through E-14 General Awareness modules

5) ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery.
   a) ESR E-1 General Awareness
   b) ESR E-2 General Awareness
   c) ESR E-3 General Awareness
   d) ESR E-4 General Awareness
   e) ESR E-5 General Awareness
   f) ESR E-6 General Awareness
   g) ESR E-7 General Awareness
   h) ESR E-8 General Awareness
   i) ESR E-9 General Awareness
   j) ESR E-10 General Awareness
   k) ESR E-12 General Awareness
   l) ESR E-13 General Awareness
   m) ESR E-14 General Awareness

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery. None.
7) Course maturity: Not previously taught

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 3 hours lecture/week for 16 weeks.

9) Proposed Delivery modality: Resident (face-to-face)

10) Proposed references and texts: See references within each engineering module.

11) Course learning objectives:
   a) Describe basic structural mechanics M&S methods
   b) Describe basic computational fluid dynamics (CFD) M&S methods
   c) Describe basic dynamics and controls M&S methods
   d) Describe basic thermodynamics and heat transfer M&S methods
   e) Describe basic materials and fabrication M&S methods
   f) Describe basic acoustic and electromagnetics M&S methods
   g) Describe military platform systems engineering M&S methods
   h) Describe the basic computer architectures supporting engineering M&S methods
   i) Describe basic circuits and power systems M&S methods
   j) Describe basic information transfer M&S methods
   k) Describe the principles of networks applied to military applications
   l) Describe basic terrestrial science M&S methods
   m) Describe basic human systems integration in engineering design and supporting M&S applications
   n) Describe basic principles of aerodynamics with applications to M&S

12) Course Assessment Plan
   1. Mid-term and final exams
   2. Short-answer homework assignments, ~1 per week
   3. Term Paper

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.
   i) Overview and Introduction to M&S (syllabus and course notes)
   ii) Introduction to Engineering Design
   iii) M&S and Engineering Design integration
   iv) Introduction to computer architectures supporting M&S
   v) DoD specific computer architectures and networks supporting M&S
   vi) Introduction to networks applied to military applications
   vii) DoD networks in engineering design
   viii) Introduction to structural mechanics
   ix) Basic structural mechanics M&S methods
   x) Overview of current structural mechanics M&S tools
   xi) Introduction to CFD
   xii) Basic CFD M&S methods
   xiii) Overview of current CFD M&S tools
   xiv) Introduction to dynamics and controls
   xv) Basic dynamics and controls M&S methods
Overview of current dynamics and controls M&S tools
xvii) Introduction to thermodynamics and heat transfer
xviii) Basic thermodynamics and heat transfer M&S methods
xix) Overview of current thermodynamics and heat transfer M&S tools
xx) Introduction to materials and fabrication
xxi) Basic materials and fabrication M&S methods
xxii) Overview of current materials and fabrication M&S tools
xxiii) Introduction to acoustic and electromagnetics
xxiv) Basic acoustic and electromagnetics M&S methods
xxv) Overview of current acoustic and electromagnetics M&S tools
xxvi) Introduction to military platform systems engineering
xxvii) Basic military platform systems engineering M&S methods
xxviii) Overview of current military platform systems engineering M&S tools
xxix) Introduction to circuits and power systems
xxx) Basic circuits and power systems M&S methods
xxxi) Overview of current circuits and power systems M&S tools
xxxii) Introduction to terrestrial science
xxxiii) Basic terrestrial science M&S methods
xxxiv) Overview of current terrestrial science M&S tools
xxxvi) Controls Theory (Stability and Control of Aircraft Systems, by Roy Langton—Chapters 1 & 2)
xxxvii) Flight Control (Introduction to Flight, 5th Edition, by J.D. Anderson—Chapter 7, Sections 1, 2 & 20)
xxxix) Introduction to Human Systems Integration (HSI)
(1) What is Human Systems Integration? (http://www.nps.edu/or/hsi/)
(2) Review the different types of HSI (Human Factors Engineering, System Safety, Health Hazards, Personnel Survivability, Manpower, Personnel, Training, Habitability) (Defense Acquisition Guidebook, Chapter 6)
xl) HSI requirements outlined in DODI 5000.2 and using M&S to meet those requirements (DODI 500.2)
xli) Use of HSI modeling in system performance and system life cycle costs (Defense Acquisition Guidebook Chapter 6.4.5) (Defense Acquisition Guidebook Chapter 6.4.5)
xliii) Overview of existing M&S tools that support HSI M&S (this will need to be a dynamic compilation of existing and emerging industry standard software
which supports HIS M&S—for example, Delmia is currently popular within the automotive industry and is being considered for use by NASA)

xliv) Overview of current CFD M&S tools
xlv) Module exam (course notes)
xlvi) Course review and feedback
2.4.2 All Course Syllabi (by Academic Partner)

University of Alabama, Huntsville

1) Course name: **ISE 5X1 Introduction to Modeling and Simulation for T&E**

2) Course coordinator / point of contact and contact information
   Dr. Jeffrey S. Strickland, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4415, jeffrey.strickland@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Course description This course will address the use of modeling and simulation as a complement to physical testing in support of systems evaluation. The general relationships among simulation, test, and evaluation will be introduced in context of systems acquisition life-cycle management. Forms of use of simulation in support of test planning, test execution, and systems analysis will be described, characterized, and illustrated with real-world examples. Issues and opportunities relevant to the integrated use of simulation and testing will be identified; and strategies to optimize the use of scarce resources in executing test and evaluation programs will be provided.

4) Modules incorporated into Course T1-G, T1-U, T2-G, T2-U, T3-G, T3-U, T4-G, T4-U, T5-G, and T5-U

5) ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery
   a) ESR T-1 General Awareness and Understanding
   b) ESR T-2 General Awareness and Understanding
   c) ESR T-3 General Awareness and Understanding
   d) ESR T-4 General Awareness and Understanding
   e) ESR T-5 General Awareness and Understanding

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery ISE 428 - Systems Analysis and Design I; ISE 447/547 - Introduction to Systems Simulation

7) Course maturity Not previously taught

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated 3 hours lecture/week for 16 week.

9) Proposed Delivery modality: Resident (face-to-face)

10) Proposed references and texts
11) Course learning objectives

a) Identify and apply DoD policies and regulations related to M&S for T&E [T1]
b) Identify types of M&S, uses and benefits, and limitations and risks for T&E [T1, T2]
c) Identify the uses of M&S during Developmental T&E (DT&E), Operational T&E (OT&E), and Live Fire T&E [T3]
d) Identify the uses of M&S for testing in a joint environment [T3]
e) Describe the process and importance of M&S Validation, Verification, & Accreditation [T2]
f) Describe the M&S program contractual process [T4]
g) Match existing M&S T&E facilities used within the DoD to a given program need, as appropriate [T5]

12) Course assessment plan five module exams, course average to pass is 80%.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference

i) Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
ii) Roles, uses, limitations and trends of models and simulations of various types; T1.1; [2]
iii) Use of M&S in systems engineering and decision support for T&E; T1.2; [2]
iv) Use of M&S in a system's lifecycle for all phases of test and evaluation; T1.3; [1] [2]
v) Appropriate simulation use and model fidelity for systems validation; T1.4; [2]
vi) Restrictions, applications, limitations, and risk of using M&S during T&E; T1.5; [2]
   (1) Risks of using M&S in evaluating a single system component in place of testing an entire configuration.
   (2) In conjunction with/in place of live testing
vii) Use of M&S in test planning; T1.6; [2]
viii) Levels of risk in testing (Risk and Its Impact on VV&A, Recommended Practices Guide); T1.7 T1.8
   (1) the application of M&S in risk reduction
   (2) Acceptable risk involving the use of M&S in testing
ix) Use of M&S for risk analysis and mitigation; T1.9; [2]
x) Module exam (course notes)
xii) Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
xii) Types of simulation used in T&E; T2.1; [2]
xiii) Using the Data Source Matrix (DSM) to describe T&E events and simulation events; T2.2; [2]
xiv) Appropriate use of M&S in T&E; T2.3; [2]
xv) Data arising from live and virtual testing; T2.4; [2]
xvi) Use of M&S in developing test scenarios and data matrices; T2.5; [2]
xvii) Examples of M&S integrated with T&E; T2.6 T2.7; [2]
xviii) Model-Test-Model methodology; T2.8; [2]
xix) Issues and opportunities relevant to the integrated use of M&S in testing T2.9; [2]
xx) Integrating results of M&S with results from other sources of T&E; T2.10; [2]
xxi) Module exam (course notes)
xxii) Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)

xxiv) Role of M&S in integration testing; T3.2; [2]
xxv) Role of M&S in developmental testing; T3.3; [2]
xxvi) Role of M&S in operational testing; T3.4; [2]
xxvii) Role of M&S in unit testing; T3.5; [2]
xxviii) Role of M&S in interoperability testing; T3.7; [2]
xxix) Role of M&S in live fire testing; T3.6; [2]
xxx) Interrelationships between M&S and traditional forms of T&E; T3.8; [2]

xxxi) Test procedures for various types of testing; T3.9; [2]
xxxii) Module exam (course notes)
xxxiii) Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
xxxiv) M&S and the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP); T4.1; [2]
xxxv) M&S and the System Evaluation Plan (SEP); T4.2; [2]
xxxvi) The Test/Simulation Execution Strategy (T/SES); T4.2; [2]
xxxvii) Programmatics for M&S in T&E; T4.3; [2]
xxxviii) M&S in test planning, test execution, and systems analysis; T4.4 T4.5 T4.6; [2]
xxxix) M&S life-cycle costs in T&E; T4.7; [2]
xl) Module exam (course notes)
xli) Key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E (including Major Shared Resource Centers).
xlii) Missions of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
xliii) Principle DoD customers to the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
xliv) Current capabilities (strengths and weaknesses) of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
xlv) Improvement and modernization activities of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
xlvi) Emerging facilities (currently under development) which will support DoD M&S T&E.
xlvii) Module exam (course notes)
xlviii) Course review and feedback
1) **Course name:** ISE 5X2 Advanced Modeling and Simulation for T&E

2) **Course coordinator / point of contact and contact information:**
   Dr. Jeffrey S. Strickland, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4415, jeffrey.strickland@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah

3) **Course description:** This course is a follow-on from ISE 5X2. The will address the application of modeling and simulation as a complement to physical testing in support of systems evaluation. The general relationships among simulation, test, and evaluation will be further investigated in context of systems acquisition life-cycle management. Forms of use of simulation in support of test planning, test execution, and systems analysis will be described, characterized, and illustrated with real-world examples. Issues and opportunities relevant to the integrated use of simulation and testing will be identified; and strategies to optimize the use of scarce resources in executing test and evaluation programs will be provided.

4) **Modules incorporated into Course:** T1-A, T1-M, T2-A, T2-M, T3-A, T3-M, T4-A, T4-M, T5-A, and T5-M

5) **ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery.**
   a) ESR T-1 Application and Mastery
   b) ESR T-2 Application and Mastery
   c) ESR T-3 Application and Mastery
   d) ESR T-4 Application and Mastery
   e) ESR T-5 Application and Mastery

6) **Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery.** ISE 5X1 - Introduction to Modeling and Simulation for T&E

7) **Course maturity:** Not previously taught

8) **Number of contact hours and pace contemplated:** 3 hours lecture/week for 16 week.

9) **Proposed Delivery modality:** Resident (face-to-face)

10) **Proposed references and texts:**
11) Course learning objectives:
   a) Apply DoD policies and regulations related to M&S for T&E [T1]
   b) Describe types of M&S, uses and benefits, and limitations and risks for T&E [T1, T2]
   c) Describe the uses of M&S during Developmental T&E (DT&E), Operational T&E (OT&E), and Live Fire T&E [T3]
   d) Evaluate the uses of M&S for testing in a joint environment [T3]
   e) Describe the process and importance of M&S Validation, Verification, & Accreditation [T2]
   f) Demonstrate the M&S program contractual process [T4]
      Match existing M&S T&E facilities used within the DoD to a given program need, as appropriate [T5]

12) Course Assessment Plan four module case studies and a final exam, course average to pass is 80%

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.
   1) Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
   2) Use of M&S in a system's lifecycle for all phases of test and evaluation; T1.3; [1]
   3) Appropriate simulation use and model fidelity for systems validation; T1.4 [3]
   4) Restrictions, applications, limitations, and risk of using M&S during T&E; T1.5; [3]
   5) Use of M&S in open systems testing; T1.6; [1]
   6) Levels of risk/and risk reduction using M&S in testing (Risk and Its Impact on VV&A, Recommended Practices Guide); T1.7
   7) Module case study (course notes)
   8) Module case study, continued (course notes)
   9) Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
   10) Using the Data Source Matrix (DSM) to describe T&E events and simulation events; T2.2; [3]
   11) Appropriate use of M&S in T&E; T2.3; [3]
   12) Data arising from live and virtual testing; T2.4; [3]
   13) Use of M&S in developing test scenarios and data matrices; T2.5; [3]
   14) Examples of M&S integrated with T&E; T2.6 T2.7; [3]
   15) Model-Test-Model methodology; T2.8; [3]
   16) Issues and opportunities relevant to the integrated use of M&S in testing; T2.9; [3]
   17) Integrating results of M&S with results from other sources of T&E; T2.10; [3]
   18) Module case study (course notes)
   19) Module case study, continued (course notes)
   20) Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
22) Role of M&S in integration testing; T3.2; [1] [3]
23) Role of M&S in developmental testing; T3.3; [1] [3]
24) Role of M&S in operational testing; T3.4; [1] [3]
25) Role of M&S in unit testing; T3.5; [1] [3]
26) Role of M&S in interoperability testing; T3.7; [1] [3]
27) Role of M&S in live fire testing; T3.6; [3]
28) Interrelationships between M&S and traditional forms of T&E; T3.8; [3]
29) Test procedures for various types of testing; T3.9; [1] [3]
30) Module case study (course notes)
31) Module case study, continued (course notes)
32) Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus)
33) M&S and the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP); T4.1; [1] [3]
34) M&S and the System Evaluation Plan (SEP); T4.2; [3]
35) The Test/Simulation Execution Strategy (T/SES); T4.2; [3]
36) Programmatic for M&S in T&E; T4.3; [3]
37) M&S in test planning, test execution, and systems analysis; T4.4 T4.5 T4.6; [1] [3]
38) M&S life-cycle costs in T&E; T4.7; [3]
39) Module case study (course notes)
40) Module case study continued (course notes)
41) Key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E (including Major Shared Resource Centers).
42) Missions of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
43) Principle DoD customers to the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
44) Current capabilities (strengths and weaknesses) of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
45) Improvement and modernization activities of the key facilities which support DoD M&S T&E.
46) Emerging facilities (currently under development) which will support DoD M&S T&E.
47) Module exam (course notes)
48) Course review and feedback
1) Course name: ISE 5X3 Introduction to Engineering Modeling and Simulation Applications

2) Course coordinator / point of contact and contact information:
   Dr. Jeff Little, UAH CMSA, 256-824-2351, jeffery.little@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Course description: This course will introduce a wide array of engineering modeling and simulation tools to give acquisition professionals a general understanding of key capabilities available to support design processes. The course is focused toward the non-technical professional, one who does not have an engineering or science degree, and therefore does not have a strong understanding of the principles behind the tools. Upon completion, students should gain a general awareness of the wide range of M&S support available for DoD system designs.

4) Modules incorporated into Course: E-1 through E-14 General Awareness modules

5) ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery.
   a) ESR E-1 General Awareness
   b) ESR E-2 General Awareness
   c) ESR E-3 General Awareness
   d) ESR E-4 General Awareness
   e) ESR E-5 General Awareness
   f) ESR E-6 General Awareness
   g) ESR E-7 General Awareness
   h) ESR E-8 General Awareness
   i) ESR E-9 General Awareness
   j) ESR E-10 General Awareness
   k) ESR E-12 General Awareness
   l) ESR E-13 General Awareness
   m) ESR E-14 General Awareness

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery. None.

7) Course maturity: Not previously taught

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 3 hours lecture/week for 16 weeks.

9) Proposed Delivery modality: Resident (face-to-face)

10) Proposed references and texts: See references within each engineering module.

11) Course learning objectives:
   a) Describe basic structural mechanics M&S methods
   b) Describe basic computational fluid dynamics (CFD) M&S methods
c) Describe basic dynamics and controls M&S methods
d) Describe basic thermodynamics and heat transfer M&S methods
e) Describe basic materials and fabrication M&S methods
f) Describe basic acoustic and electromagnetics M&S methods
g) Describe military platform systems engineering M&S methods
h) Describe the basic computer architectures supporting engineering M&S methods
i) Describe basic circuits and power systems M&S methods
j) Describe basic information transfer M&S methods
k) Describe the principles of networks applied to military applications
l) Describe basic terrestrial science M&S methods
m) Describe basic human systems integration in engineering design and supporting M&S applications
n) Describe basic principles of aerodynamics with applications to M&S

12) Course Assessment Plan
   1. Mid-term and final exams
   2. Short-answer homework assignments, ~1 per week
   3. Term Paper

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.
   1) Overview and Introduction to M&S (syllabus and course notes)
   2) Introduction to Engineering Design
   3) M&S and Engineering Design integration
   4) Introduction to computer architectures supporting M&S
   5) DoD specific computer architectures and networks supporting M&S
   6) Introduction to networks applied to military applications
   7) DoD networks in engineering design
   8) Introduction to structural mechanics
   9) Basic structural mechanics M&S methods
  10) Overview of current structural mechanics M&S tools
  11) Introduction to CFD
  12) Basic CFD M&S methods
  13) Overview of current CFD M&S tools
  14) Introduction to dynamics and controls
  15) Basic dynamics and controls M&S methods
  16) Overview of current dynamics and controls M&S tools
  17) Introduction to thermodynamics and heat transfer
  18) Basic thermodynamics and heat transfer M&S methods
  19) Overview of current thermodynamics and heat transfer M&S tools
  20) Introduction to materials and fabrication
  21) Basic materials and fabrication M&S methods
  22) Overview of current materials and fabrication M&S tools
  23) Introduction to acoustic and electromagnetics
  24) Basic acoustic and electromagnetics M&S methods
  25) Overview of current acoustic and electromagnetics M&S tools
  26) Introduction to military platform systems engineering
27) Basic military platform systems engineering M&S methods
28) Overview of current military platform systems engineering M&S tools
29) Introduction to circuits and power systems
30) Basic circuits and power systems M&S methods
31) Overview of current circuits and power systems M&S tools
32) Introduction to terrestrial science
33) Basic terrestrial science M&S methods
34) Overview of current terrestrial science M&S tools
36) Controls Theory (Stability and Control of Aircraft Systems, by Roy Langton—Chapters 1 & 2)
37) Flight Control (Introduction to Flight, 5th Edition, by J.D. Anderson—Chapter 7, Sections 1, 2 & 20)
39) Introduction to Human Systems Integration (HSI)
   a) What is Human Systems Integration? (http://www.nps.edu/orhsi/)
   b) Review the different types of HSI (Human Factors Engineering, System Safety, Health Hazards, Personnel Survivability, Manpower, Personnel, Training, Habitability) (Defense Acquisition Guidebook, Chapter 6)
40) HSI requirements outlined in DODI 5000.2 and using M&S to meet those requirements (DODI 500.2)
41) Use of HSI modeling in system performance and system life cycle costs (Defense Acquisition Guidebook Chapter 6.4.5) (Defense Acquisition Guidebook Chapter 6.4.5)
43) Overview of existing M&S tools that support HSI M&S (this will need to be a dynamic compilation of existing and emerging industry standard software which supports HIS M&S—for example, Delmia is currently popular within the automotive industry and is being considered for use by NASA)
44) Overview of current CFD M&S tools
45) Module exam (course notes)
46) Course review and feedback
1) Course name: ISE 5X4 Introduction to Engineering Modeling and Simulation Applications for Engineers

2) Course coordinator / point of contact and contact information:
   Dr. Jeff Little, UAH CMSA, 256-824-2351, jeffery.little@uah.edu
   Dr. Mikel D. Petty, UAH CMSA, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Course description: This course will introduce a wide array of engineering modeling and simulation tools to give acquisition professionals a general understanding of key capabilities available to support design processes. The course is focused toward the engineering or technical professional, one who has an engineering or science degree, and therefore has some understanding of the principles behind the tools. Upon completion, students should gain an understanding and appreciation of the applications of the wide range of M&S support available for DoD system designs.

4) Modules incorporated into Course: E-1 through E-14 Application modules

5) ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery.
   a) ESR E-1 Understanding and Application
   b) ESR E-2 Understanding and Application
   c) ESR E-3 Understanding and Application
   d) ESR E-4 Understanding and Application
   e) ESR E-5 Understanding and Application
   f) ESR E-6 Understanding and Application
   g) ESR E-7 Understanding and Application
   h) ESR E-8 Understanding and Application
   i) ESR E-9 Understanding and Application
   j) ESR E-10 Understanding and Application
   k) ESR E-12 Understanding and Application
   l) ESR E-13 Understanding and Application
   m) ESR E-14 Understanding and Application

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery. None.

7) Course maturity: Not previously taught

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 3 hours lecture/week for 16 weeks.

9) Proposed Delivery modality: Resident (face-to-face)

10) Proposed references and texts: See references within each engineering module.

11) Course learning objectives:
   a) Describe basic structural mechanics M&S methods
   b) Describe basic computational fluid dynamics (CFD) M&S methods
c) Describe basic dynamics and controls M&S methods
d) Describe basic thermodynamics and heat transfer M&S methods
e) Describe basic materials and fabrication M&S methods
f) Describe basic acoustic and electromagnetics M&S methods
g) Describe military platform systems engineering M&S methods
h) Describe the basic computer architectures supporting engineering M&S methods
i) Describe basic circuits and power systems M&S methods
j) Describe basic information transfer M&S methods
k) Describe the principles of networks applied to military applications
l) Describe basic terrestrial science M&S methods
m) Describe basic human systems integration in engineering design and supporting M&S applications
n) Describe basic principles of aerodynamics with applications to M&S

12) Course Assessment Plan
1. Mid-term and final exams
2. Short-answer homework assignments, ~1 per week
3. Term Paper

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.
   1) Overview and Introduction to M&S (syllabus and course notes)
   2) Introduction to Engineering Design
   3) M&S and Engineering Design integration
   4) Introduction to computer architectures supporting M&S
   5) DoD specific computer architectures and networks supporting M&S
   6) Introduction to networks applied to military applications
   7) DoD networks in engineering design
   8) Introduction to structural mechanics
   9) Basic structural mechanics M&S methods
  10) Overview of current structural mechanics M&S tools
  11) Introduction to CFD
  12) Basic CFD M&S methods
  13) Overview of current CFD M&S tools
  14) Introduction to dynamics and controls
  15) Basic dynamics and controls M&S methods
  16) Overview of current dynamics and controls M&S tools
  17) Introduction to thermodynamics and heat transfer
  18) Basic thermodynamics and heat transfer M&S methods
  19) Overview of current thermodynamics and heat transfer M&S tools
  20) Introduction to materials and fabrication
  21) Basic materials and fabrication M&S methods
  22) Overview of current materials and fabrication M&S tools
  23) Introduction to acoustic and electromagnetics
  24) Basic acoustic and electromagnetics M&S methods
  25) Overview of current acoustic and electromagnetics M&S tools
  26) Introduction to military platform systems engineering
27) Basic military platform systems engineering M&S methods
28) Overview of current military platform systems engineering M&S tools
29) Introduction to circuits and power systems
30) Basic circuits and power systems M&S methods
31) Overview of current circuits and power systems M&S tools
32) Introduction to terrestrial science
33) Basic terrestrial science M&S methods
34) Overview of current terrestrial science M&S tools
36) Controls Theory (Stability and Control of Aircraft Systems, by Roy Langton—Chapters 1 & 2)
39) Introduction to Human Systems Integration (HSI)
   a) What is Human Systems Integration? (http://www.nps.edu/or/hsi/)
   b) Review the different types of HSI (Human Factors Engineering, System Safety, Health Hazards, Personnel Survivability, Manpower, Personnel, Training, Habitability) (Defense Acquisition Guidebook, Chapter 6)
40) HSI requirements outlined in DODI 5000.2 and using M&S to meet those requirements (DODI 500.2)
41) Use of HSI modeling in system performance and system life cycle costs (Defense Acquisition Guidebook Chapter 6.4.5) (Defense Acquisition Guidebook Chapter 6.4.5)
43) Overview of existing M&S tools that support HSI M&S (this will need to be a dynamic compilation of existing and emerging industry standard software which supports HIS M&S—for example, Delmia is currently popular within the automotive industry and is being considered for use by NASA)
44) Overview of current CFD M&S tools
45) Module exam (course notes)
46) Course review and feedback
1) **Course Name**  ISE 5X5 M&S Environments for Acquisition

2) **Course coordinator**  
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) **Course description**  
Architectures and attributes of modeling and simulation environments (live, virtual, constructive) and interoperability approaches (standalone, interoperable). Focus is on their application and suitability for testing and acquisition applications.

4) **Modules incorporated into course**  
P4-G M&S environments and interoperability (General awareness)  
P4-U M&S environments and interoperability (Understanding)  
P4-A M&S environments and interoperability (Application)  
P4-M M&S environments and interoperability (Mastery)

5) **ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery**  
ESR P4 General awareness, Understanding, Application, and Mastery

6) **Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery**  
Basic familiarity with M&S concepts, equivalent to MSIAC M&S Staff Officers Course

7) **Course maturity**  
Not previously taught as a course; much of the material has been taught in other courses, particularly Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation courses.

8) **Number of contact hours and pace contemplated**  
Semester course: 3 lecture hours per week for 16 weeks

9) **Proposed delivery modality**  
Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD)

10) **Proposed references and texts**  
11) Course learning objectives
Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P4
a) P4.1 Define the different testing environments (live, virtual, and constructive) and compare the relative advantages and disadvantages of each environment for different product and system testing applications.
b) P4.2 Identify the attributes of an M&S application that determine whether a live, virtual, constructive, or combination environment would be most appropriate, and the values for those attributes that indicate each type.
c) P4.3 List significant and widely used models, standalone simulations, confederated simulations, data sets, and interoperability protocol standards applied in the different environments.
d) P4.4 Describe approaches to testing and validating models and simulations suitable for use in each of the environments, and identify degree of accuracy typically required in that environment.
e) P4.5 Define the differences between standalone and federated simulation and give examples of each that have been used successfully in test and acquisition applications. Identify the attributes of an M&S application that determine whether a standalone simulation or a federation of interoperable simulations would be more appropriate, and the values for those attributes that indicate each type.
f) P4.6 List current simulation interoperability protocol standards and describe the advantages and disadvantages of each in each of the different environments.
g) P4.7 List existing resources in each of the environments, including model repositories, implemented federations of interoperable simulations, standalone simulations, standard object models, and accredited data sets, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.
h) P4.8 Describe case studies of successful test and acquisition M&S applications in each of the different environments.

12) Course assessment plan
1. Mid-term and final exams
2. Short-answer homework assignments, ~1 per week
3. Term paper

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference
Listed for each hour are topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any).
1. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.1; [1] [2] [3]
2. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of M&S application attributes; P4.2; [4]
3. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of categories (models, standalone simulations, interoperable simulations, data sets, and interoperability protocol standards) within live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.3; [1] [2] [3]
4. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of testing and validation in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.4; [4]
5. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of standalone and interoperable simulations; P4.5; [1] [2] [3]
6. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of interoperability protocol standards; P4.6; [1] [2] [3]
7. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of each type of existing resource in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.7; to be determined
8. Simple case studies of successful test and acquisition M&S applications; P4.8; to be determined
9. Typical product and system testing applications and advantages and disadvantages of live, virtual, and constructive environments for each; P4.1; [3]
10. Typical live, virtual, and constructive environment architectures; P4.1; [3]
11. Attributes of M&S applications typically found in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.2; [3]
12. Lists of significant and widely used items in each category and explanations for their significance live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.3; to be determined
13. Details of different testing and validation methods used in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.4; [4]
14. Differences and advantages/disadvantages of standalone and interoperable simulations; P4.5; [1] [2] [3] [4]
15. Examples of successful use of standalone and interoperable simulations for test and acquisition applications; P4.5; to be determined
16. Technical details of current interoperability protocol standards; P4.6; [1] [2] [3]
17. Relative capabilities and typical applications of current interoperability protocol standards in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.6; [1] [2] [3]
18. Lists and details of existing resources in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.7; to be determined
19. Resource repositories in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.7; to be determined
20. Advanced case studies of both successful and unsuccessful test and acquisition M&S applications; P4.8; to be determined
21. Customizing live, virtual, and constructive environments for a specific application; P4.1; [1] [2] [3]
22. Determining the attributes of given M&S applications in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.2; to be determined
23. M&S application attributes in unusual applications and special cases; P4.2; to be determined
24. Recognizing significant, or potentially significant, items in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.3; to be determined
25. Performing testing and validation using existing methods in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.4; [4]
26. Applying standalone and interoperable simulations in test and acquisition M&S applications; P4.5; [1] [2] [3]
27. Attributes of M&S applications that determine whether a standalone or interoperable simulation would be more appropriate, and attribute values that indicate each type; P4.5; [1] [2] [3]
28. Applying interoperability protocol standards in test and acquisition M&S applications; P4.6; [1] [2] [3]
29. Procedures for examining, acquiring, customizing, and using existing resources; P4.7; to be determined
30. Adapting methods and lessons from a case study to a new test and acquisition M&S application; P4.8; to be determined
31. Analyzing a test and acquisition M&S application for lessons learned; P4.8; to be determined
32. Selecting among live, virtual, and constructive environments for a specific application based on environment characteristics; P4.1; [1] [2] [3]
33. Designing and integrating hybrid live, virtual, and constructive environments for specialized applications; P4.1; [1] [2] [3]
34. Selecting among live, virtual, and constructive environments based on M&S application attributes; P4.2; [1] [2] [3]
35. Selecting among available widely used items for an application within live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.3; [1] [2] [3]
36. Selecting appropriate testing and validation methods in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.4; [4]
37. Developing new, enhanced, or hybrid environment-specific testing and validation methods in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.4; to be determined
38. Selecting among standalone and interoperable simulations based on the attributes of an M&S application; P4.5; [1] [2] [3]
39. Selecting among current interoperability protocol standards for a given M&S application in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.6; [1] [2] [3]
40. Selecting among existing resources for use in test and acquisition M&S application in live, virtual, and constructive environments; P4.7; to be determined
41. Selecting a case study relevant to a planned test and acquisition M&S application and extracting pertinent lessons learned; P4.8; to be determined
1) Course Name  ISE 5X6 M&S Reuse for Acquisition

2) Course coordinator
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Course description
Methods and technologies that support reuse of models, simulations, and data. Levels of effort associated with M&S reuse applications. Focus is on their application and suitability for testing and acquisition applications.

4) Modules incorporated into course
P14-G Reuse of models, data, and simulations (General awareness)
P14-U Reuse of models, data, and simulations (Understanding)
P14-A Reuse of models, data, and simulations (Application)
P14-M Reuse of models, data, and simulations (Mastery)

5) ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery
ESR P14 General awareness, Understanding, Application, and Mastery

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery
Basic familiarity with M&S concepts, equivalent to MSIAC M&S Staff Officers Course

7) Course maturity
Not previously taught as a course; much of the material has been taught in other courses, particularly Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation courses.

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated
Semester course: 3 lecture hours per week for 16 weeks

9) Proposed delivery modality
Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD)

10) Proposed references and texts

11) Course learning objectives
Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P14
a) P14.1 Define the different methods by which a model or simulation can be reused.
b) P14.2 Given a model and a proposed reuse application for it, identify suitable methods to implement the reuse.
c) P14.3 Determine the level of effort required to reuse a model, data set, or simulation in various applications under different reuse methods. Calculate the incremental level of effort required to make a model, data set, or simulation reusable.
d) P14.4 Classify proposed reuse applications of a model, data set, or simulation as appropriate or inappropriate based on modeling paradigm, level of resolution, and bounds of validity.
e) P14.5 Identify the assumptions behind a model, data set, or simulation, and determine how those assumptions constrain appropriate reuse applications.
f) P14.6 List current simulation interoperability protocol standards, interoperability frameworks and middleware libraries, and composability approaches that support reuse, and describe the advantages and disadvantages of each.
g) P14.7 List existing resources available for reuse, including model repositories, implemented federations, standalone simulations, standard object models, and accredited data sets, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.
h) P14.8 Identify measures in new simulation development that will encourage reuse or make reuse more cost effective.
i) P14.9 Identify the levels of conceptual interoperability possible between interoperable simulations, and describe the extent of functionality and reusability associated with each level.
j) P14.10 Describe case studies of successful reuse applications of commonly used models, data sets, and simulations, and the characteristics of those applications that made the reuse successful.
k) P14.11 Given a case study, analyze cost vs benefit for reuse of a legacy simulation.
l) P14.12 Given a case study, analyze the additional V&V effort necessary for reuse of a legacy simulation for a new use that may differ from past uses.

12) Course assessment plan
4. Mid-term and final exams
5. Short-answer homework assignments, ~1 per week
6. Term paper

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference
Listed for each hour are topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any).
1. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of reuse methods; P14.1; [1] [2]
2. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of reuse applications; P14.2; [1] [2]
3. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of level of effort associated with reuse; P14.3; [1] [2]
4. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of reuse-determining concepts (modeling paradigm, level of resolution, bounds of validity); P14.4; [1] [2]
5. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of assumptions in models, data sets, and simulations; P14.5; to be determined
6. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of different types of reuse technologies (interoperability protocol standards, interoperability frameworks and middleware layers, composability approaches); P14.6; [1] [2]
7. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of each type of existing reuse resource; P14.7; [1]
8. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of reuse measures; P14.8; [1]
9. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of levels of conceptual interoperability; P14.9; to be determined
10. Simple case studies of successful reuse in test and acquisition M&S applications; P14.10; to be determined
11. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of reuse cost versus benefit in legacy simulations; P14.11; [1]
12. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of verification and validation effort when reusing legacy simulations; P14.12; [1]
13. Technical details and advantages/disadvantages of different reuse methods; P14.1; [1] [2]
14. Appropriate reuse methods for each category (models, data, simulations); P14.1; [1] [2]
15. Model types and typical reuse methods by model type; P14.2; [1] [2]
16. Advantages/disadvantages of reuse methods by model type; P14.2; [1] [2]
17. Level of effort advantages/disadvantages of different reuse methods; P14.3; to be determined
18. Project and software estimation methods; P14.3; [3]
19. Technical details of reuse-determine concepts; P14.4; [1] [2]
20. Detailed examples of assumptions in models, data sets, and simulations; P14.5; to be determined
21. Technical details of how assumptions affect reuse applications; P14.5; to be determined
22. Technical details of reuse technologies and how each supports reuse; P14.6; [1] [2]
23. Advantages/disadvantages of different reuse technologies; P14.6; [1] [2]
24. Lists and details of existing reuse repositories; P14.7; to be determined
25. Technical details of how reuse measures encourage reuse; P14.8; to be determined
26. Technical details of levels of conceptual interoperability; P14.9; to be determined
27. Reusability implications of each level of conceptual interoperability; P14.9; to be determined
28. Advanced case studies of both successful and unsuccessful reuse in test and acquisition M&S applications; P14.10; to be determined
29. Advanced examples of cost versus benefit in reuse of legacy simulations; P14.11; to be determined
30. Advanced examples of verification and validation effort when reusing legacy simulations; P14.12; to be determined
31. Determining which reuse method, if any, is being used in a given M&S application; P14.1; [1] [2]
32. Applying each of the reuse methods to models, data, and simulations as appropriate; P14.2; [1] [2]
33. Estimating level of effort to reuse an existing model, data set of simulation; P14.3; [3]
34. Estimating level of effort to prepare a new model, data set, or simulation for later reuse; P14.3; [3]
35. Estimating reuse level of effort in unusual test and acquisition M&S applications or novel reuse methods; P14.3; to be determined
36. Determining if a proposed reuse application of a model, data set, or simulation is appropriate; P14.4; [1] [2]
37. Approaches for determining if a proposed reuse application of a model, data set, or simulation is appropriate in unusual test and acquisition M&S applications or novel reuse method; P14.4; to be determined
38. Determining if a reuse application of model, data set, or simulation is appropriate based on assumptions; P14.5; to be determined
39. Applying different reuse technologies with a given test and evaluation M&S application; P14.6; [1] [2]
40. Procedures for examining, acquiring, customizing, and reusing existing resources; P14.7; to be determined
41. Given a reuse measure, applying it when developing a new model, data set, or simulation; P14.8; [1] [2]
42. Determining the level of technical interoperability present in a federation of interoperable simulation and the resulting reusability of that federation; P14.9; to be determined
43. Adapting methods and lessons regarding reuse from a case study to a new test and acquisition M&S application; P14.10; to be determined
44. Analyzing a test and acquisition M&S application for lessons learned regarding reuse; P14.10; to be determined
45. Performing cost versus benefit analysis in a legacy simulation reuse case study; P14.11; to be determined
46. Performing verification and validation effort analysis when reusing a legacy simulation; P14.12; to be determined
47. Selecting among reuse methods for an existing model based on technical considerations; P14.2; [1] [2]
48. Selecting among reuse methods for an existing model based on level of effort considerations; P14.3; [1] [2] [3]
49. Selecting among methods to prepare a new model, data set, or simulation for later reuse based on level of effort considerations; P14.3; [1] [2] [3]
50. Selecting among reuse applications for a given model, data set, or simulation; P14.4; [1] [2]
51. Approaches for analyzing and changing assumptions during model, data set, or simulation development to affect future reusability; P14.5; to be determined
52. Select among reuse measures for a new model, data set, or simulation; P14.8; to be determined
53. Selecting a case study relevant to reuse in a planned test and acquisition M&S application and extracting pertinent lessons learned; P14.10; to be determined
1) Course Name  ISE 5X7 M&S Data Strategies for Acquisition

2) Course coordinator
Dr. Mikel D. Petty, 256-824-4368, pettym@uah.edu

3) Course description
Categories, uses, formats, and models of data for modeling and simulation. Acquiring, converting, preparing, controlling, securing, and distributing data. Focus is on their application and suitability for testing and acquisition applications.

4) Modules incorporated into course
P15-G Data strategy (General awareness)
P15-U Data strategy (Understanding)
P15-A Data strategy (Application)
P15-M Data strategy (Mastery)
plus portions of P10 M&S in the acquisition process

5) ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery
ESR P15 General awareness, Understanding, Application, and Mastery

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery
Basic familiarity with M&S concepts, equivalent to MSIAC M&S Staff Officers Course

7) Course maturity
Not previously taught as a course; much of the material has been taught in other courses, particularly Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation courses.

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated
Semester course: 3 lecture hours per week for 16 weeks

9) Proposed delivery modality
Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD)

10) Proposed references and texts

11) Course learning objectives
Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P14
a) P15.1 List the categories of data sets required (such as terrain databases, Ph/Pk tables, and sensor performance parameters) for typical model and simulation types.
b) P15.2 List the data requirements for typical test and acquisition M&S applications in terms of data sets, data volume, data availability, data accuracy, data classification, data storage media, and data archival.

c) P15.3 Identify existing data resources available for reuse, including both unauthenticated (for simulation testing) and authenticated (for actual test use) data, and describe the procedures for searching for resources within repositories of them.

d) P15.4 Define commonly used formats for documenting data (i.e., meta-data) and describe how to use each form to assess a data set’s utility for a specific application.

e) P15.5 For each type of data used by models and simulations, define commonly used formats for structuring and encoding the data (e.g., XML for entity performance parameters or CTDB for terrain) and describe how the format supports correct and appropriate use and reuse of data sets so structured.

f) P15.6 Define concepts of data models (e.g., HLA object models), identify commonly used data models (e.g., HLA RPR FOM), and explain how data models relate to data sets.

g) P15.7 Specify proper security procedures for safeguarding classified data sets, both input and output, during and between simulation executions.

h) P15.8 Prepare for distribution of output data sets produced by simulation executions, including documenting data format, assumptions, accuracy, and applicability.

i) P15.9 Describe approaches, identify tools, and estimate resources required for converting data sets from one format to another (e.g., converting terrain data from DTED to CTDB) if needed for a particular M&S application.

j) P15.10 Estimate the effort required to acquire and create the data needed for a test or acquisition M&S application, based on data required for the simulation, existing data resources available, and data creation experiences.

k) P15.11 Describe case studies of successful data acquisition and creation for data-intensive applications of commonly used models, data sets, and simulations, and the characteristics of those applications that made the reuse successful.

12) Course assessment plan
7. Mid-term and final exams
8. Short-answer homework assignments, ~1 per week
9. Term paper

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference
Listed for each hour are topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any).
1. Identify the phases of the acquisition life cycle; P10.1; to be determined
2. Identify the principal M&S applications used in each of the phases of the acquisition life cycle; P10.2; to be determined
3. Describe representative examples of M&S used for each type of application in each phase of the acquisition life cycle; P10.3; to be determined
4. List the inputs, outputs, capabilities, and limitations of each example M&S; P10.4; to be determined
5. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data set categories (e.g., terrain databases, Ph/Pk tables, and sensor performance parameters) required for typical model and simulation types; P15.1; to be determined
6. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data requirements for typical test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.2; to be determined
7. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of each type of existing data resource; P15.3; to be determined
8. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data documentation formats; P15.4; [1] [2]
9. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data encoding formats; P15.5; [1] [2]
10. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data models; P15.6; [1] [2]
11. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data security procedures; P15.7; [1] [2]
12. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of simulation data distribution; P15.8; [2]
13. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data conversion; P15.9; [1] [2]
14. Basic concepts, definitions, and examples of data acquisition and creation effort; P15.10; to be determined
15. Simple case studies of successful data acquisition and creation in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.11; to be determined
16. Technical details of simulation data sets, including representation, resolution, fidelity, and size, for typical model and simulation types; P15.1; [2]
17. Technical details and normal value ranges of data requirement parameters (e.g., data sets, data volume, data availability, data accuracy, data classification, data storage media, data archival; P15.2; [2]
18. Lists and details of existing data repositories; P15.3; to be determined
19. Technical details and advanced examples of data documentation formats; P15.4; [1] [2]
20. Technical details and advanced examples of data encoding formats; P15.5; [1] [2]
21. Technical details and advanced examples of data models; P15.6; [1] [2]
22. Relationship of data models to data sets; P15.6; [1] [2]
23. Data security requirements and procedures; P15.7; to be determined
24. Advanced examples of data security in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.7; to be determined
25. Advanced examples of data distribution in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.8; to be determined
26. Advanced examples of data conversion for test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.9; to be determined
27. Available data conversion tools and utilities; P15.9; to be determined
28. Advanced examples of data acquisition and creation effort in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.10; to be determined
29. Advanced case studies of both successful and unsuccessful data acquisition and creation in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.11; to be determined
30. Determining data set categories for typical model and simulation types; P15.1; [2]
31. Determining data requirements for typical test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.2; [2]
32. Procedures for examining, acquiring, customizing, and reusing existing data resources; P15.3; to be determined
33. Using data documentation in each format to evaluate data utility; P15.4; [1] [2]
34. Using data encoding formats to encode or decode simulation data; P15.5; [1] [2]
35. Using data models to structure and organize data within a test and acquisition M&S application; P15.6; [1] [2]
36. Instituting and executing data security in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.7; to be determined
37. Performing data distribution in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.8; to be determined
38. Performing data conversion for test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.9; to be determined
39. Effects of data conversion on data resolution and accuracy; P15.9; to be determined
40. Estimating effort required for data acquisition and creation in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.10; to be determined
41. Adapting methods and lessons regarding data acquisition and creation from a case study to a new test and acquisition M&S application; P15.11; to be determined
42. Analyzing a test and acquisition M&S application for lessons learned regarding data acquisition and creation; P15.11; to be determined
43. Selecting among data acquisition and creation alternatives; P15.10; [1] [2]
44. Selecting a case study relevant to data acquisition and creation in a planned test and acquisition M&S application and extracting pertinent lessons learned; P15.11; to be determined
University of Central Florida

Course Name: Awareness of Commercial Simulation-Based Acquisition Metaphors

Course Coordinator

Michael D. Proctor, Ph.D., LTC (Retired)
Associate Professor, CMSP
IEMS & IDS M&S
University of Central Florida
Engineering Building 2, Room 301-D
Tel: 407-823-5296
Fax: 407-823-3413
mproctor@mail.ucf.edu
http://people.cecs.ucf.edu/proctor

Course Description

This course will provide a general awareness of non-DoD concepts of Simulation-Based Acquisition (SBA) across the entire program life cycle of commercial companies, in order to gain possible new insights into reducing the time, resources, and risks associated with the DoD acquisition process.

Modules incorporated into Course:

This course is a basic entry course or a fundamental module. This course can be incorporated as a module into the Introduction, Application, and Masters level course offerings related to this same ESR.

ESR Supporting the Course:
ESR A2: General Awareness for each sub ESR.

Pre-requisite
1. Rank/Seniority:
   Active Military: O-1 or higher
   Government Civilian: GS-5 or higher
2. Pre-Course/Training:
   CLE011 and CLE023 or equivalent

Course Maturity
Base on UCF course EIN6528 which was first taught as a Special Topic in 2003.

Contact Hours / Pace of Completion
This is a non-Resident, self paced 3 hr-online course that may take between 2 and 6 hours depending of the prior experience and skills of the students. Students must pass the End-of-Course test within 30 calendar days of the start date.

**Proposed Delivery Modality**

Online Learning course.

**Proposed Reference and Text**

- Spear, Steven & Bowen, H. Kent, “Decoding the DNA of the Toyota Production System,” *HBR*, Sept – Oct 1999
- Susskind, Lawrence, “Full Engagement: Learning the Most from Negotiation Simulations,” *Negotiation*, August 2005

Course Learning Objectives

Students who have successfully completed this course will be able to:

1. Identify commercial acquisition strategies (ESR A2.1)
2. Identify M&S benefits to commercial aircraft industry (ESR A2.2)
3. Identify M&S benefits to commercial automotive industry (ESR A2.3)
4. Identify M&S benefits to commercial Pharmaceutical industry (ESR A2.4)
5. Identify change management issues associated with M&S adoption (ESR A2.5)
6. Identify emerging CASE tool technologies and their contribution to corporate integration (ESR A2.6)

Course Assessment Plan

Sectional Reviews- sets of multiple choice questions specific to each topic at the end of each course section

End-of-Course Test- general multiple choice questions on all topics taught

Hour-by-hour Instruction

Hour 1: ESR A2.1& A2.2: Overview of commercial acquisition strategies and terminology and Introduction to M&S benefits to commercial aircraft.

Hour 2: ESR A2.3 & A2.4: Introduction to M&S benefits to automotive, and Pharmaceutical industries, Selected Highlights from all references above.

Hour 3: ESR A2.5 & A2.6: Change management and emerging trends in M&S tool applications, Sectional Review, Conclusion, End-of-Course Test
Course Name: Applying Commercial Simulation-Based Acquisition Metaphors

Course Coordinator:
Michael D. Proctor, Ph.D., LTC (Retired)
Associate Professor, CMSP
IEMS & IDS M&S
University of Central Florida
Engineering Building 2, Room 301-D
Tel: 407-823-5296
Fax: 407-823-3413
mproctor@mail.ucf.edu
http://people.cecs.ucf.edu/proctor

Course Description:
This course will provide an application capability of essential skill requirements of non-DoD concepts of Simulation-Based Acquisition (SBA) across the entire program life cycle of commercial companies, in order to gain possible new insights into reducing the time, resources, and risks associated with the DoD acquisition process.

Modules incorporated into Course:
This course incorporates material covered in the Awareness and Understanding courses (modules) and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module as is if developed.

ESR Supporting the Course
ESR A2: Sub ESRs taught at the Application level

Pre-requisite
1. Rank/Seniority:
   Active Military: O-1 and above
   Government Civilian: GS-5 and above
2. Pre-Course/Training:
   CLE011 and CLE023 or equivalent

Course Maturity
Base on UCF course EIN6528 which was first taught as a Special Topic in 2003.

Contact Hours / Pace of Completion
This is a 3-day course with 24 contact hours. The course can be completed with 8hr-instruction per day.

Proposed Delivery Modality
Face-to-face teaching and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module if developed.

**Proposed Reference and Text**


Other references:

- Spear, Steven & Bowen, H. Kent, “Decoding the DNA of the Toyota Production System,” *HBR*, Sept – Oct 1999
- Susskind, Lawrence, “Full Engagement: Learning the Most from Negotitation Simulations,” *Negotiation*, August 2005

Course Learning Objectives
Students who have successfully completed this course will be able to:

1. Applies commercial acquisition strategies to multiple examples (ESR A2.1)
2. Uses M&S concepts to anticipate benefits to commercial aircraft industry (ESR A2.2)
3. Uses M&S concepts to anticipate benefits to commercial automobile industry (ESR A2.3)
4. Uses M&S concepts to anticipate benefits to commercial Pharmaceutical industry (ESR A2.4)
5. Constructs possible change management approaches associated with M&S adoption (ESR A2.5)
6. Predicts possible impacts of emerging CASE tool technologies and their contribution to corporate integration (ESR A2.6)

Course Assessment Plan
Verbal Feedback during Class- to periodically check on students’ understanding of topics taught
End-of-Course Evaluation- open and closed questions to test student’s proficiency on the topics taught
Hands-on Software Training and Scenario-based Testing- short scenario-based assignment similar to case studies taught to test students’ ability in M&S software usage

Hour-by-hour Instruction:

Hour 1 and 2: ESR A2.1: Overview of commercial acquisition strategies and terminology, Syllabus

Hour 3 through 8: ESR A2.2: Introduction to M&S benefits to commercial aircraft
Commercial case history of HOW M&S has been used to advance and sustain quality and distribute production world-wide by global commercial aircraft manufacturers from the foundation of aviation with the Wright brothers to the most current aircraft.
*Porter, HBR, March 1979
*Fuchs, et al CMR 2000
Hour 9 and 17: ESR A2.3: Introduction to M&S benefits to commercial automotive industries. Commercial case history of recent radical changes in HOW M&S has been used by a Global Automotive Company to radically alter their entire software infrastructure, re-train their work force, rapidly close and then surpass other Global Automotive Commercial Companies through the productivity and time to market gains made possible through M&S.

*HBS Case 9-602-035;

*Sobek, Liker & Ward, HBR July-August 1998;
*Spear & Bowen, HBR, 1999
*Thomke, MIT, 2006
*Thomke, HBR, 2001
*HBS Case 9-699-044 & 045
*HBS Case 9-303-023
*Goldhar & Jelink, HBR, 1983

Hour 18 and 19: ESR A2.4: Introduction to M&S benefits to commercial Pharmaceutical industries,

*HBS 9-600-038
*Raynor & Panetta, S&I, 2005
*Sterman, CMR, 2001
*Ring et al, CMR, 2005

Hour 20 through 22: ESR A2.5: Commercial case history of change management issues and approaches as it relates to M&S adoption and proliferation. Change management due to M&S tool adoption (45 hour course would have a 3 hour Student report and presentation).

*Susskind, Negotiation, 2005
*Harvard Update, 2000
*Bonabeau, 2002
*Kallio, et al Journal, 1999
*Sirkun, et al, HBR, 2005
*Malhotra, Negotiation, 2004
Hour 23 and 24: ESR A2.6: Change emerging trends in CASE tool applications, Sectional Review, Conclusion, End-of-Course Test
*Contemporary articles
Course Name: Applying Computer Technology and Army Training Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Applications in Support of Acquisition

Course Coordinator:
Michael D. Proctor, Ph.D., LTC (Retired)
Associate Professor, CMSP
IEMS & IDS M&S
University of Central Florida
Engineering Building 2, Room 301-D
Tel: 407-823-5296
Fax: 407-823-3413
mproctor@mail.ucf.edu
http://people.cecs.ucf.edu/proctor

Course Description:
This course will provide an application capability of the theoretical fundamentals of basic computer system software tools and Army Training Modeling and Simulation applications that are used in support of acquisition. Exposure to practical Army training modeling and simulation (M&S) applications as system life cycle management tools in support of Simulation-based Acquisition (SBA) will be through cases.

Modules incorporated into Course:
This course incorporates material covered in the Awareness and Understanding courses (modules) and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module as is if developed.

ESR Supporting the Course
ESR E8. Sub ESRs taught at the application level.

Pre-requisite
1. Rank/Seniority:
   Active Military: O-1 and above
   Government Civilian: GS-5 and above
2. Pre-Course/Training:
   CLE011 and CLE023 or equivalent

Course Maturity
New course.

Contact Hours / Pace of Completion
This is a 3-day course with 24 contact hours. The course can be completed with 8hr-instruction per day.
Proposed Delivery Modality
The course is a mixture of face-to-face teaching and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module if the online course (module) is developed.

Proposed Reference and Text

- Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)
- Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)
- Case Study to be developed with IBM on Rational

Course Learning Objectives
Students who have successfully completed this course will be able to:

1. E8.1 Relates basic computer system architecture, operating systems, networking, introductory engineering software and their application to Modeling and Simulation (M&S) applications, introductory structured programming languages such as Fortran and C, and the use of such languages for software development
2. E8.2 Applies the use of selected Runtime software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
3. E8.3 Applies the use of selected Intelligent Agent software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
4. E8.4 Applies M&S, interoperability, and intelligent agent software tools to build massively online systems (to include gaming systems) so as to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
5. E8.5 Predicts alternative Live training M&S systems in support of training and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
6. E8.6 Predicts alternative virtual training M&S systems in support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
7. E8.7 Applies Computer Assisted System Engineering tools to support project life cycle development/engineering.

Course Assessment Plan

Verbal Feedback during Class- to periodically check on students’ understanding of topics taught

End-of-Course Evaluation- open and closed questions to test student’s proficiency on the topics taught

Hands-on Software Training and Scenario-based Testing- short scenario-based assignment similar to case studies taught to test students’ ability in M&S software usage

Hour-by-hour Instruction

Hour 1: Relates basic computer systems, M&S tools for acquisition (E8.1)

Hour 2: Applies Modeling Software Authoring for acquisition (E8.2)

Hour 3: Applies Runtime Software for acquisition (Presagis Vega and AIS SVS) (E8.2)

Hour 4: Applies Intelligent Agent Software for acquisition (OneSAF, Mak VR Forces, SimBionic) (E8.3)

Hour 5: Applies M&S Software with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Hour 6: Applies M&S Software with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Hour 7: Predicts Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Hour 8: Predicts Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Above 8 hours supported by:

Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)


Proctor (Editor) (1999) *Web-based Technical Reference on Simulation Interoperability*

Hour 9: Applies massively online M&S Systems to include games for acquisition (E8.4)

Hour 10: Applies massively scenario with Online system (E8.4)

Hour 11: Applies massively scenario with Online system (E8.4)

Hour 12: Applies massively scenario with Online system (E8.4)

Hour 13: Predicts Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Online Systems (E8.4)

Hour 14: Predicts Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Online Systems (E8.4) (45 hour course would have one additional hour)
   Above 6 hours supported by:


Hour 15: Diagram SMART Snake Chart Structure and Concept for Live Training M&S for acquisition (E8.5)

Hour 16: Relate Live Training M&S for Acquisition (OneTESS) (E8.5)

Hour 17: Predict Live Training M&S Case Study (OneTESS) (E8.5)
   Above 3 hours supported by:
   Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)

Hour 18: Diagram SMART Snake Chart Structure and Concept for Virtual Training M&S for acquisition (E8.6)

Hour 19: Relate Virtual Training M&S for Acquisition (CCTT) (E8.6)

Hour 20: Predict Virtual Training M&S Case Study (CCTT) (E8.6)
   Above 3 hours supported by:


Hour 21: Apply Computer Assisted System Engineering software (E8.7)

Hour 22: Apply Computer Aided System Engineering Case Study (E8.7)

Hour 23: Apply Computer Aided System Engineering Case Study(E8.7) Case Study to be developed with IBM on Rational

Hour 24: Conclusion and End-of-Course Evaluation
Course Name: Awareness of Commercial Simulation-Based Acquisition Metaphors

Course Coordinator
Michael D. Proctor, Ph.D., LTC (Retired)
Associate Professor, CMSP
IEMS & IDS M&S
University of Central Florida
Engineering Building 2, Room 301-D
Tel: 407-823-5296
Fax: 407-823-3413
mproctor@mail.ucf.edu
http://people.cecs.ucf.edu/proctor

Course Description:
This course will provide a general awareness of the essential skill requirements of basic computer system software tools and Army Training Modeling and Simulation applications that are used in support of acquisition. Exposure to practical Army training modeling and simulation (M&S) applications as system life cycle management tools in support of Simulation-based Acquisition (SBA) will be through cases.

Modules incorporated into Course:
This course is a basic entry course or a fundamental module. This course can be incorporated as a module into the Introduction, Application, and Masters level course offerings related to this same ESR.

ESR Supporting the Course
ESR E8. General Awareness for each sub ESR.

Pre-requisite
1. Rank/Seniority:
   Active Military: O-1 and above
   Government Civilian: GS-5 and above
2. Pre-Course/Training:
   CLE011 and CLE023 or equivalent

Course Maturity
New course.

Contact Hours / Pace of Completion
This is a non-Resident, self paced 3 hr-online course that may take between 2 and 6 hours depending of the prior experience and skills of the students. Students must pass the End-of-Course test within 30 calendar days of the start date.

Proposed Delivery Modality
Online learning course.
Proposed Reference and Text

- Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)
- Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)
- Case Study to be developed with IBM on Rational

Course Learning Objectives

Students who have successfully completed this course will be able to:

1. E8.1 Identifies basic computer system architecture, operating systems, networking, introductory engineering software and their application to Modeling and Simulation (M&S) applications, introductory structured programming languages such as Fortran and C, and the use of such languages for software development
2. E8.2 Recalls the use of selected Modeling and Runtime software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
3. E8.3 Recalls the use of selected Intelligent Agent software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
4. E8.4 Recalls M&S, interoperability, and intelligent agent software tools to build massively online systems (to include gaming systems) so as to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
5. E8.5 Knows alternative Live training M&S systems in support of training and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
6. E8.6 Knows alternative virtual training M&S systems in support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
7. E8.7 Identifies Computer Assisted System Engineering tools to support project life cycle development/engineering.
Course Assessment Plan

Sectional Reviews- sets of multiple choice questions specific to each topic at the end of each course section

End-of-Course Test- general multiple choice questions on all topics taught

Hour-by-hour Instruction


Hour 2: Introduction to Live and Virtual Training M&S for Acquisition (ESR E8.5, E8.6)

Hour 3: Introduction to CASE tools for Acquisition, Conclusion, End-of-Course Test (ESR E8.7)
**Course Name:** Commercial Simulation-Based Acquisition Metaphors

**Course Coordinator**
Michael D. Proctor, Ph.D., LTC (Retired)
Associate Professor, CMSP
IEMS & IDS M&S
University of Central Florida
Engineering Building 2, Room 301-D
Tel: 407-823-5296
Fax: 407-823-3413
mproctor@mail.ucf.edu
http://people.cecs.ucf.edu/proctor

**Course Description**
This course will provide an educational mastery (a masters level course that is part of a masters program in modeling and simulation) of essential skill requirements of non-DoD concepts of Simulation-Based Acquisition (SBA) across the entire program life cycle of commercial companies, in order to gain possible new insights into reducing the time, resources, and risks associated with the DoD acquisition process.

**Modules incorporated into Course:**
This course incorporates ESR A2 material covered in the Awareness, Understanding, and Application courses (modules) and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module if developed.

**ESR Supporting the Course:**
ESR A2: Sub ESR taught at Educational Mastery (part of a masters program) competency level or at the maximum level specified in the matrix.

**Pre-requisite**
1. Rank/Seniority:
   - Active Military: O-3 and above
   - Government Civilian: GS-9 and above
2. Pre-Course/Training:
   - CLE011 and CLE023 or equivalent

**Course Maturity**
Base on UCF course EIN6528 which was first taught as a Special Topic in 2003.

**Contact Hours / Pace of Completion**
This is a quarter or semester-long (12 to 15 weeks) course with 36 to 45 contact hours with 3hr-instruction per week. Alternatively the course may be accomplished in a shorter period of time covering the same number of contact hours but with a faster paced setting being 6 hours per week.
**Proposed Delivery Modality**
The course is a mixture of face-to-face teaching and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module if that online course (module) is developed.

**Proposed Reference and Text**

**Other references:**
- Spear, Steven & Bowen, H. Kent, “Decoding the DNA of the Toyota Production System,” *HBR*, Sept – Oct 1999
- Susskind, Lawrence, “Full Engagement: Learning the Most from Negotitation Simulations,” *Negotiation*, August 2005
• Christensen, Clayton M. (1997) The Innovator’s Dilemma
• Schrage, Michael (2000) Serious Play
• Thomke, Stefan (2003) Experimentation Matters

Course Learning Objectives

Students who have successfully completed this course will be able to:
1. Recognize logical fallacies in the inconsistent in the use of commercial acquisition strategies (ESR A2.1)
2. Synthesize M&S concepts to anticipate benefits to commercial aircraft industry (ESR A2.2)
3. Analyze, compare and contrast applications of M&S in various commercial automotive industry (ESR A2.3)
4. Evaluate the application of M&S to the commercial Pharmaceutical industry (ESR A2.4)
5. Appraise possible change management approaches associated with M&S adoption (ESR A2.5)
6. Appraise possible impacts of emerging CASE tool technologies and their contribution to corporate integration (ESR A2.6)

Course Assessment Plan

Verbal Feedback during Class- to periodically check on students’ understanding of topics taught

Term Papers- research-based projects to test students’ ability to synthesize knowledge and draw conclusions based on knowledge learnt in class

Lab-based Project- open-ended practical project to test students’ hands-on and cognitive ability to design experiments and demonstrate M&S software applications

End-of-Course Evaluation- open-ended and closed questions to test student’s tacit knowledge in subject matter

Hour-by-hour Instruction

Hour 1 and 2: ESR A2.1: Overview of commercial acquisition strategies and terminology, Syllabus
Hour 3 through 8: ESR A2.2: Introduction to M&S benefits to commercial aircraft
Commercial case history of HOW M&S has been used to advance and sustain quality and
distribute production world-wide by global commercial aircraft manufacturers from the
foundation of aviation with the Wright brothers to the most current aircraft.
*Porter, HBR, March 1979
*Fuchs, et al CMR 2000
*Porter and Millar, HBR, July 85.
*Hamel & Prahalad, HBR, 2005
*HBR Case 9-305-101;
*Quinn, HBR 1967;
*Chambers, et al., HBR 1971;
*Georgoff & Murdick, HBR 1986
*HBS Case 9-688-040

Hour 9 and 10: ESR A2.2: Student group Aviation Case History research and
presentation

Hour 11 and 22: ESR A2.3: Introduction to M&S benefits to commercial automotive
industries. Commercial case history of recent radical changes in HOW M&S has been
used by a Global Automotive Company to radically alter their entire software
infrastructure, re-train their work force, rapidly close and then surpass other Global
Automotive Commercial Companies through the productivity and time to market gains
made possible through M&S
*HBS Case 9-602-035;
1995;
*Sobek, Liker & Ward, HBR July-August 1998;
*Spear & Bowen, HBR, 1999
*Thomke, MIT, 2006
*Thomke, HBR, 2001
*HBS Case 9-699-044 & 045
*HBS Case 9-303-023
*Goldhar & Jelink, HBR, 1983

Hour 23 through 25: ESR A2.3: Individual independent research project reports and
presentations on automotive industry.

Hour 26 and 28: ESR A2.4: Introduction to M&S benefits to commercial Pharmaceutical
industries,
*HBS 9-600-038
*Raynor & Panetta, S&I, 2005
*Sterman, CMR, 2001
*Ring et al, CMR, 2005
Hour 29 through 32: ESR A2.5: Commercial case history of change management issues and approaches as it relates to M&S adoption and proliferation. Change management due to M&S tool adoption (45 hour course would have a 3 hour Student report and presentation)

*Susskind, Negotiation, 2005
*Harvard Update, 2000
*Bonabeau, 2002
*Kallio, et al Journal, 1999
*Sirkin, et al, HBR, 2005
*Malhotra, Negotiation, 2004

Hour 35 and 36: ESR A2.6: Commercial case history of the use of Computer Assisted System Engineering tools to describe the relationship within and between systems life cycles within a corporation and close gaps between those systems. Change emerging trends in CASE tool applications, Sectional Review, Conclusion, End-of-Course Test (45 hour course would have a 3 hour Student report and presentation)

*Contemporary articles

*Note the above syllabus is a best estimate for time, content, and references at the time of writing and is subject to change at any time.
**Course Name:** Computer Technology and Army Training Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Applications in Support of Acquisition

**Course Coordinator:**
Michael D. Proctor, Ph.D., LTC (Retired)
Associate Professor, CMSP
IEMS & IDS M&S
University of Central Florida
Engineering Building 2, Room 301-D
Tel: 407-823-5296
Fax: 407-823-3413
mproctor@mail.ucf.edu
http://people.cecs.ucf.edu/proctor

**Course Description:**
This course seeks to provide an educational mastery (a masters level course that is part of a masters program in modeling and simulation) of essential skill requirements of basic computer system software tools and Army Training Modeling and Simulation applications that are used in support of acquisition. Exposure to practical Army training modeling and simulation (M&S) applications as system life cycle management tools in support of Simulation-based Acquisition (SBA) will be through cases.

**Modules incorporated into Course:**
This course incorporates ESR A2 material covered in the Awareness, Understanding, and Application courses (modules) and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module if developed.

**ESR Supporting the Course**
ESR E8. Sub ESR taught at Educational Mastery (part of a masters program) competency level or at the maximum level specified in the matrix.

**Pre-requisite**
1. Rank/Seniority:
   Active Military: O-3 and above
   Government Civilian: GS-9 and above
2. Pre-Course/Training:
   CLE011 and CLE023 or equivalent

**Course Maturity**
New course.

**Contact Hours / Pace of Completion**
This is a quarter or semester-long (12 to 15 weeks) course with 36 to 45 contact hours with 3hr-instruction per week. Alternatively the course may be accomplished in a shorter period of time covering the same number of contact hours but with a faster paced setting being 6 hours per week.
**Proposed Delivery Modality**

The course is a mixture of face-to-face teaching and will reuse the Awareness level online course learning module if the online course (module) is developed.

**Proposed Reference and Text**

- Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)
- Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)
- Case Study to be developed with IBM on Rational
- Proctor (Editor) (1999) *Web-based Technical Reference on Simulation Interoperability*

**Course Learning Objectives**

Students who have successfully completed this course will be able to:

1. ESR E8.1 Compare and contrast basic computer system architecture, operating systems, networking, introductory engineering software and their application to Modeling and Simulation (M&S) applications, introductory structured programming languages such as Fortran and C, and the use of such languages for software development
2. ESR E8.2 Compare and contrast the use of selected Modeling and Runtime software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
3. ESR E8.3 Compare and Contrast the use of selected Intelligent Agent software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
4. ESR E8.4 Compare and Contrast M&S, interoperability, and intelligent agent software tools to build massively online systems (to include gaming systems) so as to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
5. ESR E8.5 Compare and Contrast alternative Live training M&S systems in support of training and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
6. ESR E8.6 Compare and Contrast alternative virtual training M&S systems in support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
7. ESR E8.7 Compare and Contrast Computer Assisted System Engineering tools to support project life cycle development/engineering.

Course Assessment Plan

Verbal Feedback during Class- to periodically check on students’ understanding of topics taught

Term Papers- research-based projects to test students’ ability to synthesize knowledge and draw conclusions based on knowledge learnt in class

Lab-based Project- open-ended practical project to test students’ hands-on and cognitive ability to design experiments and demonstrate M&S software applications

End-of-Course Evaluation- open-ended and closed questions to test student’s tacit knowledge in subject matter

Hour-by-hour Instruction

Hour 1: Compare and contrast basic computer systems, M&S tools for acquisition (E8.1)

Hour 2: Compare and contrast Modeling Software Authoring for acquisition (E8.2)

Hour 3: Compare and contrast Runtime Software for acquisition (Presagis Vega and AIS SVS) (The 45 hour course would have 3 hours on each topic) (E8.2)

Hour 4: Compare and contrast Intelligent Agent Software for acquisition (OneSAF, Mak VR Forces, SimBionic) (E8.3)

Hour 5: Compose M&S Software with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Hour 6: Compose M&S Software with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Hour 7: Infers Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Hour 8: Infers Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Authoring Tools (E8.2 & E8.3)

Above 8 hours supported by:
    Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)


Proctor (Editor) (1999) *Web-based Technical Reference on Simulation Interoperability*


Hour 9: Compare and contrast massively online M&S Systems to include games for acquisition (E8.4)

Hour 10: Compose massively scenario with Online system (E8.4)

Hour 11: Compose massively scenario with Online system (E8.4)

Hour 12: Compose massively scenario with Online system (E8.4)

Hour 13: Infer Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Online Systems (E8.4)

Hour 14: Infer Lab-based Acquisition Evaluation- Experimental Design with Online Systems (E8.4) (45 hour course would have one additional hour)

Above 6 hours supported by:

Proctor (Editor) (1999) *Web-based Technical Reference on Simulation Interoperability*


Hour 15: Diagram SMART Snake Chart Structure and Concept for Live Training M&S for acquisition (E8.5)

Hour 16: Compare and Contrast Live Training M&S for Acquisition (OneTESS) (E8.5)

Hour 17: Analyze Live Training M&S Case Study (OneTESS) (E8.5)
Above 3 hours supported by:
  Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)

Hour 18: Diagram SMART Snake Chart Structure and Concept for Virtual Training M&S for acquisition (E8.6)

Hour 19: Compare and Contrast Virtual Training M&S for Acquisition (CCTT) (E8.6)

Hour 20: Analyze Virtual Training M&S Case Study (CCTT) (E8.6)
  Above 3 hours supported by:


Hour 21: Discuss with Guest Lecture Live, Virtual, and Constructive Training simulation use for acquisition (E8.2, E8.5 and E8.6)

Hour 22: Discuss with Guest Lecture Live, Virtual, and Constructive Training simulation use for acquisition (E8.2, E8.5 and E8.6)

Hour 23: Discuss with Guest Lecture Live, Virtual, and Constructive Training simulation use for acquisition (E8.2, E8.5 and E8.6)
  Above 3 hours to be supported with:
  Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)

  Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)


Hour 24: Compare and Contrast Computer Assisted System Engineering software (E8.7)

Hour 25: Compose Computer Aided System Engineering Case Study (E8.7)

Hour 26: Compose Computer Aided System Engineering Case Study (E8.7) (45 hour course would have 3 additional hours)
Hour 27: Infer Lab-based System Acquisition with Computer-Aided System Engineering Tools (E8.7)

Hour 28: Infer Lab-based System Acquisition with Computer-Aided System Engineering Tools (E8.7)

Hour 29: Infer Lab-based System Acquisition with Computer-Aided System Engineering Tools (E8.7)
   Above 6 hours supported by
   Case Study to be developed with IBM on Rational

Hour 30 - 35: Student Term Paper Presentation and Sharing (All ESRs and references)

Hour 36: Conclusion and End-of-Course Evaluation

* Note the above syllabus is a best estimate for time, content, and references at the time of writing and is subject to change at any time.
Course Name: Understanding Commercial Simulation-Based Acquisition Metaphors

Course Coordinator
Michael D. Proctor, Ph.D., LTC (Retired)
Associate Professor, CMSP
IEMS & IDS M&S
University of Central Florida
Engineering Building 2, Room 301-D
Tel: 407-823-5296
Fax: 407-823-3413
mproctor@mail.ucf.edu
http://people.cecs.ucf.edu/proctor

Course Description
This course will provide an understanding of essential skill requirements of non-DoD concepts of Simulation-Based Acquisition (SBA) across the entire program life cycle of commercial companies, in order to gain possible new insights into reducing the time, resources, and risks associated with the DoD acquisition process.

Modules incorporated into Course:
This course incorporates ESR A2 material covered in the Awareness course (modules).

ESR Supporting the Course
ESR A2: Taught at understanding level of each sub ESR

Pre-requisite
1. Rank/Seniority:
   Active Military: O-1 and above
   Government Civilian: GS-5 and above
2. Pre-Course/Training:
   CLE011 and CLE023 or equivalent

Course Maturity
Base on UCF course EIN6528 which was first taught as a Special Topic in 2003.

Contact Hours / Pace of Completion
This is a one-day seminar with 8 contact hours.

Proposed Delivery Modality
Mixture of face-to-face teaching and will reuse the Awareness level content and the corresponding online course learning module if developed.

Proposed Reference and Text
Course Learning Objectives

Students who have successfully completed this course will be able to:

• Chambers, John C., Mullick, Satinder, and Donald D. Smith. “How to Choose the Right Forecasting Technique,” HBR, July – August 1971.
• Fuchs, et al. “Strategic Integration,” CMR, Spring 2000
• Georgoff, David M. & Murdick, Robert G. “Manager’s Guide to Forecasting,” HBR, Jan-Feb 1986
• Malhotra, Deepak. “Negotiate of Litigate?” Negotiation, October 2004
• Porter and Millar, “How information gives you competitive advantage,” HBR, July 85. (value chain article).
• Spear, Steven & Bowen, H. Kent, “Decoding the DNA of the Toyota Production System,” HBR, Sept – Oct 1999
• Susskind, Lawrence, “Full Engagement: Learning the Most from Negotiation Simulations,” Negotiation, August 2005
1. Identify and explain differences in commercial acquisition strategies (ESR A2.1)
2. Discuss M&S benefits to commercial aircraft industry (ESR A2.2)
3. Discuss M&S benefits to commercial automotive industry (ESR A2.3)
4. Discuss M&S benefits to commercial Pharmaceutical industry (ESR A2.4)
5. Discuss change management issues associated with M&S adoption (ESR A2.5)
6. Discuss emerging CASE tool technologies and their contribution to corporate integration (ESR A2.6)

Course Assessment Plan

Verbal Feedback during Class- to periodically check on students’ understanding of topics taught

End-of-Course Test- general multiple choice questions on all topics taught

Hour-by-hour Instruction

Hour 1: ESR A2.1: Identification of commercial acquisition strategies and terminology, Syllabus

Hour 2 & 3: ESR A2.2: Introduction to M&S benefits to commercial aircraft. Discussion of commercial case history of HOW M&S has been used to advance and sustain quality and distribute production world-wide by global commercial aircraft manufacturers from the foundation of aviation with the Wright brothers to the most current aircraft.

*Porter, HBR, March 1979
*Fuchs, et al CMR 2000
*Porter and Millar, HBR, July 85.
*Hamel & Prahalad, HBR, 2005
*Quinn, HBR 1967;
*Chambers, et al., HBR 1971;
*Georgoff & Murdick, HBR 1986

Hour 4 & 5: ESR A2.3: Introduction to M&S benefits to commercial automotive industries. Discussion of case history of recent radical changes in HOW M&S has been used by a Global Automotive Company to radically alter their entire software infrastructure, re-train their work force, rapidly close and then surpass other Global Automotive Commercial Companies through the productivity and time to market gains made possible through M&S

*Sobek, Liker & Ward, HBR July-August 1998;
*Spear & Bowen, HBR, 1999
*Thomke, MIT, 2006
*Thomke, HBR, 2001
Hour 6: ESR A2.4: Introduction to and discussion of M&S benefits to commercial Pharmaceutical industries,
   *Raynor & Panetta, S&I, 2005
   *Sterman, CMR, 2001
   *Ring et al, CMR, 2005

Hour 7: ESR A2.5: Commercial case history of change management issues and approaches as it relates to M&S adoption and proliferation. Change management due to M&S tool adoption (45 hour course would have a 3 hour Student report and presentation)
   *Susskind, Negotiation, 2005
   *Harvard Update, 2000
   *Bonabeau, 2002
   *Kallio, et al Journal, 1999
   *Sirkin, et al, HBR, 2005
   *Malhotra, Negotiation, 2004

Hour 8: ESR A2.6: Commercial case history of the use of Computer Assisted System Engineering tools to describe the relationship within and between systems life cycles within a corporation and close gaps between those systems. Change emerging trends in CASE tool applications, Sectional Review, Conclusion, End-of-Course Test (45 hour course would have a 3 hour Student report and presentation)
   *Contemporary articles
Course Name: Understanding Computer Technology and Army Training Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Applications in Support of Acquisition

Course Coordinator
Michael D. Proctor, Ph.D., LTC (Retired)
Associate Professor, CMSP
IEMS & IDS M&S
University of Central Florida
Engineering Building 2, Room 301-D
Tel: 407-823-5296
Fax: 407-823-3413
mproctor@mail.ucf.edu
http://people.cecs.ucf.edu/proctor

Course Description
This course will provide an understanding of the theoretical fundamentals of basic computer system software tools and Army Training Modeling and Simulation applications that are used in support of acquisition. Exposure to practical Army training modeling and simulation (M&S) applications as system life cycle management tools in support of Simulation-based Acquisition (SBA) will be through cases.

Modules incorporated into Course:
This course incorporates ESR A2 material covered in the Awareness course (modules).

ESR Supporting the Course
ESR E8. Taught at understanding level of each sub ESR

Pre-requisite
1. Rank/Seniority:
   Active Military: O-1 through O-4 and above
   Government Civilian: GS-5 through GS-13 and above
2. Pre-Course/Training:
   CLE011 and CLE023

Course Maturity
New course.

Contact Hours / Pace of Completion
This is a one-day seminar with 8 contact hours.

Proposed Delivery Modality
The course is a mixture of face-to-face teaching and will reuse the Awareness level content and the corresponding online course learning module if the online course (module) is developed.
Proposed Reference and Text

- Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)
- Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)
- Case Study to be developed with IBM on Rational
- Proctor (Editor) (1999) *Web-based Technical Reference on Simulation Interoperability*

Course Learning Objectives
Students who have successfully completed this course will be able to:

1. E8.1 Comprehends basic computer system architecture, operating systems, networking, introductory engineering software and their application to Modeling and Simulation (M&S) applications, introductory structured programming languages such as Fortran and C, and the use of such languages for software development
2. E8.2 Distinguishes the use of selected Runtime software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
3. E8.3 Comprehends the use of selected Intelligent Agent software systems to build M&S scenarios to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
4. E8.4 Comprehends M&S, interoperability, and intelligent agent software tools to build massively online systems (to include gaming systems) so as to support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
5. E8.5 Comprehends alternative Live training M&S systems in support of training and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
6. E8.6 Comprehends alternative virtual training M&S systems in support PMs, SEs, and T&E requirements across the acquisition life cycle.
7. E8.7 Comprehends Computer Assisted System Engineering tools to support project life cycle development/engineering.
Course Assessment Plan

Verbal Feedback during Class- to periodically check on students’ understanding of topics taught

End-of-Course Evaluation- via group discussion, presentation and sharing

Hour-by-hour Instruction

Hour 1: Comprehends basic computer systems, M&S tools for acquisition (E8.1)

Hour 2: Distinguishes Modeling Software, Runtime Software

Hour 3: Comprehends Intelligent Agent Software for acquisition (OneSAF, Mak VR Forces, SimBionic) (E8.3)
   Above 3 hours supported by:
   Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Constructive Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneSAF Objective System)


Hour 4: Comprehends massively online M&S Systems to include games for acquisition (E8.4)


Hour 5: Comprehends potential for Live Training M&S for use in Acquisition (OneTESS) (E8.5)
   Case Study to be developed with PEO STRI on Live Training Simulation in Acquisition (OneTESS)
Hour 6: Comprehends potential for Virtual Training M&S for Acquisition (CCTT) (E8.6)


Hour 7: Comprehends Computer Assisted System Engineering software applicability to acquisition (E8.7)
Case Study to be developed with IBM on Rational

Hour 8: Conclusion and End-of-Course Evaluation
University of California, San Diego

1) Course name: Modeling, Simulation and Undersea Warfare

2) Course coordinator/POC: Anthony Genna
   UCSD Extension
   Assistant Director,
   Defense Technology
   agenna@ucsd.edu
   858-603-2170 (cell)

3) Course description: This course is designed to educate and introduce acquisition workforce professionals to modeling and simulation and its application to undersea warfare systems. The general focus of this course is to address the role of modeling and simulation and its application to the design, analysis and evaluation of acoustic undersea warfare systems. The specific focus of this course is to address the development of underwater communication, anti-submarine warfare, anti-ship torpedo defense, and mine warfare systems in a simulation based environment.

4) Modules incorporated into the course: E6.1, E6.3, E6.5,

5) ESR’s that the course supports and the corresponding level of achievement:
   E6.1 (G, U)
   E6.3 (G, U, A, M)
   E6.5 (G, U, A, M)

6) Prerequisites: This course is designed for DoD military and civilian professionals who are determined to be proficient in modeling and simulation and its application to the design, analysis and evaluation of underwater acoustic warfare systems.

7) Course maturity: This is a new course based on a UCSD Underwater Acoustic specialty certificate. This course will support the continuing education of working acquisition professional with special interest in the field of underwater communications, anti-submarine warfare, anti-ship torpedo defense, and mine warfare.

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: This 27 hour course will provide 3 CEU’s. The Class will meet 3 hours per week for 9 weeks. The hour breakdown for each level of competency is provided below:
   a) (G) General Awareness 2 hours (instruction)
   b) (U) Understanding 4 hours (instruction and short quiz)
   c) (A) Application 9 hours (5 hr inst.; 3hr field trip; Mid Term)
   d) (M) Mastery 12 hours (5 hr inst.; 6 hr projects; Final)
9) Proposed Delivery modality: (face-to-face)

10) Proposed references and texts:


[3] Active Acoustic Simulation Models such as Active System Performance Estimate Computer Tool (ASPECT),
http://www.adaptivemethods.com/core_competencies/modeling_and_simulation.html


11) Course learning objectives:

E6.1 Define and identify the benefits of modeling and simulation and its application to acoustic wave propagation.

E6.3 Define and identify the benefits of modeling and simulation and its application to acoustic communication systems

E6.5 Define and identify the benefits of modeling and simulation and its application to acoustic active and passive detection systems

12) Course assessment plan:

1. Week 1 through week 9: Weekly quizzes or exam to test competency at corresponding level of instruction
2. Week 5: Mid term Exam to test student competency at the application level.
3. Week 6, 7, 8: Class projects to demonstrate student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.
4. Week 9: Final exam to test student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

This 27 hour course is structured such that each hour is based on its required level of competency. This structure allows course material to be provided as four separate groupings: General Awareness; Understanding, Application, and Mastery.
General Awareness Skill Level:

1-2 Overview addressing the benefits of modeling and simulation applied to underwater communication, anti-submarine warfare, anti-ship torpedo defense, and mine warfare systems. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

Understanding Skill Level:

3 Introduction to the application of modeling and simulation applied to underwater acoustic wave propagation. This section will address acoustic propagation computer simulation models such as: ASTRL and IMAT simulation tools that utilize the METOC reference data base model. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

4 Introduction of modeling and simulation applied to the development of underwater communication systems. This section will address the use of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

5 Introduction of modeling and simulation applied to development of underwater acoustic active anti-submarine warfare, anti-ship torpedo defense, and mine warfare systems systems. This section will address the use of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

6 Introduction of modeling and simulation applied to development of underwater acoustic passive detection systems. This section will address the use of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

Application Skill Level:

7 Application of modeling and simulation applied to underwater acoustic communication system models such as: to be provided by instructor. This section will address the application of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Ref [1], [2], instructor notes

8-9 Application of modeling and simulation applied to passive ASW acoustic systems. This underwater section will address the application of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Computer models such as ASPECT, Acoustic System Performance Model (ASPM) and other simulation models to be provided by the instructor. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

10-12 Field Trip: 3 hour field trip to local DoD/contractor facility. For example; this field trip would be to the ASW Training facility in San Diego. Students would be able to witness actual system operation and interview operators with respect to their views on ASW system performance. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

13-14 Application of modeling and simulation applied to underwater active acoustic ASW, anti-ship torpedo defense, and mine detection systems. This section will address the application of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Computer models such as ASPECT, Acoustic System Performance Model (ASPM) and other simulation models to be provided by the instructor. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.
15 Mid Term Exam to evaluate student competency at the application level. Ref. [1], [2], [3], instructor notes.

*Mastery Skill Level:*

16 Modeling and simulation techniques tailored to the analysis and evaluation of communication systems development. This section will focus on the benefits of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Instructor selected case studies will be provided. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

17-18 Class team project: Select modeling and simulation techniques that can be applied to analysis and evaluation related to communications systems development. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

19 Modeling and simulation techniques tailored to the analysis and evaluation of passive ASW acoustic systems. This section will focus on the benefits of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Instructor selected case studies will be provided. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

20-21 Class team project: Determine and define modeling and simulation techniques that can be applied to analysis and evaluation of passive ASW acoustic systems. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

22 Identify modeling and simulation techniques and show how they are used in the analysis and evaluation of underwater acoustic active anti-submarine warfare, anti-ship torpedo defense, and mine warfare systems. This section will focus on the benefits of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Instructor selected case studies will be provided. [1], [2], instructor notes.

23-24 Class Project: Identify the benefits of computer simulation tailored to underwater acoustic active anti-submarine warfare, anti-ship torpedo defense, and mine warfare systems. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

25-26 Case Studies: Instructor to provide case studies that illustrate the benefits of modeling and simulation to the analysis and evaluation of underwater acoustic systems. This section will focus on communications, active/passive ASW and mine warfare. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

27 Final exam to test student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.
1) Course name: **Modeling and Simulation Applied to Human Systems Integration**

2) Course coordinator/POC:  
   Anthony Genna  
   UCSD Extension  
   Assistant Director,  
   Defense Technology  
   agenna@ucsd.edu  
   858-603-2170 (cell)

3) Course description: This course is designed to educate and introduce acquisition workforce professionals to modeling and simulation and its application to human systems engineering and human systems integration. The general focus of this course is to address the role of computer simulation relative to system operability performance and its impact on life cycle manpower projections. The specific focus of this course is to address the development of human system interfaces and the evaluation of those interfaces in a simulation based environment.

4) Modules incorporated into the course:  

5) ESR’s that the course supports and the corresponding level of achievement:  
   UCSD E13.1 (G, U)  
   UCSD E13.2 (G, U, A, M)  
   UCSD E13.3 (G, U, A, M)  
   UCSD E13.4 (G, U, A, M)  
   UCSD E13.5 (G, U, A, M)

6) Prerequisites: This course is designed for DoD military and civilian professionals who are determined to be proficient in modeling and simulation and its application to the human systems engineering and human systems integration design and evaluation process.

7) Course maturity: This is a new course based on a UCSD HSI specialty certificate. This course will support the continuing education of working acquisition professional with special interest in the field of human systems engineering and human systems integration.

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: This 36 hour course will provide 4 CEU’s. The Class will meet 3 hours per week for 12 weeks. The hour breakdown for each level of competency is provided below:

   a) General Awareness 3 hours  
   b) Understanding 5 hours  
   c) Application 13 hours (8 hr instruction; 2 hr project; 3 hr. field trip)  
   d) Mastery 15 hours (10 hr instruction; 2 hr project; 3 hr field trip)
9) Proposed Delivery modality: (face-to-face)

10) Proposed references and texts:


Human Factors (HSI/HSE) References:


[5] MIL-STD-1472F establishes general human engineering criteria for design and development of military systems, equipment and facilities. Its purpose is to present human engineering design criteria, principles and practices to be applied in the design of systems, equipment and facilities so as to: a) achieve required performance by operator, control, and maintenance personnel; b) minimize skill and personnel requirements, and training time; c) achieve required reliability of personnel-equipment combinations; d) foster design standardization within and among systems.


[8] MIL-HDBK-1908B This handbook consolidates definitions of terms used in Defense human factors standardization (HFAC) documents.
11) Course learning objectives:

E13.1 Define and identify the benefits of modeling and simulation and its application to human systems engineering and human systems integration.

E13.2 Define and identify analysis and evaluation methods related to the application of modeling and simulation tools applied to the ergonomic design process.

E13.3 Define and identify analysis and evaluation methods related to the application of modeling and simulation tools applied to the audio and visual design process.

E13.4 Define and identify analysis and evaluation methods related to the application of modeling and simulation tools applied to system operability.

E13.5 Define and identify human systems engineering and human systems integration analysis and evaluation methods based on the application of modeling and simulation tools to the life-cycle-cost (LCC) acquisition process.

12) Course assessment plan:

1. Week 1 through week 12: Weekly quizzes or exams to test competency at corresponding level of instruction
2. Week 7: Class project based on case study and class field trip to demonstrate competency at the application level.
3. Week 7: Mid term Exam to test student competency at the application level.
4. Week 12: Class project based on case study and class field trip to demonstrate students ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.
5. Week 12: Final exam to test student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

This 36 hour course is structured such that each hour is based on its required level of competency. This structure allows course material to be provided as four separate groupings: General Awareness; Understanding, Application, and Mastery.

General Awareness Skill Level:

1-3 Overview of the benefits of modeling and simulation applied to the human systems engineering and human systems integration process. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.
Understanding Skill Level:

4 Introduction to the application of modeling and simulation applied to the human systems engineering and human systems integration process. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

5 Introduction of modeling and simulation applied to the ergonomic design process. This section will address the use of Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools such as CATIA and 3D SIM models. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

6 Introduction of modeling and simulation applied to the audio visual design process. This section will address the use of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

7 Introduction of modeling and simulation applied to system design and its impact on system operability. This section will address the use of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

8 Introduction of modeling and simulation applied to the impact of human systems engineering and human systems integration on life cycle cost (LCC). This section will address key elements of estimating manpower requirements and system survivability based on instructor provided case studies. [Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

Application Skill Level:

09-10 Application of modeling and simulation applied to ergonomic design. This section will address the application of Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools such as CATIA and 3D SIM models. Ref [1], [2], instructor notes.

11-12 Application of modeling and simulation applied to audio visual design. This section will address the application of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Ref [1], [2], instructor notes.

13-14 Application of modeling and simulation and prototyping to test and evaluate system operability. This section will address the application of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

15 Application of modeling and simulation applied to the life cycle cost (LCC) estimation process. This section will address key elements of estimating manpower requirements and system survivability based on instructor provided case studies. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

16-18 Field Trip: 3 hour field trip to local DoD/contractor facility. For example this field trip would be to General Atomics in San Diego to witness a demonstration of the Predator UAV flight control system. Ref. [1], [2], [3], instructor notes.

19-20 Class Project: Determine and define the benefits of computer simulation based on instructor provided case studies and class field trip. Content will include but not be limited to system operability, ergonomics, visual performance, audio performance, background light and noise on system operation, and LCC.

21 Mid Term Exam: Evaluate student competency at the application level. Ref. [1], [2], [3], instructor notes.
Mastery Skill Level:

22 Modeling and simulation techniques tailored to the analysis and evaluation of ergonomic development. This section will focus on the benefits of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Instructor selected case studies will be provided. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

23 Class team project: Select modeling and simulation techniques that can be applied to analysis and evaluation related to system ergonomics. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

24 Modeling and simulation techniques tailored to the analysis and evaluation of audio visual design. Special attention will be placed on the impact of acoustic and visual noise on human performance. This section will focus on the benefits of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Instructor selected case studies will be provided. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

25 Class team project: Determine and define modeling and simulation techniques that can be applied to analysis and evaluation related to audio and visual design. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

26 Identify modeling and simulation techniques and show how they are used in the analysis and evaluation process related to system operability. This section will focus on the benefits of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Instructor selected case studies will be provided. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

27 Class Project: Identify the benefits of computer simulation tailored to system operability recognizing and/or determining M&S solution for improved operability. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

28 Select modeling and simulation techniques to the analysis and evaluation process related to human systems engineering and human systems integration and its impact on LCC. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

29-30 Class Project: Determine and define the benefits of computer simulation tailored to the analysis and evaluation applied to LCC and recognizing and/or determining cost savings and risk mitigation in the acquisition decision process. This section will address key elements of estimating manpower requirements and system survivability Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

31-33 Field Trip: 3 hour field trip to local DoD/contractor facility. For example; this field trip would be to the ASW Training facility in San Diego. Students would be able to witness actual system operation and interview operators with respect to their views on system operability. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

34-35 Class Team Project: Determine and define benefits of computer simulation tailored to the analysis and evaluation of system operability, ergonomics, visual performance, audio performance and the impact of noise and other operator distractions on system operation.

36 Final exam: Test student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.
1) Course name: **M&S in Decision Risk Analysis and Risk Mitigation**

2) Course coordinator/POC: Anthony Genna  
   UCSD Extension  
   Assistant Director,  
   Defense Technology  
   agenna@ucsd.edu  
   858-603-2170 (cell)

3) Course description: This course is designed to educate and introduce acquisition workforce professionals to modeling and simulation (M&S) and its application to Decision Risk Analysis and Risk Mitigation. This course will introduce the student to the concepts entailed in the use of M&S to make informed engineering tradeoff analyses through the program’s Decision Risk Analysis process. General focus areas of this course include: application of experimental design, level of model detail, risk mitigation strategy development, evaluation of M&S outputs/measurees, and M&S application as a pre-test prediction tool.

4) Modules incorporated into the course: A7, limited/modified P6.

5) ESR’s that the course supports and the corresponding level of achievement:
   - A7.1 (G, U, A, M)
   - A7.2 (G, U, A, M)
   - A7.3 (G, U, A, M)
   - A7.4 (G, U, A, M)
   - A7.5 (G, U, A, M)
   - P6.6 (G, U, A, M)

6) Prerequisites: This course is designed for DoD military and civilian professionals who are determined to be proficient to the apprentice, journeyman or expert level (as applicable) in their current job positions in the areas of program management, systems engineering and/or test and evaluation.

7) Course maturity: This is a new course. There is a 5-day course on Decision and Risk Analysis (SYS/SDOE 660) available from Stevens Institute of Technology, but it presents the core topics differently than this course does.

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: This 27 hour course will provide 3 CEU’s. The class will meet 3 hours per week for 9 weeks. The hour breakdown for each level of competency is provided below:
   a) General Awareness 3 hours
   b) Understanding 4 hours
   c) Application 9 hours (5 hr instruction; 3 hr project; 1 hr exam)
   d) Mastery 11 hours (7 hr instruction; 3 hr project; 1 hr exam)
9) Proposed delivery modality: face-to-face.

10) Proposed references and texts:


   Additional useful references:


11) Course learning objectives:

   A7.1: Develop pre-test criteria and analyze/apply choices of design detail for desired performance factors for a selected application.

   A7.2: Analyze outputs/measures from M&S tools for a given case study.

   A7.3: Evaluate performance factors and interdependencies of outputs/measures based on a given set of case studies.

   A7.4: Identify and prioritize risk factors using the Decision Risk Analysis process.

   P6.6: Develop a risk mitigation strategy for a given case study.

   A7.5: Perform informed engineering tradeoff analyses through the Decision Risk Analysis process.

12) Course assessment plan:

   1. Week 1 through week 9: Weekly quizzes to test competency at corresponding level of instruction.
   2. Week 5: Class project based on case study to demonstrate students’ ability to perform analysis at the application level.
   3. Week 6: Mid term exam to test student competency at the application level.
   4. Week 9: Class project based on case study to demonstrate students’ ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.
   5. Week 9: Case study and final exam to test student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.
13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

The 27 hour course is structured such that each hour is based on its required level of competency. This structure allows the course material to be provided as four separate groupings: General Awareness, Understanding, Application, and Mastery.

**General Awareness Skill Level:**

1-3 Introduction and overview of informed engineering tradeoff analyses using a Decision Risk Analysis process. A7.1-A7.5, P6.6. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

**Understanding Skill Level:**

4 Definition of pre-test criteria and application of design detail choices for desired performance factors for a selected application. A7.1. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.


6 Identification and prioritization of risk factors using a Decision Risk Analysis process. Identify critical elements required to develop exceptional system risk mitigation strategies. A7.4, P6.6. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

7 Examples of how a Decision Risk Analysis process enables informed engineering tradeoff analysis. A7.5. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

**Application Skill Level:**

8 Use of M&S applications to develop pre-test criteria and analyze/apply choices of design detail for desired performance factors for a selected application. A7.1. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

9 Use of M&S applications to analyze outputs/measures from M&S tools for a given case study. A7.2. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

10 Use of M&S applications to evaluate performance factors and interdependencies of outputs/measures for a given case study. A7.3. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

11 Use of M&S applications to identify and prioritize risk factors using a Decision Risk Analysis process. A7.4. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

12 Use of M&S application techniques that support risk mitigation. P6.6. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

13-15 Class team project: Perform informed engineering tradeoff analyses through a Decision Risk Analysis process. Apply modeling and simulation techniques to risk analysis and risk mitigation. A7.5. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

16 Mid term exam to evaluate student competency at the application level. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.
Mastery Skill Level:

17-18 Use of M&S tools to support analysis and application of choices of design detail for desired performance factors. Includes instructor-selected case studies. A7.1. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

19 Use of M&S tools in support of analysis of M&S outputs/measures. Includes instructor-selected case studies. A7.2. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

20-21 Use of M&S tools in support of analysis and evaluation of performance factors and interdependencies of outputs/measures for a given case study. A7.3. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

22-23 Use of M&S tools to identify and prioritize risk factors using a Decision Risk Analysis process. A7.4. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

24 Use of M&S application techniques that support risk mitigation. P6.6. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

25-26 Class team project: Evaluation of informed engineering tradeoff analyses through a Decision Risk Analysis process. Includes instructor-selected case studies. A7.5. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

27 Final exam to test student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.
1) Course name: **Modeling and Simulation Strategy and Support Plans**

2) Course coordinator/POC: Anthony Genna  
UCSD Extension  
Assistant Director,  
Defense Technology  
agenna@ucsd.edu  
858-603-2170 (cell)

3) Course description: This course is designed to educate and introduce acquisition workforce professionals to modeling and simulation (M&S) and its application to M&S planning and the generation of support plan documents. The general focus of this course is to define and identify the benefits of M&S and its application to the understanding, use and evaluation of M&S planning. The general focus of this course includes: development of an integrated Simulation Support Plan (SSP), System Engineering Plan (SEP), and Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP). Specific focus areas include: the M&S planning process and its relationship to life cycle phases of development and acquisition milestone decisions; program cost, schedule and performance considerations; trade-off decisions; and effectiveness assessment.

4) Modules incorporated into the course: P6 (partial); P7 (partial).

5) ESR’s that the course supports and the corresponding level of achievement:  
P6.1 (G, U, A, M)  
P6.2 (G, U, A, M)  
P6.3 (G, U, A, M)  
P6.4 (G, U, A, M)  
P6.5 (G, U, A, M)  
P7.1 (G, U, A, M)  
P7.2 (G, U, A, M)  
P7.3 (G, U, A, M)  
P7.7 (G, U, A, M)  
P7.8 (G, U, A, M)  
P7.9 (U, A, M)

6) Prerequisites: This course is designed for DoD military and civilian professionals who are determined to be proficient to the apprentice, journeyman or expert level (as applicable) in their current job positions in the areas of program management, systems engineering and/or test and evaluation.

7) Course maturity: This is a new course. The M&S University of the MSAIC offers several courses with similar basic content to this one. In particular, the M&S Staff Officers Course and Simulation Support Plan Tutorial are complimentary.
8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: This 36 hour course will provide 4 CEU’s. The class will meet 3 hours per week for 12 weeks. The hour breakdown for each level of competency is provided below:

   a) General Awareness 3 hours
   b) Understanding 6 hours
   c) Application 12 hours (9 hr instruction; 2 hr project, 1 hr exam)
   d) Mastery 15 hours (9 hr instruction; 5 hr project, 1 hr exam)

9) Proposed delivery modality: face-to-face.

10) Proposed references and texts:

   [1] Acquisition M&S Master Plan, 17Apr06
   http://www.acq.osd.mil/sse/as/docs/AMSMP_041706_FINAL2.pdf
   [2], [3], [4] Decision Support Guidebook
   https://akss.dau.mil/dag/  or

   Additional useful references:

   [7] Integrated Master Plan and Schedule

11) Course learning objectives:

   P7.1: Define a Simulation Support Plan (SSP) and the relationship to using M&S for acquisition decisions.
   P6.1: Relate acquisition cost models to M&S planning.
   P6.3: Define cost requirements and justifications as they relate to an M&S plan/SSP.
   P6.4: Develop a schedule for an M&S plan/SSP.
   P6.2: Define measurable performance factors for a given case study.
   P6.5: Assess effectiveness (cost and schedule) of an M&S plan/SSP.
   P7.3: Show how an integrated SSP, SEP and TEMP can be leveraged to reduce risk, cost and schedule issues.
   P7.2: Understand and describe efficient use of M&S planning across life cycle phases of development.
P7.8: Manage M&S resources and documentation of SSP, SEP and TEMP.
P7.7: Analyze the rationale for trade-off decisions and selections for SSP, SEP and TEMP strategies.
P7.9: Create and analyze a case study encompassing SSP, SEP and TEMP concepts.

12) Course assessment plan:

1. Week 1 through week 12: Weekly quizzes to test competency at corresponding level of instruction.
2. Week 7: Class project based on case study to demonstrate students’ ability to perform at the application level.
3. Week 7: Mid term exam to test student competency at the application level.
4. Weeks 11 and 12: Class projects based on case studies to demonstrate students’ ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.
5. Week 12: Final exam to test student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

The 36 hour course is structured such that each hour is based on its required level of competency. This structure allows the course material to be provided as four separate groupings: General Awareness, Understanding, Application, and Mastery.

**General Awareness Skill Level:**

1-3 Introduction and overview of a Simulation Support Plan (SSP), or M&S plan, and its relationship to using M&S to enable informed acquisition decisions. Introduction and overview of the M&S plan process and documents, such as a System Engineering Plan (SEP) and a Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP). Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

**Understanding Skill Level:**

4 Develop steps and objectives of the M&S planning process. Define details of an SSP, and considerations for its incorporation into an SEP and a TEMP. P7.1, to P7.9. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

5 Understanding and development of M&S cost models, cost requirements and their justifications. Develop and define the fundamentals of an M&S scheduling and risk mitigation plan. P6.1, P6.3, P6.4. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

6 Develop and define performance factors and system design measures that are candidates for simulation. Define the use of an SSP across life cycle phases of development. P6.2, P7.2. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

7 Develop an understanding and illustrate how an integrated SSP, SEP and TEMP can be leveraged to reduce risk, cost, and schedule issues. Define the benefits and
use of M&S resource management and related documentation. P7.3, P7.8. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

8 Develop an understanding of how to perform M&S plan effectiveness assessment. This section includes, but is not limited to: metrics, reuse, integration/interoperability, verification/validation, and uncertainty considerations. P6.5. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

9 Understanding of trade-off decisions and their rationale. P7.7. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

Application Skill Level:

10 Identify and apply a process that supports the development of M&S planning documents and cost considerations. Apply the M&S planning process to acquisition milestones and decisions. P7.1, P6.1. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

11-12 Identify and apply a process that supports the development of M&S planning techniques that include cost requirements and their justification in decision-making. Identify and apply a process that supports the development of M&S plan scheduling. P6.3, P6.4. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

13 Identify a process that supports the development of measurable, effective M&S assessment plans - documenting and reporting on program milestone goals, progress, performance factors, decisions made, and achievement of objectives. Identify and apply M&S resource management best practices. P6.2, P7.8. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

14-15 Identify and apply a process that supports the development of M&S planning techniques related to cost, schedule and program risk reduction, using an integrated SSP, SEP and TEMP. Apply the integrated SSP across life cycle phases of development to support capabilities-based and simulation-based acquisition initiatives, principles and policy. P7.3, P7.2. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

16-18 Identify and apply a process that supports the development of M&S plan effectiveness assessment. Define and apply M&S planning processes related to appraisal of trade-off decisions and their rationale. P6.5, P7.7. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

19-21 Class team project: Create an M&S plan development case study encompassing an SSP, SEP and TEMP. P7.9. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

22 Mid term exam to evaluate student competency at the application level. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], [3], instructor notes.

Mastery Skill Level:

22 Identify and define a process that supports analysis and evaluation of M&S planning documents and cost considerations. Assess the M&S planning process as it relates to acquisition milestones and decisions. P6.1, P7.1. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.
23-24 Identify and define a process/processes that supports/support analysis and evaluation of M&S planning to determine cost, schedule and performance requirements and assessment metrics. P6.3, P6.4. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

25 Identify and define a process that supports analysis and evaluation of M&S planning techniques for determining measurable performance factors for a given set of objectives. Identify and assess M&S planning techniques related to M&S resource management and documentation. P6.2, P7.8. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

26-27 Identify and define a process that supports analysis and evaluation of how an integrated SSP can reduce cost, schedule and program risks based on instructor-provided case studies. Apply the integrated SSP across life cycle phases of development to support capabilities-based and simulation-based acquisition initiatives, principles and policy. P7.3, P7.2. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

28-29 Identify and define a process that supports analysis and evaluation of trade-off decisions and their rationale in the M&S planning process, based on instructor-provided case studies. P7.7. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

30-31 Identify and define a process that supports analysis and evaluation of M&S plan effectiveness (in a class project). P6.5. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

32-33 Class team project: Analysis and evaluation (critique) of the M&S plan development case study created during class hours 19-20, encompassing an SSP, SEP and TEMP. P7.9. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

34-35 Class project: Evaluate the soundness of the M&S plan details in two instructor-provided case studies. Provide recommended improvements for any weaknesses identified. P7.9. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

36 Final exam to evaluate student competency at the mastery level. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.
1) Course name: Modeling, Simulation, Circuits & AC/DC Power Applications

2) Course coordinator/POC: Anthony Genna
   UCSD Extension
   Assistant Director,
   Defense Technology
   agenna@ucsd.edu
   858-603-2170 (cell)

3) Course description: This course is designed to educate and introduce acquisition workforce professionals to modeling and simulation and its application to electronic circuits and AC/DC power applications. The general focus of this course is to addresses the role of modeling simulation and its relationship to circuit design and AC/DC power applications. Specific attention is placed on AC/DC power systems and their relationship to shore-based, sea-based, and space–based applications in a simulation based environment.

4) Modules incorporated into the course: E9.1 –E9.4

5) ESR’s that the course supports and the corresponding level of achievement:
   E9.1 (G, U)
   E9.2 (G, U, A)
   E9.3 (G, U, A, M)
   E9.4 (G, U, A, M)

6) Prerequisites: This course is designed for DoD military and civilian professionals determined to be proficient in modeling and simulation and its application to the design, analysis and evaluation of circuit design and AC/DC power applications.

7) Course maturity: This is a new course based on a UCSD circuit design specialty certificate. This course will support the continuing education of working acquisition professional with special interest in the field of circuit design and AC/DC power applications.

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: This 27 hour course will provide 3 CEU’s. The Class will meet 3 hours per week for 9 weeks. The hour breakdown for each level of competency is provided below:
   a) (G) General Awareness 2 hours (instruction)
   b) (U) Understanding 4 hours (instruction and short quiz)
   c) (A) Application 10 hours (10 hr inst. Including class project and Mid Term)
   d) (M) Mastery 11 hours (8 hr inst. 2 hr project; Final)

9) Proposed Delivery modality: (face-to-face)
10) Proposed references and texts:


R. Jacob Baker

http://www.asdl.gatech.edu/teams/ureti/AnnualReview2005/D2_10_2.5.2_Power_Brooks.pdf

11) Course learning objectives:

E9.1 Define and identify the benefits of modeling and simulation and its application to the design and analysis of basic AC and DC circuits.

E9.2 Define and identify the benefits of modeling and simulation and its application to AC and DC motors and power distribution. This includes: construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits.

E9.3 Define and identify the benefits of modeling and simulation and its application tools that are used to perform system trade-off’s between AC and DC motors and power distribution systems. This includes: construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits.

E9.4 Define and identify the benefits of modeling and simulation and application tools used to evaluate military AC and DC motors and power distribution systems. This includes: construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits. The specific focus is on AC/DC power systems related to shore-based, sea-based, and space–based applications in a simulation based environment

12) Course assessment plan:

1. Week 1 through week 9: Weekly quizzes or exam to test competency at corresponding level of instruction
2. Week 5: Mid term Exam to test student competency at the application level.
3. Week 6, 7, 8: Class projects to demonstrate student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.
4. Week 9: Final exam to test student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

This 27 hour course is structured such that each hour is based on its required level of competency. This structure allows course material to be provided as four separate groupings: General Awareness; Understanding, Application, and Mastery.

**General Awareness Skill Level (E9.1-E9.4):**

1-2 Overview of the benefits of modeling and simulation applied to basic circuit analysis including DC and AC circuits. Describe the construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits. Overview of electronic circuit design and AC/DC power systems related to shore-based, sea-based, and space–based applications in a simulation based environment. Identification of Simulation tools that include: Simulink/SimPowerSystems; PSCAD/EMTDC; and PowerSim (PSIM). Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

**Understanding Skill Level (E9.1-E9.4):**

7 Introduction to the application of modeling and simulation applied to the design and analysis of basic AC and DC circuits. This section will address the design and analysis of basic AC and DC circuit’s computer simulation models to be provided by the instructor. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

8 Introduction of modeling and simulation applied to the development, construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits. Identification of Simulation tools that include: Simulink/SimPowerSystems; PSCAD/EMTDC; and PowerSim (PSIM). This section will address the use of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

9 Demonstrate basic understanding of M&S tools used to perform system trade-off’s between ac/dc motors and power distribution systems. This includes the construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits. This section will address the use of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

10 Introduction of modeling and simulation applied to development of ac/dc power systems related to shore-based, sea-based, and space–based applications in a
simulation based environment. This section will address the use of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

**Application Skill Level (E9.2, E9.3, E9.4):**

7 Application of modeling and simulation applied to ac/dc motors and power distribution system development. This includes the construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits. This section will address the application of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Ref [1], [2], instructor notes.

8-10 Application of modeling and simulation to perform system trade-offs between ac/dc motors and power distribution systems. Construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits. This section will address the application of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Identification and use of simulation tools that include: Simulink/SimPowerSystems; PSCAD/EMTDC; and PowerSim (PSIM). Other simulation models to be provided by instructor. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

10-12 Case Studies: ac/dc motors and power distribution systems. This includes the construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits. Ac/dc power systems related to shore-based, sea-based, and space-based applications in a simulation based environment. Identification and use of Simulation tools that include: Simulink/SimPowerSystems; PSCAD/EMTDC; and PowerSim (PSIM). Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

13-15 Class Projects: Application of modeling and simulation applied to ac/dc motors and power distribution systems. This includes the construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits. Ac/dc power systems related to shore-based, sea-based, and space-based applications in a simulation based environment. Identification and use of Simulation tools that include: Simulink/SimPowerSystems; PSCAD/EMTDC; and PowerSim (PSIM). Mid Term Exam to evaluate student competency at the application level. Ref. [1], [2], [3], instructor notes.

**Mastery Skill Level (E9.3, E9.4):**

15-19 Modeling and simulation techniques tailored to the analysis and evaluation of AC and DC motors and power distribution system development. This includes the construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits. AC/DC power systems related to shore-based, sea-based, and space-based applications in a simulation based environment. A list of selected simulation tools include: Simulink/SimPowerSystems; PSCAD/EMTDC; and PowerSim (PSIM). This section will focus on the benefits of system prototyping in a simulation based environment.
virtual environment. Instructor selected case studies will be provided. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

20-22 Class team project: determine and define modeling and simulation techniques that can be applied to analysis and evaluation of ac/dc motors and power distribution system development. This includes the construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

23 Identify modeling and simulation techniques and show how they are used in the analysis and evaluation of ac/dc power systems related to shore-based, sea-based and space-based applications in a simulation based environment. This section will focus on the benefits of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. A list of selected simulation tools include: Simulink/SimPowerSystems; PSCAD/EMTDC; and PowerSim (PSIM). [1], [2], instructor notes.

23-24 Case Studies: Instructor to provide case studies that illustrate trade-off analysis and the benefits of modeling and simulation to the analysis and evaluation of ac/dc power systems related to shore-based, sea-based, and space-based applications in a simulation based environment. This includes construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

25-26 Class Project: Identify the benefits of modeling and simulation to the analysis and evaluation of ac/dc power systems related to shore-based, sea-based, and space-based applications in a simulation based environment. This includes construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, power distribution systems and multi-phased circuits. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

27 Final exam to test student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.
1) Course name: **Modeling, Simulation, Communications & Electronic Warfare**

2) Course coordinator/POC: Anthony Genna  
   UCSD Extension  
   Assistant Director,  
   Defense Technology  
   agenna@ucsd.edu  
   858-603-2170 (cell)

3) Course description: This course is designed to educate and introduce the acquisition workforce professionals to modeling and simulation and its application to electronic and electromagnetic warfare systems. The general focus of this course is to address the role of modeling and simulation and its application to design, analysis and evaluation of electromagnetic warfare systems. The specific focus of this course is to address the development and analysis of communication, anti-missile warfare and electronic (EW) warfare systems in a simulation based environment.

4) Modules incorporated into the course: E6.2, E6.4, E6.6,

5) ESR’s that the course supports and the corresponding level of achievement:  
   E6.1 (G, U)  
   E6.3 (G, U, A, M)  
   E6.5 (G, U, A, M)

6) Prerequisites: This course is designed for DoD military and civilian professionals determined to be proficient in modeling and simulation and its application to the design, analysis and evaluation of electromagnetic warfare systems.

7) Course maturity: This is a new course based on a UCSD radar and electromagnetic specialty certificate. This course will support the continuing education of working acquisition professionals with special interest in the field of communications, radar, anti-missile warfare, and electronic (EW) warfare.

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: This 27 hour course will provide 3 CEU’s. The Class will meet 3 hours per week for 9 weeks. The hour breakdown for each level of competency is provided below:

   a) (G) General Awareness  2 hours (instruction)  
   b) (U) Understanding  4 hours (instruction and short quiz)  
   c) (A) Application  9 hours (5 hr inst.; 3 hr field trip; Mid Term)  
   d) (M) Mastery  12 hours (5 hr inst.; 6 hr projects; Final)

9) Proposed Delivery modality: (face-to-face)

10) Proposed references and texts:
[1] Merrill Ivan Skolnik, Radar Handbook, "Radar is an electromagnetic system for the detection and location of reflecting objects such as aircraft, ships, spacecraft, vehicles, people, and the natural environment

[2] Adamy, David; Introduction to Electronic Warfare Modeling and Simulation


11) Course learning objectives:

E6.2 Define and identify the benefits of modeling and simulation and its application to electromagnetic wave propagation.

E6.4 Define and identify the benefits of modeling and simulation and its application to electromagnetic communication systems.

E6.6 Define and identify the benefits of modeling and simulation and its application to electromagnetic active and passive detection systems.

12) Course assessment plan:

1. Week 1 through week 9: Weekly quizzes or exam to test competency at corresponding level of instruction
2. Week 5: Mid term Exam to test student competency at the application level.
3. Week 6, 7, 8: Class projects to demonstrate student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.
4. Week 9: Final exam to test student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:
This 36 hour course is structured such that each hour is based on its required level of competency. This structure allows course material to be provided as four separate groupings: General Awareness; Understanding, Application, and Mastery.

**General Awareness Skill Level:**

1-2 Overview addressing the benefits of modeling and simulation applied to communication, radar, anti-missile warfare electromagnetic warfare systems. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

**Understanding Skill Level:**

11 Introduction to the application of modeling and simulation applied to electromagnetic wave propagation. This section will address electromagnetic propagation computer simulation models such as: Electromagnetic Propagation Integrated Resource Environment (EMPIRE), Advanced Propagation Model (APM), and others to be provided by the instructor. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

12 Introduction of modeling and simulation applied to the development of communication systems. This section will address the use of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

13 Introduction of modeling and simulation applied to development of active radar and anti-missile warfare systems. This section will address the use of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

14 Introduction of modeling and simulation applied to development of electromagnetic warfare (EW) systems. This section will address the use of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

**Application Skill Level:**

7 Application of modeling and simulation applied to electromagnetic communication system models such as: to be provided by instructor. This section will address the application of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Ref [1], [2], instructor notes

8-11 Application of modeling and simulation applied to passive electromagnetic (EW) systems. This section will address the application of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Simulation models to be provided by instructor. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

10-12 Field Trip: 3 hour field trip to local DoD/contractor facility. For example; this field trip would be to a missile defense modeling and simulation facility. Students would be able to witness actual system operation and interview modeling and simulation engineers with respect to their views system performance. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

13-16 Application of modeling and simulation applied to anti-missile and electromagnetic (EW) warfare detection systems. This section will address the
application of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Computer models such as: Electromagnetic Propagation Integrated Resource Environment (EMPIRE), other simulation models to be provided by the instructor. Ref: [1], [2], [3], [4], instructor notes.

17 Mid Term Exam to evaluate student competency at the application level. Ref. [1], [2], [3], instructor notes.

Mastery Skill Level:

18 Modeling and simulation techniques tailored to the analysis and evaluation of communication systems development. This section will focus on the benefits of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Instructor selected case studies will be provided. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

17-19 Class team project: Select modeling and simulation techniques that can be applied to analysis and evaluation related to communications systems. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

20 Modeling and simulation techniques tailored to the analysis and evaluation of electromagnetic (EW) systems. This section will focus on the benefits of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Instructor selected case studies will be provided. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

20-23 Class team project: Determine and define modeling and simulation techniques that can be applied to analysis and evaluation of electronic (EW) warfare systems. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

24 Identify modeling and simulation techniques and show how they are used in the analysis and evaluation of radar, anti-missile warfare and electromagnetic (EW) warfare systems. This section will focus on the benefits of system prototyping in a simulation based virtual environment. Instructor selected case studies will be provided. [1], [2], instructor notes.

23-25 Class Project: Identify the benefits of computer simulation tailored to active radar, anti-missile warfare electromagnetic warfare systems. Ref. [1], [2], instructor notes.

25-26 Case Studies: Instructor to provide case studies that illustrate the benefits of modeling and simulation to the analysis and evaluation of electromagnetic systems. This section will focus on communications, radar, anti-missile warfare and electromagnetic (EW) warfare. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

27 Final exam to test student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.
1) Course name: **Methods Used to Create an Effective Modeling and Simulation Study**

2) Course coordinator/POC: Anthony Genna  
   UCSD Extension  
   Assistant Director,  
   Defense Technology  
   agenna@ucsd.edu  
   858-603-2170 (cell)

3) Course description: This course is designed to educate and introduce the acquisition workforce professionals to modeling and simulation (M&S) and its application to the concepts, considerations and elements required for creating a successful simulation study. Specific focus areas include problem formulation, experiment objectives, conceptualization of the simulation model, identifying input and output data, verification and validation, measures of performance, and analysis of both production runs and the overall simulation study plan along with the simulation results.

4) Modules incorporated into the course: P12.

5) ESR’s that the course supports and the corresponding level of achievement:  
   P12.1 (G, U, A, M)  
   P12.2 (G, U, A, M)  
   P12.3 (G, U, A, M)  
   P12.4 (G, U, A, M)  
   P12.5 (G, U, A, M)  
   P12.6 (G, U, A, M)

6) Prerequisites: This course is designed for DoD military and civilian professionals who are determined to be proficient to the apprentice, journeyman or expert level (as applicable) in their current job positions in the areas of program management, systems engineering and/or test and evaluation.

7) Course maturity: This is a new course.

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: This 36 hour course will provide 4 CEU’s. The class will meet 3 hours per week for 12 weeks. The hour breakdown for each level of competency is provided below:  
   a) General Awareness 3 hours  
   b) Understanding 6 hours  
   c) Application 12 hours (9 hr instruction; 2 hr project, 1 hr exam)  
   d) Mastery 15 hours (9 hr instruction; 5 hr project, 1 hr exam)

9) Proposed delivery modality: face-to-face.
10) Proposed references and texts:


Additional useful references:


11) Course learning objectives:

P12.1: Formulate the problem, set objectives, and conceptualize a simulation model.

P12.2: Identify and collect input data, and design sound model construct - considering simulation alternatives and required complexity.

P12.3: Include verification and validation in the overall simulation study plan. Verification refers to the process of ensuring that the model is free from logical errors - that it does what it is intended to do. Validation is the determination that the model is accurate and ensures representation of the actual system or problem.

P12.4: Estimate measures of performance for the system designs that are being simulated through use of production runs and subsequent analysis.

P12.5: Document and report on program operation, progress, decisions made and achievement of objectives.

P12.6: Create and analyze a sound simulation case study.

12) Course assessment plan:

1. Week 1 through week 12: Weekly quizzes to test competency at corresponding level of instruction.
2. Week 7: Class team project to demonstrate students’ ability to assess and apply concepts at the application level.
3. Week 7: Mid term exam to test student competency at the application level.
4. Weeks 10-12: Class projects based on case studies to demonstrate students’ ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.

5. Week 12: Case study and final exam to test student’s ability to perform analysis and evaluation at the mastery level.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

The 36 hour course is structured such that each hour is based on its required level of competency. This structure allows the course material to be provided as four separate groupings: General Awareness, Understanding, Application, and Mastery.

**General Awareness Skill Level:**

1-3 Introduction and overview of how to develop a simulation study based on a given set of objectives. This set of objectives includes, but is not limited to: problem formulation, experiment objectives, conceptualization of the simulation model, identifying input and output data, verification and validation, measures of performance, and analysis. P12.1 – P12.6 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

**Understanding Skill Level:**

4 Problem formulation, setting objectives, and conceptualizing a simulation model. P12.1 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

5 Identification and collection of input data, and design of sound model construct – considering simulation alternatives and required complexity. P12.2 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

6 Understanding the importance of including verification and validation in the overall simulation study plan. P12.3 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

7-8 Determine and define system design measures of performance that are candidates for simulation. Production runs and subsequent analysis are used to illustrate this process. P12.4 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

9 Documenting and reporting on program operation, progress, decisions made and achievement of objectives. P12.5 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

**Application Skill Level:**

10 Identify and define a process that supports the development of the following: problem formulation, setting objectives, and conceptualizing a simulation model. P12.1 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

11-12 Identify and define a process that supports the following: identification of data, collection of input data and design of sound model constructs. Consider and identify simulation alternatives based on model complexity. Use of Petri Nets, queuing models, stochastic models, Monte Carlo models and other analysis tools to be identified in this section. P12.2 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.
13-14 Identify and define a process that supports the verification and validation of the simulation plan to be tested. P12.3 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

15-17 Identify a process that supports the development of an estimation process based on a set of performance measures to effectively test the system designs that are being simulated. The use of production runs and analysis techniques are addressed in this section. P12.4 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

18 Identify a process that supports the development of an effective assessment plan, documenting and reporting on program operation, progress, decisions made and achievement of objectives. P12.5 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

19-20 Class team project: Determine and apply the benefits of computer simulation based on in-class case studies. P12.6 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

21 Mid term exam to evaluate student capability at the application level. Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

**Mastery Skill Level:**

22-23 Identify and define a process that supports analysis and evaluation of the following: problem formulation, setting objectives, conceptualizing a model and specifying operational components of the model. P12.1 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

24-25 Identify and define a process that supports analysis and evaluation to determine a sound model design. Identify and define appropriate input, simulation alternatives and the impact of model complexity on the verification process. P12.2 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

26-27 Identify and define a process that supports an analysis and evaluation to determine an effective verification and validation of the simulation study. P12.3 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

28-29 Identify and define an evaluation process that determines the required number of production runs and subsequent analysis to obtain measures of performance for the system model under test. Include selected instructor case studies. P12.4 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

30-32 Class team project: Creation of a sound simulation case study, by applying principles of previous course hours. P12.6 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

33 Identify and define an evaluation process that supports the assessment of documenting, program operation, progress, and achievement of objectives. P12.5 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

34-35 Class project: Identify an analysis and evaluation plan to validate the soundness of a simulation model based on instructor provided case studies. PP12.6 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.

36 Final exam to evaluate student capability at the mastery level. P12.1-P12.6 Ref: [1], [2], instructor notes.
Old Dominion University

1) Course name: Abstractions and Lower levels of Realism

2) Course coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description: Selecting appropriate level of abstraction and fidelity for an operational and logistical model, learn different types of operational and logistics analyses. Understanding the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational and logistical levels of detail and understand different levels of abstraction on verification and validation such as; scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, and support concept.

4) Modules incorporated into Course- O4

5) ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery.
   a) Comprehension of types of operational and logistics analyses involving technical effectiveness, operational logistics, strategic logistics and tactical logistics with attention to levels of detail.
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   
   b) Identification of the role of aggregation and disaggregation involving model aggregation in operations and logistics and develop guidelines for determining the level of model detail.
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   
   c) Clarification of quantifiable metrics with varying levels of abstraction and realism and selecting input probability distributions.
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   
   d) Identification of the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction, with response time, workload allocation, and supply chain management.
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   
   e) Demonstration of the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing an operational or logistics analysis with responsiveness in operations and tactical levels.
      Competency Level: General Awareness
f) Using sensitivity analysis in determining solution outputs using test sequence and real-time visualization and modeling of supply chains.  
*Competency Level: General Awareness, Understanding & Application*

g) Analysis of how differences between levels of abstraction support different phases of the acquisition cycle, to build valid, credible, and appropriately detailed simulation models.  
*Competency Level: Application and Mastery*

h) Evaluate the impact of different levels of abstraction on verification and validation.  
*Competency Level: Mastery*

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery.  Mastery of Introductory College Level of M&S as demonstrated by a final grade of not less than a B.

7) Course Maturity: none

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 3 hours lecture/week for 8 weeks.

9) Proposed Delivery modalit: face –to- face and/or online.

10) Module learning objectives:

O4.1 Describe types of operational and logistics analyses (technical effectiveness, system effectiveness, system availability, operational reliability, response time, workload allocation, and supply chain management) and the levels of detail typically.

O4.2 Understand the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational and logistical levels of detail.

O4.3 Understand the quantifiable metrics available at varying levels of abstraction and realism.

O4.4 Understand the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction.

O4.5 Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing an operational or logistics analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objectives]).

O4.6 Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determine solution outputs.

O4.7 Given a case study, assess how differences between levels of abstraction support different the different phases of the acquisition cycle.
O4.8 Given a case study, evaluate the impact of different levels of abstraction on verification and validation.

11) Course learning objectives: Mastery of the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational and logistical levels of detail using quantifiable metrics available at various levels of abstraction and realism. Demonstrate differences in data requirements at different levels of abstraction. Evaluate how differences between levels of abstraction support different phases of the acquisition cycle. Analyze the impact of different levels of abstraction on verification and validation. Mastery to be demonstrated by correct responses on 90% of the questions on a final exam in a multiple choice format.

12) Course Assessment plan: final exam in a multiple choice format

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

**Competency Level: General Awareness**
1) Hour one: (Sub ESR O4.1). Learn types of operational and logistics analyses (technical effectiveness, system effectiveness, system availability, operational availability, operational reliability, response time, workload allocation, and supply chain management) and learn the levels of detail. [1]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**
2) Hour two: (Sub ESR O4.1). Learn types of operational and logistics analyses (technical effectiveness, system effectiveness, system availability, operational availability, operational reliability, response time, workload allocation, and supply chain management) and learn the levels of detail. [1]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**
3) Hour three: (Sub ESR O4.2). Understand the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational and logistical levels of detail. [1]

**Competency Level: Understanding**
4) Hour four: (Sub ESR O4.2). Review the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational and logistical levels of detail. [2]

**Competency Level: Understanding**
5) Hour five: (Sub ESR O4.2). Review the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational and logistical levels of detail. [2]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**
6) Hour six: (Sub ESR O4.3). Use the quantifiable metrics available at varying levels of abstraction and realism. [2]
**Competency Level: Understanding**
7) Hour seven: (Sub ESR O4.3). Use quantifiable metrics available at varying levels of abstraction and realism. [2]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**
8) Hour eight: (Sub ESR O4.4). Learn differences in data requirements at different levels of abstraction. [1]

**Competency Level: Understanding**
9) Hour nine: (Sub ESR O4.4). Demonstrate differences in data requirements at different levels of abstraction. [1]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**
10) Hour ten: (Sub ESR O4.5). Learn the roles of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing an operational or logistics analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objectives]). [1]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**
11) Hour eleven: (Sub ESR O4.5). Learn the roles of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing an operational or logistics analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objectives]). [1]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**
12) Hour twelve: (Sub ESR O4.6). Learn the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determining solution outputs. [3]

**Competency Level: Understanding**
13) Hour thirteen: (Sub ESR O4.6). Demonstrate the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determining solution outputs. [4]

**Competency Level: Understanding**
14) Hour fourteen: (Sub ESR O4.6). Demonstrate the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determining solution outputs. [3]

**Competency Level: Application**
15) Hour fifteen: (Sub ESR O4.6). Apply sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions to determine solution outputs. [3]
Competency Level: Mastery
16) Hour sixteen:  (Sub ESR O4.7). Given a case study, analyze how differences between levels of abstraction support different phases of the acquisition cycle. [2]

Competency Level: Mastery
17) Hour seventeen:  (Sub ESR O4.7). Given a case study, analyze how differences between levels of abstraction support different phases of the acquisition cycle. [2]

Competency Level: Mastery
18) Hour eighteen:  (Sub ESR O4.7). Given a case study, analyze how differences between levels of abstraction support different phases of the acquisition cycle. [5]

Competency Level: Application
19) Hour nineteen:  (Sub ESR O4.7). Given a case study, apply how differences between levels of abstraction support different phases of the acquisition cycle. [5]

Competency Level: Mastery
20) Hour twenty:  (Sub ESR O4.7). Given a case study, analyze how differences between levels of abstraction support different phases of the acquisition cycle. [5]

Competency Level: Mastery
21) Hour twenty one:  (Sub ESR O4.8). Given a case study, analyze the impact of different levels of abstraction on verification and validation. [6]

Competency Level: Mastery
22) Hour twenty two:  (Sub ESR O4.8). Given a case study, analyze the impact of different levels of abstraction on verification and validation. [6]

Competency Level: Mastery
23) Hour twenty three:  (Sub ESR O4.8). Given a case study, analyze the impact of different levels of abstraction on verification and validation. [6]

Competency Level: Mastery
24) Hour twenty four:  (Sub ESR O4.8). Given a case study, analyze the impact of different levels of abstraction on verification and validation. [6]

14) Proposed references and texts:


1) Course name: Analytical Models for Operational and Logistic Applications

2) Course coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description: Applications of analytical models for operations and logistic applications across the acquisition life cycle.

4) Modules incorporated into the Course - O1

5) ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery.
   
a) Acquisition cycle milestones and events supported by logistics and operational modeling applications.
   Competency Level: General Awareness

b) Use of logistics and operational models in support of concept refinement by rapid prototyping.
   Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding

c) Use of logistics and operational models in support of system development & demonstration to support system of systems and family of systems evaluations, to focus test and evaluation, and to support transfer to production.
   Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding

d) Use of logistics and operational models in support technology development reduces technology risks, allows the early evaluation of RM&A, transportability, and provisioning, and supports test & evaluation.
   Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding

e) Use of logistics and operational models in support of production & deployment to streamline production and to support the development of trainers.
   Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding

f) Use of logistics and operational models in support of operations and support to refine system design and identify future requirements.
   Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding

g) Types of operations analyses and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses (e.g., system, engagement, mission, campaign).
**Competency Level:** General Awareness

h) Types of logistics analyses (technical effectiveness, system effectiveness, system availability, operational availability, operational reliability, response time, work load allocation, and supply chain management) and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses.

**Competency Level:** General Awareness

i) Role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing a logistics and an operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objective]).

**Competency Level:** General Awareness

j) Effectiveness of the M&S Support Plan in integrating M&S use throughout the life-cycle of the program through M&S reuse and the building of better models through the model–test-model.

**Competency Level:** Application and Mastery

k) How models developed during the acquisition process can be used to support course-of-action, decision support, and training.

**Competency Level:** Application and Mastery

---

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: Basic understanding of military operations and logistics, mastery of college level mathematical statistics.

7) Course maturity: none

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 4 hours/week for 6 weeks

9) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line or VTC

10) Module learning objectives:

   O1.1 Identify the acquisition cycle milestones and events supported by logistics and operational modeling applications.

   O1.2 Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of concept refinement by rapid prototyping.

   O1.3 Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of system development & demonstration to support system of systems and family of systems evaluations, to focus test and evaluation, and to support transfer to production.

   O1.4 Understand how the use of logistics and operational models in support technology development reduces technology risks, allows the early
evaluation of RM&A, transportability, and provisioning, and supports test & evaluation.

O1.5 Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of production & deployment to streamline production and to support the development of trainers.

O1.6 Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of operations and support to refine system design and identify future requirements.

O1.7 Describe types of operations analyses and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses (e.g., system, engagement, mission, campaign).

O1.8 Describe types of logistics analyses (technical effectiveness, system effectiveness, system availability, operational availability, operational reliability, response time, work load allocation, and supply chain management) and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses.

O1.9 Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing a logistics and an operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objective]).

O1.10 Given a case study and a sample M&S Support Plan, assess the effectiveness of the M&S Support Plan in integrating M&S use throughout the life-cycle of the program through M&S reuse and the building of better models through the model–test-model.

O1.11 Given a case study, assess how models developed during the acquisition process can be used to support course-of-action, decision support, and training.

11) Course learning objectives: Mastery of an understanding of the application of analytical models for operations and logistic applications across the acquisition life cycle including support of concept refinement, system design and development, technology development, production and deployment, and operations and support, through use of correct levels of detail, types of logistics analyses, roles of modeling inputs and assumptions, and application of the M&S Support Plan. Mastery to be demonstrated by grades of no less than B+ on all quizzes and the final project.

12) Course assessment plan: quizzes and final project.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

**Competency Level:** General Awareness

1) Hour 1: (Sub ESR O1.1). Learn the acquisition cycle milestones and events supported by logistics and operational modeling applications. [1] [2] [3]
**Competency Level: General Awareness**

2) Hour 2: (Sub ESR O1.2). Demonstrate the use of logistics and operational models in support of concept refinement by rapid prototyping. [2] [4]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

3) Hour 3: (Sub ESR O1.2). Demonstrate the use of logistics and operational models in support of concept refinement by rapid prototyping. [2] [4]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

4) Hour 4: (Sub ESR O1.3). Learn the use of logistics and operational models in support of system development & demonstration to support system of systems and family of systems evaluations, to focus test and evaluation, and to support transfer to production. [2] [4]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

5) Hour 5: (Sub ESR O1.3). Review the use of logistics and operational models in support of system development & demonstration to support system of systems and family of systems evaluations, to focus test and evaluation, and to support transfer to production. [2] [4]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

6) Hour 6: (Sub ESR O1.4). Learn how the use of logistics and operational models in support technology development reduces technology risk, allows the early evaluation of RM&A, transportability, and provisioning, and supports test & evaluation. [2] [4]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

7) Hour 7: (Sub ESR O1.4). Understand how the use of logistics and operational models in support technology development reduces technology risk, allows the early evaluation of RM&A, transportability, and provisioning, and supports test & evaluation. [2] [4]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

8) Hour 8: (Sub ESR O1.5). Learn the use of logistics and operational models in support of production & deployment to streamline production and to support the development of trainers. [2] [4]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

9) Hour 9: (Sub ESR O1.5). Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of production & deployment to streamline production and to support the development of trainers. [2] [4]
Competency Level: General Awareness
10) Hour 10: (Sub ESR O1.6). Learn the use of logistics and operational models in support of operations and support to refine system design and identify future requirements. [5]

Competency Level: Understanding
11) Hour 11: (Sub ESR O1.6). Understand the use of logistics and operational models in support of operations and support to refine system design and identify future requirements. [5]

Competency Level: General Awareness
12) Hour 12: (Sub ESR O1.7). Describe types of operations analyses and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses (e.g., system, engagement, mission, campaign). [5]

Competency Level: General Awareness
13) Hour 13: (Sub ESR O1.7). Review types of operations analyses and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses (e.g., system, engagement, mission, campaign). [5]

Competency Level: General Awareness
14) Hour 14: (Sub ESR O1.7). Review types of operations analyses and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses (e.g., system, engagement, mission, campaign). [5]

Competency Level: General Awareness
15) Hour 15: (Sub ESR O1.8). Study types of logistics analyses (technical effectiveness, system effectiveness, system availability, operational availability, operational reliability, response time, workload allocation, and supply chain management) and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses. [5]

Competency Level: General Awareness
16) Hour 16: (Sub ESR O1.8). Describe types of logistics analyses (technical effectiveness, system effectiveness, system availability, operational availability, operational reliability, response time, workload allocation, and supply chain management) and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses. [5]

Competency Level: General Awareness
17) Hour 17: (Sub ESR O1.8). Describe types of logistics analyses (technical effectiveness, system effectiveness, system availability, operational availability, operational reliability, response time, workload allocation, and supply chain management) and the levels of detail typically included in these analyses. [5]
Competency Level: General Awareness
18) Hour 18: (Sub ESR O1.9). Understand the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing a logistics and an operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objective]). [6]

Competency Level: General Awareness
19) Hour 19: (Sub ESR O1.9). Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing a logistics and an operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objective]). [6]

Competency Level: Application
20) Hour 20: (Sub ESR O1.10). Given a case study and a sample M&S Support Plan, assess the effectiveness of the M&S Support Plan in integrating M&S use throughout the lifecycle of the program through M&S reuse and the building of better models through the model-test-model approach. [6]

Competency Level: Mastery
21) Hour 21: (Sub ESR O1.10). Given a case study and a sample M&S Support Plan, assess the effectiveness of the M&S Support Plan in integrating M&S use throughout the lifecycle of the program through M&S reuse and the building of better models through the model-test-model approach. [6]

Competency Level: Mastery
22) Hour 22: (Sub ESR O1.10). Given a case study and a sample M&S Support Plan, assess the effectiveness of the M&S Support Plan in integrating M&S use throughout the lifecycle of the program through M&S reuse and the building of better models through the model-test-model approach. [6]

Competency Level: Application
23) Hour 23: (Sub ESR O1.11). Given a case study, assess how models developed during the acquisition process can be used to support course-of-action, decision support, and training. [6]

Competency Level: Mastery
24) Hour 24: (Sub ESR O1.11). Given a case study, assess how models developed during the acquisition process can be used to support course-of-action, decision support, and training. [6]
14) Proposed references and texts:


1) Course name: Appropriate Statistical Technique

2) Course coordinator:   Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
                        6596 Main Street
                        Gloucester, VA 23061
                        (804)694-3173 (Office)
                        (804)824-4663 (Cell)
                        mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description: Appropriate statistical techniques for the analysis of simulation output.

4) Modules incorporated into Course - P13

5) ESRs that the course supports and corresponding levels of mastery.

   a) Transient and steady state behaviors of stochastic processes.
      Competency Level:   General Awareness and Understanding

   b) Statistical analysis for terminating simulations
      Competency Level:   General Awareness, Understanding, and Application

   c) Statistical Analysis for steady state parameters.
      Competency Level:   General Awareness, Understanding, and Application

   d) Statistical analysis for steady state cycle parameters.
      Competency Level:   General Awareness, Understanding, and Application

   e) Methods for evaluating multiple measures of performance
      Competency Level   General Awareness, Understanding, and Application

   f) Methods for plotting and analyzing data.
      Competency Level:   General Awareness, Understanding, and Application

   g) Hypothesis testing, ANOVA, confidence internals.
      Competency Level:   General Awareness, Understanding, and Application

   h) Methods for comparing multiple alternatives – ranking and selection.
      Competency Level:   General Awareness, Understanding, and Application.

   i) Generation of random variable in computers and variance reduction.
      Competency Level:   General Awareness, Understanding, and Application

   j) Experimental design, optimization, and sensitivity analysis.
      Competency Level:   General Awareness, Understanding, and Mastery
6) Prerequisites assumed and corresponding level of mastery: Probability, Statistics, and Calculus II at a mastery level as demonstrated by a final course grade of not less than a B for all courses.

7) Course maturity: none

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 4 lecture hours/week for 9 weeks.

9) Proposed Delivery modality: ace-to-face, and/or on-line

10) Module learning objectives:

P13.1 Understand transient and steady-state behavior of stochastic processes
P13.2 Apply statistical analysis for terminating simulations
P13.3 Apply statistical analysis for steady state parameters
P13.4 Apply statistical analysis for steady-state cycle parameters
P13.5 Apply methods for evaluating multiple measures of performance
P13.6 Apply plotting methods for analyzing data
P13.7 Apply hypothesis testing, ANOVA, and confidence intervals
P13.8 Apply methods for comparing multiple alternatives (e.g. ranking and selection)
P13.9 Understand the generation of random variates in computers and apply variance reduction techniques
P13.10 Understand experimental design and optimization and apply sensitivity analysis

11) Course Learning Objectives: Mastery of the appropriate statistical techniques for understanding transient and steady state behavior of stochastic processes; applying statistical analysis for terminating simulations; analyzing steady state, and cycle parameters; evaluating multiple measures of performance; plotting and analyzing data, applying hypothesis testing, confidence interval, and ANOVA; comparing multiple alternatives; generating of random variates in computers; applying variance reduction; and experimental design, optimization and sensitivity analysis. Mastery is to be demonstrated by a grade of 85% correct on all quizzes and the final exam.

12) Course assessment plan: bi-weekly quizzes and final exam in a multiple choice format of 100 questions.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

Competency Level: General Awareness

1) Hour 1: (Sub ESR P13.1). Define transient and steady-state behavior of stochastic processes. [1] [2]

Competency Level: Understanding
2) Hour 2: (Sub ESR P13.1). Explain transient and steady-state behavior of stochastic processes. [1][2]

Competency Level: Understanding

3) Hour 3: (Sub ESR P13.1). Give an example of transient and steady-state behavior of stochastic processes. [1][2]

Competency Level: Understanding

4) Hour 4: (Sub ESR P13.1). Summarize transient and steady-state behavior of stochastic processes. [1][2]

Competency Level: General Awareness

5) Hour 5: (Sub ESR P13.2). Describe statistical analysis for terminating simulations. [1]

Competency Level: Understanding

6) Hour 6: (Sub ESR P13.2). Give examples of statistical analysis for terminating simulations. [1]

Competency Level: Application

7) Hour 7: (Sub ESR P13.2). Demonstrate statistical analysis for terminating simulations. [1]

Competency Level: Application

8) Hour 8: (Sub ESR P13.2). Apply statistical analysis for terminating simulations. [1]

Competency Level: General Awareness

9) Hour 9: (Sub ESR P13.3). Define statistical analysis for steady-state parameters. [1]

Competency Level: Understanding

10) Hour 10: (Sub ESR P13.3). Produce a statistical analysis for a steady state parameters. [1]

Competency Level: Application

11) Hour 11: (Sub ESR P13.3). Explain statistical analysis for steady state parameters. [1]

Competency Level: Application

12) Hour 12: (Sub ESR P13.3). Produce a statistical analysis for a steady state parameters. [1]

Competency Level: General Understanding

13) Hour 13: (Sub ESR P13.4). Demonstrate statistical analyses for steady-state cycle parameters. [1]
Competency Level: Understanding
14) Hour 14: (Sub ESR P13.4). Explain statistical analysis for steady-state cycle parameters. [1]

Competency Level: Application
15) Hour 15: (Sub ESR P13.4). Apply statistical analysis for steady-state cycle parameter. [1]

Competency Level: Application
16) Hour 16: (Sub ESR P13.4). Apply statistical analysis for steady-state cycle parameters. [1]

Competency Level: General Awareness
17) Hour 17: (Sub ESR P13.5). Apply methods for evaluating multiple measures of performance. [3]

Competency Level: Understanding
18) Hour 18: (Sub ESR P13.5). Apply methods for evaluating multiple measures of performance. [3]

Competency Level: Application

Competency Level: Application
20) Hour 20: (Sub ESR P13.6). Produce plotting methods for analyzing data. [4]

Competency Level: Application

Competency Level: General Awareness

Competency Level: Understanding

Competency Level: Application

Competency Level: Application
Competency Level: Application
26) Hour 26: (Sub ESR P13.7). Apply hypothesis testing, ANOVA, and confidence intervals. [1] [4] [5] [6]

Competency Level: General Awareness
27) Hour 27: (Sub ESR P13.8). Recognize methods for comparing multiple alternatives (e.g. ranking and selection). [1]

Competency Level: Understanding
28) Hour 28: (Sub ESR P13.8). Explain methods for comparing multiple alternatives (e.g. ranking and selection). [1]

Competency Level: Application
29) Hour 29: (Sub ESR P13.8). Apply methods for comparing multiple alternatives (e.g. ranking and selection). [1]

Competency Level: General Awareness
30) Hour 30: (Sub ESR P13.9). Understand the generation of random variates in computers and apply variance reduction techniques. [1] [2]

Competency Level: Understanding
31) Hour 31: (Sub ESR P13.9). Understand the generation of random variates in computers and apply variance reduction techniques. [1] [2]

Competency Level: Understanding
32) Hour 32: (Sub ESR P13.9). Understand the generation of random variates in computers and apply variance reduction techniques. [1] [2]

Competency Level: Application
33) Hour 33: (Sub ESR P13.9). Predict the generation of random variates in computers and apply variance reduction techniques. [1] [2]

Competency Level: General Awareness
34) Hour 34: (Sub ESR P13.10). Understand experimental design and optimization and apply sensitivity analysis. [1] [2]

Competency Level: Understanding
35) Hour 35: (Sub ESR P13.10). Understand experimental design and optimization and apply sensitivity analysis. [1] [2]

Competency Level: Understanding
36) Hour 36: (Sub ESR P13.10). Understand experimental design and optimization and apply sensitivity analysis. [1] [2]

14) Proposed references and texts:


1) Course Name:  Best Practices In Modeling and Simulation

2) Course coordinator:  Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com


4) Modules incorporated into Course - P8

5) ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery.

a) Best Practices in M&S Planning
   Competency Level:   General Awareness

b) Best practices in M&S tool development (requirements, conceptual modeling)
   Competency Level:   General Awareness and Understanding

c) Best practices in M&S federation development (DIS, HLA, IEEE standards)
   Competency Level:   General Awareness

d) Best practices in software development as it applies to M&S (IEEE standards, configuration management, maturity model standards)
   Competency Level:   General Awareness and Understanding

e) Best practices in VV&A (maturity model, IEEE standards
   Competency Level:   General Awareness, Understanding, and Application

f) Application of a sample M&S Support Plan to provide best use of M&S across all stages of the acquisition lifecycle
   Competency Level:   General Awareness and Application

g) Analysis of a sample V&V report for inclusion in best practices in VV&A.
   Competency Level:   General Awareness and Mastery

h) Analysis of the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the M&S development lifecycle
   Competency Level:   General Awareness and Mastery
i) Analysis of the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the acquisition life-cycle.

   *Competency Level: General Awareness and Mastery*

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery. Mastery of College Level Calculus II and Introduction to M&S as demonstrated by a final grade of not less than a B.

7) Course maturity: none

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 3 hours lecture/week for 8 weeks.

9) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face and/or on line.

10) Module learning objectives:

   P8.1 Identify best practices in M&S planning
   P8.2 Identify best practices in M&S tool development (requirements, conceptual modeling
   P8.3 Identify best practices in M&S federation development (DIS, HLA, IEEE standards)
   P8.4 Identify best practices in software development as it applies to M&S (IEEE standards, configuration management, maturity model standards)
   P8.5 Identify best practices in VV&A (maturity model, IEEE standards)
   P8.6 Apply a sample M&S Support Plan to provide best use of M&S across all stages of the acquisition lifecycle.
   P8.7 Analyze a sample V&V report for inclusion of best practices in VV&A.
   P8.8 Given a case study, analyze the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the M&S development lifecycle.
   P8.9 Given a case study, analyze the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the acquisition life-cycle.

11) Course learning objectives: Mastery of best practices in applying federation standards, tool development, conceptual modeling, configuration management, support planning, and V&V reporting, across all components of M&S acquisition life cycle. Mastery is to be demonstrated by a grade of 85% correct on the final examination of 100 multiple choice questions.

12) Course assessment plan: final exam in a multiple choice format.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

   *Competency Level: General Awareness*

   1) Hour 1: (Sub ESR P8.1). Review best practices in M&S planning. [1] [2]
Competency Level: General Awareness
2) Hour 2: (Sub ESR P8.2). Learn conceptual modeling and best practices in M&S tool development. [3]

Competency Level: General awareness
3) Hour 3: (Sub ESR P8.2). Learn conceptual modeling and best practices in M&S tool development. [3]

Competency Level: Understanding
4) Hour 4: (Sub ESR P8.2). Use conceptual modeling and best practices in developing M&S tools. [3]

Competency Level: General Awareness

Competency Level: General Awareness
6) Hour 6: (Sub ESR P8.4). Learn IEEE standards, maturity model standards, configuration management, and best practices for M&S software development. [8] [7]

Competency Level: General awareness
7) Hour 7: (Sub ESR P8.4). Learn IEEE standards, maturity model standards, configuration management, and best practices for M&S software development. [8] [7]

Competency Level: General Awareness
8) Hour 8: (Sub ESR P8.5). Learn IEEE standards and maturity models for best practices in VV&A. [9] [10]

Competency Level: General awareness
9) Hour 9: (Sub ESR P8.5). Learn IEEE standards and maturity models for best practices in VV&A. [9] [10]

Competency Level: Understanding
10) Hour 10: (Sub ESR P8.5). Demonstrate best practices in using IEEE standards and maturity models for VV&A. [9] [10]

Competency Level: Application

Competency Level: General Awareness
12) Hour 12: (Sub ESR P8.6). Learn Support Planning across all stages of M&S acquisition lifecycle. [1] [2]
Competency Level: Application
13) Hour 13: (Sub ESR P8.6). Apply Support Planning across a sample of all stages of M&S acquisition lifecycle. [1] [2]

Competency Level: Application
14) Hour 14: (Sub ESR P8.6). Apply Support Planning across all stages of M&S acquisition lifecycle. [1] [2]

Competency Level: General Awareness
15) Hour 15: (Sub ESR P8.7). Learn the components and best practices of VV&A reporting. [9] [10]

Competency Level: Application
xvi) Hour 16: (Sub ESR P8.7). Apply best practices to a sample VV&A report. [9] [10]

Competency Level: Mastery
xvii) Hour 17: (Sub ESR P8.7). Analyze a sample V&V report for inclusion of best practices in VV&A. [9] [10]

Competency Level: General Awareness
xviii) Hour 18: (Sub ESR P8.8). Learn the benefits best practice analysis across all components of the M&S development lifecycle. [11] [12] [13] [14]

Competency Level: General Awareness
xix) Hour 19: (Sub ESR P8.8). Learn the benefits of best practice analysis across all components of the M&S development lifecycle. [11] [12] [13] [14]

Competency Level: Understanding

Competency Level: Application

Competency Level: Mastery
xxii) Hour 22: (Sub ESR P8.9). Given a case study, analyze the benefit of M&S best practices across all components of the acquisition lifecycle. [11] [12] [13] [14]
Competency Level: Mastery
xxiii) Hour 23: (Sub ESR P8.9). Given a case study analyze the benefits of M&S best practices across all components of the acquisition life cycle.
[11] [12] [13] [14]

Competency Level: Mastery
xxiv) Hour 24: (Sub ESR P8.9). Given a case study analyze the benefits of M&S best practices across all components of the acquisition life cycle.
[11] [12] [13] [14]

14) Proposed references and texts:


http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=author:%22Christie%22+intitle:%22Simulation...+

http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=%22Davis%22+intitle:%22A+strategy+for+c...

1) Course Name: C4ISR/Sim TRM

2) Course coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description: Describe the basic components, methods and alternatives for transferring information from one point to another both internal and external to the system being considered through the means of C4ISR systems. Evaluate available technologies for achieving rapid/effective/jam-resistant information transfer.

4) Modules incorporated into Course - E10

5) ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery.

   a) Key fundamental theoretical principles in systems engineering
      *Competency Level: General Awareness*

   b) Role and benefits of M&S in systems engineering
      *Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding*

   c) Key system characteristics of the system and component subsystems of interest
      *Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding*

   d) Key elements of the system and component subsystem to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use
      *Competency Level: Application and Mastery*

   e) Effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system and components subsystems
      *Competency Level: Application and Mastery*

   f) Role of component-based and distributed simulation as it applies to the system and component subsystems
      *Competency Level: Application and Mastery*

   g) M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within a larger system
      *Competency Level: Application*
h) VV&A implication of using a simulation of a system that is sufficiently different from its intended use  
*Competency Level:* Understanding and Mastery

i) Level of model detail for system and component subsystems to support program milestone decision requirements  
*Competency Level:* Understanding and Mastery

j) Level of model detail for system and component subsystems to support T&E requirements  
*Competency Level:* Understanding and Mastery

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: Understanding of military C4ISR systems and their application.

7) Course maturity: none

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 3 hours lecture/week for 8 weeks.

9) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face or on-line

10) Module learning objectives:

   E10.1 Identify key fundamental theoretical principles in C4ISR systems engineering
   E10.2 Describe the role and benefits of M&S in C4ISR systems engineering
   E10.3 Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the C4ISR system of interest
   E10.4 Given a case study, identify the key elements of the C4ISR system to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use
   E10.5 Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the C4ISR system
   E10.6 Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within the C4ISR systems
   E10.7 Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation of a C4ISR system given that is sufficiently different from its intended use
   E10.8 Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements
   E10.9 Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements

11) Course learning objectives: Mastery of C4ISR systems engineering concepts as related to M&S, including identifying key elements of a C4ISR system to be modeled, determining effectiveness of M&S tools for C4ISR applications, modeling C4ISR subsystems, implications of VV&A, and using M&S to support
program milestone decision requirements and T&E. Mastery to be demonstrated by a final grade of not less than B+ on quizzes and final project.

12) Course assessment plan: quizzes and final project.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

**Competency Level: General Awareness**
1) Hour 1: (Sub ESR E10.1). Learn key fundamental theoretical principles in C4ISR systems engineering. [1] [2]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**
2) Hour 2: (Sub ESR E10.1). Learn key fundamental theoretical principles in C4ISR systems engineering. [1] [2]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**
3) Hour 3: (Sub ESR E10.2). Learn the role and benefits of M&S in C4ISR systems engineering. [3] [4]

**Competency Level: Understanding**
4) Hour 4: (Sub ESR E10.2). Review the role and benefits of M&S in C4ISR systems engineering. [3] [4]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**
5) Hour 5: (Sub ESR E10.3). Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the C4ISR system of interest. [3] [4]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**
6) Hour 6: (Sub ESR E10.3). Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the C4ISR system of interest. [3] [4]

**Competency Level: Understanding**
7) Hour 7: (Sub ESR E10.3). Given a case study, identify key system characteristics of the C4ISR system of interest. [3] [4]

**Competency Level: Application**
8) Hour 8: (Sub ESR E10.4). Given a case study, identify the key elements of the C4ISR system to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use. [3] [4]

**Competency Level: Application**
9) Hour 9: (Sub ESR E10.4). Given a case study, identify the key elements of the C4ISR system to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use. [3] [4]
Competency Level: Mastery
10) Hour 10: (Sub ESR E10.4). Given a case study, analyze the key elements of the C4ISR system to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use. [3] [4]

Competency Level: Application
11) Hour 11: (Sub ESR E10.5). Given a case study, apply and analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the C4ISR system. [5]

Competency Level: Application
12) Hour 12: (Sub ESR E10.5). Given a case study, apply and analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the C4ISR system. [5]

Competency Level: Mastery
13) Hour 13: (Sub ESR E10.5). Given a case study, apply the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the C4ISR system. [5]

Competency Level: Application
14) Hour 14: (Sub ESR E10.6). Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within the C4ISR systems. [2]

Competency Level: Application
15) Hour 15: (Sub ESR E10.6). Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within the C4ISR systems. [2]

Competency Level: Understanding
16) Hour 16: (Sub ESR E10.7). Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation of a C4ISR system given that is sufficiently different from its intended use. [6]

Competency Level: Application
17) Hour 17: (Sub ESR E10.7). Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation of a C4ISR system given that is sufficiently different from its intended use. [6]

Competency Level: Mastery
18) Hour 18: (Sub ESR E10.7). Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation of a C4ISR system given that is sufficiently different from its intended use. [6]
**Competency Level: Understanding**

19) Hour 19: (Sub ESR E10.8). Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements CJCSI 3170.01. [7]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

20) Hour 20: (Sub ESR E10.8). Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements. [7] [8]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

21) Hour 21: (Sub ESR E10.8). Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements [7] [8]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

22) Hour 22: (Sub ESR E10.9). Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements. [9]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

23) Hour 23: (Sub ESR E10.9). Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements. [9]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

24) Hour 24: (Sub ESR E10.9). Given a case study, analyze whether the C4ISR system is modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements. [9]

14) Proposed references and texts:


1) Course name: Components of Logistics Systems

2) Course coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description: M&S applications for each of the components of logistics systems, including supply chain, storage systems, facilities, production, inventory management, transportation/distribution, and replenishment policies.

4) Modules incorporated into Course - O5

5) ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery.
   b) Best practices of modeling methods and strategic supply chain design.
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   c) Comprehension of advantages/disadvantages of different supply chain methods and potential analysis of supply chains.
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   d) Recognizing the role of constraints and the methods for capturing them in structuring a production or distribution network.
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   e) Understand the role of data in logistics modeling, and planning logistic responsiveness in operations, while supporting the importance of sensitivity analysis to input data and analysis drivers.
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   f) Evaluation of how to integrate end-to-end logistics system modeling from production by creating supply chains for competitive advantage.
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   f) Application of methods used in modeling a supply chain.
      Competency Level: Application and Mastery
   g) Analysis of methods in modeling a storage system and integrating models for multi-storage systems.
      Competency Level: Application and Mastery
   h) Analysis of methods in modeling a production facility with planning and sourcing supply chain operations.
Competency Level: Application and Mastery

i) Application of methods used in modeling inventory management and planning framework for logistics and the supply chain.
   Competency Level: Application and Mastery

j) Understand the methods used in modeling a distribution network involving the role of intermediate nodes and nonlinear costs.
   Competency Level: Mastery

k) Explain the methods used and the components considered in modeling replenishment policies with a single period inventory model to account for demand surprises.
   Competency Level: Mastery

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery. Mastery of Introductory College Level of M&S as demonstrated by a final grade of not less than a B.

7) Course Maturity: None

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 3 hours lecture/week for 9 weeks.

9) Proposed Delivery modality is face-to-face and/or online.

10) Module learning objectives:

    O5.1 Identify the methods and characteristics of different supply chain, et al modeling methods (e.g., discrete event simulation, constraint optimization, spreadsheet, network design, rough cut methods, discrete vs. stochastic).
    O5.2 Describe the advantages/disadvantages to different methods of different supply chain, et al modeling methods (discrete event simulation, constraint optimization, and spreadsheet).
    O5.3 Understand the role of constraints and the methods for capturing them in various modeling methodologies.
    O5.4 Understand the role of data in logistics modeling, the challenges in obtaining data, and the importance of sensitivity analysis of input data and of analysis drivers.
    O5.5 Understand how to integrate end-to-end logistics system modeling from production and the start of the supply chain to distribution and the setting of replenishment policies.
    O5.6 Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a supply chain.
    O5.7 Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a storage system.
O5.8 Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a production facility.

O5.9 Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling inventory management.

O5.10 Give a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a distribution network.

O5.11 Given a case study, apply or analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling replenishment policies.

11) Course learning objectives- Mastery of methods and characteristics of different supply chain, et al modeling methods using the role of constraints and the methods for capturing them in various modeling methodologies. Mastery of the role of data in logistics modeling, the challenges in obtaining data, and how important sensitivity analysis can be for input data of analysis drivers. Mastery of methods used and components considered in modeling a supply chain and analysis of methods used and components considered in modeling inventory management. Mastery to be demonstrated by a score of 90% correct responses on a final exam in a multiple choice format.

12). Course assessment plan: final exam in a multiple choice format

13). Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

i) Hour 1: (Sub ESR O5.1). Define the methods and characteristics of different supply chain, et al modeling methods (e.g., discrete event simulation, constraint optimization, spreadsheet, network design, rough cut methods, discrete vs. stochastic). [1]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

ii) Hour 2: (Sub ESR O5.2). List the advantages/disadvantages to different methods of different supply chains, et al modeling methods (discrete event simulation, constraint optimization, and spreadsheet). [1]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

iii) Hour 3: (Sub ESR O5.3). Describe the role of constraints and the methods for capturing them in various modeling methodologies. [2]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

iv) Hour 4: (Sub ESR O5.3). Use the role of constraints and the methods for capturing them in various modeling methodologies. [2]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

v) Hour 5: (Sub ESR O5.4). Describe the role of data in logistics modeling, the challenges in obtaining data, and the importance of sensitivity analysis of input data of analysis drivers. [3]
**Competency Level: Understanding**

vi) Hour 6: (Sub ESR O5.4). Summarize the role of data in logistics modeling, the challenges in obtaining data, and how importance of sensitivity analysis of input data of analysis drivers. [3]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

vii) Hour 7: (Sub ESR O5.5). Distinguish how to integrate end-to-end logistics system modeling from production and how to start a supply chain to distribute and replenish policies. [4]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

viii) Hour 8: (Sub ESR O5.5). Demonstrate how to integrate end-to-end logistics system modeling from production and how to start a supply chain to distribute and replenish policies. [5]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

ix) Hour 9: (Sub ESR O5.5). Interpret how to integrate end-to-end logistics system modeling from production and how to start a supply chain to distribute and replenish policies. [4]

**Competency Level: Application**

x) Hour 10: (Sub ESR O5.6). Given a case study, apply the methods used and the components considered in modeling a supply chain. [1]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xi) Hour 11: (Sub ESR O5.6). Given a case study, differentiate between the methods used and the components considered in modeling a supply chain. [6]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xii) Hour 12: (Sub ESR O5.6). Given a case study, differentiate between the methods used and the components considered in modeling a supply chain. [4]

**Competency Level: Application**

xiii) Hour 13: (Sub ESR O5.7). Given a case study, demonstrate the methods used and the components considered in modeling a storage system. [4]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xiv) Hour 14: (Sub ESR O5.7). Given a case study, analyze the methods used and the components considered in modeling a storage system. [4]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xv) Hour 15: (Sub ESR O5.7). Given a case study, illustrate the methods used and the components considered in modeling a storage system. [1]
**Competency Level: Application**  
xvi) Hour 16: (Sub ESR O5.8). Demonstrate how to integrate end-to-end logistics system modeling from production and the start of the supply chain to the distribution and the setting of replenishment policies. [7]

**Competency Level: Mastery**  
xvii) Hour 17: (Sub ESR O5.8). Demonstrate how to integrate end-to-end logistics system modeling from production and the start of the supply chain to the distribution and the setting of replenishment policies. [1]

**Competency Level: Mastery**  
xviii) Hour 18: (Sub ESR O5.8). Summarize how to integrate end-to-end logistics system modeling from production and the start of the supply chain to the distribution and the setting of replenishment policies. [7]

**Competency Level: Application**  
xix) Hour 19: (Sub ESR O5.9). Given a case study, demonstrate the methods used and the components considered in modeling inventory management. [7]

**Competency Level: Mastery**  
x) Hour 20: (Sub ESR O5.9). Given a case study, demonstrate the methods used and the components considered in modeling inventory management. [7]

**Competency Level: Application**  
xxi) Hour 21: (Sub ESR O5.9). Given a case study, apply the methods used and the components considered in modeling inventory management. [1]

**Competency Level: Mastery**  
xxii) Hour 22: (Sub ESR O5.10). Give a case study, justify the methods used and the components considered in modeling a distribution network. [2]

**Competency Level: Mastery**  
xxiii) Hour 23: (Sub ESR O5.10). Give a case study, justify the methods used and the components considered in modeling a distribution network. [2]

**Competency Level: Mastery**  
xxiv) Hour 24: (Sub ESR O5.10). Give a case study, compare the methods used and the components considered in modeling a distribution network. [2]

**Competency Level: Application**  
xxv) Hour 25: (Sub ESR O5.11). Given a case study, compare the methods used and the components considered in modeling replenishment policies. [6]
Competency Level: Mastery
xxvi)  Hour 26: (Sub ESR O5.11). Given a case study, describe the methods used and the components considered in modeling replenishment policies. [6]

Competency Level: Mastery
xxvii) Hour 27 (Sub ESR O5.11). Given a case study, describe the methods used and the components considered in modeling replenishment policies. [6]

14) Proposed references and texts:


1) Course Name:  Data Strategy

2) Course coordinator:  Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
                        6596 Main Street
                        Gloucester, VA 23061
                        (804)694-3173 (Office)
                        (804)824-4663 (Cell)
                        mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description:  Data strategy for an M&S effort including estimating the
                        resources necessary to obtain sufficient data to populate the model.

4) Modules incorporated into Course - P15

5) ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery.
   a) Role of data in M&S application and development
      Competency Level:  General Awareness and Understanding
   b) Data formats for M&S applications
      Competency Level:  General Awareness
   c) Good data management
      Competency Level:  General Awareness and Understanding
   d) Sources of data for M&S and data repositories
      Competency Level:  General Awareness
   e) Minimum data requirements for the decision context
      Competency Level:  Understanding and Mastery
   f) Sufficient data validation
      Competency Level:  Understanding and Mastery
   g) Impact and cost of low quality data
      Competency Level:  General Awareness and Mastery
   h) Impact and cost of data unavailability
      Competency Level:  Understanding and Mastery

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: Mastery of College Level
   Calculus II and Introduction to M&S as demonstrated by a final grade of not less than
   a B.
7) Course maturity: none

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 2 hours lecture/week for 10 weeks

9) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face and/or on-line

10) Module learning objectives:

   P15.1 Understand the role of data in M&S application and development
   P15.2 Identify common data formats for M&S applications
   P15.3 Understand fundamentals of good data management practices
   P15.4 Identify common sources of data for M&S and data repositories
   P15.5 Given a case study, identify the minimum data requirements for the decision context
   P15.6 Given a case study and a sample V & V report, evaluate whether the data validation is sufficient for the specific use
   P15.7 Given a case study and a sample V & V report, evaluate the impact and cost of low quality data on simulation output
   P15.8 Given a case study and V & V report, assess the impact and cost of data unavailability

11) Course Learning Objectives: Mastery of strategies needed for ability to estimate resources necessary for obtaining sufficient data for populating an M&S project. Mastery to be demonstrated by a grade of not less than a B+ on a project and a final course exam.

12) Course assessment plan: projects, and exams

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

   Competency Level: General Awareness
   1) Hour 1: (Sub ESR P15.1). Learn the role of data in M&S application and development. [1]

   Competency Level: Understanding
   2) Hour 2: (Sub ESR P15.1). Understand the role of data in M&S application and development. [2]

   Competency Level: Understanding
   3) Hour 3: (Sub ESR P15.1). Understand the role of data in M&S application and development. [2]

   Competency Level: General Awareness
   4) Hour 4: (Sub ESR P15.2). Learn common data formats for M&S applications. [3]

   Competency Level: General Awareness
5) Hour 5: (Sub ESR P15.2). Learn common data formats for M&S applications. [3]

*Competency Level: General Awareness*

6) Hour 6: (Sub ESR P15.3). Learn the fundamentals of good data management practices. [4]

*Competency Level: Understanding*

7) Hour 7: (Sub ESR P15.3). Understand the fundamentals of good data management practices. [5]

*Competency Level: Understanding*

8) Hour 8: (Sub ESR P15.3). Understand the fundamentals of good data management practices. [6]

*Competency Level: Understanding*

9) Hour 9: (Sub ESR P15.3). Understand the fundamentals of good data management practices. [6]

*Competency Level: General Awareness*

10) Hour 10: (Sub ESR P15.4). Learn the common sources of data for M&S and data repositories. [6]

*Competency Level: Understanding*

11) Hour 11: (Sub ESR P15.5). Given a case study, identify the minimum data requirements for the decision context. [6]

*Competency Level: Mastery*

12) Hour 12: (Sub ESR P15.5). Given a case study, analyze the minimum data requirements for the decision context. [6]

*Competency Level: Mastery*

13) Hour 13: (Sub ESR P15.5). Given a case study, analyze the minimum data requirements for the decision context. [6]

*Competency Level: Understanding*

14) Hour 14: (Sub ESR P15.6). Given a case study and a sample V&V report, determine whether the data validation is sufficient for the specific use. [7]

*Competency Level: Mastery*

15) Hour 15: (Sub ESR P15.6). Given a case study and a sample V&V report, evaluate whether the data validation is sufficient for the specific use. [7]
Competency Level: Mastery
16) Hour 16: (Sub ESR P15.6). Given a case study and a sample V&V report, evaluate whether the data validation is sufficient for the specific use. [7]

Competency Level: General Awareness
17) Hour 17: (Sub ESR P15.7). Given a case study and a sample V&V report, learn [7]

Competency Level: Mastery
18) Hour 18: (Sub ESR P15.7). Given a case study and a sample V&V report, evaluate the impact and cost of low quality data on simulation output. [8]

Competency Level: Understanding
19) Hour 19: (Sub ESR P15.8). Given a case study and V&V report, understand the impact and cost of data unavailability. [8]

Competency Level: Mastery
20) Hour 20: (Sub ESR P15.8). Given a case study and V&V report, analyze the impact and cost of data unavailability. [8]

14) Proposed references and texts:


1) Course name: Estimation of Measures

2) Course coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description: Level of detail of a model with that of the information needed to support a decision, and understand the connection between the decision to be made and the estimation of measures from the model.

4) Modules incorporated into Course - P11

5) ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery
   a) Detail, fidelity, aggregation, and disaggregation
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   b) Intended and specific use within context of VV&A
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   c) Relationship between simulation level of detail and decision criteria
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   d) Various group models according to their levels of detail
      Competency Level: Understanding
   e) Decision criteria that can be supported by M&S
      Competency Level: Understanding and Mastery
   f) Basic concepts of input and output analysis with respect to a simulations measure of effectiveness
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   g) Identify if the level of detail in a simulation output to see if it matches the decision criteria
      Competency Level: Understanding and Mastery
   h) Assess if modifications of input and output parameters are appropriate for a specific use
      Competency Level: Understanding and Mastery
6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: Mastery of College Level Calculus II and Introduction to M&S as demonstrated by a final grade of not less than a B.

7) Course maturity: none

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 3 hours lecture/week for 6 weeks

9) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face and/or on-line

10) Module learning objectives:

   P11.1 Define the level of detail, fidelity, aggregation, and disaggregation/
   P11.2 Understand intended use and specific use within the context of VV&A/
   P11.3 Describe the relationship between simulation level of detail and decision criteria.
   P11.4 Understand various group models according to their levels of detail.
   P11.5 Given a case study and V&amp;V report, identify the decision criteria that can be supported by M&amp;S.
   P11.6 Understand the basic concepts of input and output analysis with respect to a simulations measure of effectiveness.
   P11.7 Given a case study, identify if the level of detail in a simulation output to see if it matches the decision criteria.
   P11.8 Given a case study and sample V&amp;V report assess if modifications of input and output parameters are appropriate for a specific use.

11) Course learning objectives: Mastery of basic concepts of input and output analysis, simulation measures of effectiveness, and intended and specific uses of VV&amp;A. Mastery is to be demonstrated by passing grades of at least B+ on both projects and exams.

12) Course assessment plan: projects and exams

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

   **Competency Level: General Awareness**
   1) Hour 1: (Sub ESR P11.1). Review the need of levels of detail, fidelity, aggregation, and disaggregation in M&amp;S. [1]

   **Competency Level: General Awareness**
   2) Hour 2: (Sub ESR P11.2). Learn the intended and specific use within the context of VV&amp;A. [2] [3]

   **Competency Level: Understanding**
   3) Hour 3: (Sub ESR P11.2). Understand the intended and specific use within the context of VV&amp;A. [1]
Competency Level: General Awareness
4) Hour 4: (Sub ESR P11.3). Learn the relationship between the simulation level of detail and decision criteria. [2] [3]

Competency Level: Understanding
5) Hour 5: (Sub ESR P11.3). Understand the relationship between the simulation level of detail and decision criteria. [4]

Competency Level: Understanding
6) Hour 6: (Sub ESR P11.4). Understand various group models according to their levels of detail. [2] [3]

Competency Level: Understanding
7) Hour 7: (Sub ESR P11.5). Given a case study and V&V report, identify the decision criteria that can be supported by M&S. [5]

Competency Level: Mastery
8) Hour 8: (Sub ESR P11.5). Given a case study and V&V report, analyze the decision criteria that can be supported by M&S. [5]

Competency Level: Mastery
9) Hour 9: (Sub ESR P11.5). Given a case study and V&V report, analyze the decision criteria that can be supported by M&S. [5]

Competency Level: General Awareness
10) Hour 10: (Sub ESR P11.6). Learn the basic concepts of input and output analysis with respect to the simulations measure of effectiveness. [3]

Competency Level: Understanding
11) Hour 11: (Sub ESR P11.6). Understand the basic concepts of input and output analysis with respect to the simulations measure of effectiveness. [6]

Competency Level: Understanding
12) Hour 12: (Sub ESR P11.6). Review the basic concepts of input and output analysis with respect to the simulations measure of effectiveness. [6]

Competency Level: Understanding
13) Hour 13: (Sub ESR P11.7). Given a case study, determine if the level of detail in a simulation output matches the decision criteria. [4]

Competency Level: Mastery
14) Hour 14: (Sub ESR P11.7). Given a case study, analyze the level of detail in a simulation output to see if it matches the decision criteria. [4]
Competency Level: Mastery
   15) Hour 15: (Sub ESR P11.7). Given a case study, analyze the level of detail in a simulation output to see if it matches the decision criteria. [4]

Competency Level: Understanding
   16) Hour 16: (Sub ESR P11.8). Given a case study and sample V&V report, determine if modifications of input and output parameters are appropriate for a specific use. [4]

Competency Level: Mastery
   17) Hour 17: (Sub ESR P11.8). Given a case study and sample V&V report, assess if modifications of input and output parameters are appropriate for a specific use. [4]

Competency Level: Mastery
   18) Hour 18: (Sub ESR P11.8). Given a case study and sample V&V report, assess if modifications of input and output parameters are appropriate for a specific use. [4]

14) Proposed references and texts:


1) Course name: Logistics Modeling

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description: Properties of a representative suite of logistics models across the services, including inputs-outputs, assumptions, implementation, cost and time required, adaptability, extensibility, and VV&A status.

4) Modules incorporated into Course - O3

5) ESRS that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery.
   a) Levels of detail typically included in logistics analyses.
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   b) Prospective logistics models from a list of models.
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   c) Levels of detail typically included in logistics analyses
      Competency Level: General awareness
   d) The role of aggregation across logistical levels of detail.
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   e) Developing quantifiable metrics in meeting mission requirements affordably
      Competency Level: General awareness and Understanding
   f) Differences in data requirements at different levels of abstraction
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   g) The role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing operational analysis
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   h) Sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions for solution outputs in logistics
      Competency Level: Understanding
   i) Effectiveness of logistical samples in evaluating modeling requirements
      Competency Level: Application and Mastery
6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: Introductory course in M&S with a final grade of not less than B.

7) Module maturity: none

8) Number of hours estimated to teach module:

9) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face and/or on-line

10) Module learning objectives:

   O3.1 Identify levels of detail typically included in logistics analyses.
   O3.2 Identify prospective logistics models from a list of models.
   O3.3 Identify levels of detail typically included in logistics analyses.
   O3.4 Understand the role of aggregation across logistical levels of detail.
   O3.5 Understand the importance of developing quantifiable metrics of performance to meet mission requirements affordably
   O3.6 Understand the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction
   O3.7 Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concepts, basing & deployment, support concepts, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objective]).
   O3.8 Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determining solution output
   O3.9 Given a case study, assess the effectiveness of a sample suite of logistical models in evaluating the full range of logistical requirements (reliability, effectiveness, logistics footprint, supportability criteria, etc.) to sustain the mission over long term.

11) Course learning objectives: Mastery of a suite of logistics models across the services, including inputs-outputs, assumptions, implementation, cost and time required, adaptability, extensibility, and VV&A status. Mastery to be demonstrated by a grade of not less than B+ on projects and exams.

12) Course assessment plan: projects and exams

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

   Competency Level: General Awareness
   1) Hour one: (Sub ESR O3.1). Identify levels of detail typically included in logistics analyses. [1]

   Competency Level: General Awareness
   2) Hour two: (Sub ESR O3.2). Identify prospective logistics models from a list of models. [1] [2]
Competency Level: General Awareness
3) Hour three: (Sub ESR O3.3). Identify levels of detail typically included in logistics analyses. [1]

Competency Level: Understanding
4) Hour four: (Sub ESR O3.4). Understand the role of aggregation across logistical levels of detail. [2]

Competency Level: Understanding
5) Hour five: (Sub ESR O3.4). Understand the role of aggregation across logistical levels of detail. [3]

Competency Level: General Awareness
6) Hour six: (Sub ESR O3.5). Understand the importance of developing quantifiable metrics of performance to meet mission requirements affordably. [3]

Competency Level: Understanding
7) Hour seven: (Sub ESR O3.5). Understand the importance of developing quantifiable metrics of performance to meet mission requirements affordably. [1]

Competency Level: General Awareness
8) Hour eight: (Sub ESR O3.6). Understand the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction. [1]

Competency Level: Understanding
9) Hour nine: (Sub ESR O3.6). Understand the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction. [1]

Competency Level: General Awareness
10) Hour ten: (Sub ESR O3.7). Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, logistics concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objective]). [2]

Competency Level: General Awareness
11) Hour eleven: (Sub ESR O3.7). Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing & deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objective]). [2]
12) **Competency Level: General Awareness**

Hour twelve: (Sub ESR O3.8). Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determining solution outputs for logistics. [1]

13) **Competency Level: Understanding**

Hour thirteen: (Sub ESR O3.8). Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determining solution outputs for logistics. [2]

14) **Competency Level: Application**

Hour fourteen: (Sub ESR O3.9). Given a case study, assess the effectiveness of a sample suite of logistical models in evaluating the full range of logistical requirements (reliability, effectiveness, logistics footprint, supportability criteria, etc.) to sustain the mission over long term. [3]

15) **Competency Level: Mastery**

Hour fifteen: (Sub ESR O3.9). Given a case study, assess the effectiveness of a sample suite of logistical models in evaluating the full range of logistical requirements (reliability, effectiveness, logistics footprint, supportability criteria, etc.) to sustain the mission over long term. [3] [4]

14) Proposed references and texts:


1) Course name: **M&S in the Contract Proposal Process**

2) Course coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.  
   6596 Main Street  
   Gloucester, VA 23061  
   (804)694-3173 (Office)  
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)  
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description: Recognize contracting issues for M&S products. Include considerations for intellectual property issues, delivery terms, maintenance responsibility, standards for documentation, open architecture, interoperability, reuse and other considerations

4) Modules incorporated into the Course - A4

5) ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery.

   a) Intellectual Property Issues in Contracting for M&S products  
      **Competency Level:** **Understanding**

   b) Terms of Delivery and Contracting for M&S products  
      **Competency Level:** **Understanding**

   c) Documentation Deliverables  
      **Competency Level:** **Understanding**

   d) Long-term Maintenance for Contracted M&S products.  
      **Competency Level:** **Understanding**

   e) Open Architecture  
      **Competency Level:** **Understanding**

   f) Interoperability  
      **Competency Level:** **Understanding**

   g) M&S Re-use  
      **Competency Level:** **Understanding**

   h) Enforcing M&S Contract Terms  
      **Competency Level:** **Understanding**

   i) Drafting M&S contract documents  
      **Competency Level:** **Mastery**
6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:

7) Course maturity: none

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 3 hours lecture/week for 6 weeks

9) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face and/or on-line.

10) Module learning objectives:

   A4.1 Describe the Intellectual Property issues that arise when contracting for M&S products.
   A4.2 Describe and differentiate between possible Terms of Delivery when contracting for M&S products.
   A4.3 Identify the content, format, and medium the government should require for documentation deliverables.
   A4.4 Understand the long-term maintenance options available to government customers when contracting for M&S products.
   A4.5 Understand issues in using Open Architecture products, including compatibility and continued use of legacy or unsupported systems.
   A4.6 Understand the contract process for issuing M&S requirements and insuring that contractor M&S is interoperable with government and other third-party M&S.
   A4.7 Understand the contractual issues involved with re-use of purchased M&S products.
   A4.8 Understand the options and procedures for enforcing contract terms or resolving contractor disputes with regard to M&S.
   A4.9 Given a case study, assess and revise contract documents to insure that program M&S objectives with regard to IP, delivery, interoperability, maintenance, and reuse are met and enforced.

11) Course learning objectives: Mastery of M&S contracting issues including IP issues, delivery and maintenance terms, reuse, interoperability, and contract enforcement.

12) Course assessment plan: Projects and Exams

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

   Competency Level: General Awareness
   1) Hour one: (Sub ESR A4.1). Introduction and Overview (course notes and syllabus). [1]

   Competency Level: General Awareness
   2) Hour two: (Sub ESR A4.1). Intellectual Property Issues in Contracting for M&S products. [1]
Competency Level: Understanding

Competency Level: General Awareness
4) Hour four: (Sub ESR A4.2). Terms of Delivery and Contracting for M&S products. [2]

Competency Level: Understanding
5) Hour five: (Sub ESR A4.3). Terms of Delivery and Contracting for M&S products. [2]

Competency Level: Understanding
6) Hour six: (Sub ESR A4.3). Documentation Deliverables. [3]

Competency Level: General Awareness

Competency Level: Understanding
8) Hour eight: (Sub ESR A4.4). Long-term Maintenance for Contracted M&S products. [2]

Competency Level: General Awareness
9) Hour nine: (Sub ESR A4.5). Issues with using Open Architecture. [2] [4]

Competency Level: Understanding

Competency Level: General Awareness

Competency Level: Understanding

Competency Level: Understanding
13) Hour thirteen: (Sub ESR A4.7). Planning for Re-use. [2]

Competency Level: Understanding
14) Hour fourteen: (Sub ESR A4.8). Enforcing M&S Contract Terms. [2]

Competency Level: Understanding
15) Hour fifteen: (Sub ESR A4.9). M&S Contract Project. [2]
**Competency Level: Application**

16) Hour sixteen: (Sub ESR A4.9). M&S Contract Project. [2]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

17) Hour seventeen: (Sub ESR A4.9). M&S Contract Project. [2]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

18) Hour eighteen: (Sub ESR A4.9). M&S Contract Project. [2]

14) Proposed references and texts:


1) Course name:  **M&S Proposals**

2) Course coordinator:  Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description:  Discernment between M&S proposals, relative to measurable program contributions.  Decision making on the appropriate program office level of expenditure on M&S tools throughout the program life cycle.  Decisions as to whether custom or off-the-shelf products will be best suited for the program’s purpose.

4) Modules incorporated into the Course:  A3

5) ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery.
   
   a) The role of M&S throughout the acquisition cycle
   
   *Competency Level:  General Awareness*

   
   *Competency Level:  General Awareness*

   c) Legacy, developmental, GOTS and COTS M&S.
   
   *Competency Level:  General Awareness*

   d) The V&V process.
   
   *Competency Level:  Understanding*

   e) M&S reuse.
   
   *Competency Level:  Understanding*

   f) Application of a sample M&S Support Plan
   
   *Competency Level:  Application*

   g) Development of an M&S budget.
   
   *Competency Level:  Mastery*

   h) Analysis and selection from available M&S options.
   
   *Competency Level:  Mastery*

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery.  General awareness of the government acquisition process.
7) Course maturity: none

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 2.5 hours lecture/week for 8 weeks

9) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face and/or on-line.

10) Module learning objectives:

   A3.1 Define the role of M&S throughout the acquisition cycle (e.g., Concept Development, DT&E, OT&E, LFT&E, and operations and sustainment)

   A3.2 Describe the use of an M&S Support Plan throughout the acquisition cycle.

   A3.3 Define and distinguish between legacy, developmental, GOTS and COTS M&S.

   A3.4 Understand the V&V process and its impact on M&S usage, acceptability, and cost.

   A3.5 Understand the benefit and application of M&S reuse across programs and across a single program’s lifecycle.

   A3.6 Apply a sample M&S Support Plan to provide best use of M&S across all stages of the acquisition life-cycle.

   A3.7 Given a case study and sample M&S Support Plan, develop an M&S budget.

   A3.8 Given a case study and sample M&S Support Plan, select between available legacy, developmental, GOTS and COTS M&S options.

11) Course learning objectives: Mastery of M&S management in the acquisition lifecycle including development and use of an MSSP and evaluation and selection of appropriate and cost effective M&S products. Mastery to be demonstrated by a grade of not less than B+ on final projects and exams.

12) Course assessment plan: projects and exams.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

   Competency Level: General Awareness

   1) Hour 1: (Sub ESR A3.1). Introduction and Overview (course notes and syllabus). [1]

   Competency Level: General Awareness

   2) Hour 2: (Sub ESR A3.1). The Role of M&S in Concept Development and DT&E. [1]

   Competency Level: General Awareness

   3) Hour 3: (Sub ESR A3.1). The Role of M&S in OT&E, LFT&E, and Operations and Sustainment. [1]
4) Hour 4: (Sub ESR A3.2). The Modeling and Simulation Support Plan. [1] [2]

5) Hour 5: (Sub ESR A3.2). The MSSP; Requirements Across the Services and Best Practices. [2]

6) Hour 6: (Sub ESR A3.3). M&S Types and Sources. [3]

7) Hour 7: (Sub ESR A3.4). Verification and Validation Overview. [4]

8) Hour 8: (Sub ESR A3.4). V&V and M&S application, acceptability and cost. [4]


10) Hour 10: (Sub ESR A3.5). M&S Use and Re-use Across Single Program Lifecycle. [1] [5]

11) Hour 11: (Sub ESR A3.5). M&S Use and Re-use Across Multiple Programs. [1] [5]

12) Hour 12: (Sub ESR A3.6). MSSP Application Project. [1] [5]

13) Hour 13: (Sub ESR A3.6). MSSP Application Project. [1] [5]

14) Hour 14: (Sub ESR A3.6). MSSP Application Project. [1] [5]

15) Hour 15: (Sub ESR A3.6). MSSP Application Project. [1] [5]

16) Hour 16: (Sub ESR A3.7). MSSP and M&S Budget Project. [1] [5]
Competency Level: Mastery
17) Hour 17: (Sub ESR A3.7). MSSP and M&S Budget Project. [1] [5]

Competency Level: Mastery
18) Hour 18: (Sub ESR A3.7). MSSP and M&S Budget Project. [1] [5]

Competency Level: Mastery
19) Hour 19: (Sub ESR A3.8). MSSP and M&S Selection Project. [1] [5]

Competency Level: Mastery
20) Hour 20: (Sub ESR A3.8). MSSP and M&S Selection Project. [1] [5]

14) Proposed references and texts:


1) Course name: M&S Requirements

2) Course coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description: Establish and write valid modeling and simulation requirements using a process that includes modeling and simulation needs analysis, generation of valid modeling and simulation requirements, functional decomposition and conceptual model development, and issuance of “built to” or “buy to” performance specifications. Understand how models and simulations evolve in fidelity, resolution, and scope as the program life cycle progresses.

4) Modules incorporated into the Course - P5

5) ESRs that the Course supports and corresponding level of mastery:

   a) M&S development and VV&A lifecycle
      Competency Level: Understanding

   b) Domains of M&S requirements
      Competency Level: Understanding

   c) Representational requirements in M&S
      Competency Level: Understanding

   d) Conceptual model development and validation
      Competency Level: General Awareness

   e) Process differences between legacy and new development models
      Competency Level: Understanding

   f) Work products available in M&S development
      Competency Level: Understanding

   g) Changes in M&S fidelity, resolution, and scope across the acquisition lifecycle
      Competency Level: Understanding

   h) Acceptability criteria
      Competency Level: Understanding
i) Selecting M&S  
*Competency Level: Mastery*

j) Developing and Evaluating M&S Requirements  
*Competency Level: Mastery*

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: None

7) Module maturity: none

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 3 hours lecture/week for 8 weeks

9) Proposed Delivery modality is face-to-face and/or on-line.

10) Module learning objectives:

   P5.1 Describe the M&S development and VV&A lifecycle (for COTS, GOTS and new development M&S)

   P5.2 Identify the three domains of M&S requirements (user domain, problem domain, and simulation domain)

   P5.3 Describe the types of representational requirements (e.g., entities, actions, tasks, interactions, behaviors) in M&S and standard methods for capturing them (e.g. UML, conceptual model descriptions)

   P5.4 Describe how M&S requirements, representational requirements, acceptability criteria, and intended use support conceptual model development and validation

   P5.5 Describe the M&S process differences between legacy (no, minor & major modifications) and new development models

   P5.6 Describe the work products available in M&S development and their role in VV&A

   P5.7 Describe how M&S fidelity, resolution, and scope changes across the acquisition lifecycle (e.g., concept refinement to DT to OTA to OT to training)

   P5.8 Describe the role of acceptability criteria in the VV&A process and its relationship to M&S requirements

   P5.9 Given a case study, select those requirements which are appropriate for M&S

   P5.10 Given a case study and sample acquisition documents (TEMP, CDD, ICD, PSPEC), develop or evaluate requirements for M&S

11) Course learning objectives; Mastery of valid M&S requirements for performance specifications in fidelity, resolution, and scope as program life cycles progress. Mastery demonstrated by a grade of 90% correct on a final course exam.

12) Course assessment plan: Projects and Exams
13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

*Competency Level: Understanding*

i) Hour 1: Introduction and Overview (course notes and syllabus)

ii) Hour 2: (Sub ESR P5.1). M&S development and VV&A lifecycle for COTS and GOTS. [1] [2] [3]

iii) Hour 3: (Sub ESR P5.1). M&S development and VV&A lifecycle for new development M&S. [1] [3]

iv) Hour 4: (Sub ESR P5.2). The three domains of M&S requirements. [1]

v) Hour 5: (Sub ESR P5.3). Representational requirements in M&S and standard methods for capturing them. [1]

vi) Hour 6: (Sub ESR P5.3). Representational requirements in M&S and standard methods for capturing them. [1] [3]

vii) Hour 7: (Sub ESR P5.4). Conceptual model development and validation

viii) Hour 8: (Sub ESR P5.4). Conceptual model development and validation. [1] [3]

ix) Hour 9: (Sub ESR P5.5). M&S process differences between legacy (no, minor & major modifications) and new development models. [1]

x) Hour 10: (Sub ESR P5.5). M&S process differences between legacy (no, minor & major modifications) and new development models. [1]

xi) Hour 11: (Sub ESR P5.6). Work products available in M&S development and their role in VV&A. [1] [3] [4]
**Competency Level: Understanding**

xii) Hour 12: (Sub ESR P5.6). Work products available in M&S development and their role in VV&A. [1] [3] [4]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

xiii) Hour 13: (Sub ESR P5.7). Changes in M&S fidelity, resolution, and scope across the acquisition lifecycle. [1] [2] [3]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

xiv) Hour 14: (Sub ESR P5.7). Changes M&S fidelity, resolution, and scope across the acquisition lifecycle. [1] [2] [3]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

xv) Hour 15: (Sub ESR P5.8). Acceptability criteria in the VV&A process. [1] [3]

**Competency Level: Application**

xvi) Hour 16: (Sub ESR P5.8). Acceptability criteria in the VV&A process and its relationship to M&S requirements. [1] [3]

**Competency Level: Application**

xvii) Hour 17: (Sub ESR P5.9). M&S Selection Project. [1] [3]

**Competency Level: Application**

xviii) Hour 18: (Sub ESR P5.9). M&S Selection Project. [1] [3]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xix) Hour 19: (Sub ESR P5.9). M&S Selection Project. [1] [3]

**Competency Level: Application**

xx) Hour 20: (Sub ESR P5.10). M&S Requirements Development and Evaluation Project [1] [3]

**Competency Level: Application**

xxi) Hour 21: (Sub ESR P5.10). M&S Requirements Development and Evaluation Project. [1] [3]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxii) Hour 22: (Sub ESR P5.10). M&S Requirements Development and Evaluation Project. [1] [3]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxiii) Hour 23: (Sub ESR P5.10). M&S Requirements Development and Evaluation Project. [1] [3]
Competency Level: Mastery

xxiv) Hour 24: (Sub ESR P5.10). M&S Requirements Development and Evaluation Project. [1] [3]

14) Proposed references and texts:


1) Course Name: Manage and Reuse

2) Course coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description: Manage and reuse existing models, data, and simulations appropriately and assure that new products developed are designed and prepared for reuse.

4) Modules incorporated into Course - P14

5) ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery.
   a) Key concepts of M&S reuse, component-based, and distributed simulations
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   b) Characteristics of new simulation development that make reuse more achievable
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   c) Sources for models that are available for reuse
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   d) Cost versus the benefit for reuse of legacy simulations
      Competency Level: Understanding and Mastery
   e) V&V necessary for reuse of a simulation with a new specific use
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   f) Models for reuse from a set of legacy models
      Competency Level: Understanding and Mastery
   g) Cost effective options considering reuse of legacy simulations and new simulation development
      Competency Level: Understanding and Mastery

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: Mastery of College Level Calculus II and Introduction to M&S as demonstrated by a final grade of not less than a B.

7) Module maturity: none
8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 3 hours lecture/week for 6 weeks

9) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face and/or on-line

10) Module learning objectives:

- **P14.1** Understand key concepts for M&S reuse, component-based, and distributed simulations.
- **P14.2** Identify characteristics of new simulation development that make reuse more achievable.
- **P14.3** Identify sources for models that are available for reuse.
- **P14.4** Analyze cost versus benefit for reuse of legacy simulations.
- **P14.5** Describe V&V necessary for reuse of a simulation considering a new specific use.
- **P14.6** Given a case study and a sample of VV&A report, identify appropriate models for reuse from a set of legacy models.
- **P14.7** Given a case study and a sample of VV&A report, determine the most cost effective option considering reuse of legacy simulations and new simulation development.

11) Course learning objectives: Mastery of management and preparation of designs for reuse of existing data, models, and simulations. Mastery to be demonstrated by passing grades of no less than B+ on projects and exams.

12) Course assessment plan: projects, and exams.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

1) Hour 1: (Sub ESR P14.1). Learn the key concepts for M&S reuse, component-based, and distributed simulations. [1]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

2) Hour 2: (Sub ESR P14.1). Understand the key concepts for M&S reuse, component-based, and distributed simulations. [1]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

3) Hour 3: (Sub ESR P14.1). Understand the key concepts for M&S reuse, component-based, and distributed simulations. [1]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

4) Hour 4: (Sub ESR P14.2). Learn the characteristics of new simulation development that make reuse more achievable. [1]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**
5) Hour 5: (Sub ESR P14.2). Learn the characteristics of new simulation development that make reuse more achievable. [1]

*Competency Level:* General Awareness

6) Hour 6: (Sub ESR P14.3). Learn the sources for models that are available for reuse. [1]

*Competency Level:* Understanding

7) Hour 7: (Sub ESR P14.4). Understand the cost versus the benefit for reuse of legacy simulations. [2]

*Competency Level:* Mastery

8) Hour 8: (Sub ESR P14.4). Analyze the cost versus the benefit for reuse of legacy simulations

*Competency Level:* Mastery

9) Hour 9: (Sub ESR P14.4). Analyze the cost versus the benefit for reuse of legacy simulations. [2]

*Competency Level:* General Awareness

10) Hour 10: (Sub ESR P14.5). Learn the V&V necessary for reuse of a simulation considering a new specific use. [2]

*Competency Level:* Understanding

11) Hour 11: (Sub ESR P14.5). Understand the V&V necessary for reuse of a simulation considering a new specific use. [2]

*Competency Level:* Understanding

12) Hour 12: (Sub ESR P14.5). Understand the V&V necessary for reuse of a simulation considering a new specific use. [2]

*Competency Level:* Understanding

13) Hour 13: (Sub ESR P14.6). Given a case study and a sample of a VV&A report, identify the appropriate models for reuse from a set of legacy models. [2]

*Competency Level:* Mastery

14) Hour 14: (Sub ESR P14.6). Given a case study and a sample of a VV&A report, analyze the appropriate models for reuse from a set of legacy models. [2]

*Competency Level:* Mastery
15) Hour 15: (Sub ESR P14.6). Given a case study and a sample of a VV&A report, analyze the appropriate models for reuse from a set of legacy models. [2]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

16) Hour 16: (Sub ESR P14.7). Given a case study and a sample of a VV&A report, understand the most cost effective option considering reuse of legacy simulations and new simulation development. [3]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

17) Hour 17: (Sub ESR P14.7). Given a case study and a sample of a VV&A report, analyze the most cost effective option considering reuse of legacy simulations and new simulation development. [3]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

18) Hour 18: (Sub ESR P14.7). Given a case study and a sample of a VV&A report, analyze the most cost effective option considering reuse of legacy simulations and new simulation development. [3]

14) Proposed references and texts:


1) Course name: Military Platform Systems Engineering

2) Course coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description: Military Platform Systems Engineering in a broad-based design oriented to an M&S approach for complex platforms that interact with air-land-sea-based hardware systems, command and control systems and combat systems.

4) Modules incorporated into Course – E7

5) ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery.
   a) Key fundamental theoretical principles in systems engineering
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   b) Role and benefits of M&S in systems engineering
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   c) Key system characteristics of the system and component subsystems of interest
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   d) Key elements of the system and component subsystem to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use
      Competency Level: Application and Mastery
   e) Effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system and components subsystems
      Competency Level: Application and Mastery
   f) Role of component-based and distributed simulation as it applies to the system and component subsystems
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   g) Key M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within a larger system
      Competency Level: Application and Mastery
   h) VV&A implication of using a simulation of a system that is sufficiently different from its intended use
      Competency Level: Understanding and Mastery
i) Sufficient model detail of system and component subsystems to support program milestone decision requirements
   
   Competency Level: Understanding and Mastery

j) Sufficient model detail of system and component subsystems to support T&E requirements
   
   Competency Level: Understanding and Mastery

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: Awareness of issues surrounding military platform development.

7) Course maturity: none

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplate: 3 lecture hours/week for 9 weeks

9) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face or on-line

10) Module learning objectives:

   E7.1 Identify key fundamental theoretical principles in systems engineering
   E7.2 Describe the role and benefits of M&S in systems engineering
   E7.3 Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the system and component subsystems of interest
   E7.4 Given a case study, identify the key elements of the system and component subsystem to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use
   E7.5 Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system and components subsystems
   E7.6 Describe the role of component-based and distributed simulation as it applies to the system and component subsystems
   E7.7 Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within a larger system
   E7.8 Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implication of using a simulation of a system that is sufficiently different from its intended use
   E7.9 Given a case study, analyze whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements
   E7.10 Given a case study, analyze whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements

11) Course learning objectives – Mastery of Military Platform Systems Engineering through the use of M&S key system characteristics, knowledge of applicable simulation tools, component base and distributed simulation, correct execution of VV&A, and application of M&S toward decisions supporting program milestones
Mastery to be demonstrated by a grade of not less than B+ on quizzes and final project.

12) Course assessment plan: quizzes and final project.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

1) Hour 1: (Sub ESR E7.1). Learn key fundamental theoretical principles in systems engineering. [1]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

2) Hour 2: (Sub ESR E7.1). Learn key fundamental theoretical principles in systems engineering. [1]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

3) Hour 3: (Sub ESR E7.2). Demonstrate knowledge of the role and benefits of M&S in systems engineering. [1]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

4) Hour 4: (Sub ESR E7.2). Demonstrate knowledge of the role and benefits of M&S in systems engineering. [1]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

5) Hour 5: (Sub ESR E7.2). Given a case study, review key system characteristics of the system and component subsystems of interest. [1]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

6) Hour 6: (Sub ESR 7.3). Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the system and component subsystems of interest. [1]

**Competency Level: Application**

7) Hour 7: (Sub ESR E7.4). Given a case study, demonstrate the key elements of the system and component subsystem to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use. [1]

**Competency Level: Application**

8) Hour 8: (Sub ESR E7.4). Given a case study, apply the key elements of the system and component subsystem to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use. [1]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

9) Hour 9: (Sub ESR E7.4). Given a case study, analyze and use the key elements of the system and component subsystem to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use. [1]
**Competency Level: Application**

10) Hour 10: (Sub ESR E7.5). Given a case study, apply the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system and component subsystems. [1]

11) Hour 11: (Sub ESR E7.5). Given a case study, apply the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system and component subsystems. [1]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xii) Hour 12: (Sub ESR E7.5). Given a case study, analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system and component subsystems. [1]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

xiii) Hour 13: (Sub ESR E7.6). Learn the role of component-based and distributed simulation as it applies to the system and component subsystems. [2]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

xiv) Hour 14: (Sub ESR E7.6). Demonstrate the role of component-based and distributed simulation as it applies to the system and component subsystems. [2]

xv) Hour 15: (Sub ESR E7.6). Review the role of component-based and distributed simulation as it applies to the system and component subsystems. [2]

**Competency Level: Application**

xvi) Hour 16: Sub ESR E7.7). Given a case study, apply key M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within a larger system. [1]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xvii) Hour 17: (Sub ESR E7.7). Given a case study, analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within a larger system. [1]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

xviii) Hour 18: (Sub ESR E7.8). Given a case study, demonstrate the VV&A implication of using a simulation of a system that is sufficiently different from its intended use. [1]


**Competency Level: Mastery**

xix) Hour 19: (Sub ESR E7.8). Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implication of using a simulation of a system that is sufficiently different from its intended use. [1]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xx) Hour 20: (Sub ESR E7.8). Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implication of using a simulation of a system that is sufficiently different from its intended use. [1]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

xxi) Hour 21: (Sub ESR E7.9). Given a case study, demonstrate whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements. [1]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxii) Hour 22: (Sub ESR E7.9). Given a case study, analyze whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements. [1]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxiii) Hour 23: (Sub ESR E7.9). Given a case study, analyze whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements. [3]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

xxiv) Hour 24: (Sub ESR E7.10). Given a case study, demonstrate whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements. [4]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxv) Hour 25: (Sub ESR E7.10). Given a case study, analyze whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements. [4]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxvi) Hour 26: (Sub ESR E7.10). Given a case study, analyze whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements. [4]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxvii) Hour 27: (Sub ESR E7.10). Given a case study, analyze whether the system and component subsystems are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements. [4]
14) Proposed references and texts:


1) Course name: Operational Models

2) Module coordinator: Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
   6596 Main Street
   Gloucester, VA 23061
   (804)694-3173 (Office)
   (804)824-4663 (Cell)
   mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description: Properties of a representative suite of operational models across the services, including the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction; the levels of detail included in operational analyses; and assessment of the effectiveness of a sample suite of operational models in evaluating the system, engagement, mission and campaign of operational requirements

4) Modules incorporated into Course - O2

5) ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery.
   a) Identification for levels of detail needed for operational analysis and simulation model development life cycle.
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   b) Identification of prospective operational models from a list.
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   c) Clarification of operational analyses included in engagement, mission and campaign systems.
      Competency Level: General Awareness
   d) Demonstration of the role of aggregation and disaggregation in operational levels.
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   e) Comprehend the importance of developing quantifiable metrics of performance to affordability of mission requirements.
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   f) Understand different levels of abstraction in data requirements.
      Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding
   g) Description of the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing operational analysis across all missions, functions and objectives.
      Competency Level: General Awareness
h) Review basic probability and statistics and sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions for solution outputs.  
*Competency Level: General Awareness and Understanding*

i) Application of operational models in evaluating reliability and effectiveness to test in a net-centric environment at multiple levels.  
*Competency Level: Application and Mastery*

6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery. Mastery of Introductory College Level of M&S as demonstrated by a final grade of no less than a B.

7) Course maturity: none

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 3 hours lecture/week for 5 weeks.

9) Proposed delivery modality: face-to-face and/or online.

10) Module learning objectives:

- **O2.1** Identify levels of detail typically included operational analyses (e.g., system, engagement, mission, campaign)
- **O2.2** Identify prospective operational models from a list of models.
- **O2.3** Identify levels of detail typically included in operational analyses.
- **O2.4** Understand the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational levels of detail.
- **O2.5** Understand the importance of developing quantifiable metrics of performance to meet mission requirements affordably.
- **O2.6** Understand the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction
- **O2.7** Describe the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing &deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objectives]).
- **O2.8** Understand the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determine solution outputs.
- **O2.9** Given a case study, assess the effectiveness of a sample suite of operational models in evaluating the full range of operational requirements (reliability, effectiveness, logistics footprint, supportability).

11) Course learning objectives: Mastery in evaluating operational models, understanding the role of aggregation and disaggregation in operational levels; identify levels of detail, prospective operational models and roles of model inputs and assumptions. Mastery is to be demonstrated by a grade of no less than 85% correct on a final examination of 50 multiple choice questions.

12) Course assessment plan: final exam in a multiple choice format
13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

i) Hour 1: (Sub ESR O2.1). Learn the levels of detail typically included in operational analyses. [1] [2]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

ii) Hour 2: (Sub ESR O2.2). Review prospective operational models from a list of models. [1]

- Model library to develop list of models

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

iii) Hour 3: (Sub ESR O2.3). Analysis of levels of detail typically included in system, engagement, mission, and campaign. [1]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

iv) Hour 4: (Sub ESR O2.4). Learn the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational levels of detail. [3]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

v) Hour 5: (Sub ESR O2.4). Use the role of aggregation and disaggregation across operational levels of detail. [3]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

vi) Hour 6: (Sub ESR O2.5). Learn the importance of developing quantifiable metrics of performance to meet mission requirements affordably. [3]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

vii) Hour 7: (Sub ESR O2.5). Demonstration of the importance of developing quantifiable metrics of performance to meet mission requirements affordably. [3]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

viii) Hour 8: (Sub ESR O2.6). Review the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction. [3]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

ix) Hour 9: (Sub ESR O2.6). Demonstration of the difference in data requirements at different levels of abstraction. [3]

x) **Competency Level: General Awareness**

xi) Hour 10: (Sub ESR O2.7). Review the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing &deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objectives]). [4]
**Competency Level: General Awareness**

xii) Hour 11: (Sub ESR O2.7). Learn the role of modeling inputs and assumptions in developing operational analysis (scenario & threat, missions, alternatives, required input data, operations concept, basing &deployment, support concept, [MAIS AoA: organizational missions, functions, & objectives]). [3]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

xiii) Hour 12: (Sub ESR O2.8). Learn the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determining solution outputs. [1]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

xiv) Hour 13: (Sub ESR O2.8). Demonstration of the importance of sensitivity analysis of critical assumptions in determining solution outputs for operations. [4]

**Competency Level: Application**

xv) Hour 14: (Sub ESR O2.9). Application of the effectiveness of a sample suite of operational models in evaluating the full range of operational requirements (reliability, effectiveness, operational footprint, supportability criteria etc.) to sustain the mission on long term. [5]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xvi) Hour 15: (Sub ESR O2.9). Analysis of the effectiveness of a sample suite of operational models in evaluating the full range of operational requirements (reliability, effectiveness, logistics footprint, supportability criteria, etc.) to sustain the mission on long term. [5]

14) Proposed references and texts:


1) Course name:  The Environment as an Interactive System

2) Module coordinator:  Marsha Taliaferro-Gillis, Ph.D.
6596 Main Street
Gloucester, VA 23061
(804)694-3173 (Office)
(804)824-4663 (Cell)
mtgillis@werneranderson.com

3) Course description:  The fundamentals of terrestrial science (geology, oceanography, meteorology, and near-earth space science) and the influences and interactions of representative systems with the terrestrial environment.

4) Modules incorporated into Course:  - E12

5) ESRs that the Course supports and corresponding level of mastery:
   a) Fundamental theoretical principles of terrestrial science
      Competency Level:  General Awareness, Understanding, and Application
   b) Key characteristics of a system of interest
      Competency Level:  General Awareness, Understanding and Application
   c) Key elements of modeled environments and requirements of specific use
      Competency Level:  General Awareness
   d) Application and analysis of effectiveness of simulation tools used for evaluating the environmental system of interest
      Competency Level:  General Awareness, Understanding, Application, & Mastery
   e) Application and analysis of key M&S issues related to a system of interest within the environment
      Competency Level:  General Awareness, Understanding, Application & Mastery
   f) Analysis of ’VV&A implications used in a simulation of an environment different from the intended use.
      Competency Level:  Mastery
   g) Analysis of detailed environmental factors to support program milestone decision requirements
      Competency Level:  Mastery
   h) Analysis of sufficiency of detailed environmental factors for supporting T&E requirements
      Competency Level:  Mastery
6) Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: Mastery of an introductory course to terrestrial science with a passing grade of not less than a B

7) Course maturity: none

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated: 3 hour lecture/week for 9 weeks

9) Proposed Delivery modality: face-to-face, on-line, VTC, resident, customer’s site

10) Module learning objectives:

E12.1 Given a case study, understand key fundamental theoretical principles in terrestrial science as they apply to the system of interest.
E12.2 Given a case study, understand key system characteristics of the system of interest.
E12.3 Given a case study, identify the key elements of the environment to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use.
E12.4 Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used evaluate the performance of the system of interest in the environment.
E12.5 Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of the system of interest with the environment (terrain database compatibility, line-of-sight, weather,).
E12.6 Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation in an environment that is sufficiently different from its intended use.
E12.7 Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements.
E12.8 Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements.

11) Course learning objectives: Mastery of the fundamentals of terrestrial science and the interactions of geology, oceanography, meteorology, and near-earth space science with detailed environmental factors in a system of interest as demonstrated by a passing grade of 85% correct on final course exam in a multiple choice format.

12) Course assessment plan: Application project and final exam in a multiple choice format

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference.

*Competency Level: General Awareness*

i. Hour 1: (Sub ESR E12.1). Review of the key fundamental theoretical principles in terrestrial science as they apply to a system of interest. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]
**Competency Level: Understanding**

ii. Hour 2: (Sub ESR E12.1). Comprehend key fundamental theoretical principles in terrestrial science as they apply to a system of interest. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]

**Competency Level: Application**

iii. Hour 3: (Sub ESR E12.1). Given a case study apply key fundamental theoretical principles in terrestrial science as they apply to the system of interest. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

iv. Hour 4: (Sub ESR E12.2). Describe key system characteristics of the system of interest [1] [7]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

v. Hour 5: (Sub ESR E12.2). Understand key system characteristics of the system of interest [1] [7]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

vi. Hour 6: (Sub ESR E12.3). Identify the key elements of the environment to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

vii. Hour 7: (Sub ESR E12.3). Identify the key elements of the environment to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16]

**Competency Level: General Awareness and Application**

viii. Hour 8: (Sub ESR E12.4). Describe and demonstrate the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system of interest in the environment. [17] [18] [19]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

ix. Hour 9: (Sub ESR E12.4). Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system of interest in the environment. [17] [18] [19]

**Competency Level: Application**

x. Hour 10: (Sub ESR E12.4). Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system of interest in the environment. [17] [18] [19]

**Competency Level: Application**

xi. Hour 11: (Sub ESR E12.4). Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system of interest in the environment. [17] [18] [19]
**Competency Level: Mastery**

xii. Hour 12: (Sub ESR E12.4). Given a case study, apply or analyze the effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system of interest in the environment. [17] [18] [19]

**Competency Level: General Awareness**

xiii. Hour 13: (Sub ESR E12.5). Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of the system of interest with the environment (terrain database compatibility, line-of-sight, weather,). [2] [5] [19] [20] [6]

**Competency Level: Understanding**

xiv. Hour 14: (Sub ESR E12.5). Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of the system of interest with the environment (terrain database compatibility, line-of-sight, weather,). [2] [5] [19] [20] [6]

**Competency Level: Application**

xv. Hour 15: (Sub ESR E12.5). Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of the system of interest with the environment (terrain database compatibility, line-of-sight, weather,). [2] [5] [19] [20] [6]

**Competency Level: Application**

xvi. Hour 16: (Sub ESR E12.5). Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of the system of interest with the environment (terrain database compatibility, line-of-sight, weather,). [2] [5] [19] [20] [6]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xvii. Hour 17: (Sub ESR E12.5). Given a case study, apply or analyze key M&S issues related to interaction of the system of interest with the environment (terrain database compatibility, line-of-sight, weather,). [2] [5] [19] [20] [6]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xviii. Hour 18: (Sub ESR E12.6). Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation in an environment that is sufficiently different from its intended use. [17] [21]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xix. Hour 19: (Sub ESR E12.6). Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation in an environment that is sufficiently different from its intended use. [17] [21]
**Competency Level: Mastery**

xx. Hour 20: (Sub ESR E12.6). Given a case study, analyze the VV&A implications of using a simulation in an environment that is sufficiently different from its intended use. [17] [21]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxi. Hour 21: (Sub ESR E12.7). Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements. [22] [23] [24]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxii. Hour 22: (Sub ESR E12.7). Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements. [22] [23] [24]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxiii. Hour 23: (Sub ESR E12.7). Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support program milestone decision requirements. [22] [23] [24]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxiv. Hour 24: (Sub ESR E12.8). Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements. [24] [25] [26]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxv. Hour 25: (Sub ESR E12.8). Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements. [24] [25] [26]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxvi. Hour 26: (Sub ESR E12.8). Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements. [24] [25] [26]

**Competency Level: Mastery**

xxvii. Hour 27: (Sub ESR E12.8). Given a case study, analyze if the environmental factors are modeled in sufficient detail to support T&E requirements. [24] [25] [26]

14) Proposed references and texts:


[18] Miller, Dale K., Kent Cauble, David Bakeman, Lockheed Martin Information Systems Advanced Simulation 3605 132nd Ave.SE, Suite 400, Bellevue, WA. 98—6, Center, Mark Torpey, Bill Helfinistine, Lockheed Martin Information Systems Advanced Simulation Center, 164 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington, MA., Andy Ceranowicz, Alion Science and Technology, P. O. Box 72, Stow. MA 01775, Extensions to the CTDB Format to Support Joint Experimentation. Retrieved from ddmiller@lads.is.lmco.com, kcauble@lads.is.lmco.com, dbakeman@lads.is.lmco.com, mtorpey@lads.is.lmco.com, bhelf@lads.is.lmco.com, acaranowicz@alionscience.com.


George Mason University

1) Course name: M&S in the Acquisition Process, Part 1

2) Course coordinator / point of contact and contact information
Jim Campbell, GMU, jcampbell@alionscience.com, 703-933-3356

3) Course description: At the completion of this course, students will be able to describe the Pre-Acquisition M&S activities, and the M&S used in the initial phases of the Acquisition Life Cycle, using the progression of different modeling and simulation applications in use in each phase as a benchmark. They will be able to identify a particular tool and apply it appropriately to the correct point in the lifecycle and relate specific tools to the decision points that separate the acquisition phases. This course is presented at the application level. For courses at the understanding or general awareness level, time can be reduced and practical application periods deleted.

4) Modules incorporated into Course This course incorporates ESRs A1, A2, P1, and P9.

5) ESRs that the course supports This course incorporates ESRs A1 (Describe the types, role and value of formal Modeling and Simulations, and their various characterizations for application to systems management, particularly with regard to design, testing, training, production, cost estimation, manning, and logistical simulations.); A2 (Understand the critical decisions in the acquisition lifecycle and how/what M&S is used to inform those decisions in order to reduce the time resources and risk associated with the acquisition process.); P1 (Describe the role of modeling and simulation prior to the concept decision to identify and quantify capability gaps and to estimate how well new program concepts might address those gaps.); and P9 (Know models and simulations used in a given phase of the acquisition process, their inputs and outputs, and their capabilities and limitations.).

6) Prerequisites: ACQ 101, ACQ 201, Essentials of Modeling and Simulation (MSCO on line orientation: http://ems.dmso.mil/)

7) Course maturity: Some of the course material is presently taught in a different format in the GMU CPE course and in the MSIAC MSSOC.

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated 24 hours, 1 three-day session

9) Proposed Delivery face-to-face, or VTC; resident, or customer’s site

10) Proposed references and texts:
   a) Acquisition M&S Course Bibliography:


b) Publications and Regulations


iv) DoD Instruction 5000.61, DoD Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Verification, Validation, and Accreditation (VV&A), 13 May 2003

v) Defense Acquisition Guidebook, Version 1.0, 17 October 2004

c) Joint Chiefs

i) CJCSI 3170.01F, Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System, 1 May 2007

ii) CJCSM 3170.01C, Operation of the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development system, 1 May 2007
d) Services
   i) AR 70-1, Army Acquisition Policy, 31 December 2003
   ii) AR 5-11, Management of Army Models & Simulations, 1 February 2005
   iii) DA PAM 5-11, Verification, Validation and Accreditation of Army Models and Simulations, 30 September 1999
   iv) DA PAM 5-12, Simulation Support Planning and Plans, 2 March 2005
   v) DA Pam 70-3, Army Acquisition Procedures, 15 July 1999
   vi) SECNAVINST 5000.2C, [Operation of the Defense Acquisition System], 19 November 2004
   vii) SECNAVINST 5200.38A, Department Of The Navy Modeling And Simulation Program, 28 February 2002
   viii) OPNAVINST 5200.34, Navy Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Management, 28 May 2002
   x) AFPD 63-1 Capabilities-Based Acquisition System, 10 July 2003
   xi) AFI 63-101, Operations Of Capabilities Based Acquisition System, 29 July 2005
   xii) AFPD 16-10 Modeling And Simulation (M&S) Management, 30 January 1995
   xiii) AFI 16-1002, Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Support to Acquisition, 1 June 2000
   xiv) Department of Defense Acquisition Modeling and Simulation Master Plan, 17 April, 2006

11) Course learning objectives:
   a) A1.1: List the three types of models
   b) A1.2: Describe the purpose and characteristics of each type of model
   c) A1.3: List the three types of simulations
   d) A1.4: Describe the purpose and characteristics of each type of simulation
   e) A1.5: Describe how M&S is used in systems design
f) A1.9: Describe how M&S is used in systems cost estimation

g) A1.10: Describe how M&S is used in systems manpower integration

h) A2.1: Identify the six critical decisions in the acquisition lifecycle.
i) A2.2: Describe primary and secondary types of M&S functions that support each critical decision.
j) A2.3: Identify the intended use of each type of M&S supporting the six critical decisions.
k) A2.4: Identify representative examples of each type of M&S supporting the six critical decisions.

l) P1.1: Describe the JCIDS process prior to the Concept Decision.
m) P1.2: Identify the three types of Functional Analyses.
n) P1.3: Describe how M&S is used in each level of Functional Analysis.
o) P1.4: Identify the components of DOTMLPF.
p) P1.5: Describe how M&S is used for DOTMLPF determinations.
q) P9.1: Identify the five phases of the acquisition life cycle.
r) P9.2: Identify the principal M&S applications used in each of the five phases of the acquisition life cycle.
s) P9.3: Describe representative examples of M&S used for each type of application in each phase of the acquisition life cycle.
t) P9.4: List the inputs, outputs, capabilities and limitations of each example M&S.

12) Course assessment plan: Examination, quiz, and practical exercise.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference. For example:
1) Hour one: Overview And Orientation (course notes and syllabus) A1.1- A1.4
2)hour two: Overview And Orientation (course notes and syllabus) A1.1- A1.4 A2.1- P9.1
3) Hour three: M&S in support of the Concept Decision (course notes and syllabus) A2.2-4
4) Hour four: Functional Analyses I (course notes and syllabus) P1.1-3
5) Hour five: Functional Analyses II (course notes and syllabus) P1.1-3
6) Hour six: DOTMLPF considerations (course notes and syllabus) P1.4, P1.5
7) Hour seven: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) P1 all
8) Hour eight: Quiz and review
9) Hour nine: M&S in Concept Refinement (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4
10) Hour ten: M&S in support of the Milestone A Decision (course notes and syllabus) A2.2-4
11) Hour eleven: M&S in system cost estimation and MANPRINT (course notes and syllabus) A1.9-10
12) Hour twelve: Practical application Concept Refinement Phase(course notes and syllabus)
13) Hour thirteen: Practical application Concept Refinement Phase(course notes and syllabus)
14) Hour fourteen: M&S in Technology Development (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4
15) Hour fifteen: M&S in support of the Milestone B Decision (course notes and syllabus) A2.2-4
16) Hour sixteen: M&S in system design (course notes and syllabus) A1.5
17) Hour seventeen: Practical application Technology Development (course notes and syllabus)
18) Hour eighteen: Practical application Technology Development (course notes and syllabus)
19) Hour nineteen: M&S in System Development (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4
20) Hour twenty: M&S in System Development (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4
21) Hour twenty-one: M&S in support of the Milestone B Decision (course notes and syllabus) A2.2-4
22) Hour twenty-two: M&S in system training acquisition (course notes and syllabus) A1.7
23) Hour twenty-three: Practical application (course notes and syllabus)
24) Hour twenty-four: Examination and summary (course notes and syllabus) A1, A2, P1, and P9
1) Course name: M&S in the Acquisition Process, Part 2

2) Course coordinator / point of contact and contact information
   Jim Campbell, GMU, jcampbell@alionscience.com, 703-933-3356

3) Course description: At the completion of this course, students will be able to describe
   the M&S used in the final phases of the Acquisition Life Cycle, using the progression
   of different modeling and simulation applications in use in each phase as a
   benchmark. They will be able to identify a particular tool and apply it appropriately
   to the correct point in the lifecycle and relate specific tools to the decision points that
   separate the acquisition phases. They will be able to identify sustainment and training
   support M&S for a representative system. This course is presented at the application
   level. For courses at the understanding or general awareness level, time can be
   reduced and practical application periods deleted.

4) Modules incorporated into Course: This course incorporates ESRs A1, A2, P2, and
   P9.

5) ESRs that the course supports This course incorporates ESRs A1 (Describe the types,
   role and value of formal Modeling and Simulations, and their various
   characterizations for application to systems management, particularly with regard to
   design, testing, training, production, cost estimation, manning, and logistical
   simulations.); A2 (Understand the critical decisions in the acquisition lifecycle and
   how/what M&S is used to inform those decisions in order to reduce the time
   resources and risk associated with the acquisition process.); P2 (Assess the costs,
   benefits, and risks of using physical testing, modeling and simulation, and historical
   data to provide information for acquisition decisions.); and P9 (Know models and
   simulations used in a given phase of the acquisition process, their inputs and outputs,
   and their capabilities and limitations.).

6) Prerequisites: ACQ 101, ACQ 201, Course 1A (incorporating ESRs A1, A2, P1, and
   P9).

7) Course maturity: Some of the course material is presently taught in a different format
   in the GMU CPE course and in the MSIAC MSSOC.

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated 24 hours, 1 three-day session

9) Proposed Delivery face-to-face, or VTC; resident, or customer’s site

10) Proposed references and texts:

e) Acquisition M&S Course Bibliography:

   i) Committee on Modeling and Simulation for Defense Transformation,
   National Research Council. Defense Modeling, Simulation, and Analysis:


f) Publications and Regulations


iv) DoD Instruction 5000.61, DoD Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Verification, Validation, and Accreditation (VV&A), 13 May 2003

v) Defense Acquisition Guidebook, Version 1.0, 17 October 2004

g) Joint Chiefs

i) CJCSI 3170.01F, Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System, 1 May 2007

ii) CJCSM 3170.01C, Operation of the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development system, 1 May 2007
h) Services

i) AR 70-1, Army Acquisition Policy, 31 December 2003

ii) AR 5-11, Management of Army Models & Simulations, 1 February 2005

iii) DA PAM 5-11, Verification, Validation and Accreditation of Army Models and Simulations, 30 September 1999

iv) DA PAM 5-12, Simulation Support Planning and Plans, 2 March 2005

v) DA Pam 70-3, Army Acquisition Procedures, 15 July 1999

vi) SECNAVINST 5000.2C, [Operation of the Defense Acquisition System], 19 November 2004

vii) SECNAVINST 5200.38A, Department Of The Navy Modeling And Simulation Program, 28 February 2002

viii) OPNAVINST 5200.34, Navy Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Management, 28 May 2002


x) AFPD 63-1 Capabilities-Based Acquisition System, 10 July 2003

xi) AFI 63-101, Operations Of Capabilities Based Acquisition System, 29 July 2005

xii) AFPD 16-10 Modeling And Simulation (M&S) Management, 30 January 1995

xiii) AFI 16-1002, Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Support to Acquisition, 1 June 2000

xiv) Department of Defense Acquisition Modeling and Simulation Master Plan, 17 April, 2006

11) Course learning objectives:
   a) A1.1: List the three types of models
   b) A1.2: Describe the purpose and characteristics of each type of model
   c) A1.3: List the three types of simulations
   d) A1.4: Describe the purpose and characteristics of each type of simulation
   e) A1.5: Describe how M&S is used in systems design
   f) A1.9: Describe how M&S is used in systems cost estimation
g) A1.10: Describe how M&S is used in systems manpower integration

h) A2.1: Identify the six critical decisions in the acquisition lifecycle.

i) A2.2: Describe primary and secondary types of M&S functions that support each critical decision.

j) A2.3: Identify the intended use of each type of M&S supporting the six critical decisions.

k) A2.4: Identify representative examples of each type of M&S supporting the six critical decisions.

l) P2.1: Describe the cost of physical testing vis a vis modeling and simulation, and historical data analysis

m) P2.2: Describe the benefits of physical testing vis a vis modeling and simulation, and historical data analysis

n) P2.3: Describe the risks of physical testing vis a vis modeling and simulation, and historical data analysis

o) P2.4: Describe how physical test, M&S and historical data can be combined to provide effective decision support

p) P9.1: Identify the five phases of the acquisition life cycle.

q) P9.2: Identify the principal M&S applications used in each of the five phases of the acquisition life cycle.

r) P9.3: Describe representative examples of M&S used for each type of application in each phase of the acquisition life cycle.

s) P9.4: List the inputs, outputs, capabilities and limitations of each example M&S.

12) Course assessment plan: Examination, quiz, and practical exercise.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference. For example:

   1) Hour one: M&S in System Development and Demonstration (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4

   2) Hour two: M&S in support of the Milestone C Decision (course notes and syllabus) A2.2-4

   3) Hour three: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) P9, A2

   4) Hour four: Cost considerations for test vs M&S (course notes and syllabus) P2.1

   5) Hour five: Benefits for test vs M&S (course notes and syllabus) P2.2

   6) Hour six: Risk considerations for test vs M&S (course notes and syllabus) P2.3

   7) Hour seven: Efficient Continuum of test and M&S (course notes and syllabus) P2.4

   8) Hour eight: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) P2 all

   9) Hour nine: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) P2 all

10) Hour ten: Quiz and review

11) Hour eleven: M&S in Production and Deployment (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4

12) Hour twelve: M&S in support of the Full Rate Production Decision (course notes and syllabus) A2.2-4

13) Hour thirteen: M&S in system testing (course notes and syllabus) A1.6
14) Hour fourteen: M&S in system testing (course notes and syllabus) A1.6
15) Hour fifteen: M&S in system production (course notes and syllabus) A1.8
16) Hour sixteen: Practical application Production and Deployment (course notes and syllabus)
17) Hour seventeen: Practical application Production and Deployment (course notes and syllabus)
18) Hour eighteen M&S in System Sustainment (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4
19) Hour nineteen: M&S in system training (course notes and syllabus) A1.7
20) Hour twenty: M&S in system support (course notes and syllabus)
    A1.11 M&S in System Development (course notes and syllabus) P9.2-4
21) Hour twenty-one: Practical application (course notes and syllabus) notes and syllabus) A2.2-4
22) Hour twenty-two: Practical application (course notes and syllabus)
23) Hour twenty-three: Examination and summary (course notes and syllabus) A1, A2, P2, and P9
24) Hour twenty-four: Examination and summary (course notes and syllabus) A1, A2, P2, and P9
1) Course name: **M&S Resources and Support for the Acquisition Process**

2) Course coordinator / point of contact and contact information
   Jim Campbell, GMU, jcampbell@alionscience.com, 703-933-3356

3) Course description (from school catalog, e.g.) At the completion of this course, students will be able to identify M&S support resources, access them and apply the information to make better M&S decisions. They will be able to apply principles of Verification, Validation and Accreditation to the process of insuring credibility of their M&S efforts and understand the roles and responsibilities of the key players in the VV&A process. This course is presented at the application level. For courses at the understanding or general awareness level, time can be reduced and practical application periods deleted.

4) Modules incorporated into Course
   This course incorporates the modules that include ESRs A5, A6, and P10

5) ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery. This course incorporates ESRs A5, A6, and P10

6) Prerequisites: The prerequisite for this course is the M&S in the Acquisition Process course which encompasses ESRs A1, A2, P1, P2, and P9.

7) Course maturity: has it been taught, and if so, a brief history

8) Number of contact hours and pace contemplated
   16 hours in 1 two-day session.

9) Proposed Delivery: face-to-face, or VTC; resident, or customer’s site; on-line

10) Proposed references and texts


   b) DoD 5000.59-P, Department of Defense Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Master Plan, October 1995

   c) Department of Defense Acquisition Modeling and Simulation Master Plan, 17 April, 2006


f) AR 5-11, Management of Army Models & Simulations, 1 February 2005

g) OPNAVINST 5200.34, Navy Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Management, 28 May 2002

h) AFPD 16-10 Modeling And Simulation (M&S) Management, 30 January 1995DoD Instruction 5000.61, DoD Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Verification, Validation, and Accreditation (VV&A), 13 May 2003

i) DA PAM 5-11, Verification, Validation, & Accreditation of Army Models & Simulations, 30 September 1999

j) SECNAVINST 5200.40, Verification, Validation, and Accreditation (VV&A) of Models and Simulations, 19 April 1999

k) Air Force Instruction 16-1001, Verification, Validation and Accreditation (VV&A) 1 June 1996


m) Department of the Navy Modeling and Simulation Verification, Validation and Accreditation Implementation Handbook, Volume I, VV&A Framework, 30 March 2004

11) Course learning objectives (and, again, where appropriate their mapping to the project ESRs identified in (4)).

A5.1: Identify the DoD and service M&S structure and organizations
A5.2: Describe the M&S Communities
A5.3: Describe the role of the M&S Information Analysis Center (MSIAC)
A5.4: Describe the role of the MSIAC helpdesk and how to contact it for information
A5.5: List the M&S Coordination Agents
A5.6: List other M&S resources
A6.1: Describe the purpose of the MSRR
A6.2: Demonstrate proficiency in logging on to the various MSRRs
A6.3: Locate information in the MSRR for a specific model, simulation, data source, algorithm, or resource
A6.4: Describe the DoD philosophy of M&S reuse
P10.1: Define the terms “verification,” “validation,” and “accreditation”
P10.2: Describe the purpose and expectations of VV&A
P10.3: Identify the VV&A key players
P10.4: Describe the VV&A key players roles and responsibilities
P10.5: Identify the documentation required in the VV&A process
P10.6: Identify the four categories of VV&A techniques
P10.7: Describe representative VV&A techniques from each category
P10.8: List pertinent VV&A references for DOD and representative services

12) Course assessment plan (projects, exams, papers, etc.) Examination and practical exercise.

13) Topic list by hour of instruction and reference. For example:
1) Hour one: Introduction and overview (course notes and syllabus) A A5.1, P10.1- P10.3, P10.8
2) Hour two: M&S communities and resources (course notes and syllabus), A5.2, A5.5, A5.6
3) Hour three: MSIAC (course notes and syllabus) A5.3, A5.4
4) Hour four: Introduction to the MSRR (MSMP) A6.1, A6.4
5) Hour five: Practical exercise (course notes and syllabus) A6.2, A6.3
6) Hour six: Practical exercise (course notes and syllabus) A6.2, A6.3
7) Hour seven: VV&A Roles and Responsibilities (course notes and syllabus) P10.4
8) Hour eight: Practical Exercise on VV&A Roles and Responsibilities (course notes and syllabus) P10.4
9) Hour nine: VV&A Documentation Requirements (course notes and syllabus) P10.5
10) Hour ten: Practical Exercise (course notes and syllabus) P10.5
11) Hour eleven: VV&A Techniques (course notes and syllabus) P10.6, P10.7
12) Hour twelve: VV&A Techniques (course notes and syllabus) P10.6, P10.7
13) Hour thirteen: Practical Exercise (course notes and syllabus) P10 all
14) Hour fourteen: Practical Exercise (course notes and syllabus) P10 all
15) Hour fifteen: Examination and summary (course notes and syllabus)
16) Hour sixteen: Examination and summary (course notes and syllabus)

14) Additional Requirements: This module requires student access to computers and internet connections.
Johns Hopkins University

Course Name: Structural Mechanics, Shock and Vibration

Course coordinator:
Matt Lear, PhD
MS 25-262
11100 Johns Hopkins Rd.
Laurel, MD 20723

Course description:
Describe the fundamentals of thermodynamics and heat transfer with applications to modeling and simulation in engineering power cycles, propulsion and auxiliary system cycle analysis and design.

Modules incorporated into Course: E1

ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery
1 Key fundamental theoretical principles in structural engineering
   Competency Level: General Awareness

2 Role and benefits of M&S in structural engineering, particularly Finite Element Analysis
   Competency Level: General Awareness

3 Key elements of the system and component subsystem to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use
   Competency Level: Understanding

4 Effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system and components subsystems
   Competency Level: Understanding

Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: Understanding of college-level chemistry and physics.

Course maturity: None

Number of contact hours and pace contemplated:
• One 8 classroom hour short course OR

Proposed delivery methods:
• Face-to-face or on-line

Module learning objectives:
E1.1 Basic concepts of structural mechanics and the uses of Finite Element Analysis
E1.2 Overview of element formulations and pitfalls
E1.3 Modeling errors and accuracy
E1.4 Computational techniques to solve common engineering problems and appropriateness
E1.5 Limitations of finite elements and other methods

Course learning objectives:
Understanding thermal aspects of military systems and how M&S is employed as a part of system verification, validation and test.
• This includes an understanding of the basic fundamentals of finite element analysis as a tool to assess system structures.
• Mastery to be demonstrated by a satisfactory score on unit quizzes and final project.

Course assessment plan:
• Satisfactory completion of course workbook and project material

Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>Subject Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 Hour</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Basic concepts of structural mechanics and Finite Element Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Finite Element Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 Hour</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Overview of finite element formulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Capabilities and pitfalls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 Hours</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Finite element modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Commonly used applications and tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Model accuracy and errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3 Hours</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Computational techniques to solve common engineering problems and appropriateness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Structural elasticity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Applications in aerospace, civil and mechanical engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Other industrial applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 Hour</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Limitations of finite elements and other methods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Competency Levels:
GA = General Awareness
U = Understanding
A = Application
M = Mastery
Course Name: Fluid Dynamics and Weapon Systems

Course coordinator:
Dr. Bo Cybyk and Dr. Ashish Nedungadi
MS 25-219
11100 Johns Hopkins Rd.
Laurel, MD 20723

Course description:
Describe the fundamentals of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) with applications to modeling and simulation and Fluid dynamics of subsonic and supersonic weapons, warheads and their effects.

Modules incorporated into Course: E2

ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery

1. Philosophy of CFD and its role in the triad of experimental, theoretical, and numerical approaches

2. Basic governing equations for fluid dynamics, including inviscid and viscous forms suitable for CFD

3. Classes and behavior of partial differential equations; finite difference and finite volume formulations; and stability and convergence

4. Grid generation and the primary types (structured, unstructured, overset, etc.)

5. Basic CFD techniques for incompressible and compressible flows

6. Solutions of the Euler, Boundary Layer, Parabolized Navier-Stokes, and full Navier-Stokes equations in the context of subsonic and supersonic weapon applications

7. Modeling of turbulent flows, unsteady flows, and high-temperature flows in the context of subsonic and supersonic weapon applications

8. Flow visualization and data analysis techniques

9. Validation and verification methodologies using experimental, theoretical, and numerical data

10. Future of CFD in research and engineering
**Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:**
Understanding of college-level physics and mathematics. A basic understanding of partial differential equations would be desired.

**Course maturity:** None

**Number of contact hours and pace contemplated:**
- 10 three-four classroom hour sessions OR
- One 32 classroom hour short course OR
- This could also be broken up into two short courses
  - Basic course consisting of modules E2.1 through E2.5. (16 classroom hours)
  - Advanced numerical methods course would follow-on to the basic course. This would include E2.6 through E2.10 (16 classroom hours).

**Proposed delivery methods:**
- Face-to-face or on-line

**Course objectives:**
Understanding the various aspects of computational fluid dynamics and the proper use of CFD for military systems and how M&S is employed as a part of system verification, validation and test.
- This includes an understanding of the basic fundamentals of governing equations of fluid motion.
- Students will review how fluid dynamics affect military systems in tactical operations.
- Students will learn the basic steps involved in going from a CAD geometry model to final analysis of the CFD solution for applications that are relevant for military systems.
- Students will learn how to construct a good CFD models (including grids, initial conditions, and boundary conditions) for numerical analysis and how to minimize potential sources of error.
- Mastery to be demonstrated by a satisfactory score on unit quizzes and final project.

**Course assessment plan:**
- Satisfactory completion of course workbook and project material

**Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESR #</th>
<th>ESR Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>Fluid Dynamics and Weapon Systems - Understand the basics of computational fluid dynamics for CFD application and use for M&amp;S. Fluid dynamics of subsonic and supersonic weapons, warheads and their effects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.1 Philosophy of CFD and its role in the triad of experimental, theoretical, and numerical approaches</td>
<td>2 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.2 Basic governing equations for fluid dynamics, including inviscid and viscous forms suitable for CFD</td>
<td>4 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.3 Classes and behavior of partial differential equations; finite difference and finite volume formulations; and stability and convergence</td>
<td>2 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.4 Grid generation and the primary types (structured, unstructured, overset, etc.)</td>
<td>4 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.5 Basic CFD techniques for incompressible and compressible flows</td>
<td>4 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.6 Solutions of the Euler, Boundary Layer, Parabolized Navier-Stokes, and full Navier-Stokes equations in the context of subsonic and supersonic weapon applications</td>
<td>2 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.7 Modeling of turbulent flows, unsteady flows, and high-temperature flows in the context of subsonic and supersonic weapon applications</td>
<td>4 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.8 Flow visualization and data analysis techniques</td>
<td>4 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.9 Validation and verification methodologies using experimental, theoretical, and numerical data</td>
<td>4 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2.10 Future of CFD in research and engineering</td>
<td>2 hr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Competency Levels:
GA = General Awareness
U = Understanding
A = Application
M = Mastery
**Course Name:** Guidance, Navigation, and Control

**Course coordinator:**
Wayne Elliott
MS 24-E288
11100 Johns Hopkins Rd.
Laurel, MD 20723

**Course description:**
Describe the basic principles of guidance, navigation and control used in military systems that apply modeling and simulation as part of system verification, validation, test and evaluation.

**Modules incorporated into Course:** E3

**ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery**

1. Key fundamental theoretical principles in systems engineering  
   *Competency Level:* General Awareness

2. Role and benefits of M&S in systems engineering  
   *Competency Level:* General Awareness

3. Key system characteristics of the system and component subsystems of interest  
   *Competency Level:* General Awareness

4. Key elements of the system and component subsystem to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use  
   *Competency Level:* General Awareness

5. Effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system and components subsystems  
   *Competency Level:* Application

6. Role of component-based and distributed simulation as it applies to the system and component subsystems  
   *Competency Level:* Application

7. M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within a larger system  
   *Competency Level:* Application

8. VV&A implication of using a simulation of a system that is sufficiently different from its intended use  
   *Competency Level:* Application
9 Level of model detail for system and component subsystems to support program milestone decision requirements  
*Competency Level: Mastery*

10 Level of model detail for system and component subsystems to support T&E requirements  
*Competency Level: Mastery*

**Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:** None

**Course maturity:** None

**Number of contact hours and pace contemplated:**
One 38 hour short course  
This course could also be broken into two short courses.

- Basic course E3.1, E3.5, E3.8, E3.9 (18 classroom hours)
- Advanced course would include all modules.

**Proposed delivery methods:**

- Face-to-face or on-line

**Module learning objectives:**

E3.1 Provide a basic introduction of guidance, navigation and control as they apply to military applications.

E3.2 Provide an introduction of the types and usage of modeling and simulation for military systems that use guidance, control and navigation (Prerequisite: E3.1 or equivalent knowledge)

E3.3 Identify the use of M&S tools to simulate guidance, navigation and control applications. (Prerequisite: E3.1 or appropriate knowledge)

E3.4 Introduce the application of hardware in the loop simulation for guidance, navigation and control systems.

E3.5 Introduce the uses of M&S to evaluate guidance, navigation and control systems.

E3.6 Introduction to using M&S to predict performance.

E3.7 Introduction to M&S, VV&A as it applied to guidance, navigation and control

E3.8 Present the uses of M&S in guidance, navigation and control systems to support program decisions.
E3.9 Present the uses of M&S for guidance, navigation and control to support T&E requirements.

Course learning objectives:
Understanding of guidance, navigation and control and how M&S is employed as a part of acquisition, system verification, validation, accreditation and test.
• This includes a basic understanding of the fundamentals of guidance, navigation and control.
• Students will review types of models and simulations and their appropriate usage.
• Students will also gain insight into hardware in the loop simulation and limitations of various simulation techniques.
• Mastery to be demonstrated by a satisfactory score on unit quizzes and final project.

Course assessment plan:
• Satisfactory completion of course workbook and project material

Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>Subject Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1       | 10   | GA | Fundamentals of guidance, navigation and control  
Topics include:  
- Tactical Guidance and Navigation  
  o Proportional Navigation  
  o Equations for Modeling  
  o Sample Applications  
  o Zero Effort Miss  
  o Alternate Tactical Guidance Schemes  
  o Implementation Issues and M&S  
- Strategic Guidance and Navigation  
  o Lambert Guidance  
  o Equations of Motion  
  o Gravitational Model  
  o Coordinate Systems |
| 2       | 4    | GA | Types and usage of M&S for guidance, navigation and control.  
Topics include:  
- Introduction of inertial instruments  
  o Accelerometers, rate gyros, stellar monitors, strapdown systems, IMU, GPS  
  o Introduction to guidance, navigation and control error sources and models  
- Model fidelity  
- Simulation structures |
| 3       | 4    | U  | Identify the use of M&S tools to simulate guidance, navigation and control. This includes:  
- Whole value verses error modeling. |
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>4 Hours</strong></td>
<td><strong>U</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Introduce the application of hardware in the loop simulation for guidance, navigation and control systems. Review the associated hardware elements used in HWIL.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
<td><strong>4 Hours</strong></td>
<td><strong>U</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|   | Introduce the uses of M&S to evaluate guidance, navigation and control systems. This includes:  
|   |   |   |
|   | • Single instance characteristics  
|   | • Monte Carlo techniques  
|   | • Modeling errors in Kalman Filters  
|   | • Limitations of evaluation using M&S |
| **6** | **4 Hours** | **A** |
|   |   |   |
|   | Introduction to using M&S in conjunction with error models to predict performance in untested regimes. Topics include:  
|   |   |   |
|   | • Necessary detail of underlying models  
|   | • Model propagation techniques  
|   | • Sensitivity matrices, error partials  
|   | • Limitations of predictive capability |
| **7** | **4 Hours** | **A** |
|   |   |   |
|   | Introduction of M&S VV&A as it applied to guidance, navigation and control.  
|   |   |   |
|   | • Necessity of accredited simulations  
|   | • Differences between validation and accreditation  
|   | • Organizations responsible for components of VV&A |
| **8** | **2 Hours** | **M** |
|   |   |   |
|   | Present the uses of M&S in systems engineering of military systems and guidance, navigation and control systems in order to support program decisions. This includes cost, schedule and effectiveness of M&S in predicting performance. |
| **9** | **2 Hours** | **M** |
|   |   |   |
|   | Present the uses of M&S for guidance, navigation and control to support T&E requirements including establishing test cases, test sizing, test instrumentation, facility, equipment and personnel planning. |

**Competency Levels:**  
GA = General Awareness  
U = Understanding  
A = Application  
M = Mastery

- Proposed references and texts:  
  - TBS
Course Name: Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer

Course coordinator:
Don King, PE
MS 25-217
11100 Johns Hopkins Rd.
Laurel, MD 20723

Course description:
Describe the fundamentals of thermodynamics and heat transfer with applications to modeling and simulation in engineering power cycles, propulsion and auxiliary system cycle analysis and design.

Modules incorporated into Course: E4

ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery

1. Governing equations of mass, momentum, energy conservation (1st Law and 2nd Law) and heat transfer (conduction, convection, and radiation).
   Competency Level:

2. Physical properties and constitutive relationships
   Competency Level:

3. Thermodynamic cycles
   Competency Level:

4. Combustion and chemical reactions
   Competency Level:

5. Power cycle applications: steam power cycle, refrigeration, heat pumps, turbines, rockets and jets, and internal combustion engines
   Competency Level:

6. Heat transfer applications: Aerodynamic heating, IR signature, satellite heating and cooling, engine cooling, electronics cooling, HVAC, solar heating, phase change
   Competency Level:

7. Numerical solution techniques such as finite difference, finite volume, and finite element
   Competency Level:

8. Application and limitations of finite element method to heat transfer problems
   Competency Level:

9. Chemical reaction and combustion numerical methods
**Competency Level:**

10 Other simulation methods

**Competency Level:**

**Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:**
Understanding of college-level chemistry and physics.

**Course maturity:** None

**Number of contact hours and pace contemplated:**
- 14 three classroom hour sessions OR
- One 40 classroom hour short course OR
- This could also be broken up into two short courses
  - Basic course consisting of modules E4.1 through E4.6. (25 classroom hours)
  - Advanced numerical methods course would follow-on to the basic course. This would include E4.7 through E4.10 (15 classroom hours).

**Proposed delivery methods:**
- Face-to-face or on-line

**Module learning objectives:**

E4.1 Provide a basic introduction of thermodynamics and heat transfer fundamentals and their application to the M&S of military systems.

E4.2 Provide a fundamental understanding of material properties of interest and their use in solving thermodynamic and heat transfer problems. (Prerequisite: E4.1 or appropriate knowledge).

E4.3 Introduce useful thermodynamic cycles and analysis approach to each and interpretation of results. (Prerequisite: E4.2 or appropriate knowledge).

E4.4 Identify chemical reactions (including combustion-based, non-combustion, and explosive reactions) of military interest. Provide understanding of analysis approach and interpretation of results. (Prerequisite: E4.3 or appropriate knowledge).

E4.5 Building on previous modules (E.4.1 to E4.4), solve example M&S problems focused on military applications of power cycles. (Prerequisite: E4.4 or appropriate knowledge)

E4.6 Building on previous modules (E.4.1 to E4.4), solve example M&S problems involving heat transfer in military systems. (Prerequisite: E4.4 or appropriate knowledge)
E4.7 Introduce a wide-range of numerical techniques and tools for solving thermodynamic and heat-transfer problems via M&S. (Prerequisite: E 4.5 and E4.6 or appropriate knowledge).

E4.8 Apply M&S numerical methods to solve heat transfer problems using examples from military systems. (Prerequisite: E4.7 or appropriate knowledge).

E4.9 Apply M&S numerical methods to solving combustion and chemical reaction problems using examples from military systems. (Prerequisite: E4.7 or appropriate knowledge).

E4.10 Discuss other relevant M&S methods and techniques. (Prerequisite: E4.7 or appropriate knowledge).

Course learning objectives:
Understanding thermal aspects of military systems and how M&S is employed as a part of system verification, validation and test.
- This includes an understanding of the basic fundamentals of thermodynamics and heat transfer.
- Students will review how thermal issues affect use of military systems in tactical operations.
- Students will learn how to construct a good model for M&S numerical analysis and how to minimize potential sources of error.
- Mastery to be demonstrated by a satisfactory score on unit quizzes and final project.

Course assessment plan:
- Satisfactory completion of course workbook and project material

Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>Subject Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1       | 3     | Hours | Overview and fundamentals of thermodynamics and heat transfer in M&S. Topics include:  
- Military applications  
- Control volumes  
- Conservation of mass and energy  
- Entropy  
- Heat transfer modes |
| 2       | 2     | Hours | Material properties necessary for heat transfer and thermodynamic calculations. Topics include:  
- Intrinsic vs. extrinsic properties  
- Thermodynamic properties  
- Heat transfer properties |
| 3       | 3     | Hours | Thermodynamic cycles. This includes:  
- Heat engine cycles  
- Refrigeration cycles  
- Combustion and compression |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 4      | 3     | Heat exchangers
|        |       | Combustion and chemical reactions. Topics include:  
|        |       | - Combustion  
|        |       | - Explosive reactions  
|        |       | - Non-combustion chemical reactions |
| 5      | 6     | Discuss M&S of various cycles encountered in military systems. Topics to include:  
|        |       | - Power generation cycles  
|        |       | - Refrigeration and heat pumps  
|        |       | - Engine cycles (rocket, jet, and internal combustion) |
| 6      | 8     | Discuss M&S of various military heat transfer problems. Example problems to include:  
|        |       | - Electronics cooling  
|        |       | - Aerodynamic heating  
|        |       | - IR signature of vehicles  
|        |       | - Satellite heating and cooling  
|        |       | - Engine cooling  
|        |       | - HVAC  
|        |       | - Solar heating  
|        |       | - Phase change |
| 7      | 3     | Introduce M&S numerical methods and modeling tools. Lay foundation for following sessions. |
| 8      | 9     | Discuss application and limitations of using finite element method to solve heat transfer problems. Discuss appropriate model construction level of detail and approach. Discuss sensitivity and error analysis methods. Example problems to include:  
|        |       | - Electronics cooling  
|        |       | - Aerodynamic heating  
|        |       | - IR signature of vehicles  
|        |       | - Satellite heating and cooling |
| 9      | 1.5   | Discuss M&S numerical methods to solve chemical reaction and combustion problems. Example problems to include:  
|        |       | - Propellant chemistry  
|        |       | - Rocket exhaust IR analysis |
| 10     | 1.5   | Introduce other M&S methods (primarily empirical). |

**Competency Levels:**  
GA = General Awareness  
U = Understanding  
A = Application  
M = Mastery
Course Name: Materials and Fabrication

Course coordinators:
Andrew M. Lennon
Michael Rooney
MS 13-N209
David Drewry
MS 25-N217
11100 Johns Hopkins Rd.
Laurel, MD 20723

Course description:
Describe the basic materials technology associated with manufacturing, welding and corrosion control. Have an introduction to composite, superconducting materials, and fiber optics as applied to M&S.

Modules incorporated into Course: E5

ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery

1. Key fundamental theoretical principles in materials science
   Competency Level: General Awareness

2. Role and benefits of M&S in materials science
   Competency Level: Application

3. Key characteristics of engineering materials of interest
   Competency Level: Understanding

4. Key characteristics of materials to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use
   Competency Level: Understanding

5. Effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of materials for the specific use
   Competency Level: Application

6. M&S issues related to interaction of materials within a larger system
   Competency Level: Application

7. Level of model detail for material testing to support program milestone decision requirements
   Competency Level: Application

8. Level of model detail for materials testing to support T&E requirements
Competency Level: Application

Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery: None

Course maturity: None

Number of contact hours and pace contemplated:
- 14 three classroom hour sessions OR
- One 40 classroom hour short course

Proposed delivery methods:
- Face-to-face or on-line

Module learning objectives:

E5.1 Provide a basic introduction and review of materials science, including discussion of stress/strain definitions and relationship and the different classes/types of materials and their uses. More detailed discussion of governing equations are covered in ESR E1.1.

E5.2 Discuss the fundamental behavior of metals, their methods of manufacture and the effect of fabrication parameters and other factors (e.g., strain rate, temperature) on their final properties. Discussions to include heat treatment, strain hardening and corrosion.

E5.3 Discuss the fundamental behavior of ceramics and glasses, their methods of manufacture and the effect of fabrication parameters and other factors on final properties.

E5.4 Discuss the fundamental behavior of polymeric materials, their methods of manufacture and the effect of fabrication parameters and environmental factors on final properties.

E5.5 Discuss the fundamental behavior of composite materials, their methods of manufacture and the effect of fabrication and other parameters on final properties.

E5.6 Discuss the manufacture and behavior of novel materials such as superconductors, fiber optics, etc.

E5.7 Provide a basic understanding of material joining techniques (i.e., welding, adhesive bonding, bolted joints) and methods of estimating/measuring their impact on interfacial and overall properties.
E5.8 Provide a general overview of testing methods for determining the various material properties used in M&S, including both quasi-static and dynamic/high-rate methods. Discussions will also be presented on detection and quantification of manufacturing and/or material defects and their impact on M&S, which will include an overview of NDE methods.

E5.9 Discuss general classes of material coatings and their applications, such as corrosion and wear prevention.

Course learning objectives:
Develop an understanding of materials science fundamentals relevant to materials selection for specific applications.
• Become familiar with different classes of engineering materials and their trade-offs associated with strength, toughness, corrosion-resistance, fabricability and cost.
• Learn M&S techniques for coupon-level evaluation materials properties.
• Gain an awareness of fabrication and joining techniques for different materials classes, as well as coatings for enhancing properties of the materials system.
• Demonstrate mastery of course objectives through unit quizzes and final examination.

Course assessment plan:
• Satisfactory completion of course workbook and project material

Topic list by hour of instruction and range of competency levels:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>Subject Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 Hours</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Introduction to materials science fundamentals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Definition of material stress and strain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Stress/strain relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Modulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Yield point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Toughness (strain energy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Ductility (elongation to break)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Multiaxial stress states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Hydrostatic pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Biaxial tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Tension-torsion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Deviatoric stress decomposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Material Anisotropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Classes of engineering materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Metals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Ceramics and glasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Polymeric materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Composites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Fiber reinforced composites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Particle reinforced composites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Specialty materials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2 | 6 Hours | GA thru U | Behavior of engineering metals  
* Work hardening  
* Heat treatment  
* Characteristics of Common Engineering Metals  
  * Common steels  
  * Alloy steels  
  * Stainless steels  
  * Non-Ferrous alloys  
    - Aluminum alloys  
    - Copper alloys  
    - Nickel alloys  
    - Magnesium alloys  
    - Specialty alloys  
* Corrosion  
  * Galvanic corrosion  
  * Pitting corrosion  
  * Stress corrosion cracking  
  * High temperature oxidation  
* Creep  
* Fabrication methods  
  * Casting  
  * Extrusion, rolling and forging  
  * Machining (milling, turning, grinding, EDM)  
  * Powder metallurgy |
|---|---|---|---|
| 3 | 2 Hours | GA thru U | Behavior of engineering ceramics and glasses  
* Brittle fracture  
* Griffith fracture criterion  
  * Flaw-dominated strength  
  * Cracking modes  
  * Fracture toughness  
* Fabrication techniques  
  * Casting  
  * Sintering  
  * Grinding |
| 4 | 3 Hours | GA thru U | Behavior of engineering polymers  
* Viscoelasticity and the complex modulus  
* Stress relaxation and creep  
* Glass transition  
* Thermal breakdown  
* Common polymeric materials  
  * Thermosets (e.g. bakelite)  
  * Thermoplastics (e.g. polycarbonate)  
* Fabrication techniques |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Course Format</th>
<th>Course Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 5      | 4     | GA thru U     | Behavior of engineering composite materials  
|        |       |               | - Resin matrix composites  
|        |       |               |   - Epoxies  
|        |       |               |   - Cyanate and Vinyl esters  
|        |       |               |   - Polyurethane  
|        |       |               | - Fiber Reinforcements  
|        |       |               |   - Fibers, tows and fabrics  
|        |       |               |   - E- and S-glass  
|        |       |               |   - Carbon  
|        |       |               | - Metal and Ceramic matrix composites  
|        |       |               | - Fabrication Techniques  
|        |       |               |   - VARTM  
|        |       |               |   - Press molding  
|        |       |               |   - Prepreg/Autoclave  
|        |       |               |   - Filament Winding  
|        |       |               |   - Pultrusion  |
| 6      | 2     | GA thru U     | Properties of novel materials  
|        |       |               | - Superconducting materials  
|        |       |               |   - Mechanical properties  
|        |       |               |   - Thermal properties  
|        |       |               |   - Fabrication process  
|        |       |               | - Optical fibers  
|        |       |               |   - Mechanical properties  
|        |       |               |   - Fabrication processes  
|        |       |               |   - Joining processes  |
| 7      | 4     | GA thru U     | Material joining techniques  
|        |       |               | - Welding  
|        |       |               |   - Filler material selection  
|        |       |               |   - Heat affected zone  
|        |       |               |   - Corrosion considerations  
|        |       |               | - Fasteners  
|        |       |               |   - Torque specification  
|        |       |               |   - Shear properties (bolt-shear, thread shear, substrate shear-out)  
|        |       |               |   - Corrosion considerations  
|        |       |               | - Adhesive bonding  |
| 8      | 10    | GA thru A     | Modeling and Simulation  
|        |       |               | - Mechanical test methods  
|        |       |               |   - Load frames  
|        |       |               |     - Tension, compression, shear  
|        |       |               |     - Bend testing  
<p>|        |       |               |     - Peel testing  |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9 Hours</th>
<th>Coatings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GA thru U</td>
<td>Paints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Powder coatings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Platings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conversion coatings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nitriding and carburization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thermal/plasma spray coatings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sputtered or vacuum deposited coatings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Competency Levels:
GA = General Awareness
U = Understanding
A = Application
M = Mastery
Course Name: Networks

Course coordinator:
Chris Ryder
MS 25-262
11100 Johns Hopkins Rd.
Laurel, MD 20723

Course description:
Describe the basic principles of communications networks used in military operations and on military systems that apply modeling and simulation as part of system verification, validation and test. Included in this course is assessing the integration of military systems into the Global Information Grid. Students will also model network topologies and parameters based on operational requirements

Modules incorporated into Course: E11

ESRs that the course supports and corresponding level of mastery

1. Key fundamental theoretical principles in systems engineering
   Competency Level: General Awareness

2. Role and benefits of M&S in systems engineering
   Competency Level: General Awareness

3. Key system characteristics of the system and component subsystems of interest
   Competency Level: General Awareness

4. Key elements of the system and component subsystem to be modeled to meet the requirements of the specific use
   Competency Level: General Awareness

5. Effectiveness of simulation tools used to evaluate the performance of the system and components subsystems
   Competency Level: Application

6. Role of component-based and distributed simulation as it applies to the system and component subsystems
   Competency Level: Application

7. M&S issues related to interaction of subsystems within a larger system
   Competency Level: Application
8 VV&A implication of using a simulation of a system that is sufficiently different from its intended use

Competency Level: Application

9 Level of model detail for system and component subsystems to support program milestone decision requirements

Competency Level: Mastery

10 Level of model detail for system and component subsystems to support T&E requirements

Competency Level: Mastery

Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery:
Understanding of military communications and their application.

Course maturity: None

Number of contact hours and pace contemplated:

- 14 three classroom hour sessions OR
- One 40 classroom hour short course OR
- This could also be broken up into two short courses
  - Basic course consisting of modules E11.1 through E11.5 along with E11.9 and E11.10. (24 classroom hours)
  - Advanced course would be a follow-on to the basic course. This which would include E11.6 through E11.8 (16 classroom hours).

Proposed delivery methods:

- This class is best suited for classroom environment where the students will have the ability to utilize a basic M&S application used for communications networks.
- An alternative would be for an online course in which an network related M&S application is integrated into the courseware

Module learning objectives:

E11.1 Provide a basic introduction of communications networks, including data and voice communications and military applications of networks.

E11.2 Provide introduction of the types and usage of modeling and simulation for military systems that facilitates military data and voice communications (Prerequisite: E11.1 or appropriate knowledge)

E11.3 Assess the impact of force structure and operational missions to communications requirements for military systems. Analyze requirements for network topologies, ports, parameters and information exchanges
E11.4 Identify the use of M&S tools to simulate communications networks for military applications. (Prerequisite: E11.3 or appropriate knowledge)

E11.5 Building operational scenarios and applying M&S tools and processes to determine predicted and actual network data loading and bandwidth demands. (Prerequisite: E11.4 or appropriate knowledge)

E11.6 Design of network topology with appropriate data loading and bandwidth to accommodate operational scenarios. (Prerequisite: E11.5 or appropriate knowledge)

E11.7 Hardware in the loop simulation of link and physical layers for communications equipment including routers, switches and radios (Prerequisite: E11.6 or appropriate knowledge)

E11.8 Uses of M&S to assess network and transport layer communications protocols including broadcast and specific addressed messages. (Prerequisite: E11.6 or appropriate knowledge)

E11.9 Discuss the utility of M&S for system communications and network integration to support program decisions

E11.10 Discuss how M&S for system communications and network integration is used to support T&E requirements

Course learning objectives:
Understanding of integration of military systems with voice and data communications networks and how M&S is employed as a part of system verification, validation and test.
- This includes an understanding of communications network protocols including the Open Systems Institute (OSI) communications model and TCP/IP.
- Students will review how military operations correlate to communications requirements, including basic design of a communications network.
- Students will also gain insight into hardware in the loop simulation of the link and physical elements of communications networks as well as M&S applications for broadcast and addressed messages at the application and transport layers.
- Mastery to be demonstrated by a satisfactory score on unit quizzes and final project.

Course assessment plan:
- Satisfactory completion of course workbook and project material

Topic list by hour of instruction and reference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>Subject Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1       | 4 Hours | GA | Fundamentals of communications networks for voice and data communications. Topics include:  
  - Open Systems Institute Architecture |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Credits</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2       | 2 Hours | GA   | Types and usage of M&S for military systems that utilize voice and data communications. Topics include:  
- Campaign level M&S  
  - Simulating the battlefield and its communications  
- Mission level M&S  
  - Simulating the “mission thread” for system under evaluation  
- Engineering level M&S  
  - Simulating technical properties of the weapon system and its communications subsystems |
| 3       | 5 Hours | U    | Assess the impact of force structure and operational missions to communications requirements for military systems. This includes:  
- Understanding operational nodes, composition and location  
- Determination of missions to be performed with associated data elements and information exchanges  
- Evaluating the communication requirements to execute the operations  
Analyze requirements for network topologies, ports, parameters and information exchanges. This includes:  
- Introducing the concept of network and its related attributes that can meet the communications requirements |
| 4       | 4 Hours | U    | Identify the use of M&S tools to simulate communications networks for military applications. This includes hands on use of an available M&S tool and how that tool is utilized to develop a network and simulate it in the required environment. |
| 5       | 5 Hours | U    | Building operational scenarios and applying M&S tools and processes to determine predicted and actual network data loading and bandwidth demands. This is a “hands on” exercise to apply the lesson learned in Session 3 using the tool introduced in Session 4. |
| 6       | 8 Hours | A    | Design a communications network based on the lessons learned in Sessions 4 and 5. Factor the data channels and pipelines with the required bandwidth. |
| 7       | 4 Hours | A    | Introduce the application of hardware in the loop simulation for communications systems and subsystems over link and physical layers. Review the associated hardware elements used in HWIL. |
| 8       | 4 Hours | A    | Introduce the uses of M&S to evaluate communications over the network and transport layers of network. This includes use of M&S tools to simulate communications networks for military applications. This includes hands on use of an available M&S tool and how that tool is utilized to develop a network and simulate it in the required environment. |
of addressed messages that go to a specific recipient as well as broadcast messages that are received by multiple addressees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9</th>
<th>2 Hours</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Present the uses of M&amp;S in systems engineering of military systems and their communications subsystems in order to support program decisions. This includes cost, schedule and effectiveness of M&amp;S in network systems engineering.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2 Hours</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Present the uses of M&amp;S for communications systems to support T&amp;E requirements including establishing test cases, facility, equipment and personnel planning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Competency Levels:
GA = General Awareness
U   = Understanding
A   = Application
M = Mastery

Proposed references and texts:

[1] Stallings, William; Data and Computer Communications; Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ
Course Name: M&S Taxonomies, Hierarchies, and Architectures

Course coordinator
Robert R. Lutz
MS 25-262
11100 Johns Hopkins Rd.
Laurel, MD 20723u

Course description
Application-based characterization of M&S applications by taxonomy (live, virtual, and constructive) and hierarchy (campaign, missions, engagement, and engineering), including selection criteria. Also includes the role of M&S in systems architecture development and implementation, along with resulting M&S architecture solutions.

Modules incorporated into course
P4(1)-G M&S Taxonomies and Hierarchies (General awareness)
P4(1)-U M&S Taxonomies and Hierarchies (Understanding)
P4(1)-A/M M&S Taxonomies and Hierarchies (Application/Mastery)

ESRs that the course supports and the corresponding level of mastery
ESR P4(1) General awareness, Understanding, Application, and Mastery

Prerequisites assumed, and corresponding level of mastery
Basic familiarity with M&S concepts, equivalent to MSIAC M&S Staff Officers Course.

Course maturity
Not previously taught as a course, although some of this material has been taught in other courses (e.g., Certified Modeling and Simulation Professional examination preparation course) and in M&S tutorials given by external M&S organizations (e.g., I/ITSEC).

Number of contact hours and pace contemplated
Semester course: 8 lecture hours per week for 3 days.

Proposed delivery modality
Face-to-face lecture would be preferred, but asynchronous distance learning (web or CD) is also possible.

Proposed references and texts

Course learning objectives
Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P4(1):

a) P4(1).1 Provides an overview of basic M&S concepts, including benefits and limitations of using M&S.
b) P4(1).2 Provides a general overview of how M&S supports systems engineering, including the different classes of M&S users (e.g., T&E, training, analysis, …)
c) P4(1).3 Provides an introduction to the Live, Virtual, and Constructive taxonomy of models and simulations, and discusses the criteria for selecting when each is most appropriate.
d) P4(1).4 Provides an introduction to the concept of model fidelity and model resolution. Discusses the standard M&S model hierarchy from campaign-level to engineering-level, and the criteria for selecting when each is most appropriate.
e) P4(1).5 Provides an introduction to the concept of "architecture", including how M&S is used to support the evaluation of system architectures.
f) P4(1).6 Describes the concept of "architecture" from the M&S perspective, including modern mechanisms for developing and describing M&S architectures.

Course assessment plan
Results of team projects performed on last day.

Topic list by hour of instruction and reference
Listed for each hour are topic description, related sub-ESR, and reference (if any).

1. Identify and describe basic M&S concepts, including benefits and limitations of using M&S, P4(1).1, [1], [2]
2. Provide examples that illustrate the fundamental concepts underlying M&S and demonstrate M&S benefits and limitations, P4(1).1, [1], [2]
3. Describe how M&S supports systems engineering, including the different classes of M&S users (e.g., T&E, training, analysis, …), P4(1).2, [1], [3], [4]
4. Show how M&S supports the DoD 5000 systems acquisition process, including examples across the various classes of M&S users (e.g., T&E, training, analysis, …), P4(1).2, [1], [3], [4], [5]
5. Show how M&S supports the DoD 5000 systems acquisition process, including examples across the various classes of M&S users (continuation of previous lecture), P4(1).2, [1], [3], [4], [5]
7. Introduce the Live, Virtual, and Constructive (LVC) taxonomy of models and simulations, P4(1).3, [1]
8. Conclude LVC introduction (from previous lecture). Explain the criteria for selecting among Live, Virtual, and Constructive M&S assets for different types of applications, P4(1).3, [1]
9. Conclude selection criteria discussion (from previous lecture). Using case studies, determine an appropriate set of selection criteria for choosing among Live, Virtual,
and Constructive M&S assets within each application area, and apply those criteria appropriately, P4(1.3)

10. Using case studies, determine an appropriate set of selection criteria for choosing among Live, Virtual, and Constructive M&S assets within each application area, and apply those criteria appropriately (continuation of previous lecture), P4(1.3)

11. Conclude LVC case studies from previous lecture. Introduce the concept of model fidelity and model resolution. Outline the standard M&S model hierarchy from campaign-level to engineering-level, P4(1.4), [1]

12. Conclude discussion of model fidelity, model resolution, and model hierarchy (continuation of previous lecture), P4(1.4), [1]

13. Explain the criteria for selecting among M&S assets across the various levels of the M&S hierarchy for different types of applications, P4(1.4), [1]

14. Using case studies, determine an appropriate set of selection criteria for choosing among M&S assets across the various levels of the M&S hierarchy for each application area, and apply those criteria appropriately, P4(1.4)

15. Using case studies, determine an appropriate set of selection criteria for choosing among M&S assets across the various levels of the M&S hierarchy for each application area, and apply those criteria appropriately (continuation of previous lecture), P4(1.4)

16. Introduce the concept of "architecture" and how it supports systems engineering, P4(1.5), [4]

17. Describe how M&S is used to support the evaluation of system architectures, P4(1.5), [3], [4]

18. Illustrate how M&S is used to support the evaluation of system architectures through a chosen set of examples, P4(1.5), [3], [4]

19. Illustrate how M&S is used to support the evaluation of system architectures through a chosen set of examples (continuation of previous lecture), P4(1.5), [3], [4]

20. Demonstrate the use of an M&S tool to evaluate a system architecture. Discuss the different types of M&S tools that are available to support this function, P4(1.5)

21. Demonstrate the use of an M&S tool to evaluate a system architecture. Discuss the different types of M&S tools that are available to support this function (continuation of previous lecture), P4(1.5)

22. Describe the concept of "architecture" from the M&S perspective, including modern mechanisms for developing and describing M&S architectures., P4(1.6), [3], [4]

23. Provide examples of existing M&S architectures. For one such example, show how the architecture was developed, P4(1.6), [3], [4]

24. Analyze a selected M&S architecture. Discuss the relevant design issues and how they were resolved, P4(1.6), [7]
2.5 Engineering Case Studies

A series of engineering case studies were assembled as supplemental material for the program. These eleven cases studies focus on the use of physics based modeling and simulation in the acquisition of new systems. The topics range from the modeling of new nanotechnology implementations in heat transfer systems to the simulation of weapons system accuracy.

The complete list of case study titles is presented in Table 2.5.1.

Table 2.5.1. Engineering Case Study Titles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ship Maneuvering and Control for DoD Acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ship Shock Simulation: Survivability as an Integral Part of Ship Acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Life Limiting Damage in Railguns: Role of Modeling &amp; Simulation in Root Cause Analysis, Design and Acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Finite Element Analysis to Reduce Acquisition Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Assessing Design Adequacy of a Common Machine Part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Improving the Fuel Efficiency of Light Trucks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The Use of Modeling and Simulation to Assess Weapon System Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ocean Modeling and Simulation for DoD Acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Thermo-mechanical Analysis of Directed Energy Weapons on Satellites - M&amp;S with Acquisitions Perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>The Importance of Heat Transfer Engineering in Making Knowledge Based Decision by the Acquisition Workforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Modeling and Simulation as an Integral Part of Accessing Overall System’s Performance and Control Robustness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A desired outcome of this compilation of typical engineering M&S examples is to familiarize the acquisition profession with some of the typical representations of engineering M&S that they may be exposed to in future acquisition programs. In some instances the types of engineering models and simulations presented may already be familiar to the reader, while others may not be as commonplace.

As these case studies are primarily aimed at acquisition professionals who do not possess an engineering degree or perhaps do not have a strong background in physics based M&S, an emphasis is placed on describing the underlying engineering concepts. Each walks
the reader through the basic steps in taking a physical object and correctly translating its motions, characteristics and physical attributes into the computer model and simulation environment.

It is envisioned that the use of these case studies involving examples of real systems will facilitate the drawing of links between design changes and level of specificity in the engineering M&S process and their resulting impacts on the overall acquisition process in terms of cost, schedule and performance.

The greater purpose for the use of engineering case studies as an integral part of the “Workforce Modeling & Simulation Education and Training Lifelong Learning” program was twofold. First, the case studies were to address the introduction of engineering M&S concepts and their application to the acquisition process as has been previously described. Secondly, the case studies were meant to be used as a development tool in the standardization for the design and feel of proposed delivery methods for the web-based learning tools stemming from the project.

In examining the web-based product we will use the Ship Shock Simulation: Survivability as an Integral Part of Ship Acquisition” provided by Professors Young Shin and Jarema M. Didoszak of the Naval Postgraduates School Department of Mechanical and Astronautical Engineering as our example. This case study outlines the use of finite element modeling and simulation of the USS WINSTON S. CHURCHILL (DDG-81) full ship shock trials.

Each of the engineering case studies follows the standardized format that is outlined here:

- Executive Summary
- Engineering Relevance
- DoD Acquisition Relevance
- Engineering Modeling and Simulation Approach
- Summary & Lessons Learned
- Acknowledgements
- References
- Author(s) Information
- Glossary

Figure 2.5.1 is an actual screen shot of the web-based learning module from the ship shock trial case study. Articulate®, a commercial e-learning creation package, was used to convert standard lecture material into interactive web-based content. This figure also shows the implementation of the full project moniker as is displayed at the start of each case study module. Additionally the project logo is found at the upper left corner of the course module screen. The aim here is to catch peoples’ interest and draw them into the course modules, proposed certificate programs and other learning tools through the consistent branding of all materials associated with the project.
In the subsequent series of screen shots, Figures 2.5.2-5, some of the web-based e-learning features in the menus at the left side of the courseware are highlighted. The default mode, as shown in Figure 2.5.2, lists the slide titles vertically. The student may skip ahead to a particular slide anywhere in the course module as necessary. The table of contents shown in Figure 2.5.2 also illustrates the use of embedded hyperlinks that also quick movement through the content if it is being used as a reference or when restarting a module.

Others common features that should be pointed out are the typical navigation tools found along the lower portion of the screen, such as play, pause, volume and window size controls. At the top of the screen are the case study title and the runtime for the module. The case studies are approximately 30 minutes in length.

Figure 2.5.3 shows the thumbnail feature which is similar to the normal slide view in Microsoft PowerPoint. Selecting a thumbnail by clicking on the image advances the module to that particular slide.
Figure 2.5.2. Screen Shot Depicting Outline Feature

Figure 2.5.3. Screen Shot Depicting Slide Thumbnail Feature
Once again looking to the left of the screen, in Figure 2.5.4 we find a useful search function that lists out the pages in which the desired word is found on. Here the sought after word was “Navy” and was found on pages 1, 6, 13, 17, 27, 30, 35, and 36 of the ship shock simulation case study module.

Figure 2.5.4. Screen Shot Depicting the Search Feature

Figure 2.5.5 demonstrates use of the narration text feature which lists the runtime for that particular page along with the full text of the presentation. This can be a useful feature if training is being accomplished in an office setting while the sound is turned off.

Other e-learning features can only be experienced through the actual running of the courseware module. Motion graphics, highlighted text, video clips and other animations are a few of the interactive items found throughout the content to help engage the student. For example in Figure 2.5.5, page 27 of the case study, embedded movie files are used to visualize the shockwave propagation of the underwater explosion.

Finally in Figure 2.5.6 we see an example of the glossary that is found at the end of each of the case study course modules. Key engineering terms from each case study that may not be familiar to the acquisition professional were added in this section as a reference.
Verification and validation of both the ship structural model and computational solver codes were conducted using various methods. The ship model was validated against shipyard construction drawings, weight lists, and through site checks.

The modeling and simulation solutions were duplicated by the Underwater Explosion Research Department (UERD) and by using the US Navy proprietary code DYMAMS DYMAMS, the Dynamic System Mechanics Advanced Simulation Hydrocode, a product of the Explosive Effects Branch at NSWC Indian Head, was used to replicate the DCG-81 ship shock trials investigation.

In this case the structural model was identical, but a simplified box-shaped fluid grid was used in place of the boat-shaped fluid mesh.

---

**Figure 2.5.5. Screen Shot Depicting Narration Text Feature**

**Figure 2.5.6. Screen Shot Depicting Linked Glossary Terms**

---

**OPNAVINST 9072.2**
- Department of the Navy, Chief of Naval Operations, Instruction #9072.2, Shock Hardening of Surface Ships, 12 January 1987

**INDEX**
- Underwater Explosion caused by an explosive charge detonated within the fluid surrounding a structure

**Far Field Shock**
- the resulting shock response from a charge detonated at a distance of greater than 10 times the charge radius from the structure

**Near Field Shock**
- the resulting shock response from a charge detonated at a distance of less than 10 times the charge radius but not actually in contact with the surface of the structure
In addition to the web-based content, formal papers were written for each of the engineering case studies. These documents provide greater detail and will be provided for reference as a bound edition once editing is complete. A sample of one those these documents, “Life Limiting Damage in Railguns: Role of Modeling & Simulation in Root Cause Analysis, Design and Acquisition” prepared by Professors Indranath Dutta and Sarath Menon, is presented here in draft form. The accompanying web-based version of the case study may be accessed via the link provided here https://diana.nps.edu/MSAcq/Case_Studies/Case_studies.htm.

The final versions of the web-based learning tools are still in production and should be ready for release January 2008. Once complete, the entire library of engineering case studies will be available at the above link. Currently four examples are posted. A printed case study edition will also be available under separate cover.
Executive summary

The US Military has invested substantial resources in the design, development and acquisition of Electromagnetic Railguns for use on board future electric ships. Current railgun designs are plagued by severe reliability and lifespan limitations. This case study uses engineering analyses to address the following:

(1) identify the key mechanism limiting railgun life
(2) present a root cause analysis of this mechanism, and
(3) propose a possible design solution.

This case study demonstrates how modeling and simulation may be utilized to (1) predict emerging problems in future engineered systems, and (2) develop engineering solutions which may be incorporated into design specifications during the acquisition process.

Table of contents

1. What is an Electromagnetic Railgun?
2. Engineering, DoD & Acquisition Relevance
3. Engineering Analysis Approach
4. Detailed Investigation & Results
   - Failure analysis (experimental)
   - Root cause analysis (M&S)
   - Potential solution (M&S)
5. Summary of technical results
6. Acknowledgements
7. References
8. Author Information
9. Glossary

1. What is an Electromagnetic Railgun?

A railgun is a form of gun that converts electrical energy (rather than chemical energy from an explosive propellant) into projectile kinetic energy. Unlike gas pressure guns, rail guns are not limited by the speed of sound in a compressed gas, so they are capable of accelerating projectiles to extremely high speeds, typically reaching 2km/s or higher (Wikipedia). Figure 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the operating principle of a railgun where current is passed through two Cu rails and the conducting armature (that houses a projectile) completes the electrical circuit. As electrical current runs up the positive rail and to the negative rail through the armature, magnetic field is created around the current carrying copper rails and a net magnetic force is directed vertically while the projectile experiences a Lorentz force in a direction perpendicular to both the magnetic field and the current flow. Application of 1 – 5 Million amperes would achieve a high muzzle velocity of ~2.5 km/sec and a long strike range of 300 – 400 nautical miles.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram explaining the principle of operation of a railgun

2. Engineering, DoD & Acquisition Relevance

The development of electromagnetic launcher (EML) technology has recently received significant attention owing to its potential applications in military and aerospace programs. One of the most promising applications of EML technology is railguns, which can achieve velocities up to 2000 meters per second. Such velocities are considerably above those normally achieved in traditional propellant guns and thus provide greatly increased armor penetration. Railguns are of particular interest to DoD as an alternative to large artillery and the ability to use small non-hazardous projectiles that are easier to handle, transport and store aboard ships in comparison to current artillery offers additional relevance especially to US Navy. Navy’s next generation surface combat ships, all-electric DD(X) will be able to divert power from the propellers to the railgun. Due to their higher velocities, the missiles are also less susceptible to bullet drop and wind shift as in current artillery shells. The key advantages of rail guns can be summed up as: (a) long range (>200 Nautical Miles) (b) hypervelocity launch (>2.5km/s) (c) high directed lethality (c) low-signature (no gun propellant) (d) exploits excess power in all-electric warships.

In spite of the stated advantages of railguns, in reality, several engineering problems plague the use of railguns. The generation of required power poses a great challenge. The intense heat generated due to resistive heating of the rails can cause surface melting of rails and severe damage to armature...
and rail. The repulsive force generated due to the flow of current in opposite directions in the two rails is significant and tends to push the rails apart.

The damages during each round of firing severely limits the life of rails to only 50 – 100 rounds instead of the desired 1000 or more. The damage results from the interaction between a host of complex processes which include, but are not limited to, friction, Joule heating, localized melting of the armature and associated gouging of the rails, chemical reactions at the rail-armature interface, and arcing across the rail-armature interface. During each shot, the pulsed current applied to the rails, which typically lasts a few milliseconds, streams into armature, creating an electromagnetic force (Lorentz force), which propels the armature. However, the applied current is not uniformly distributed through the cross-sections of either the rail or the armature due to the combination of (a) the skin-effect associated with the application of a high frequency or short duration pulse, which concentrates the current in the rail and the armature to thin surface skins, primarily on the inner surfaces of the rails and the rear surface of the armature; and (b) the velocity skin effect (VSE) associated with the high launch velocity, which further concentrates the current in the armature to a skin along its rear surface in addition to exaggerating the skin effect in the rail. Experience with railguns have clearly shown that rails are covered with debris during firing and during successive firing the buildup eventually causes them to spall off and the rail is severely scoured. A clear understanding of the source of debris generation is required so that necessary material as well as design solutions can be incorporated in future.

3. Engineering Analysis Approach
Railgun technology is currently in R&D stage. The DoD is awarding contracts to fabricate, test and refine prototypes of railguns to commercial ventures. For the Navy to award R&D contracts to commercial firms, it is necessary to determine which designs incorporate reliable solutions to key problems that have been identified as earlier. For this, it is necessary that the Navy has capabilities for Root Cause Analysis (RCA) of key life-limiting issues for railguns. Once RCA is done, it is critical that potentially viable solutions are culled from the plethora of proposed solutions. These goals are accomplished by judicious use of modeling and simulation studies in identifying the key parameters and their relative role in railgun failures and hence offer creative and economic solutions to the problems. A detailed report on an example case study conducted in our laboratory is discussed here.

4. Detailed Investigation & Results
This case study examines one key cause of limited railgun life and proposes a possible design solution to produce longer lasting guns. The approach consisted of (a) detailed failure analysis involving the use of analytical tools for an experimental characterization of the debris and follow the path of its origin (b) use of finite element techniques to model and simulate the role of various metallurgical and design parameters to understand the origin of debris deposition and damage and (c) identification of potential technical solutions to aid the US military in acquisition and contract awarding process.

Failure analysis (Experimental)
In order to study the metallurgical effects of railgun damages, segments of the rails were prepared for Microstructural examination using optical and scanning electron microscopy techniques and the results of these experiments are discussed in the following subsections.

A. Microstructural Analysis of Rail-Surfaces
In order to study the metallurgical effects of current crowding in the armature, and the associated damage to the rails in a systematic manner, a novel experiment, based on two identical and rigidly attached C-shaped armatures, traveling between two separate and electrically isolated sets of rails was conducted, as shown in Figure 2 (middle). A current pulse of 100kA of a few millisecond duration was passed through one set of rails, which electromagnetically propelled the armature. Following the launch, significant deposits of debris were noted on the rail, as shown the top and bottom scanning electron micrographs which shows the thick and porous layer left on the rail surface.

![Figure 2 Secondary electron images showing debris left on the Cu rails](image-url)
Significant amounts of aluminum were present on these rails, corresponding to the lamina of the armature which contacted the rail, as shown schematically in Figure 3a. The deposits due to the current carrying armature were substantially greater than those due to the non-current carrying armature. Figure 3b shows a secondary electron image of the rail surface at the beginning of armature contact with the rail for the armatures with current. As suggested by the shape of the deposit in Figure 3b, the current-carrying armature undergoes localized melting, thereby depositing molten aluminum on the rail at the very start of travel. A higher magnification micrograph of the thick, molten Al deposit on the Cu rail is shown in Figure 3c. Because of the lubrication provided by the melt, no scratches are observed at the beginning of the armature travel. However, a short distance away from the start, evidence of scratches appears on the rail surface in regions with limited melt-deposition, as shown in Figure 3d. With travel, the melt-deposition decreases, along with a corresponding increase in the extent of scratching on the rail.

In contrast, the armature without current shows evidence of scratching right from the start, as shown in Figure 4a, which shows the topography of the rail at the beginning of travel. In addition to the scratch-marks which are prolific, some discontinuous, particulate-shaped Al deposits are also noted, although this is very limited, and there is no evidence of melting, as seen in the higher magnification picture in Figure 4b. It is inferred that these deposits occur due to frictional welding and shearing as the asperities on the armature slide past those on the rail during travel. Further along the travel path, only scratches are observed, with negligible amounts of Al deposits, as observed in Figure 4c.

Figure 3: (a) Schematic of the rail with stripes of Al deposits left by the current-carrying armature after firing at velocity V. (b & c) Low and high magnification SE micrographs at the start of armature/rail contact evidencing substantial melting but no scratches. (d) SE micrograph mid-way along armature/rail contact showing both melting and scratching. The armature traveled from top to bottom in the paper plane.

Figure 4: (a) Low magnification SE micrograph showing extensive scratching on rail in contact with the non-current carrying armature. (b & c) Higher magnification micrographs showing both scratches and solid Al deposits, many in particulate form, at the beginning of armature travel, and only scratches mid-way along the travel.

B. Microstructural Analysis of Armature

(i). Microstructure of Joule Heat Affected Zone (JHAZ)

The macro- and microstructures of the armatures with and without current were inspected using optical microscopy and SEM at the locations shown in the schematic in Figure 5a. Examination of the surfaces of the armature where it contacted the rail showed distinct signs of localized melting at the trailing-end of the armature with current, on both the current entry and exit sides. As shown in Figure 5b, the molten zones were found only on the laminae (or layers) of the laminated armature where it contacted the rail. In contrast, the armature without current showed no evidence of localized melting (Figure 5c). Inspection of the polished and etched cross-sectional profile of one of the layers of the armature revealed a hemispherical heat-affected zone, where either complete or partial melting followed by re-solidification occurred during launch (Figure 5d). No such molten zone was found in the armature without current. It
should be noted that since the rails in each armature-rail set are parallel, and the contact surfaces in both sets were subjected to uniform applied pressure, the frictional damage at the contact surfaces.

\[ \text{(a) Schematic of laminated Al armature showing locations of microstructural observations. (b & c) Macrographs of armatures with and without current, respectively, in lightly etched condition, revealing the presence of a heat-affected zone in the armature with current (b), but not in the armature without current (c). (d) Micrograph of another lamina of the current carrying armature in a heavily etched condition, showing a large, hemispherical Joule heat-affected zone.} \]

Figure 5: (a) Schematic of laminated Al armature showing locations of microstructural observations. (b & c) Macrographs of armatures with and without current, respectively, in lightly etched condition, revealing the presence of a heat-affected zone in the armature with current (b), but not in the armature without current (c). (d) Micrograph of another lamina of the current carrying armature in a heavily etched condition, showing a large, hemispherical Joule heat-affected zone.

for each rail-armature system should be uniform. However, as seen in Figure 6, a localized fusion zone was observed only at the trailing edge of the current-carrying armature. Furthermore, all the laminae of the current-carrying armature displayed this fusion zone, at approximately the same distance from the trailing edge. And although the contact surfaces of the current-carrying armature are subjected to an additional normal pressure due to the Lorentz force, this increased pressure (and the associated increase in friction) is expected to be either uniform throughout a contact surface, or be maximum at the trailing edge (since the rear of the C-shaped armature would tend to open up more due to the Lorentz force). This suggests that the observed melting which is near, but appreciably displaced from the trailing edge, is not attributable to frictional effects, but rather, is caused by Joule heating due to the applied current. The localization of melting occurs due to current-crowding as the current transitions from the Cu rail to the Al armature, as will be discussed subsequently.

\[ \text{(a) Overall view of part of the JHAZ, showing a fine-grained fusion zone, surrounded by a coarse grained parent metal zone. (b) Fine equiaxed grains (~2-3µm) form deep inside the JHAZ following melting and re-solidification, bordered by a chill-cast zone of less than 1µm grains (c). Outside the fusion zone, only precipitates melt, either intragranularly (d) or intergranularly (e).} \]

Figure 6: Microstructures in the JHAZ. (a) Overall view of part of the JHAZ, showing a fine-grained fusion zone, surrounded by a coarse grained parent metal zone. (b) Fine equiaxed grains (~2-3µm) form deep inside the JHAZ following melting and re-solidification, bordered by a chill-cast zone of less than 1µm grains (c). Outside the fusion zone, only precipitates melt, either intragranularly (d) or intergranularly (e).

Figures 6a-e show details of the microstructure within the Joule heat-affected zone (JHAZ). Figure 6a shows a low magnification micrograph of the trailing-end of the JHAZ, within which a gradation of microstructures exists. Deep within the JHAZ, a fine...
Equiaxed grain structure (~2-3µm) is observed (Figure 6b), suggesting that this is where the Al armature underwent complete melting and then re-solidified quickly as the current pulse trailed off during the launch. Just below it, near the edge of the molten zone, an even finer equiaxed grain structure (<1µm), suggesting a chill-cast zone, is observed, as shown in Figure 6c. This chill-cast zone forms due to rapid heat transfer through the unmelted region which lies immediately adjacent to it. Outside the fusion zone, a coarse grain structure similar to that of the unaffected Al armature (~50-80µm) is noted, albeit with numerous etch-pits associated with melted and re-solidified intragranular as well as intergranular precipitates. This is shown in Figure 6d, where part of some of the grains and the grain boundary regions show evidence of precipitate melting, with no intragranular melting (Figure 6e). The high impurity concentration at the grain boundaries can cause the grain boundary resistivity to be several orders of magnitude higher than the bulk resistivity, thereby exacerbating the effect of Joule heating. Thus, the JHAZ in the armature comprises a range of graded microstructures at different locations, depending on whether that location underwent complete or partial melting, and the associated cooling/solidification rate.

Careful examination of the armature showed clearly that melting always occurred at a location slightly removed from the trailing edge of the armature. This is shown in Figure 7. The molten regions are indicated in the micrographs and the location indicated.

Root cause analysis (Modeling & Simulation)
A simplified two-dimensional (2-D) electrical-thermal model was created by using the commercial finite element software, ANSYS, representing the armature as a stationary square aluminum block between two copper rails, as shown in Figure 8. The skin effect in the rail was simulated by introducing an artificial conductive skin layer of desired thickness (either 100µm or 1mm) on the surfaces of the rails in contact with the armature, while the rest of the rails were assumed to be electrically non-conductive. Therefore, the applied current passed only through the skin layers on the two copper rails, allowing simulation of the effects of both the pulse-induced and velocity skin effects in the rail. The velocity skin effect in the armature, which is thought to be less severe, was ignored in the model. A square current pulse of 10ms duration and peak current of 1x10^6 A was applied to the rail, allowing computation of the spatial current density (j) and temperature (T) fields. The material properties used in the model are values for Al and Cu. All external surfaces of the model were assumed to be subject to convection heat transfer only, since radiation losses are likely to be negligible in the time-scales of interest.

![Figure 7: Location of melting initiation in armature](image)

Figure 8: A simplified two dimensional stationary but transient thermal-electrical model of the rail-armature system, showing a skin layer on the inner rail surfaces, which carry the entire rail current. The current enters the armature from the bottom rail and exits into the top rail.

The impact of the quality of armature-rail contact was assessed by systematically varying the electrical contact conductance C_c (expressed as conductance per unit area, Ω^-1m^2) of the armature-rail interface, and the skin depth (δ). The C_c values were varied on both sides of the range of available values for typical metal-to-metal contacts, over a range of ~10^7 to 10^13 Ω^-1m^2, along with two extreme values of 10 and 10^13 Ω^-1m^2. The skin depth δ was assumed to be either 100µm or 1mm.
Additionally, the thermal contact conductance of the rail-armature interface (Kc), and the convection coefficient (h) on the external surfaces of the system, were also varied parametrically in order to assess their effect on the current density and thermal profiles. However, it was found that because of the very short time-scales involved, the impact of the thermal parameters is negligible, and therefore, the results reported in this paper are all based on h=50W/m²K and Kc=106W/m²K.

**Figure 9**: Vector plot of current density distribution within the armature (a), and associated temperature distribution (b) for \( C_c=1\times10^9 \, (\Omega m^2)^{-1} \), \( \delta=1\times10^{-4} \, m, \, K_c=1\times10^6 \, W/m²K, \) and \( h=50W/m²K. \) (c) and (d) show enlarged views of the j and T distributions at the rail-armature interface where the current enters the armature, showing both current and temperature concentrate heavily at the initial point-of-entry.

**Figure 9** shows the distributions of current density (j) and temperature (T) within a block-shaped armature of square cross-section. From Figures 9a and 9b, it is observed that there is significant current-crowding at the points of current entry into, and exit from, the armature, associated with which there is a substantial temperature-rise. Both the current density and temperature distributions are symmetric about the horizontal mid-plane of the armature. Figures 9c and 9d, which show enlarged views of the region of current entry, reveal that the maximum current density can be nearly an order of magnitude greater than the minimum current density, with the region of maximum temperature correllating well with the maximum current density. **Figure 10** shows the variation of current density along the length of the armature as calculated. From this plot, it can be seen that there is a huge current crowding and an associated large temperature increase at the trailing edge of the armature. **Figure 11** plots

**Figure 10**: Huge current crowding at the trailing edge of armature.

the current density normalized by the mean armature current density \( (j/j_{Alo}) \) against the normalized distance \( (x/L) \) along the rail-armature interface (path A in **Figure 8**), where \( L \) is the length of the armature. It is seen that the current concentrates sharply at the points of current entry and exit into/from the armature, and the more the current crowds at the corners (i.e., at \( x/L=0 \)), the less the value of j far away from the corner (i.e., at \( x/L\to1 \)). Further, as the interfacial contact conductance \( C_c \) increases, the current crowding at the points of current entry

![Figure 11](image-url)
and exit also increases sharply, with the maximum value of \( \frac{j}{j_{m,0}} \) being \(-1\) at \( C_c = 1 \times 10^9 \ \Omega m^{-2} \), \(-15\) at \( C_c = 1 \times 10^8 \ \Omega m^{-2} \), and \(-90\) at \( C_c = 1 \times 10^{13} \ \Omega m^{-2} \). These results are consistent with studies on microelectronic devices, where current crowding at the interface between thin film structures of different materials is known to increase with decreasing contact resistance, with potentially severe impact on effects such as electromigration-induced void formation.

Commensurate with current crowding, the temperature at the corners of the armature is also high relative to the armature temperature far away from the corner, as observed in Figure 12, which plots the armature temperature normalized by the melting point along the interface. Further it is noted that the larger the \( C_c \) and higher the current crowding, the higher is the temperature of the corner relative to the temperature far away, i.e., the ratio of \( T/T_m(x/L=0) \) to \( T/T_m(x/L=1) \) increases with increasing current crowding. However, it is also seen from Figure 12a that the actual value of temperature reached at the corner of the armature is lower for larger \( C_c \) values, despite the enhanced current crowding under these conditions. This is because large increases in \( C_c \) (orders of magnitude) are necessary to cause the increased level of current crowding (which commensurately increases by 2-3 times). Since the Joule heat generated at the interface depends on \( j^2/C_c \), when an order of magnitude increase in \( C_c \) causes a doubling or trebling of \( j \), it still causes the corner temperature to decrease. Figure 12b shows the normalized temperature distribution at the interface very close to the corner of the armature (from \( x/L=0 \) to \( 0.1 \)). It is observed that the maximum temperature occurs not at the corner, but slightly away from it. Furthermore, the lower the \( C_c \), the further the location of the peak temperature moves from the corner of the armature-rail contact. This dependence of the peak temperature location on \( C_c \) is thought to be the reason for the fusion zone in the armature to be removed from the armature corner in Figure 5.

These simulations also showed that as the skin depth, \( \delta \) decreases, the extent of current crowding increases, as does the interfacial temperature. Thus for the same value of \( C_c \), the lower the current crowding, the lower is the peak temperature achieved.

Figure 12: Model of a C-shaped armature used in the simulations.

It is interesting to note that in the experiments, melting did not take place immediately at the corners where the current entered/left the armature. Instead, the observed molten region was slightly shifted from the corner (by \(-0.5-1 \ mm \)), as shown in Figures 5 and 7. Although this is consistent with the shift of the maximum \( T/T_m \) away from \( x/L=0 \) with decreasing \( C_c \), as noted in the model for the block-shaped armature, a model with a C-shaped armature similar to that tested experimentally was also created to investigate whether this effect is armature-shape dependent. The model and the \( T/T_m \) variation along the armature-rail interface are shown in Figures 12. It was found that as for the block-shaped armature, the peak temperature along the interface shifted away from the corner with decreasing \( C_c \), as
plotted in Figure 12. This is because a lower $C_c$ causes a slight delay in the passage of the current from the rail into the armature, thereby allowing the current to spread out more as it enters the armature, instead of crowding up heavily at the first point of contact between the rail and the armature. This reduction of current crowding at the corner, in conjunction with rapid heat removal from the free-surface constituted by the trailing edge, and enhanced Joule heating at the interface due to the lower $C_c$, makes the peak interfacial temperature shift away from the corner. And as seen from the modeling results on both block-shaped and C-shaped armatures, this trend appears to be independent of the armature geometry. Since from SEM investigation, it was found that the melt-zone is significantly removed from the corner, it may be inferred that the contact conductance $C_c$ in the present experiments was rather low. These simulations show that (a) current concentration increases with $C_c$ (b) the peak temperature decreases with $C_c$ (c) the location of peak temperature shifts to right with $C_c$. The trends observed in the C-shaped armature was essentially similar to that of the block armature.

The location of the initiation of molten zone was also determined from the simulation results of the thermal profile and a particular case with the properties designated is shown in Figure 13. It can be seen that localized melting occurs with the melt zone slightly away from the trailing end of armature in excellent correlation with the experimental observations (Figures 5 and 7). It must be realized the exact location of the melt zone initiation would depend on the interface properties.

Figure 13: Simulated thermal profile; $C_c = 0.5 \times 10^7 (\Omega m^2)^{-1}$, $\delta = 10^{-4} m$, $K_c = 10^6 W/m^2 K$, $h = 50 (W/m^2 K)$

These results of these simulation studies show an excellent agreement with the experimental observations made in this study and described earlier.

Potential solution (Modeling & Simulation)

Can the simulations carried out in this example can now be judiciously used to find a potential solution to the problem of elimination (or at least substantial reduction of) debris formation? Indeed it is clear that debris formation can be substantially reduced if local melting can be avoided which in turn can be controlled by minimizing current crowding. Consequently, simulations were carried out on models introducing a wedge-shaped interfacial layer at the armature-rail interface as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 14: Schematic of wedge-shaped interfacial layer.

The variation of current density and the temperature profile for the geometry as shown in Figure 14 is presented in Figure 15. We can see that introduction of deeper wedge-shaped interfacial layer increases the current and temperature concentration at the armature-rail interface. Thus, if a properly selected wedge-shaped interfacial layer can be introduced between the armature and rail, it is possible to eliminate current crowding and localized melting. This finding offers an exciting way to redesign the interfacial region in order to substantially reduce the effect of current crowding at the armature-rail interface.

Figure 15: Plots of normalized current density and normalized temperature along the armature-rail contact with various wedge-shaped interfacial layers, showing the effect of wedge angle. With deeper wedges, current and temperature concentration at the corners are increased.

5. Summary of technical results

An example case study of railgun failure due to severe debris formation that substantially limits the life of railguns was examined by failure analysis in combination with modeling and simulation study. A brief discussion of the methodology is provided here to illustrate the utilization of simulation results in finding potential design solutions to such a complex problem. The key findings of the case study discussed here can be summarized as follows:
1) Experimental work showed that
1. Aluminum armature melts due to extreme Joule and/or frictional heating
2. Aluminum melt deposits on rails
3. During successive shots, debris layer grows thicker
4. When thick debris layer spalls, rail damage occurs

2) Simulation studies showed that:
1. Rail damage occurs due to Armature melting & melt deposition on rails
2. Armature melting occurs due to current crowding at the trailing end of armature, and consequently high Joule heating
3. Exact location of melt initiation can be controlled by controlling various material parameters
4. Most important material parameter is interfacial contact conductance ($C_c$).

Here, we have also demonstrated that by changing the physical design of the interfacial region, we can reduce current crowding, possibly enhancing rail life.
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9. Glossary

**Spall** - Peeling off of deposited debris when debris layer becomes thick.

**Microstructure** - Structure of a material at the micrometer scale, observed through a high power microscope.

**Finite element** - Finite element analysis (FEA) is a numerical technique used in engineering analysis where an object is represented by multiple, linked, discrete regions called finite elements. Equations of equilibrium are applied to each element, and a system of simultaneous equations is constructed and solved to obtain the response of the object to external stimuli.

**Skin effect / skin depth** - When a high frequency alternating current or a very short current pulse passes through a conductor, the current concentrates only in a thin layer on the conductor surface. This is called "skin effect", and layer thickness is "skin depth."

**Interface** - A surface at which two different objects contact each other. For instance, the contact surface between the rail and the armature is referred to as the armature-rail interface.
**Electrical contact conductance** - Electrical conductivity of an interface between two objects. It is a measure of the ease with which current can pass from one object to another through the interface.
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In April 2006, the Acquisition Modeling and Simulation Working Group released the *Department of Defense Acquisition Modeling and Simulation Master Plan*. The actions outlined in the master plan were designed to “foster widely-needed M&S capabilities beyond the reach of individual programs; better enable acquisition of effective joint capabilities and systems-of-systems; empower program and capability managers by removing systemic M&S obstacles, indentifying new options for approaching tasks, and helping support widely-shared needs; and promote coordination and interface with M&S activities of the DoD Components.”¹

The Naval Postgraduate School led a multi-university effort to provide education and training options that will enhance the acquisition workforce’s ability to apply modeling and simulation tools, ultimately augmenting warfighting capability while reducing lifecycle development time and costs. This guidebook is part of a larger effort to expand modeling and simulation education for the acquisition workforce. The purpose of the guidebook is to assist the acquisition professional in the use of M&S throughout the life cycle. The guidebook serves as an updated replacement for the 1994 *Systems Acquisition Manager’s Guide for the use of Models and Simulations*. Methodologies used in the guidebook are the selection of key areas of importance to M&S professionals through consultation and vetting the document within the M&S community.

The following outline specifies the key areas covered in the guidebook. The outline reflects careful consideration of topics to aid in an acquisition professional’s decision making as related to M&S. The introductory chapter discusses the current state of M&S in Acquisition. In addition, the introduction covers the JCIDS process in depth

and presents the goals and objectives of the guidebook. A selected bibliography included in this outline indicates source material used in the development of the guidebook. Each of the following numerals denotes chapters that will appear in the guidebook, while subheadings denote sub-topics.
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3.0 Conclusion

Compliance with statement of work:

This report has presented the deliverables for 2007 for this project. The deliverables included the human capital strategy (deliverable 11.1 from the original statement of work (SOW)) and body of knowledge (deliverable 11.2 for the SOW) provided under separate cover by AFAMS. NPS deliverables included the content matrix and catalog of existing courses (deliverable 11.3 from the SOW), the learning architecture (deliverable 11.4), monthly status reports (deliverable 11.5), and presentations and technical papers for the proper socialization of the project (deliverable 11.6).

The catalog of existing courses was previously submitted in March 2007 in technical report NPS-SE-07-M01, WORKFORCE MODELING & SIMULATION EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR LIFELONG LEARNING: MODELING & SIMULATION EDUCATION CATALOG, by Jean M. Catalano and Jarema M. Didoszak.

The content matrix is included in this report in section 2.1.

The learning architecture is included in this report in section 2.2-4.

Monthly status reports have been submitted to the program manager, CAPT Michael Lilienthal, USN, and to other interested parties. Copies are available upon request.

Presentations and technical papers have been delivered as outlined in section 1.6 of this report.

There are no remaining 2007 deliverables.

Impact

This project has already had a significant impact upon the education of DoD personnel. The academic partner universities have re-examined their course offerings in response to the deficiencies noted in the gap analysis and are planning to offer the courses we develop in CY2008. This will have the immediate effect of increasing the number of educational opportunities available for the DoD workforce.

This project has generated demand for this education from the stakeholders, even from those who were initially unenthusiastic to the idea. The Army is requesting a two week short course in Monterey for selected content for its key managers, for example.

The syllabi developed for modules and courses are public domain, and offer a blueprint to any institution in the nation that wishes to start offering courses in these areas.

Our socialization efforts have produced strong expressions of interest from every audience to whom they have been presented.
Issues and lessons learned

The business plan cannot be ignored when building curricula. This is the largest outstanding issue. When the project began, the original business plan was that the costs of delivery would be centrally funded. This changed to a customer-funded model as we got underway. The mechanics of that funding and revenue sharing are being worked out. Of greater importance, unless the workforce is presented with incentives to enroll in the curricula, there is a risk of low enrollment. The sponsor bears the responsibility to help create demand in the acquisition workforce, as that is beyond the scope of the project. The sponsor is considering adding the completion of the content of this program to the credentials necessary to advance in the acquisition workforce. This also involves risk, since there are many stakeholders involved in the management of the qualifications of the acquisition workforce, and the M&S CO is but one of them. The risk to the academic partners has been mitigated by paying them the full cost to develop their materials, but there is still risk to DoD if we “build it but they do not come.” Employees under DAWIA have a requirement for 80 hours of continuing education every two years, and that should provide some demand. However, if the MSSC truly wishes to influence the education of the workforce, it must facilitate the enrollment of students by providing career incentives for them to do so.

It has taken longer to build consensus among the wide group of stakeholders represented than we originally anticipated. The greater the number of partners, the less agile the effort. There is an enormous amount of coordination and synchronization necessary in an undertaking such as this. This requires much greater coordination than we had anticipated. Obtaining consensus is also difficult when team members have different visions.

Contracting has been a challenge, especially with regionalization of our contracting personnel.

The treatment of intellectual property has been especially thorny for the academic partners. We have insisted that all materials be ‘works made for hire’ under the provision of the copyright law, so that they may be freely distributed by the government.

Integration is emerging as a challenge. The curricula must be vertically and horizontally integrated. We acknowledge that there is risk when there are so many different delivering institutions involved. Our mitigation strategy is to provide templates and feedback. This still promises to be a challenge.

Way ahead

We expect that sets of these courses will be tested in the summer of 2008, and that they will be widely available for residential, web-based, and short course instruction by the beginning of CY2009. We will develop the assessment plan in CY2008 for the longitudinal assessment of this effort and for estimation of the return on investment.
At the conclusion of this next year, we will have built an entirely new infrastructure for the education of the DoD workforce in the use of modeling and simulation. While this initial effort was focused on the acquisition and T&E workforces, the great majority of the material will generalize to the other communities and services.

The nation will be better able to “educate and train the workforce to achieve required M&S competencies”, which is the number one priority of the *Acquisition M&S Master Plan*. 
Appendix I
Appendix II

STATEMENT OF WORK
for
Educating the M&S Workforce

1.0 SCOPE.
The purpose of this work effort is to support the Department of Defense (DoD) Modeling and Simulation (M&S) program in the development of a program for lifelong learning in M&S.

2.0 BACKGROUND.
As identified in the Modeling and Simulation Steering Committee Common and Cross-Cutting Business Plan (MSSC C&CC BP), it is widely recognized that “the M&S workforce is not equipped with adequate education, processes, practices, tools, technology and resources to support the institutionalization of M&S across the DoD’s mission space.” A review of DoD M&S workforce requirements, including development of required professional competencies, and consolidation of multiple M&S bodies of knowledge is needed. Additionally, education, training, refresher training, continuing education, and certification opportunities may all be needed to improve multi-service community members’ abilities to select and use M&S tools effectively and efficiently.

This SOW provides for the development of a Human Capital Strategy that includes education and training for preparing DoD professionals to apply M&S appropriately and effectively. The work will result in a learning architecture designed to “educate and train the workforce to achieve required M&S competencies”, which is the number one priority of the Acquisition M&S Master Plan. From this instructional framework, curricula and effectiveness evaluation criteria can be developed for use throughout the DoD professional education system. The curriculum development and evaluation programs are not a part of this SOW, and will be proposed as future tasking.

3.0 REQUIREMENTS.
The following tasks are designed to accomplish the objectives (purpose) for this work effort:

3.1 Collect and review other organizations M&S Workforce Analyses. Identify gaps and conduct data collection to cover the rest of DoD. Based on data, develop the formal written M&S Human Capital Strategy for DoD. (Primary performer: AFAMS)

3.2 Collect and review all known M&S Bodies of Knowledge. Consolidate a Joint DoD M&S Body of Knowledge and validate through Communities and Services. (Primary performer: AFAMS)

3.3 Develop and refine the needs assessment and content requirements for an educational program, derive guidelines for linking training content to participants’ specific knowledge gaps, review existing service needs assessments, and conduct AoA to develop a learning matrix that provides instructional content for different educational/experiential backgrounds of the workforce. (Primary performer: NPS)

3.4 Based on deliverables from 3.1 through 3.3, develop a learning architecture identifying learning element content guidelines, programmatic scope and specific instructional delivery modes to address the gaps identified in the learning matrix. (Primary performer: NPS)

3.5 Provide monthly reports on task progress and total expenditures. (Both AFAMS and NPS to provide)

4.0 KEY PERSONNEL. Each performing team will provide an analyst to support all aspects of this effort. As a minimum, lead investigators must have an undergraduate degree in mathematics, physics, computer science, or other related technical discipline. Graduate work in the field of application or a
minimum of ten years of experience is required for lead investigators. Supporting researchers should have the same undergraduate qualifications, but with graduate degrees or five years of experience.

5.0 PLACE OF PERFORMANCE. Primary place of performance will be the primary performer facilities. These include both the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, CA, and the Air Force Agency for Modeling and Simulation in Orlando, FL. Team members will meet in alternative locations as necessary to perform and promote this work, and will present status and technical information to the M&S SC and Acquisition Modeling and Simulation Working Group (AMSWG) at designated locations as required.

6.0 SECURITY CLEARANCE. This work is unclassified. No security clearances are required.

7.0 GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT/GOVERNMENT FURNISHED INFORMATION (GFE/GFI). Government direction will be provided as specified together with access to other DMSO programs as required by the tasking and determined by the cognizant DMSO POC. The same is true for the acquisition of property needed for the performance of the tasks in this statement of work.

8.0 TRAVEL. All travel required during the performance of this task order shall adhere to the Federal Travel Regulations (for travel in 48 contiguous states), the Joint Travel Regulations, Volume 2, DOD Civilian Personnel, Appendix A (for travel to Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and U.S. Territories and possessions), and if required by the SOW, the Standardized Regulations (Government Civilians, Foreign Areas), Section 925, approved by the DMSO Deputy Director of Technology, or her designated appointee, Maximum Travel Per Diem Allowances for Foreign Areas (for travel not covered in the Federal Travel Regulations or Joint Travel Regulations). All travel will be coordinated and approved prior to actual travel. Local travel is required.

9.0 MATERIALS. The performing activities may be required to furnish material for the completion of this task as directed by the M&S SC and AMSWG.

10.0 PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE. The completion of all deliverables under this task will take approximately seven (7) months from start-up. Upon successful completion of this tasking, the performers will request follow on tasking to develop curriculum and evaluation criteria. In no case, however, shall the Government be obligated to fund follow on work.

11.0 DELIVERABLES.

11.1 The tasking identified in 3.1 will result in a written M&S Human Capital Strategy for DoD.
11.2 The tasking identified in 3.2 will result in a Joint DoD M&S Body of Knowledge.
11.3 The tasking identified in 3.3 will result in a Content Matrix, as well as supporting documentation including a catalog of existing M&S education opportunities available to the M&S workforce.
11.4 The tasking identified in 3.4 will result in a Learning Architecture.
11.5 Monthly status reports.
11.6 Presentations and technical papers as deemed necessary for the proper socialization of the work performed as part of this SOW.
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